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FOREWORD
This User's Manual was prepared by Dr. R. Michael Evans of the Aerotherm Divi-
sion of Acurex Corporation for the JANNAF Performance Standardization Working Group
under Contract NAS8-30930 from the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. This
manual contains complete documentation for the BLIMP-J version of the BLIMP computer
program. This program serves as the standard boundary layer prediction method for
the JANNAF rocket engine performance prediction and evaluation procedure.
The BLIMP program was originally developed for NASA/MSC under Contract NAS9-
4599 by Mr. Eugene P. Bartlett and Dr. Robert M. Kendall. It was extended to turbu-
lent flow under joint sponsorship of NASA/MSC and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory.




The JANNAF standard procedure for prediction of boundary layer effects in
liquid rocket engine thrust chambers is described. The computer program, designated
as Version J of the Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure (BLIMP-J), computes the
nonsimilar chemically reacting laminar or turbulent boundary layer for ablating,
transpiration cooled or nonablating internal flow configurations. The flow can be
considered to be planar or axisymmetric. The program considers either local thermo-
cynamic equilibrium or frozen composition for a general propellant gas (no restric-
tion on elemental composition). Mass addition, either by surface ablation or injec-
tion, for as many as three different materials is permitted. A wide variety of
surface boundary conditions are available ranging from assigned wall temperatures
and mass injection rates to surface equilibrium while satisfying a steady-state wall
energy balance. The program uses a novel numerical solution procedure, termed an in-
tegral matrix approach, which is equivalent to a higher order finite difference ap-
proach (using spline fits). Thus, the code is capable, within practical limits, of
obtaining very accurate and economical solutions to the governing differential equa-
tions (momentum, energy, and species). The interface of this program with other pro-
grams of the JANNAF standardized performance prediction and evaluation procedure for
rocket engines is also described.
Copies of this document and the computer program can be obtained from the
Chemical Propulsion Information Agency (CPIA), APL/JHU, 8621 Georgia Avenue, Silver
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The BLIMP computer program was developed to provide a fast, highly accurate
solution procedure for the general class of gas phase boundary layer flow problems
encompassing a broad range of boundary conditions. The solution procedure applies
to the laminar or turbulent, nonsimilar, multicomponent, equilibrium boundary layer
for axisymmetric or planar flow and for general chemical systems. Version J of this
program has been specially modified to interface with other JANNAF codes for perfor-
mance prediction of liquid rocket motors.*
The initial development of the Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure (BLIMP)
was performed under NASA Contract NAS9-4599 and is presented in Reference'l. The
turbulent model, which was later added, is described in Reference 2. In 1972 BLIMP was
selected by the JANNAF Boundary Layer Subcommittee to fill the need for an efficient
and accurate boundary layer prediction procedure. Shortly thereafter work began on
revising the BLIMP code to satisfy special requirements for the JANNAF program.
BLIMP is intended to serve as a rigorous boundary layer program in connection with
other JANNAF reference programs such as CICM, DER* and TDK (References 3-5) for the
prediction of liquid rocket motor performance. Special input and output procedures,
have been included to facilitate this interface (see Section 6.10).
This manual is intended to contain complete documentation of the BLIMP-J pro-
gram. Section 2 contains a description of the mathematical modeling of the boundary
layer flow including discussions of the general conservation equations, turbulent
flow, general chemistry considerations and evaluation of the thermodynamic properties.
Three turbulent models are described and have been included in the program; although,
•the Kendall model is the accepted model in the JANNAF standardized prediction proce-
dure. The last part of Section 2 inlcudes a list of limitations of the current for-
mulation. The governing equations are transformed to a new coordinate system and
the integral matrix procedure is discussed in Section 3. The matrix form of the
equations and the Newton-Raphson procedure are also discussed in Section 3. Section
4 contains a description of the subroutines, an overlay structure, a flow chart, a
Complete list of the program, and a list of the Fortran variables. Input instructions
The JANNAF rocket engine performance prediction and evaluation procedure is com-
pletely described in Chemical Propulsion Information Agency publications 245 and 246.
including a description of the input quantities and suggested values for many of the
input parameters are given in Section 5. The input instructions are expanded with
detailed discussions of many program options and other user oriented information In
Section 6. The BLIMP output, including some debug output, is described in Section 7.
Three sample cases are presented in Section 8. Complete lists of the input and sam-
ples of the output are given.
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SECTION 2
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER
The mathematical model for the chemically reacting boundary layer is presented
in this section. The differential conservation equations which govern laminar or
turbulent compressible flow for either planar or axisymmetric bodies are developed.
In addition, the auxiliary relations for the equation of state for a chemically
equilibrated mixture, multicomponent transport properties, and turbulent transport
properties necessary for closure of the set of equations are given.
2.1 GENERAL CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
In the present analysis, the usual turbulent flow technique of breaking the
species, velocity, and enthalpy fields into mean and fluctuating components, time
averaging, and making appropriate order of magnitude approximations is used. The
results of these manipulations will be taken as a point of departure for all the
conservation equations. The species mass balance equation can thus be written as .
a 1^ I/ ^1 \ 1^1 y
" I ~..t/ —^ \ _ If -.- I ^ 1 W A I _» .». — K-
- (PvK.r) - . a y - J i **
where s and y are the streamwise and normal coordinates, respectively, u and v are
the velocity components in the s and y directions, respectively, K. is the mass frac-
tion of species i,r is the metric coefficient for streamline spreading for three-
dimensional flows (radius from the body centerline to the point of interest in a mer-
idian plane for axisymmetric flow), K is zero for a flat plate and unity for a body
of revolution, p is the density, and i//. represents the rate of mass generation of
species i per unit volume due to chemical reaction. The individual species turbu-
lent eddy diffusivity peg- is defined in terms of the correlation of the fluctuating
components of concentration and normal velocity, that is,
peD = " 31/ay (2"2)
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and J. 1s the mass-diffusion rate of spedcs 1 due to molecular processes. Since
transverse curvature is to be included in the present analysis, r must be treated as
a function of y whereas in the typical boundary layer analysis, r is set equal to r ,
the surface value of r. The relationship between r, r , and y is
r(s.y) = rQ(s) - y cos 8 (2-3)
The coordinate system being used, is shown in Figure 2-1.
. In Equation (2-1) and in other conservation equations to follow, turbulent
transport terms are expressed in Boussinesq form, that is, eddy viscosity, eddy dif-
fusivity, and eddy conductivity. Hence all terms are time-averaged quantities and
no need exists for using a superscript bar. In the order-of-magnitude arguments,
terms of the following types have been eliminated: (1) triple correlations, (2)
derivatives of turbulent correlations parallel to the wall, and (3) correlations in-
volving turbulent components of molecular transport mechanisms.
When Equation (2-1) is summed over all species, the global continuity equa-
tion results:
Combining Equations (2-1) and (2-4), one obtains the species conservation equation
f\\s ~ *\i/ r~ 'N v ~1
i i 1 3 I ic / i \pu ~ + pv Tr-i-= — r- r pen ^— - j. + i|>. (2-5)
which can be written for each species 1 under consideration. The molecular diffu-
sion rate j. is expressed in general as
where D.. is the multicomponent diffusion coefficient of species i into j, D. is the
multicomponent thermal diffusion coefficient of species i, #! is the local gas mix-
ture molecular weight, and ^ i- is the molecular weight of species i. The Stefan-

















where x. is the mole fraction of species i and £. . is the binary diffusion coeffi-i •?
cient of species i into j. Both of these expressions are complex in that the multi-
component diffusion coefficients are difficult to evaluate, and the Stefan-Maxwell
relations provide only implicit expressions for the j^. For the special case when
all diffusion coefficients can be assumed equal and thermal diffusion can be ignored,
Pick's law results:
(2-8)
This technique is not used in this analysis.* A further simplification is used to
work in terms of "elemental" conservation rather than species conservation. The
term "element" is used to refer to those atoms or groupings of atoms which according
to equilibrium relations are conserved. Reference 7 discusses the merits of this ap-
proach in more detail. Defining ex.. as the mass fraction of "element" k in species
i, multiplying the species equations (Equation (2-5)) by a. . , and summing over all




where K. is the mass fraction of "element" k in the system defined by
It has also been assumed that all en.. = en. The "elemental" approach results in
significantly fewer simultaneous equations than the conservation of species approach,
and the equating of all eD- gives sufficiently accurate solutions for most types of
problems. The term Za, .ij). in Equation (2-9) is the production of "element" k which
for equilibrium chemistry is set to zero. (For nonequilibrium chemistry the produc-
tion terms can be non-zero. By retaining the production term in this conservation
equation, the same formulation can be used for equilibrium or nonequilibrium chemis-
try by the simple expedient of setting the production terms to zero for equilibrium
conditions.)
An option is available in the BLIMP program which reduces to Pick's law; however,
the program is written to retain the more complex bifurcation approximation to be
discussed later in this section.
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The streamwise momentum equation can be written as
where P is the local static pressure, and the eddy viscosity e.. is defined in terms
of the Reynolds' stresses of turbulent flow by
The transverse direction momentum equation reduces to zero when longitudinal curva-
ture effects are ignored.
The energy equation for this general chemistry boundary layer is
PU
i j ' 1J •
where H- is the total enthalpy (static plus kinetic)
H^ht^ (2-14)
h is the static enthalpy including chemical as well as sensible contributions
:<h. (2-15)




pC  dT + h? (2-16)
To
T is the temperature, h. is the heat of formation of species i at the reference tem-
perature T°, Cp. is the specific heat of species i, C is the frozen specific heat
of the gaseous mixture defined as
A is the thermal conductivity, R is the universal gas constant, x. is the mole frac-
tion of species j, and the turbulent enthalpy transport coefficient is defined by
In the energy equation, as in the species conservation equations, it is neces-
sary to evaluate molecular diffusion flux j.. As discussed earlier, the general ex-
pressions for these terms are difficult to work withi therefore an approximate tech-
nique for multicomponent diffusion has been derived. A bifurcation approximation
introduced by Bird (Reference 8) and discussed in detail by Bartlett, et al. (Refer-
ences 9 and 10) permits explicit solution of the Stefan-Maxwell relations (Equation
(2-7)) for j. in terms of gradients and properties of species i and of the system as




where D is a reference diffusion coefficient and F. is a diffusion factor for spe-
cies i. The F. are determined for a given chemical system by a least squares curve-
fit of actual diffusion data. The accuracy of the approximation was found to be very
*
The bifurcation approximation is introduced at this point t£ allow completion of the
"development of the governing equations. The evaluation of D and the F. to establish
the diffusion coefficients will be discussed in Section 2.3. 1
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good (within 5 percent for most cases, Reference 9) and the F. were observed to be
very weak functions of temperature. (They are assumed to be independent of tempera-
ture in the BLIMP code.) The multi component thermal diffusion coefficients, oT can
be approximated by
T C pDu,
which represents a generalization of a correlation of binary diffusion data (Reference
9). With the aid of these approximations the Stefan-Maxwell equations can then be
solved explicitly (Reference 9) for the diffusive flux. The following definitions
are introduced for simplicity.







The species and "elemental" laminar flux relations can thus be expressed as
(2-22)
(2-23)
In addition, the diffusive energy flux terms in Equation 2-13) can be expressed as:
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3* = - ly- + P£D (f - 'p fy)
+ (h - h + ctRTw3) ^  S .(2-24)
JJ
The "elemental" species conservation equation becomes
and the energy equation can be expressed as
9HT T , ,
pv
 5T ' ty Cr (-qa + qr)] (2'26)
If equal diffusion coefficients are assumed, p., = l/#l, C = C , and h = h. When
thermal diffusion .is to-be neglected, c. = 0 and u. = In y^.
Equations (2-4), (2-11), (2-25), and (2-26) comprise the boundary layer con- .
servation equations, including the approximations for unequal thermal and multicom-
ponent diffusion coefficients of Reference 9. The equations are parabolic in nature,
therefore requiring specifications of the dependent variables, their derivatives, or
a linear combination thereof along the wall (y = 0), the edge of the boundary layer, and
at the initial body station. Typical sets of boundary conditions will be discussed
later in this section. Also necessary in the mathematical formulation of the problem
is the specification of the molecular transport properties, equation of state and
equilibrium relations for the multicomponent gas, and a description of the eddy vis-
.cosity, conductivity and diffusivity. These will be di'scussed in the following para-
graphs.
2.2 EQUATION OF STATE AND EQUILIBRIUM RELATIONS
The BLIMP program has been formulated in terms of perfect gas behavior of each
species.
Pi = ruRT (2-27)
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The mixture of gases is treated as an ideal gaseous solution. Basically this means
that the mixture equation of state can be written as
(2-28)
"i
and the mixture thermodynamic state variables can be expressed as
'J-i ' (2-29)
where f is the property, x^ is the mole fraction of species i, f^ is evaluated at the
mixture temperature, and the bar indicates that f is on a mole basis. A complete
discussion of gas and condensed phase equilibrium can be found in Reference 7. The
following discussion pertains only to the gas phase thermodynamics. The BLIMP code
can treat the general equilibrium gaseous system (shifting equilibrium) or a frozen
composition "ideal gas".
2.2.1 Chemical Equilibrium
In general, K chemical elements, N. , in a gas system will interact to form
a number of chemical species,* N. (gas phase). If enough time has elapsed so
that thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium is established, the thermodynamic state
of the system, including the relative amounts of chemical species present, is com-
pletely determined if two independent thermodynamic variables are known in. addition
to the elemental composition. This condition may be stated mathematically by exam-
ining the governing equations for such a system, and showing that the number of in-
dependent equations is equal to the number of unknown quantities.
Relations expressing the formation of the gaseous chemical species from the




"Chemical species" as used here includes molecular, atomic, ionic, and electron
species.
"nt should be noted that it is not strictly necessary to write these reactions in
terms of elements. Rather, an independent set of "base" species may be selected.
The base species must be selected so that no reaction can be written wherein the
reactants and the products are all base species. The formulation presented here
is unchanged with the exception that elements are taken to mean base species. For
a complete discussion of base species see Reference 7.
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In the above, C.. represents the number of atoms of element k in a molecule of spe-
cies i. At equilibrium, the second law requires that these independent reactions
occur without change in free energy, i.e., the free energy of the reactants equals
the free energy of the products. Mathematically this is
where the G. are the partial molar free energies of the species (also referred to as
the chemical potentials). The free energy of species i at the mixture temperature
and partial pressure, P., can be related to the standard state free energy G., which
is; the .free energy of the species at the same temperature but undiluted and at one
atmosphere pressure, by the relation
}
G. - G? = / Vi dPi (2-32)
where P is one atmosphere. For a gas obeying the perfect gas law (V. = RT/P.) this
becomes
Gi - G° = RT In Pi (2-33)
where P^, the partial pressure of species i, is in units of atmospheres.
Substitution of Equation (2-33) for G. and G. into Equation (2-31) yields
-AG? -^^
r-= In P, -> . C_ In P, (2-34)RT '" 'i
k
where the standard-state free energy change of the formation reaction for species i
is defined by
<2-35>
The term -AG?/RT is the equilibrium constant (In kp.) for the formation reaction of
species i. The standard-state free energy is a function of temperature only and is
obtained for each molecular species from
G? = h? - Tl? . (2-36)
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where enthalpies are obtained relative to some chemical base state, often the ele-
ments in their most natural form at 298°K and one atmosphere (JANNAF base state).
(The curve fit constants for the evaluation of h? and s? are part of the BLIMP input.)
For each chemical element introduced into the system, the conservation of
atoms dictates that the amount of any element k in the gas (regardless of molecular
configuration) must sum to the total amount of element k in the system. Mathemati-
cally, this may be written, for each element k, as
Mass fraction ^, I
of element k •_ _kV^ >
 p /, ,7\u
 -U-4/Jinput to the W -rki i
system i=l
where #lis the mixture molecular weight defined by
-B-Ks (2-38)
In addition, there exists the requirement that the partial pressures must sum to the
total system pressure
I
Pi = P (2'39)
Also, mixture thermodynamic properties, such as specific enthalpy, are related to
the species concentrations by equations of the form
h=s3f>,P,-h< (2-40)
Consider now the number of independent equations for the system. The number
of gas phase equilibrium relations (Equation 2-34)) is equal to the number of gas
phase species I minus the number of elements K (because Equations (2-34) are trivial
when i=k). Note that the system temperature is contained implicitly in Equations
(2-34) through the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constants. There are
K conservation of elements equations (Equations (2-37)), one for each atomic element
introduced into the system. The requirement that the partial pressures sum to the
system pressure (Equation (2-39)) contributes one additional equation. For any addi-
tional thermodynamic properties of the mixture (enthalpy, entropy, etc.), there ex-
ist equations such as Equation (2-40).
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Consider next the variables appropriate to this formulation of the problem.
The relative concentrations of the I species in the gas phase are given by the P.'s
(P. = x.P). In this formulation, the composite system molecular weight, fn. is also
a variable. There are one each of the mixture thermodynamic variables T, P, h, s,
































Thus, there are two less equations than there are variables; and so, if two indepen-
dent variables are specified (e.g., P and h) in addition to the elemental composi-
tion, then closure is obtained and the chemical and thermodynamic state of the sys-
tem may, in principle, be determined.
2.3 TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
In addition to the thermochemical state properties discussed in the previous
section, the program requires mixture transport properties. These include the spe-
cies diffusion coefficients, mixture viscosity and thermal conductivity. These trans-
port properties are'calculated from expressions which are derived from simple kinetic
theory and the particular multicomponent diffusion representation previously discus-
sed in Section 2.1. The development of these expressions is discussed in detail in
Reference 9. A brief summary of this development and the resulting expressions, are
presented in this section. (It should be noted that the accuracy of the approxima-
tions used here has reduced impact for turbulent flows since the transport mechan-
isms are predominantly turbulent.)
2.3.1 Diffusion Coefficients
In Section 2.1 a bifurcation approximation for binary diffusion coefficients
was mentioned. This characterizes multicomponent diffusion phenomena with reason-
able accuracy without unduly complicating the system of equations to be solved. This




where D is a reference diffusion coefficient and the F. are diffusion factors. The
essential elements in this approximation, which impact not only the diffusion coef-
ficients but also the viscosity and thermal conductivity, as will be seen later, are
the F.'s and TJ. The correlations given below have been built into BLIMP.
n s 1.-719 x l.O"5 (T)i.6s9 gi (2_42)
where T is in degrees Kelvin and P is in atmospheres.
(7n X0'"1892677J {2-43)
It has also been found that self-diffusion can be better represented if a different





G< = (2^) <2-45>
For most gas systems these correlations are within 5 percent of more exact values
for temperatures on the order of 3000°K. For greater accuracy the values of the F-
and G. can be calculated, as described in Reference 10, for the specific gas system
and temperature range. The resulting values can then be directly input into BLIMP
(see Section 5.2, Group 12). The calculations of the mixture viscosity and thermal
conductivity are based on the diffusion factors given by Equations (2-41) and (2-44).
These will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
2.3.2 Mixture Viscosity
The expression employed by the BLIMP program to calculate the mixture vis-
cosity derives from rigorous first order kinetic theory (Reference 6), subject to a
few simplifying assumptions, as discussed in Reference 9. This is the Buddenberg-




RTui ^  Xj
PftL / J £. .
' -i-1 'J
(2-46)
where y. is the viscosity of the pure species i. The u. may be expressed in terms
of the self-diffusion coefficients ..
RT (2-47)
where A*."*" is a ratio of collision integrals based on a Lennard-Jones intermolecular
potential. Substituting Equations (2-41), (2-44), and (2-47) into Equation (2-46)






x.F /6A* 6? \
1 QOC . 1 1 [ 1 1 1 -I OQC
(2-48)
This is the expression utilized to calculate the mixture viscosity in BLIMP.
2.3.3 Mixture Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity in a polyatomic gas mixture may be represented by.
(Reference 11)
k = k + k
mix mono-mix int (2-49)
where k
 ono_m,-x is thermal conductivity in a mixture computed by neglecting all
internal degrees of freedom and k. . is the contribution to the thermal conductivity
of the mixture due to the internal degrees of freedom of the molecules. A simplified
expression for the mono-mixture thermal conductivity can be derived in a manner simi-
lar to the procedure previously discussed for the mixture viscosity. This simplified
expression is (from Reference 9)
At. is currently set to a constant value of 1.13 inBLIMP.
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where k. is the thermal conductivity of the pure species i neglecting all inter-i mono
nal degrees of freedom of the molecule. The k. may be expressed in terms of the
u. as - • .
15. R
i mono ~ 4 (2-51)
The contribution to the thermal conductivity from the internal degrees of freedom may
be expressed as (from Reference 9) .
A pxi ¥ Vpl " 2kint=.i,-—-—I (2-52)
ij
By combining Equations (2-41) and (2-44) with Equations (2-49) through (2-52), the
mixture thermal conductivity may be written as




1.475 + JLl _LU_ . 1.475
L
 »1 \ 5F? /J
(2-53)
where u1, u-, u-, and C are given by Equations (2-21). Thus, Equation (2-53) is the
expression utilized to calculate the mixture thermal conductivity in BLIMP. Also cal-
culated for use in the solution procedure and as output are the Prandtl and Schmidt
numbers which are defined here as
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Pr
 - £ Cp-frozen
(2-55)
2.4 SIMPLIFIED MODELS FOR THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
2.4.1 Nonreacting Gas
It may be desired to supress chemical equilibrium and specify the species com-
position of the mixture. This option is available in the BLIMP program. In this
case the mixture properties are calculated from Equations (2-38), (2-39), and (2-40)
where the P. are specified through the mixture composition. (Although this approach
sacrifices some of the generality of the program it results in shorter computation
times.) In this case the mixture transport properties are directly input as explicit
expression for the mixture viscosity and mixture Prandtl number as functions of the
temperature.
This option eliminates the equilibrium chemistry solutions at each node, eli-
minates any diffusion considerations, and eliminates the necessity to include the
species equations in the set of equations to be solved.
2.4.2 Binary Diffusion Approximation
A significant savings in computation time can be made by reducing the number
of equations to be solved. In Section 2.4.1 this was done by simplifying the chem-
istry and transport properties calculations. If it is desired to retain the general
chemistry option it is still possible to reduce the computation time by reducing the
number of species equations to two. The procedure applies to gas systems containing
three or more elements. The simplification is made by grouping the elements into two
groups which are then considered to diffuse into each other; hence, binary diffusion.
The use of this option is discussed in Section 6.4. In many cases where the ele-
ments in each group have roughly the same molecular weight this approximation intro-
duces very little inaccuracy into the boundary layer solution procedure.
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2.5 TURBULENT FLOW CONSIDERATIONS .
In thi conservation equations developed previously, the concepts of eddy vis-
cosity, eddy diffusivity, and eddy conductivity were used to express the correlations
of fluctuating velocity, species, and enthalpy fields in terms of mean field quanti-
ties. This is only one of several possible techniques of closing the set of equa-
tions (assuming satisfactory expressions for the eddy parameters are available), and
it does not provide any information regarding the evolution of the turbulent correla-
tions as the flow progresses downstream. Admittedly, it would be more desirable to
describe the turbulent fluctuations in a more complete manner such as with an entrain-
ment relation, turbulent kinetic energy relation, or a local turbulent constitutive
equation (Reference 12). However, these techniques are still in early stages of de-
velopment even for incompressible single component flows, therefore a more proven ap-
proach was selected for the present analysis. The Boussinesq description of turbu-
lent boundary layers has proved to be very useful, particularly for complex reacting
flows such as are being described here, and will be used exclusively in the present
analysis.
There is a wide amount of latitude possible even within the eddy viscosity
framework of turbulence, particularly in applying classical incompressible models to
compressible flows. The following subsections decribe the turbulence models cur-
rently built into BLIMP. The three models are those of Kendall (Reference 13) Bush-
nell and Beckwith (References 14 and 15), and Cebeci and Smith (References 16 and 17).
The JANNAF standardized prediction procedure uses the Kendall model.
2.5.1 General Features
Boussinesq's eddy viscosity concept is adapted to write the Reynolds stresses
as
- (pv)'u' = pEm g- (2-56)
and a similar relation is used to define eddy conductivity, e.*
All three models in the present discussion employ the Prandtl mixing length
hypothesis in which it is assumed that
e = * v (2-57)
*
This is a simplified form of Equation (2-18)
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where £ is the mixing length and v. is the turbulent velocity. The differences be-
tween the three models come about through the formulation of i and v.. Kendall and
Cebeci treat the boundary layer as a composite layer consisting of inner and outer
regions. In the inner, or wall, region the turbulent velocity is written as
v t - i (2-58)
and the mixing length is assumed to be proportional to the distance from the wall.
In the outer, or wake, region the boundary layer is assumed to behave similarly to
free turbulent shear flow with v = u , the free stream velocity, and £ = cS* where
c is a constant and 6* is a boundary layer characteristic thickness taken as the ve-
locity defect thickness. Thus,
• em = cue6* (2-59)
where
Bushnell and Beckwith, however, treat the boundary layer as a single layer and apply
Equation (2-57) throughout by introducing the intermittency concept in the definition
of &. The most fundamental differences in the models arise, however, from the manner
in which the mixing length expression is obtained. The Cebeci and Bushnell expres-
sions originate from Prandtl's proposal that in the region of the development of tur-
bulence
f=k (2-61)
which has as a solution
A = ky (2-62)
The models are arrived at by significant modifications to this solution to account
for the effects of variable properties, pressure gradient, Reynolds number, etc. It
1s important that these modifications were made to the solution and not to the basic
proposition as expressed by Equation (2-61). The Kendall model, on the other hand,
follows from modifications to the basic proposition to account for the effects of
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variable properties (see Equation (2-65)). .It has been observed that differences in
the models become more pronounced as the degree of property variation increases (Re-
ference 18).
The turbulent transport of scalar quantities is treated the same way as momen-
tum by introducing the concepts of eddy conductivity, c., and eddy diffusiv-ity, e...
Turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are defined as Pr. = E /e. and Sc. s e /cn.t m h t m D
Cebeci proposes an expression for Pr. as a function of the distance from the wall
but in the Kendall and Bushnell-Beckwith models Pr, is assumed to be a constant. The
turbulent Schmidt number is also taken to be constant in all the models.
2.5.2 Kendall Model
This model employs the two-layer concept of the turbulent boundary layer. The
wall law is based on the following three concepts:
• lim £ -*• 0 .
y -»• o
• lim dfc/dy = 0
y + 0
• Rate of increase of the mixing length with y is proportional to the dif-.
ference between the value postulated by Prandtl (ky) and its actual value
(2-63)
The proportionality factor in this relation is assumed to be dependent on the local
shear stress and local kinematic viscosity
(2-64)
V
where y is a constant. The values of the constants k and y recommended in this
a . a
model are 0.44 and 11.823, respectively. These constants have been obtained by
matching the predictions with experimental data in incompressible turbulent boundary
layers with and without blowing (Reference 13). (Physically k can be considered as a
measure of the rate of growth of the mixing length with respect to distance from the
wall and y, is a measure of the thickness of the laminar sublayer.) The validity ofa . ,.
the model for flows with wall blowing and streamwise pressure gradient is argued on
the basis of using the local flow properties, such as local shear, in the model.
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For compressible flow, the wall law is modified as follows:
M - [k y pdy - pi] ^ ZI (2-65)
wherei instead of describing the length scale of a turbulent eddy, the mass of the
eddy, pfc, is related to the mass available between the wall and the point of inter-
est. The constants k and y .however, are left at their incompressible values. The
. . . . • ' • . u . . • • . - • • • - > .
above integral-differential equation is solved numerically to obtain the local value
of the mixing length £.
In the wake region, it is assumed that the eddy viscosity is a constant and
is given by Clauser's expression (Equation (2-59)) where c = 0.018. The wall and
the wake regions are matched by the following procedure: the e expression for the
wall region is used until it exceeds the wake value at which point the wake value of
e is used for the remainder of the boundary layer thickness. This value is linearly
damped in the outer-portions of the boundary layer so that a value of zero occurs at
the boundary layer edge.
2.5.3 Cebeci-Smith Model
As it was mentioned previously, a two-layer model is also used by Cebeci and
Smith. In the inner (wall) region, the Van Driest (Reference 19) form of mixing
length is now used:




Van Driest suggested constant values of 0.4 and 26 for the k and A , respectively.
.j. m
(These have essentially the same meaning as k and y . ) In the Cebeci model, however,
Q
these constants are replaced by functions accounting for pressure gradient and blow-
ing. Compressibility effects are also accounted for by using local values for y and p.
For flows with pressure gradient and mass transfer, Cebeci replaced the wall
shear in the damping parameter by T which he obtained from the simplified form of the
momentum equation in the sublayer (Reference 16):
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WThe solution of this equation at y = 11.8 results in
A = A 1- r—
w






and A = 26.
Following Van Driest's approach to arrive at the mixing length formulation
with a damping factor in the inner region, Cebeci derived the following expression
for eddy conductivity:
where
+ P + +B = B< ~ [exp (11.8 V) - 1] + exp (11.8 V*)
I \l " • "
(2-71)
and kh = 0.44 , B = 34.
Cebeci (Reference 17) further argued that the above values of km> h, , A, and
B are only satisfactory for large Reynolds number (Refl > 6000) and he proposed func-
tion of Re. for k , k. , A, and B. There is some question as to the validity of theD m n
ReQ dependence, particularly for compressible flows in nozzles. Furthermore, the
D
model is completely adequate without this dependence.* For these reasons the con-
stant values of k , k., A, and B are used. (The values of these constants were es-
tablished by correlation with incompressible flow data.)
The turbulent Prandtl number (Prt = em/eh) is obtained from Equations (2-57),
(2-58), (2-66), and (2-72);
Personal communication: Tuncer Cebeci, MacDonnell-Douglas, Long Beach, California.
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k[l - exp (- y /A )]
Pr = _JD (2.72)
1
 kh[l - exp (- y /P"r/B )]
Although Equations (2-66) and (2-70) are valid only in the boundary layer inner re-
gion, Cebeci shows that Equation (2-72) agrees satisfactorily with experimental data
of References 20, 21, 22, and 23 throughout the boundary layer and, hence, it is so
used.
In the wake region, Cebeci uses the Clauser expression for eddy viscosity,
Equation (2-59) with c =0.0168. This expression is damped in the same way as in
the Kendall model.
2.5.4 Bushnell-Beckwith Model
The Bushnell-Beckwith model is a single layer model which reduces to the Van
Driest form of mixing length near the wall and is modified in the outer region by an
intermittency factor y (Reference 24). The mixing length expression is written as:
f = K [1 - exp (- yW)] f(y/6)Y'/2 (2-73)
where
Y = 1 - erf [5(y/6 - 0.78)] (2_74)
and
f(y/6) = tanh(-^i) (2-75)
and the constants are: k = 0.4, K = 0.08, A = 26. The boundary layer thickness 6
appearing in Equations (2-73), (2-74), and (2-75) is defined as the distance normal
to the wall where the velocity ratio (u/u ) = 0.995.
The present model has been tested against experimental data by Bushnell
and Beckwith (Reference 25). In their work, however, they use a different function
than the one given by Equation (2-75). They assume that f = y/6 in the inner wall
region, y/6 <. 0.1, and it is a function of the incompressible shape factor (H = 6*/9)
in the far wall region, y/6 >. 0.3. The values of f in the far wall region are ob-
tained from a curve fit to experimental data of £/6 versus H. In the interval,
0.1 < y/6 < 0.3, a straight line is used to join the inner and far wall regions.
Based on this model, Bushnell and Beckwith compared their predictions of flows with
blowing and pressure gradient with experimental data of References 26 and 27. They
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report (Reference 25) that in the application of the model to flows with wall blow-
ing, the effect of blowing could be accounted for only when the wall damping factor
of Van Driest, A , was made an experimentally based function of the blowing rate.
The present functional form of f, Equation (2-75), is based on the recommendation of
Harris.*
As noted by Harris (Reference 15), based on the available data, there ex-
ists a lack of conclusiveness as to how the turbulent Prandtl number should be formu-
lated in terms of local boundary layer parameters under different flow conditions.
Therefore, a constant value of 0.9 is used for Pr. in this model.
2.5.5 Boundary Layer Transition
Transition from laminar to turbulent flow can be specified in two ways. In
the first when a user specified value of Ren is exceeded the turbulent transport
D
properties are introduced into the calculations; however, they are reduced by a





S < S t
S > 2St
(2-76)
and S. is the value of S (streamwise coordinate) at which the transition criteria is
exceeded.
In the second method, transition is activated at a user specified position.
In this case there is no transition zone.
2.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The usual set of boundary conditions for the boundary layer flow.problem
consists of the specification of initial profiles for the dependent variables f',
HT, and K. , plus additional specifications of these quantities along the wall and
at the edge of the boundary layer, and the specification of f along the wall. How-
w
ever, these boundary conditions have been greatly generalized to include flows such
Personal communication.
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as transpiration cooling and ablation. The numerous options resulting from this
generalization are discussed below.
The boundary layer edge conditions typically are found from an isentropic ex-
pansion from known elemental gas composition and stagnation conditions. Thus, given
a set of stagnation conditions and a description of local static pressure along the
surface of interest, the techniques of Reference 7 may be used to establish the en-
tropy of the gaseous mixture which, when combined with the specified pressures, can
be used to establish the complete equilibrium edge gas state at each body station.
That is, the total enthalpy, edge velocity, edge pressure, and edge species concen-
trations can be determined. The boundary conditions would then consist of
"edge ~ "edge/expansion
H, = hL (2-77)
edge edge/expansion
Rk = Rkedge edge/expansion
An additional constraint at the boundary layer edge which is necessary only when cu-










= 0 . (2-78)
= 0
It is also possible to input the edge velocity rather than calculate it by
isentropic expansion. In this case the edge thermodynamic state is calculated from





The resulting boundary conditions are the same as those of Equations (2-77).
Initial profiles of velocity, total enthalpy, and elemental concentration are
more difficult to establish for the general problem, therefore calculations are of-
ten started with reasonable assumed profiles far upstream of the region of interest
so that effects of erroneous assumptions will die out. Another possibility is to
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assume a similar solution as a starting profile. This assumption reduces the equa-
tions to ordinary differential equations at the starting point, which may be solved
simultaneously for a set of profiles unique to the assumed edge and wall state. This
is the most common method of establishing initial profiles. (The user may supply a
starting profile or use the similarity starting profile, in which case the first guess
may be input or generated by the program.)
The wall boundary conditions allow the widest selection of options. The sim-
plest combination is the straightforward assignment of velocities, enthalpy, and
elemental concentrations at the wall:
u = '0 no slip
w
input specified
 PWV,w wp V = p Vw w w w
(2-80)
HT = h (S) specified enthalpy of gas at the
w w wall
K|< = K|< (£) specified wall gas elemental
w w
 composition*
Wall temperatures may be used to find wall enthalpy in the above formulation. Also,
wall mass diffusive fluxes of up to three individual injectants may be assigned in'
lieu of K|< and p v . With the values of the dependent variables all directly as-
W W W
signed in this manner, the boundary layer problem is uncoupled from the surface
chemistry interaction.
The inclusion of surface material/boundary layer gas interaction chemistry in
the boundary layer problem forms the second major set of wall boundary condition op-
tions. Using the surface thermochemistry techniques of Reference 7, it is possible
to specify given mass fluxes of the (up to) three injectants (or transpirants) at
the wall and require chemical equilibrium between the injectants, the wall material,
and the adjacent gas stream. In this instance, the values of HT (i.e., T ) and K|<
w w w
are found by simultaneous solution of the local surface chemical equilibrium equa-
tions, surface mass balances, and the no-slip velocity boundary conditions.
In the use of this boundary layer technique in conjunction with in-depth char-
ring ablation analyses,";" the chemically active injectants might result from the py-
rolysis of an internally decomposing material, surface material combustion or phase
change, and mechanical removal. A variation of this type of wall boundary condition
is to specify the wall temperature or enthalpy and allow the surface chemistry
It is physically unrealistic in most cases to assign Kkw when diffusion coefficients
are unequal since the contribution to R^ by preferential diffusion of the various
"elements" to the surface is not known awpriori.
These conditions might apply, for example, in a solid propellant rocket nozzle.
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calculations to compute the necessary p v and K^ . In summary, the surface equili-
brium wall boundary condition is
pw w pwvw|input







from surface equilibrium requirement
The final wall boundary condition category involves the use of a steady state
energy balance at the .surface.* A general surface energy balance can best be under-
stood by examination of a schematic representation of the energy fluxes to an ablating








/ / / / / / / / /
'cond
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
m h m hc c
w g gw
mh +mh - q + q - (pv) h - q , = 09 9... . c c... V. X. VP 'w w HcondW W W
(2-82)
which is valid in either a transient or steady-state situation. In general, an in-
depth charring ablation solution would be needed to provide the conduction term
• •
q . and the pyrolysis gas rate, m . Under steady state conditions, the internal
pyrolysis "front" and the charred surface are assumed to be receding at the same
rate, therefore requiring that the energy conducted into the wall material must
equal the enthalpy rise of the wall material and pyrolysis gases. In equation form
*
These conditions might apply to a solid propellent rocket nozzle.
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cond
Substituting Into Equation (2-82), the steady state energy balance becomes
- + - (pv)whw +
In this equation, qa is the wall value of the energy flux defined in Equation (2-24),
and is found in the course of the boundary layer solution. The surface equilibrium
requirement is always used in conjunction with the steady state energy balance.
Therefore, if one specifies the compositions and heats of formation of the pyrolysis
gas and char materials, the simultaneous solution of the energy equation above and
the surface chemistry relations mentioned earlier completely couples the boundary
layer flow to the surface response. The steady state assumption is good even in
transient situations for large ablation rates or small thermal diffusivity of the
ablation material (Reference 17). In summary, the use of the steady state energy
balance results in the following:
uw = 0 no slip
Hy = HT steady state energy balance
w ws.s.
p v = p vkw w ^
(2-85)
surface equilibrium requirement
These are several of the possible wall boundary conditions. Examples of how
they are implemented and the types of problem to which.they apply are discussed in
Section 6.
2.7 SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS
A summary of the assumptions and approximations included in the analysis is
given below. This does not include those approximations, such as nonreacting gas,
which may be activated but are not inherent to the formulation of the program.
• Quasi-steady flow
• Ideal gas
• Multicomponent diffusion is modeled by the bifurcation approximation. The
resulting F. and G. coefficients are assumed to be independent of tempera-
ture.
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• Diffusion introduced by pressure gradients and body forces is neglected.
• Viscosity and thermal conductivity are calculated by the mixture approxi-
mations of Buddenberg and Wilke, and Mason and Saxena, respectively.
• Pressure gradients normal to the wall are assumed to be zero. Thus the y
momentum equation can be dropped from the set of governing equations.
• Body forces, such as gravity, are not included in the formulation.
• Only gas phase flow is considered.
• There is no model for radiation emitted or absorbed by the gas although
the term q is retained in the formulation.
• No streamwise changes in edge elemental composition are allowed.
• The turbulent eddy diffusivities are forced to zero at the edge of the
boundary layer.
• No gas phase kinetics are included.
• Surface roughness effects not modeled.
• Separation not modeled (adverse pressure gradients are allowed).
• Laminarization of turbulent flows not modeled.
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SECTION 3
INTEGRAL MATRIX SOLUTION PROCEDURE
The solution of the boundary layer equations presented in Section 2 uses an
integral matrix method which has been developed specifically for the solution of
chemically reacting, nonsimilar, coupled boundary layers. A complete presentation
of the integral matrix procedure was included in Reference 1, where solution of la-
minar flow problems was discussed. In the present effort, this technique has re-
mained essentially unchanged, however, new variables and equations have been added
to describe the turbulent aspects of the flow. The present discussion will there-
fore review only the highlights of the method, and the reader may refer to Reference
1 for more details.
The governing equations presented in Section 2 are transformed from the phy-
sical plane (s, y) to a new coordinate space (C>.n). In the integral matrix pro-
cedure, the primary dependent variables and their derivatives with respect to n are
related by Taylor series expansions such that these dependent variables are repre-
sented by connected quadratics or cubics (either option is available). That is, f',
Hy, and K. are expanded in Taylor series form and the series are truncated to re-
flect the proper polynomial representation. A nodal network is defined through the
boundary layer and the Taylor series expansions are assumed valid between each set
of nodes, with an additional requirement of continuous first and second derivatives
(a spline fit) at each node. Primarily for convenience, the conservation equations
are integrated across each "strip" (between nodal points) using a unity weighting
function. The linear Taylor series expansions together with linear boundary condi-
tions form a very sparse matrix which has to be inverted only once for a given prob-
lem. The nonlinear boundary layer equations and nonlinear boundary conditions are
then solved by driving the errors to zero using Newton-Raphson iteration.
3.1 COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS
The equations of motion for a boundary layer flow can be solved in the physi-
cal (s, y) plane by numerous techniques, however, it is sometimes advantageous to
transform the problem to another coordinate system. The transformed coordinates
offer the advantages of nondimensionalizing the solution, confining the solution to
a narrower region, minimizing changes in the dependent variables, and simplifying
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boundary conditions and occasionally result in the deletion of streamwise derivative
terms. This latter possibility occurs only under very restrictive sets of boundary
conditions. The coordinate transformation in the present analysis is a variation
of the Levy-Lees transformation and is derived in its entirety in Reference 1. The
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The first alteration of this transformation is actually a mathematical convenience
for carrying out the numerical solution. Introducing a stretching parameter «,, in
the normal coordinate, a new coordinate system is defined by
(3-2)
The parameter a. is taken as a function of 5 only and is determined implicitly dur-
ing the solution. Its purpose is to stretch the n coordinate such that the boundary
layer remains of constant thickness in the n coordinates.
Since a new variable <xu (£) is introduced, an additional relation is required.n
This is conveniently supplied by constraining some arbitrary point near the boundary-
layer edge, n, to have a specified streamwise velocity, c, near (but something less
than) the edge value:
f'l- = cf'l- (3-3)
1
 'c ' edge
where f is the transformed stream function defined as
f -
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and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to M so that
f =«H j- (3-5)
Examples of the utility of the stretching parameter a,, are contained in Reference 1.
The second change in the Levy-Lees transformation has to do with the trans-
verse curvature effect. . For very small nozzles, it is possible to have boundary
layer thicknesses on the order of the nozzle radius r . In this instance, it is
necessary to treat r as.a function of y, thereby including its variation through the
boundary layer. The coordinate transformations become
s
i 2fC-7 pi 11 o
(3-6)
prKdy
Utilization of the above coordinate transformation relations results in a new
set of governing equations in the (£» n) coordinate plane which will be given below.
Primes will hereafter refer to derivatives with respect to TV except when noted other-
wise.
The global continuity equation is automatically satisfied by the definition
of a transformed stream function f(C,n), shown in Equation (3-4), and re-defined
here in the final coordinate system:
where f is given byw






•The governing equations will be presented below in transformed coordinates. The al-
gebra of the transformation can be found in Reference 1.
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Streamwise Momentum Equation (2-11)
'tc (i + SsV v 3 InP*







 "v1 - V1 3 In £ ' 3 In £ ' 3 In
(3-9)
In this equation, utilizing the technique of Reference 28, the transverse curvature
effect is included entirely in the coordinate transformation and in the definition
oft:
COS 9 r ,
t = [;H = 1- " , /^dn O-io)
Jlro Jo
where 9 is the angle between the surface normal and a plane normal to the body cen-
terline (see Figure 2-1) and the subscript 1 refers to a reference condition which
is normally taken as the edge condition at any Streamwise station.
3 In u,
dP
For solutions without consideration of transverse curvature, t is set to 1.0 through-
out the boundary layer.
Turbulent Model Equations
The turbulent fluctuations are related to the mean field through the eddy mo-
dels described in Section 2.5. Eddy viscosity is described by a wall law and a wake
law, while eddy diffusivity and conductivity are related to eddy viscosity by turbu-
















The wall region eddy viscosity relation becomes
p(ReJ _
— H2 f" (wall region)
plaH
= C Re6* (wake
where
6* _ ,-. I /, T- \ pl
(3-14)
(3-15)
Transverse curvature is not considered in determining the wake region length scale
The single layer model of Bushnell uses the wall expression throughout. The con-
stant c is typically 0.0168 for the Cebeci mode and 0.018 for the Kendall model.
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Energy Equation (2-26)
fHj + [t(-q* + q*)]1 = 2 (f j^ j - Hj"|L (3-17)
where q* is the normalized diffusive energy flux away from the surface including
turbulent fluxes
q* = qfl/a* (3-18)
The flux normalizing parameter a* is defined by
p r
(3-19)
The diffusive energy flux q, in the transformed coordinates is defined later in this
a
section.
"Elemental" Species Equations (2-25)*
3
^ ~ af \
«,' + It l—gr- K,'. - jf II + |-^ J ( -^ -^ 1 = 2 (f ^r^ - K; P^ -^
(3-20)
where j* is the normalized diffusive flux of "element" k"
Diffusive Fluxes
The normalized diffusive energy flux is given by
There are K-l such equations for the k "elements". Only K-l of the "elements" are














where Pr is the Prandtl number based on the frozen specific heat
C u
(3-23)
The turbulent contribution to the diffusive energy flux is contained, in the last
bracketed term, which is left uncombined with the other terms for cl'arity. The fact
that the gross simplifications of the turbulent model are included in the same equa-
tion with the rather sophisticated unequal molecular diffusion model is merely .a
mathematical convenience stimulated by the requirement for calculations in all types
of flow situations, including both laminar and turbulent flows. Unequal molecular
diffusion and thermal diffusion effects may be important in the laminar sublayer re-
gion of a turbulent boundary layer, however.
The normalized molecular diffusive flux of species i is
(3-24)





The Sc is a Schmidt number based on the self-diffusion coefficient for a fictitious
species representative of the system as a whole. The normalized molecular diffusive





When certain groupings of parameters are constant so that the flow similarity
assumption is valid, the terms on the right-hand side of the conservation equations
(Equations (3-9), (3-17), and (3-20)) vanish, in which case the conservation equa-
tions become ordinary differential equations. It should be emphasized that the equa-
tions as presented herein are equivalent to the corresponding boundary- layer equations
presented in Section 2.1. That is, no similarity assumptions have been made in their
development.
3.2 INTEGRAL STRIP EQUATIONS WITH SPLINED INTERPOLATION FUNCTIONS
Consider the boundary layer in the region of a given streamwise station s as
being divided into N-1 strips connecting N nodal points. These nodal points are de-
signated by rb where i = 1 at the wall and N at the edge of the boundary layer. Con-
sider a function p(n) which with all its derivatives is continuous in the neighbor-
hood of the point n = n-- Then, for any value of n in this neighborhood, p(n) may be
expressed in a Taylor series expansion as
p - .p.
 + p'6n + PV - + pj» - + PV" + . . . (3-27)
where
= n -
Conventional finite difference schemes, in effect, typically truncate the Taylor
series after the first term and use the resulting expression to relate p1 to p, etc.,
that is
P -
Round-off error is then of order (6n)2 and many nodes must be chosen to bring this
value down to acceptable limits. One can achieve a reduction in the number of nodes
•for a given accuracy by employing a quadratic or cubic relation representing the
function p over the interval of interest. This can be achieved by truncating the
Taylor series after the third or fourth term. The cubic approximation will be used
for the remainder of this discussion. The p. can be considered to represent any of
fr f-, fV, fV1, HT., H^, H^, Rki> Kj^, or K^. Since the highest derivatives of
the dependent variables which appear in the boundary layer equations are f '." , Hj. ,
and K£., it is reasonable to truncate the series at the next highest derivative and






Thus, rather than using finite difference approximations similar to Equation (3-28)
which are substituted directly into the governing differential equations, a set of
linear relations between the dependent variables and their derivatives is obtained
and is solved simultaneously with the governing differential equations. These lin-






where in Equations (3-31) and (3-32) the pi represents f^, HT . , and each of the K
sets of Kix. .Ki
Notice that f has been taken to be a cubic over each strip, rather than the
stream function, f, since it was desired to represent velocity (u = u,f'/au) withI rl
the cubic. Equations (3-30) through (3-31) above, when written for each adjacent
pair of nodes, give (3 + 2K) (N - 1) simultaneous algebraic equations for the N(4 +
3K) + 1 unknowns, f
 i , f], fV, f 1" , aH> HTi , Hf^ Hf. , Rki , KJ^ . ; K^ at each stream-
wise station, where K is the number of elemental species.* The Taylor series equa-
tions are written for only K-l species since the overall mass balance equation sup-
plies the remaining elemental concentration. Additional relations must come from
the governing differential equations and the boundary conditions. It i.s important
to note that the f, f, etc., are treated as individual variables related by alge-
braic equations. It is also important to note that the coefficients in Equations
The mixing length is not included in this variables count since mixing length (as
well as EM in the wake region) is treated as a state property.
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(3-30) through (3-32) are functions of 6n only; therefore, this portion of the
resulting matrix need be inverted only once for a given problem.
The conservation Equations (3-9), (3-17), and (3-20) contain streamwise der-
ivative of "nonsimilar" terms (d/d In E,). In the present solution technique, two
or three point finite difference formulas are considered sufficient to express
these derivatives, since gradients in this direction are not severe. The following
relations are used:
= do< >£ + V W+d2<>*-2 (3'33)
where ( )_, refers to the previous streamwise station,
— , d, = - -— , d = 0 (3-34)
for two-point difference and
d = 2 A-l * £A£-2 .d = _ 2 £A£-2 d = 2 A-l
(3-35)
for three-point difference where typically
£A£_1 = In ££ - In 5 = In (C£/?£.-|) (3-36)
The three-point difference relation is generally used unless a similar solution is
desired (in which case d = d, = dp = 0) or unless the point in question is the
first point after either (1) a similar solution or (2) a discontinuity (e.g., where
the body changes shape abruptly, or where mass injection is suddenly terminated).
The next step in the treatment of the conservation equations is their inte-
gration across the boundary layer "strips". The primary reason for this integra-
tion is to simplify the n-derivative terms in the energy and species conservation
equations, since it is not convenient to express the complex q* and j* terms in der-
a K
ivative form. The solution can actually proceed very nicely without integrating
.across strips (see Reference 29) without any noticeable change in speed, accuracy,
or stability for simplified problems such as incompressible, nonreacting flows. The
weighting function for integration between nodes in this integral method is unity.
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In the terminology of the general method of integral relations, where integrals
are carried from 0 to °° in n (Reference 30), a square wave weighting function is
used which is unity across the strip in question and zero elsewhere. The equations
are then integrated N-l times with the square wave applied to each strip in succes-
sion. Using the momentum equation as an example, the integration from i-l to i re-
suits in
i-l
d2(ln a,,)^ ] dn- f f«(d0f
i-1
+ d2fa_2) dn {3'37)
where Equation (3-33) has also been introduced into Equation (3-9). The Taylor
series approximations introduced earlier can also be used to express the integral
terms above. As demonstrated in Reference 1, the term f.\ f'p dn becomes
i
f f'p dtf = f! XP, + f1.1 XP, +. f'XPx + f.!" XP. (3-38)/ - I I 1 c . J 1 - 1 . 41-1
where
p. . p. a





This technique is used to rewrite each of the integral terms 1n Equation (3-37) that
have the form J?_^ f'p dn. The remaining integral term in the momentum equation,
'-/*-'i (PI/P) dn is evaluated by approximating the function as a cubic over the strip
and integrating directly. This yields
'•j_l v •-•/ \ ^  ^i-l 7
The production term* in the species equation is assumed to vary linearly across the
strip so that the integral of <j>./p is
0-41;
These approximations are not quite as good as the approximations for f, H-, and K.
since continuity of derivatives is. not guaranteed at the nodal point.
Direct substitution of these approximations for integral terms into the gov-
erning equations results in the following forms.
Momentum
~t(C + e.
V- f" + f ((1 +
 d())f + d^f^
+ f'"Ti
do -- ~ - — tfi XP1 + fi XP2
-
" XP 1 - 7 ff 7P + f" 7P + f'"i-l 4 Jp=f ^ LTi iKl Ti LV2 Ti
i-i ZP4 P^.=f. = ° (3-42)i
*Recall that for equilibrium chemistry this term is identically zero.
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Energy
q*r) '+ HT ((1 + d0) f
2do)[f;. XP, f-»xp3
- [f• ZP, + "q zp2 + q»;
[H, ZP1 + H| tr2 - „, «3, I ZP2 + H" ZP, + H" ZP.] =f. = 0




l J T "
2do) [fj






The following definitions are necessary:
ZP
(up111 .8
+ YP3 3 120
YPTK
+ ypYK4 30
YPK2 120 3 420 4 504
(3-45)





and p. is defined adjacent to the brackets in each term that uses these definitions.
The conservation equations provide (K+l) (N-l) more equations for the N(3K +
4) + 1 unknowns. The remaining equations needed. to close the problem (number of
equations = number of unknowns) come from the boundary conditions, Equations (2-81)
and (2-82) and one of Equations (2-84), (2-85), or (2-89). These equations provide
4+3K relations.
3.3 SOLUTION OF THE MIXING LENGTH EQUATION
The turbulent mixing length is treated in the same way as the thermodynamic
and transport properties, i.e., from an assumed boundary layer solution the mixing
length is calculated at each node and used in the next iteration. This is a simple
matter for the Cebeci and Bushnell models since the mixing length expression in both
is an algebraic formula. However, in the Kendall model a differential equation must
be solved. Accordingly, some discussion of this procedure follows.
The transformed differential equation for the Kendall model mixing length
is given by
Hn + ~ V^^u'l ~ */ (3-47)
a^
where t/p is given by
(3-48)





dn = (kaHn - *) P (3-50)

















= kaR (n - L) (3-53)
Reference 2 presents a complete description of the technique used to evaluate L(n).
In essence, P(n) is assumed to vary linearly over the interval ni -i to n-. and the






B = e 1 L * J (3_56)
An^ . = n.,- - n^  (3-57)
( )
Dw( ) = e"( ^ /" e^ dy (3'58)
•/n
The Dawson Integral, D ( ), can be evaluated from tables (Reference 31) or by a ser-
w
ies method. A series evaluation method is used in the present analysis. Thus, com-
bining Equations (3-53) and (3-54), an explicit recursion formula for mixing length
at each node is obtained. This mixing length is a function of local shear, viscosity,
and density through the variation of P( ), and is re-evaluated at each node on each
iteration during the course of a solution.
3.4 NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION FOR A SOLUTION
A complete description of the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure as applied to
the laminar equations of motion was given in Reference 1. Since the procedure is ba-
sically unchanged with the addition of turbulent transport it will be reviewed only
briefly here, with emphasis on the recent additions.
To illustrate the Newton-Raphson method, consider two simultaneous nonlinear
algegraic equations in two variables, x and y.
F(x,y) =0 6(x,y) =0 (3-59)
the solution for which is given by x = >T, y = y. Define x_ and y as the values of4 - L * m m .
x and y for the m iteration. The desired solution F(x,y) can be expressed in a
Taylor series expansion:
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0 - F(x,y) = F(xm,ym) + (x - xj m m
- ym)m' 3y
......
0 = GOT.*) = G(xm,ym) + (x -
3G(xm,yJ
3y (3-60)
The Newton-Raphson method consists of replacing (x,y) by (x
 +,,y ,) on the right-
hand side of these expressions and neglecting terms of higher order than those shown














Axm - VT xm Aym 5
The Ax and Ay are the corrections to be added to x and y , respectively, to yield
.the values of the dependent variables for the m+1 iteration. Here F(x ,y ) and
G(x ,y ) are values of the original functions F(x,y) and G(x,y) evaluated for x = xffl
and y = y . As the corrections approach zero, the F(x ,y ) and G(x ,y ) approach
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zero. Hence, it is appropriate to look upon the F(x ,y ) and G(x ,y ) as errors as-
sociated with the original equation (Equation (3-59)). It is apparent that this
procedure can be extended to an arbitrary number of functions and a corresponding
number of primary variables.
In the following discussion the matrix of partial derivatives is referred to
as the matrix of correction coefficients. The number of equations and unknowns is
greatly increased; however, the basic procedure is the same. In matrix notation
where A is the matrix of partial derivatives, x is a column vector containing all
the primary variables (f. , etc.) and F is the set of governing equations. The pro-
cedure to arrive at a solution F(x) = 0 is as follows:
• Start with the m guess for a solution, x
t Compute - F(x ) and compare to 0 (the .zero vector) if close enough, ac-
cept 7 as the solution
• Compute A corresponding to x
• . Invert A and calculate x , from
Vl
The mechanics of how this is done are described in Section 3.6.
3.5 THE MATRIX OF CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS
For the purpose of the present analysis, it has been found most convenient
to consider the primary variables as f
 i , f 1 , fV, f \" , HTi , H-jy H^ , K^ , K^. , KJ^ ,
and au. This amounts to N(3K + 4) + 1 unknowns where N is the number of nodes andH
K is the number of elemental species to be considered in the boundary layer. Re-
counting the number of equations, we have
Equation Number . No. of Equations
Taylor series expansions (3-30) - (3-32) (3 + 2K) (N - 1)
Boundary layer equations (3-42) - (3-44) (N - 1) (K + 1)
Boundary conditions (2-77), (2-78), (2-80) 3K + 4
or equivalent
(ty definition (3-3) 1
Total N(3K +4) +1
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Other secondary variables such as e, p, T, etc., are expressed in terms of those
listed above. The corrections in these secondary variables are therefore found in
terms of the corrections to the primary variables.
The use of the Newton-Raphson technique for the current set of equations
requires the evaluation of the partial derivatives of each equation with respect to
each variable. The Taylor series expansions are linear with respect to the primary
variables as are several of the boundary conditions. The boundary layer equations
and the remainder of the boundary conditions are nonlinear. The au constraint isn
.linear but it must be considered together with the nonlinear equations in order to
avoid a singular' matrix. The recurrence formulas representing the linear equations
will be presented first, after which recurrence formulas appropriate to the nonlinear
equations will be developed.
Partial differentiation of the Taylor series expansions with respect to the
primary dependent variables in accordance with Equations (3-61) yields for the m
iteration
H)Afi+1 + (IjAfj (6n)Af! + .AfV + Af!" + Af = - ERROR
(3-64)
H)Api+1 + (l)APi + (6n)Ap! + (^1) AP? + (^ Ap^'+1 = - ERROR (3-65)
H)Ap!+1 + (l)Ap! + ( ApV + (^) AP}'+1 = - ERROR (3-66)
where as before pi represents f \ , Hji , and Kk... Here Af.+1> Af i , Af ' , and so on re-
present the respective corrections for f-+1> f^» f\* and so on, the numbers in paren-
theses represent the partial derivatives of the Taylor series expressions (Equations
(3-30) through (3-32)) with respect to the primary variables; and the ERRORS are ob-
tained by evaluating .the left-hand sides of the appropriate Equations (3-30) through
(3-32) for the values of the variables obtained during the m iteration.
Similarly, the recurrence formulas for the linear boundary conditions (Equa-
tions (2-77), (2-78), (2-80), etc.) are:
Af; = - ERROR = - (f;)m (3-67)
AH,- = - ERROR = - [H, - H'
edge edge edge actual m
1 (3-68)
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Al]' - - ERROR = - (HI )
'edge 'edge m
AK. = - ERROR = - [K., - K
l » l •>_,_!--_.
"edge edge edge actual






The recurrence formulas for the nonlinear boundary-layer equations are given by:
Momentum
t(C + eM)f"
_J_ Ae.. AoiiiM r[
^"°"
6n







XP3Af»' _ [fI XP,
fl"XP3 -, XP4] , AaH - 2
1 1 ^ + ZP2Af^'
ZP3Af- + =fl = - ERROR (3-72)
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[t(-Aq* + Aq*) + (-q* + q*)At + ((1 + dQ) f AH
d
°><l 2dQ) [f« AXP1 + fV
AXP4 •
ZP3Af»'
+ ZVfi-1]p.=H ' [ZP1AHT. + ZP2AHT. + ZP3AHT-
+ ZP.AH; ] _fl = - ERROR4
 'i-l pi"Ti
(3-73)
where the ERROR is given by the left-hand side of Equation (3-43) for the m itera-
tion and Aq* is given by
a
( X T '
_ AT: ^H APrA . W
C ' T1 " ctu " Pr/ auPr,.
AM ACD . AT AaH\
+
 7 T- ' UH J.













.' + pj (Ah - Ah
« - T-ACP] (3-74)
"Elemental" Species
-k k
eMK,'t/AK; Aa. AeM At\
~ " a + t / + ((1 + do)f + dTfJ





+ «a f!!c Aa, - (1 t 2d ) [f! AXP, + f1.1 AXP, + f ! "AXP-0 1 J 1 £ I J
+ f" AXP + XP Af' + XP AfT f l A K A K T A K A T " + XP Af" + XP Af" 1i AH3A i AV i-lJp.=K.
i K *
- + ZP2AfV «
.._,, = - ERROR (3-75)
where the ERROR is given by the left-hand side of Equation (3-44) evaluated for the
m iteration and Aj* is given by




Equations (3-72), (3-73), and (3-75) are reduced to linear equations in terms
of the corrections on the primary variables (Af., Af;, and so on) by noting that the
variables C, p, C , T, Pr, Sc, h, C , U-|P2> ^3' v$> \> Zk> CM> and 4^ evaluated at
any point in the boundary layer can be considered as functions of static enthalpy,
static pressure, and elemental composition. With the pressure assumed constant
across the boundary layer, it follows that all of the corrections on unprimed vari-
ables with the exception of Aqr can be expressed as
.
A< >i ', 7- A + Ih- Ahi
where from Equations (2-14) and (3-5)
ul fi2h. = H - J--J- (3-78)
so that
u^fl2 /Af| 'Aa
Ah = AH - _LJ_ I'. -I! (3-79)
1 Ti \fi °
The Aqr. is more complicated in that it depends upon the AK|<. and Ah. at all nodal
I J J
points j.
The n-derivatives of these variables (i.e., the- primed quantities) can like-
wise be expressed in terms of corrections on the primary variables as follows
, 92( ),A( } =
AK. Ah.
,-
+ V -^—L AK' + IJ-i- Ah'. (3-80)
. k 3 K k . ^ 8i
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where
hi = HI - ] 1 i (3-81)
aH
so that
U2f!f'.' /Af! Af1.' AttlJ (3
-
82)
Use is also made of the following definitions which are obtained by differ-
entiating Equations (3-39):
AXP1 = 6n APi - Ap! + - APV + ApV.
P ii
 + <$r|+ - 2AVP - ^n2 An' +AXP2 - 6  (-^ - -y P.
(3-83)
AYP - * 3 /Api H6n
 An, + H6n2 ._„ , 56nAXP3 - 6n \-g- - - AP + - AP + -
The AZP, = AZP2 = AZP3 = AZP4 = 0 since ZP, , ZP2> ZP3> and ZP4 can be computed be-
fore the iteration commences.
In order to complete the set of equations, it is necessary to develop the re-
currence formulas for the au constraint and for the nonlinear boundary conditions.n
The au constraint (Equation (3-3)) yieldsn
Af - cAf = - ERROR = - (f - cf ) (3-84)
nc ne
 v
 nc ne m
Once the correction coefficients (partial derivatives with respect to each
primary variable) for each equation at each nodal point are found, they are arranged
.in matrix form for further manipulation. The order of the primary variables and the
order of the equations is of some importance in the matrix formulation. It is most




where the linear equations are the Taylor series equations and some of the boundary
conditions. The purpose of the partitioning is to allow operations on sections of
the coefficient matrix which result in significant simplification of the overall in-
version. In particular, since the coefficients of the linear equations .are all con-
stant or functions of the fixed nodal spacing, this portion of the matrix (the AL
portion) can be diagonalized once and for all in any given problem. In essence,
the corrections on the linear variables AVL are always expressed in terms of the
nonlinear variable corrections AVNL. The choice of linear and nonlinear labels for
the variables is somewhat arbitrary, but care must be taken that the AL matrix not be
singular. It has been found convenient to arrange the variables into the linear and
nonlinear groups as follows: AVLF(Af?, Af,,..., Af , AflJ, Af~,... Af", Af.!" , Af I" ,...
Afp; AVLH (AHTn, AH^, AHj3>... AHjn, AH^, AH^ ,... AHfn); and K-l sets of AVLK
(AKk , AKk_, AKk,,... AKk , AKk , AKk?J... AKk ). The nonlinear variables are then
arranged in the following order: AVNL.- (Aa.,, Af , Af", Af' , Afp,... Af); AVNL,,
(AHTw, AHTw, AHT2,... AHTn_.,); and K-l sets of AVNLK (AK^, AKkw> AKk,,,...
The order of the linear equations (L ) in the present matrix procedure is:
No. of Equations Description of Equations
3N-2 Linear boundary conditions and Taylor
series for f, f, f", f"
2N Linear boundary conditions and Taylor
series for Hy, Hy, Hj
( K - l ) (2N) Linear boundary conditions and Taylor
series for Kk, Kk, Kk
The nonlinear equation (NL ) are sequenced as follows:
No. of Equations Description of Equations
4 Nonlinear boundary conditions and a^
constraint
N - 1 Momentum equation for each pair of
nodes
N Energy equation for each pair of nodes
plus wall enthalpy equation
(K - 1) (N) K-l sets of "elemental" species equa-
tions for each pair of nodes plus
wall species equation
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Special logic has been written for the matrix inversion, taking advantage of
the regular sparseness of the matrix. Once the cprrections for the linear and non-
linear variables are found, these corrections are added to the variables to form the
new gue.'ises. The magnitude of the error§ for each equation arc checked' and the PITH
cedure advances to the next iteration if the absolute values of the errors exceed
prescribed upper limits. If the errors are acceptable, iteration is completed for
the current streamwise position £. Typically, three to six iterations are required
to reach a satisfactory solution.
3.6 THE MATRIX REDUCTION PROCEDURE
Substantial savings in computation time and storage allocations can be real-
ized if full advantage is taken of the ordered sparseness of the matrix of correction
coefficients [A]. This is extremely important since the solution of a boundary layer
with several elemental species would otherwise be very costly. For this reason the
matrix solution procedure will be discussed in some detail.
In Section 3.5 the division of the variables and the equations in a linear
and nonlinear group and the general form of the matrix were discussed. Figure 3-1
gives a more detailed representation of the matrix and clearly shows its regular
sparseness. Here, for example, [ANL . ,] and [BNL ] are matrices representing the
coefficients of the corrections [AVL ] and [AVNL ], respectively, arising from the
nonlinear set of equations NL with the corresponding errors given by the single
column matrix [ENLp], where p, q can be any of F, G, or K . .
The first step in the matrix solution procedure is to invert the submatrices
[AL ] and to form the matrix products [AL J"1 [BL ] and [AL ]-1 [EL ] for p = F,
H and K. The former products have to be done only for p = F and H since the linear
equations relating the k elemental species to its derivatives (L.,) have the same
form as the linear equations relating total enthalpy and its derivatives (!-,,)• Fur-
thermore, this has to be done only at the beginning of the problem and after each
refit as the matrices [AL ] and [BL ] depend only upon the boundary layer n-spacing.
The linear corrections [AVL ] can then be expressed in terms of the nonlinear
corrections [AVNL ] and the linear errors [EL_] as follows:
+




where I = 3N - 2 and J = N + 3 for p = F, and I = 2N and J = N for p = H or K with
N the number of nodal points in the boundary layer. These can then be introduced
into the nonlinear equations to yield the reduced problem:



















































































































































































































































where I = (K + 1) (N - 1) + 3 and J = (K + 1) N + 3. The matrices BNL and ENL are
formed from BNL and ENL in the following way:
= BNLpq - ANLpq (ALq"q %> (3'88)
ENLp =
This procedure significantly reduces the amount of information which must be
stored. In fact, the only major blocks of coefficients which must be stored for
representing all of the linear and nonlinear equations are [AL'M [BL ] which is
3N - 2 by N + 3 for q = F and 2N by.N for q = HT or K, and ME which is [(K + 1)
(N - 1) + 3] by [(K + 1) N + 3] where N is the number of nodes and K is the number
of species. This is contrasted with the size of the complete matrix of coefficients
which is 3KN + 4N + 1 square. (For a 2-element, 12-node problem this represents a
savings of about 12,000 storage spaces, and for the largest possible problem, 7 ele-
ments and 15 nodes this is a savings of about 123,000 locations.)
The matrix Equation (3-87) is substantially reduced further as follows. First,
the columns are rearranged so that the nonlinear corrections can be divided into two
sets: AVNLa (Act.., Af^, Afi,... Af', AHj , AHj,,,... AHj ,, AKj. , AK^2,... AKkn_^)
and AVNLh (Af , AHj and the AK|< ). Equation (3-87) can then be expressed as
u W W W
|~AVNLa





where [BNL ] is a square matrix, being the coefficients of the I corrections [AVNL ],
with I = (K + 1) (N - 1) + 3 and J = (K + 1) N + 3. Utilizing the same matrix re-
duction procedure employed previously (in going from Equation (3-85) to Equation
(3-87), the [AVNL ] can be expressed in terms of the reduced set of corrections
[AVNLb] as
(3-91)
where I = (K + 1) (N - 1) + 3 and J = K + 1 .
The reduced set of nonlinear corrections [AVNL.] (Af , AHj and the AK^ ) are
obtained from a consideration of the nonlinear wall boundary conditions. Once these
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are determined, the remaining nonlinear corrections [AVNL ] are obtained directly by
. ' . a
use of Equation (3-91). The linear corrections [AVNL ] are then calculated using
Equation (3-06). These linear and nonlinear corrections are then added to the cor-
responding primary variables in accordance with Equation (3-63), thus completing the
m iteration. The magnitude of the errors are checked and the procedure advances
into the m+1 iteration if the absolute errors exceed prescribed upper limits. If
not, the iteration is completed for the current value of the streamwise position £,.
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SECTION 4
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING
This section contains a discussion of machine requirements and the overlay
structure useful for reducing core storage. A flow chart and verbal description of
the solution process are presented with a verbal description of the function of each
subroutine. A complete listing of the program and the Fortran variables are also
given. This information and that presented in Sections 2 and 3 should enable the
interested and persistent user to better understand the solution procedure and logic.
4.1 MACHINE REQUIREMENTS
The BLIMP program has been used on Univac 1108, CDC 6600, CDC 7600, and vari-
ous IBM machines. The current version, BLIMP-J, has been extensively used only on
the Univac 1108; however, only minor adjustments should be required for useage on
other machines. (For IBM equipment it is desirable to double precision certain
variables.) The amount of storage required depends, of course, on the size of the
words for each machine and the efficiency of the compiler. Typical numbers are
given below in decimal words (octal words).
Univac 1108 CDC 7600
EXEC 8 FTN Version 2
Program size, without overlay 71,398 61,440
(213 346) (170 000)
Program size, with overlay . 56,557 53,248
(156 355) (150 000)
A recommended overlay structure is shown in Figure 4-1. On CDC equipment it is best
to use the minimum overlay structure compatible with storage requirements. On all
machines the core should be set to zero before execution.
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Figure 4-1. Overlay structure for BLIMP-J.
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These assignments can be changed by changing the appropriate unit variable (ex. KOUT)
in B02A.
4.2 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The BLIMP-J subroutines are identified by two labels. The first label is
the element name and the second label is the subroutine name, e.g., B03A (element
name), SETUP (subroutine name). In the following description the subroutines are
ordered according to their element name. Figure 4-2 gives a flow chart which shows
the general solution procedure and the interconnection of the major subroutines.
There are several dummy subroutines included in the program. Some of these
are for obtaining information from the computer system, e.g., date, time of day,
etc. The specific routines are B30B, B30D, B30E, B30F, B30E. They are described
on the following pages. If there are system subroutines of the same name and func-
tion they may be removed from the program. Alternately, they may be used to call
the appropriate system routine.
B01A DUMCOM
A collection of all labeled commons sometimes useful when performing debug
operations. (Serves as main program for CDC machines. Calls BLIMP (B02A).)
B02A BLIMP
Master calling program. For the Univac system, this program calls SETUP,
HERAT, OUTPUT, ROCOUT. (For CDC this is a subroutine called by DUMCOM.)
B03A SETUP
Control program for setting up boundary layer edge conditions and streamwise
derivatives for a new station or a new case. Called by BLIMP. Calls FIRSTG, LINMAT,
RECASE, TRMBL, STATEN, REFCON, TRANCR, HISTXI, INPUT, TOD, ETIMEF, DATE.
B04A ITERAT
Control program for performing boundary layer iteration and testing maximum
errors for convergence. Called by BLIMP.. Calls NNNCER, ETIMEF, NONCER, TLEFT.
B05A NNNCER (entry point NONCER)
Control program for performing that portion of a boundary layer iteration
.having to do with solution of the nonlinear (conservation) equations. With the aid
of its subroutines, it evaluates errors and coefficients of the corrections of the
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Figure 4-2. Flow chart for BLIMP-J .solution, procedure.
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errors of conservation equations, evaluates corrections, computes damping factor and
applies to corrections, and corrects primary variables. Called by HERAT. Calls




Further reduces nonlinear equations to reduced nonlinear set of wall variables.
Introduces wall boundary conditions and solves for new values of this set. Called by
NNNCER. Calls RERAY, EQUIL.
B06A LINCER
Evaluates errors for linear equations (i.e., Taylor series expansions and lin-
ear boundary conditions) and with the aid of its subroutines, determines maximum er-
rors of linear equations and corrects errors for these linear equations for the ma-
trix reduction which is performed on the linear equations (see discussion under
subroutine MATS!). Called by NNNCER. Calls ABMAX, MATS1, MATS2.
B07A REFCON
Calculates boundary layer edge conditions and sets up wall boundary conditions
for uncoupled problems. Called by SETUP. Calls STATE, EQUIL, SLOPQ, SLOPL.
B07B MISCIN
Sets up default values for certain variables and reads namelist $MISLIS.
Called by RECASE.
B08B ICOEFF
Calculates groupings which contribute to the error equations and influence
coefficients for the nonlinear (conservation) equations. Called by NNNCER.
B09A RECASE
Reads in most of boundary layer input data. Called by SETUP. Calls TOD,
DATE, GEOM.
' B09B GEOM (S..R, P, KIH, NBT, NBT2, NS, PTET, NTH, GE, IP, IU)
Reads namelist $INPUT and computes the wall length and the gradients of pres-
sure and velocity when necessary. Selects from the input data those stations used
for boundary layer solution stations. Called by RECASE.
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S -wall length
R — nozzle radius
P — pressure
KIN.NBT.NBT2 - unit assignments
NS — number of BLIMP solution stations
PTET — axial coordinates of BLIMP solution stations
NTH - throat station number
GE - cos <(> (wall angle)
IP — flag for input of edge pressure and edge pressure gradient
IU — flag for input of edge velocity and edge velocity gradient
Npi
s. (wall length) = s. + > [(r. - r. )2 + (x - x. ,)2]
• I H^^ V J J I J J I
j=2
V2
for IP = 1
for IU = 1
/r . - r .|>. = arctanM
\ xj" XJ-l

















 xj-lj j = NP.
dx~ i
dP
same as -T— . with P replaced by U
where i - BLIMP solution station
j - index on input x, r, P, etc.
NP^ - value of j for the itfi BLIMP solution station
B10A HISTXI
Computes terms involving derivatives with respect to XI (i.e., nonsimilar
terms) and stores those upstream quantities needed for these difference relations.
Called by SETUP. Calls TAYLOR.
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B11A OUTPUT
Prints standard boundary layer output block for converged solution or, if re-
quired, at the end of each iteration. Called by BLIMP. Calls REFIT.
BUB ROCOUT
Available as an option (KR(8) = 1,2,3), this subroutine calculates a corrected
body contour which can be output onto punched cards for use as input to TDK.
The KR(8) = 1 option calculates and punches the inviscid flow contour which,
should be used for TDK input for a specified, and different, nozzle contour (which
has been input to BLIMP-J). The inviscid contour is calculated from
RI ' RB - 6B COS *
Xj = XB + 6* sin <f>
where RT is the inviscid contour radius, RD is the nozzle radius (input), 6* is the1 D b
body displacement thickness, and <j> is the wall angle.
The KR(8) = 2 option calculates and punches the desired body contour if the
input contour is the inviscid flow field contour. The body contour is calculated
from
RB = Rj + 6* cos 0,
XB » Xj - 6* sin *
where the terms are the same as above except that R, is the input contour to BLIMP.
In both cases the contour is normalized to the throat radius (the minimum ra-
dius) and the axial coordinate is zero at the throat. Also, the contour is punched
in a form suitable for TDK input.
B12B IMO'NE
Evaluates the coefficients of the (1-1) corrections for the I nonlinear
(conservation) equations, where I is the I nodal point in the boundary layer.
Called by NNNCER. Calls TAYLOR, LIAD.
B13B IONLY
Evaluates the coefficients of the I corrections for the I nonlinear (con-
servation) equations, where I is the I nodal point in the boundary layer. Called
by NNNCER. Calls LIAD.
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B14A STATE
Evaluates the chemical state and properties of a homogeneous gas mixture.
Called by NN'NCER. REFCON. Calls HHOMO, CHOMO, SHOMO.
B14B STATEN
Reads in basic property data for homogeneous boundary-layer option. Called
by SETUP,
B14C HHOMO(T) -
Calculates enthalpy of homogeneous gas at temperature T, degrees R. Called
by STATE.
B14D CHOMO(T)
Calculates specific heat of homogeneous gas at temperature T, degrees R.
Called, by STATE.
B14E SHOMO(T)
Calculates entropy of homogeneous gas at temperature T, degrees R. Called by
STATE.
B15B RERAY (N..C, NQ, D, NQN, NNN, LS, IS, ND, SD, L, S, LL, ILL)
Replaces rectangular matrix (C) with N rows and N.+NQ columns by the product
of the inverse of an N by N submatrix and the remaining columns of C. The inverse .
is also permitted to act on additional columns (matrix (D) with ND rows and NQN.
columns) from another portion of memory. Also, routine rearranges columns accord-
ing to arbitrary specifications given by LS.
N NQ NQN
ND
Called by EQUIL, NNNCER, RNLCER.
N = number of rows in rectangular matrix (see sketch)
C elements of rectangular matrix (see sketch)
NQ = number of columns in matrix C in excess of those contributing to square
matrix (see sketch)
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D = elements of matrix of additional columns (see sketch)
NQN = number of additional columns (see sketch)
LS = sequence to which columns of C are rearranged (LS(1) = 0 signifies no
rearrangement)
IS = flag, yields debug output if RERAY entered with IS = -2, signifies singu-
lar matrix if RERAY yields IS less than zero
ND = dimension on rows of C from calling program
SD-LLL used to bring in dummy storage space , .
B16A SLOPQ (N, X, Y, S, Z)
Based on a sequence of quadratic (3-point) fits of a set of points, calculates
average slope at each point and integrates the equation thus defined between each
pair of points. Called by REFCON.
N = number of points to be considered
X = abscissa at each point
Y = ordinate at each point
S = derivative at each point
Z = integral up to each point
B16B SLOPL (N, X, Y, S, Z)
This routine performs the same function as B16A SLOPQ except that linear (2-
point) fits are used instead of quadratic (3-point) fits. The slope is the average
of the left and right slopes. Called by REFCON, TRANCR.
B17A ABMAX (N, X, XM, I)
Searches an array for the entry with maximum value. Called by LINCER, NNNCER.
N = number of entries in the array
X = coefficients in array under consideration
XM = entry with maximum absolute value
I = index on XM
B18A MATSl(X)
Performs operations on a column of a matrix B or on a column of errors R
(designated X in call list) such as to form A**(-1)*X where A**(-l) is the inverse
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of the sparce matrix formed from the Taylor series expansions of F(1,I) and their
derivatives (1n the case of MATS1) and of G(1,I) or SP(1,I,K) and their derivatives
in the case of MATS2), viz.,
Original matrix equation
(A + B)V = R -
multiplying through A**(-l)
[It A**(-1)*B]V = A**(-1)*R
Called by LINGER, LINMAT, MATS2.
B18B MATS2(X)
See MATS1 for function. Called by LINGER, LINMAT, FIRSTG. Calls MATS1.
B19A TRMBL(ILK)
Evaluates turbulent transport properties and their derivatives with respect,
to nonlinear variables. Called by SETUP, NNNCER.. Calls LIAD, TAYLOR, ERP, ERF.
B19B ERF(X)
Calculates the error function of X. Called by TRMBL.
B19T TRANCR
Evaluates terms required for consideration of transverse curvature. Called
by SETUP, NNNCER.
B20A EQUIL (KQ, Z, PRR)
Control program for computation of chemical state of the system. Performs
such complex functions as setting up for different types of solutions (isentropic
expansion, stagnation point, boundary layer or wall), recalling stored values of
boundary layer solutions and reinitializing omitted species, re-evaluating absent
atom array, deleting molecules based on absent atom array, and, with the aid of sub-
routines, evaluating properties, controlling principal iterative loop, and reinvert-
ing and attempting alternate paths when convergence problems occur. Called by NNNCER,
"REFCON, RNLCER. Calls CRECT, MATER, PROPS, RERAY, THERM.
KQ = flag which controls chemistry options (see Fortran variables list)
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Z = enthalpy (when used)
PRR = pressure
B21A THERM
Evaluates current thermodynamic properties for each species, which data are
required for evaluation of errors and correction coefficients in chemistry solution.
Called by EQUIL.
B22A MATER
Evaluates current errors in chemistry solution and sets up matrix of linear-
ized correction equations. Called by EQUIL. Calls KINET.
B23A CRECT(MOE)
Corrects state variables and composition, principal logic being involved with
limiting corrections such that instabilities in the iterations will not occur.
Called by EQUIL.
MOE = 0 or 1 if linearization done predominantly on equilibrium or mass
balance relations, respectively.
B24A INPUT
Reads in basic elemental composition data and species property data, selects
base species, and sets up stoichiometric coefficients for species formation reac-
tions. Called by SETUP.
B25A PROPS
Computes all properties and property derivatives required by boundary layer
calculations. Called by EQUIL.
B26A TAYLOR (D, FM, F, P) .
Calculates coefficients in Taylor series expansions of integrals which appear
in the integral form of the boundary layer equations. Called by HISTXI, IMONE, TRMBL.
D = distance between neighboring nodes I and 1-1
FM = value of function and its derivatives at 1-1
F = value of function and its derivatives at I
P = terms in Taylor series expansion.
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B27A LINMAT
Sets up matrices for Taylor series expansions and linear boundary conditions
from eta spacing, and solves to express linear corrections in terms of nonlinear .
corrections. Called by SETUP. Calls MATS1, MATS2.
B28A KINET
The subroutine is reserved for modeling of kinetically controlled surface
reactions. Called by MATER.
B29A FIRSTG
Computes or reads in first guesses for primary variables or instructs program
to use values from previous case. Called by SETUP. Calls MATS2, MATS1.
B30A ERP(X)
Forms Dawson integral of X. Called by TRMBL.
B30B ETIMEF(T) (entry point ETIME)
Subroutine.to call the system for elapsed time, T, in seconds. Present rou-
tine calls the system by a call SECOND. This call should be replaced with the ap-
propriate system call, or the entire subroutine can be replaced by a dummy. Called
by SETUP, ITERAT, NNNCER.
B30C LIAD (L, I, J, C)
Alters elements of the AM matrix and the corresponding errors to reflect the
solutions to the linear equations. Called by NNNCER, IMONE, IONLY, TRMBL.
L = -1 for momentum, 0 for enthalpy, and K for species equations
1=1 nonlinear equation
J = J linear variable
C = coefficient of J linear variable in I nonlinear equation
B30D TLEFT(I)
Dummy subroutine. Not used with BLIMP-J. Called by ITERAT.
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B30E DATA (I, J)
Dummy subroutine. Can be replaced with a call to the system for date. Called
by SETUP, RECASE.
1 = 9
J is dimensioned 3 and is expecting a format of 3A6. The first 9 locations
are filled by DATE and the second 9 locations by TOD.
B30F TOD (I, J)
Dummy subroutine. Can be replaced with a call to the system for time of day.
Called hy SETUP, RECASE.
I = 18 -
J = see B30E
This subroutine and B30E fill the J(3) with information giving date and time
of day.
Example: 10 AUG 74 10:23:02
B30G SECOND(T)
Dummy subroutine. Called by ETIMEF.
B36A OGLE (N, XAM, PRM, DPDIM, NUMX, X, P, EM)
Looks up an array of values of a single dependent variable using a cubic curve
fit between any two points (and corresponding two slopes) of the table. Called by
NNNCER.
N = number of points to be considered
XAM = value of independent variable for which lookup is to be performed
PRM = output interpolated values returned by OGLE
DPDIM = output interpolated slopes returned by OGLE
NUMX = number of tabular entries in the table
X = tabular independent variable
P = tabular dependent variable
EM = slopes to be used
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B50A FILQ3
This routine converts the coordinate and constraint data into elements in
the solution matrix and sets up this matrix for FINEQ. Called by FISLEQ. Calls
FUNXS, TRINT.
B50B FILQ5
This routine evaluates values of variables and their derivatives at.new
nodes. Called by FISLEQ. Calls FUNXS.
B50C FINEQ
This routine solves for the unknown coefficients of the new polynomial seg-
ments based on LU matrix decomposition. Called by FISLEQ.
B50D FISLEQ .
This is the main subroutine for least square curve fits of variables between
nodal points. Called by POINTS. Calls FILQ3, FINEQ, FILQ5.
B50E FUNXS
This routine evaluates special polynomials for the refitting function. Called
by FILQ3, FILQ5.
B50F TRINT
This routine evaluates special polynomials for the refitting function. Called
by FILQ3.
B50G POINTS
This routine uses current values of the variables and their derivatives
and solves for the coefficients of the polynomial segments between each pair of ad-
jacent nodes. Limits placed on the velocity variable establish the new nodal dis-
tribution and values of remaining variables and their derivatives are calculated for
this new distribution. Called by REFIT. Calls FISLEQ.
B50H REFIT
This is the main calling routine for the refit procedure. It evaluates cer-
tain constraints which depend on NETA and the type of curve fit. The B50 subrou-






3.' COMMON/BLQCOM/ MQA ( 60), MQB ( 60),NSPEC,FR( 60.15)."(3) .LEF( S)
4. 1 .LEFSC 8),PIEASE.LEFW( 8),L2,L3







1?. COMMON/COECON/ CKH 6),CK2( 6),CK3( 6),CK«( 6).CK5( 6),CK6( 6)
IS, 1.CK7C 6),CK8( 6),CK9( 6),cK10( 6),CK11( 6),CK12( 6),CK13f 6)
la. 2,CKia( 6),CK15( 6),CK16( 6),CK17C 6),CK18( 6),CK19( 6).CK20( 6)
15. 3.CK2K 6 ) , C K 2 2 ( 6 ) , C K K 1 ( 6, h ) , C K K 2 ( 6, 6 ) , X M ( S ) . X G ( 5 ) , X S P f 5 . 7)
16. U . C K K J C 6, 6)
17. COMMON/CRBCOM/HCAR8,EMIS,9TEF,ADUMf8DUM,COUM,HTEFfHMAT.EMI8C.EMIST
IS. l,HP6fA3U(3)»B3U(3)»HPYG(3)fHCHAR(3),EMIV(3)»KS(aO),ISU









2«» *' . .29, 2 KAT( 8),IRC 8)»IZ.KZ( 10) ,LAHI ( 60),P,Z,TK( B, 8),VN( 60),
30, 3 VNUC 60. 8),ITFF,KR2,HCH,NCV,NM,WTM( 60),YYV( bOJ.YWf feO).G(;( 60)
31, a ,TQ( 8, 8),EPOVRK,SIGMA,B.A3MQL
32, CpMMON/EQTCOM/S!P,HIP,EEt,EENL»FLIO,CPF, IRE , TER, A* , I ITS, IN, IL , I IT,
33, 1 MODE,HMELT,8MELT»TMAX,TMIN,MELT,SUMN,3UML,Ws,W39.BX,I3P2,I3PO.
3a. 2 I3P,KKJ,3VA,SVB,3VC,SVO,SUMC,FFF,CMF,EP,RV,IFCJC,WTG,WTL,JC,HHG,
35.' 3 CCPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,L7,i.8,lB( 9),EB( 8),EBLt 9). A(U. i a) .BB(ia).
36,' a IP( 60),ALP( 8),PNU( 8),sAMH( 8),GAMF( 8),SLAM( 8),DY( 60),RVS,
37. 5 CP( 60),HH( 60),SB( 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60),E( 60),PNUS( 8),
3fl. 6 BC( 8j,BLNK( B),BY( 8),IpC( 8),BE( 8),JZ( a)
39, COMMON/ERRCOM/FLEC a3),OLE(30),SPLE(30, 6),ELA(253),FLEM,GLEM
ao. l.SPLEMC 6),ELM(ia),ELMM,lFLM,lGLM,ISPLM( 6),NELM,ILMM,OFL(a3)
41,' 2,OGL(30),03PL(30, 6), FNLE (18), GNLE (15), SPNLE (15, 6),ENLM23)
42, 3,FNLEM,GNLEM,SPNLEM( 6), ENLMM, IFNLM. IGNLM, ISPN|.M( 6)
43. 4,NENLM,INLMM,DFNL(18J,DGNL(15),DSPNL(15, 6),DRNL( 8)
aa.; COMMON/ETACOM/ETA(15),DETA(15),OSO(ia),DCU(la).'Bt(ia),B2na)
45, 1,LAR(123),BA1C43,18),BA2(30,15)
a6, COMMON/FLPCOM/ LEFTC 8,2)
a7. COMMON/FLXCOM/DELQW,DELJW(6),WALLQ,WALLJ(6),OW,VJKK(7),TPWALL
48. COMMON/HISCOM/Cl,C2,C3,C4.ALPHD,BETA,ZM(a,ia),ZG(a,lU),?SPfa;ia, 6
a9, 1 ),Xl(aO),HF(15,5),HG(t5,3),HSP(15,3, 6) ,HA|.PH,HUE,HHUE.HFW.OLX2
50, 2,C3M(ao),8ETAM(40)
51, 3 ,8ETAV(40)





57. COMMON/KINCOM/MT,FKF(10),EAK(10),EXK(10),PHU( B.10),RPU( 8,10),
5fl." 1 DKPT(10),PKP(10),PKR(10),RAT(10),RSIG(10),»'A(10),LL(10).PMR{10).
59, 2 PHMUt 8,10),EESE( 8)
60. COMMON/NONCOM/AM(123.123),OVNL(123),TCW,
61.' 1VLNKW,OLPH( 7),DLPK( 6, 7), DTHW,OTKW( 6),FLUXJB( 7)
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B01A, DUMCOM
t>?.'. COMMON/OUTCOM/Y (15), RES, DEL3T,THENGY,THMOM,CH, BLOW, SHEAR. 'CF.SHAPF.
65.' 1 ,CM( 7) ,THELEMC 7)
6«. COMMDN/PRNCOM/TIMet 50) ,PRE (40 ) , PTET ( 5 0 ) , C E t 50) , 3 (40 ) . R O K A P (40 )
65. I ,RNOSE,VKAP,NDr3C , Ip ISC(40 ) ,NSO(5 ) ,MSD(5 ) , ITF ( 50 ) , IP"F. RADNP.CON
fob . 2 ,RADFL( 5 0 ) , R 4 0 R ( U O ) , R A D 3 ( « 0 ) , I R A D
67, C O M M O N / P R P C O M / P R U 5 ) , T U S ) , R H O ( l 5 ) , S C ( l 5 ) , C A P C n 5 ) , Q R ( l 5 ) , H ( 1 5 )
6B. 1 ,CPBARU5) ,VMW(15) ,PHIK{15 , 6) ,DRHOH,DRHOK ( 6 ) . Z K ( 6 > , O Z K H ( * 1 ,
69. 2MU3K( 6) ,DMU4K( 6 ) , D T K ( 6} ,DPHIKH( 6 ) , O P R K ( fc j .DSCKf 6 ) , n C A P C K ( 6
70. 3,DHTILK( 6 ) ,DORK( 6 ) ,OCP8K( 6 ) , O C P T K ( 6) ,OMUl2*( 6 ) , D Z K K f 6. fc)
71. 4,DPHIKK( 6, 6), OMUaH, OHU3H, OHT ILH, VMU 1 2, CT, CTR. CPTTL , HTIL
72^ 5,VMy5»DTHfpCAPCH,npRH,D8CH,DQRH,DCPBH,DCPTH,OMU12H,VMU(15), RHOP





7B, . COMHON/TEMCOM/3POUM( 6) ,DER(«0 ) , OUMH1 ( 15) , 3LOPF ( > 5 J , REOUM ( 15)
7<». l , 3 D U M l ( a O ) f S D U M 2 ( « 0 ) f F W O U M ( « 0 ) , X I C O N ( a o ) , F * ( C n N ( a o j , F W l N i T ( 1)
6fl, 2,XHN!T( l),OUDS( 40)
Bl. COMMON/TURB/ 3TUR8,DEUCON,DCLNUM, TURPRt 15)
62 ' COMMON/UNlCOM/UCF3r (9J , ITDK,UNlT , IPLOT,KA
69.
90.
2 ' , , .
83. C O M M O N / V A R C O M / F ( 4 , 1 5 ) , G ( 3 . 1 5 ) , S P ( 3 , 1 5 , 7 ) , A L P H




, , , , 
l , R H O V W ( a O , l j ,FLUXJ( 3,«0, 1 ) , IHW, I T W » IFrt, I3PW, IRHOVW, TFL 'JXJ
EQUIVALENCE (FLPEQV, TX I ) , (BLOEQV,MOA ) , (BUMEQV.8UMP) , (COEEOV. C5) ,
KCOMEOV.CKl j , (CR8EQV.HCARB) , (EOSEaV,PE) , (EOPEOy,R8J, (FPSEQV, ELCON)
2 , ( K I N E Q V , M T ) ? ( E Q T E Q V , 3 I P ) , ( E R R E Q V , F l E ) , ( E T A E Q V , E T A J , ( H l S F _ a v , r . n ,
3 ( I N T E Q V , K I N ) , ( N O N E O V , A M j , ( P R M E O V , T l M E ) , ( P R P F . Q V , P R ) , ( S T T F Q V , G A M p ,
( T E M E Q V » 3 P . O U M ) , ( y A R C O V » F ) t ( W A L E O V , F h ) , ( F L X E r J V , D E L O W ) , ( O U T E O V , r >
D A T A A T A ( l ) , ATS ( 1 ) , ATC ( 1 > /«H ,aH ,UH /
92. IF ncx-ion 7o,io,«o
93. 10 READ( 12 ) FLPEQV,BLaEQV,BUMEQV,COEEQV,CONEQV.CRBEOV,FPSEnv.
9fl.' 1 EOGEOV, EOCEQV, KINEOV, EQTE'JV, ERBEQV. ETAEOV,
95. 2 FLXEOV, HISEQV, INTEQV, NONEQV, OUTEOV, PRMEOV,
98, 3 PRPEOV, STTEQv, TEMEQV, VAREQV, WAI.FQV
97 GO TO 70
9fl^ «0 WITE(12 j FLPEQV, BL<3EQV,BUMEQv, COEEOV, CnNEnv,CRBEOV,EPSEQV.
99. 1 EDGEQV, EflPEOV, KlNEOV, EQTEQV, ERPEQV', ETAEOV,
100. 2 FLXEOV, HISEQV, INTEQV, NONEQV, 6UTEQV, PRHfOV,








































CBl IMP BOUNDARY LAYER INTEGRAL M A T R I X PROCEDURE
COMMON/BLOCOM/ MOA( 60), MOB( 60), N3PEC , FRf 60, 155,W(3),LEFC «h
l.LEFSC 8),PIEASE,LEFW( 8)
COMMON/INTCOM/ KR(20),KIN,KOUT,MAT1I,HAT2I,MAT1J.MAT2J.'NETA,I,TS,N
1S,IT,NTIME,NSP,N3PM1,NAM,NLEO,NNLEQ,NRNL, ITS.KAPPA.CBAR.'CASE (15 j
2,B(8), MWE,NON,K9(10),ITEM,NITEM,KR17,NBT,N8T2,IOENT,KR9(00>
3,KAUXO,JTIME,JSPEC,MD(3),IU,I3H




1 , IUNIT, IPLOT,KA(2,19)
1 ) , T W ( 4 0 , 1 ) ,HU(4Q, D f S P W C 6.00,
l»"riUT"iww^ i ; f r uu«
1 FORMAT(Al)






































































I F ( K Q ( 1 0 ) + I S . E G . - 1 0 5 K Q ( 1 0 ) B 1
IF(IDISC(IS).EQ.2)GO TO UP









1 . C B n J A
2, SUBROUTINE SETUP
3. DIMENSION HIST 1(515),HI3T2(7i6),HIST3<421),VMAT(454).HIST4(5?0i
U. COMMON/BLQCOM/ MO*( 60), MOBC 60),NSPEC,FRf 60.15).« (31,LEF( 8)
5.,' 1,LEFS( 6),PIEASE,LEFW( 8)




10. COMMON/FLPCOM/ LEFT( 8,2)
11. COMMON/HISCOM/Cl,C2,C3,C4,ALPHD,BETA,ZMCa,l<n,ZGCU,|«).ZSP(«.lfl, 6
12. 1 ),Xl(4p),HF(15,5),HG(15,3J,HSP(15,3. 6),HALPH,HUE.HHUE.HFW.PLX2
13^ 2,C3M(«0),BETAM{40)





10, COMMON/PRMCOM/TIME( 50),PRE(flO),PTET( 50),GEf 50),SraO).ROKAPfaO)
20. l,RNOSE,VKAP,NOISC.IpISCC«0),NSD(5),MSD(5),ITF( 50 ), IPRE, RADNO, CONF.
2), 2.RADFLC SO),RADR(40),RADS(40),IRAD
22. COMMON/VARCOM/F(4,15),G(3,15),SP(3,15, 7),ALPH
23. COMMON/WALCOM/FW(aO, l),Tw(40, 1),HW(40, 1),SPW( 6,40, n




2R. 2 FORMAT(1H16X4HTIMEE12,5,56H SECONDS ----..,-.......-.
29, 1 -,2X3A6)
30, 5 FORMAT(/1H17X4HTIMEE12,5,35H SECONDS - - • STRFAMWigp DIMENSTONEl?
31, 1.5.11HFEET - - -,2X3A6)
3?. 4 FORMAT(lH18XaHCASEI3,32(2H -)2X3A6)
33.' 5 FORMAT{lHl,7X,7HSTATION,Ia,l>(2H -),15H AXIAL POSITION ,El?.5,IX,
34, 1 A6 ,6(2H -),3A6)
35, 9001 FORMAT(I3,7E10.3)








44^ IF (MWE*1) 1154,101,1154
45. Il54 IF (KONRFT-1) 154,154,103
46. C INPUT CONTROL AND TITLE CA»0, NUMBER OF ELEMENTAL SPECIES TO BE
47. C CONSIDERED, TIMES AND BODy POSITIONS TO BE CALCULATED, AND
4B.' C REFERENCE CONDITIDNS(WHEN GIVEN AT THESE PRECISE TIMES ANR BODY
40,' C POSITIONS
50. ?01 CALL RECASE
51. KO(lO)op
52.' IF(KR(7).GT.1) CALL TRMBL(l)
53. IS»1
54. iTsl
55' C INPUT ETA VALUES AND SET UP AND INVERT LINEAR MATRICES. NOTF. .'KB ( 1)
56, C MUST BE UNITY FOB FIRST CASE, BUT FORMATION OF BA1 AND BA2 CAN BE
57 C AVOIDED POR SUBSEQUENT CASES BY SETTING KR(1) EQUAL TO ZERO. THIS
SB. C CAN BE DONE IF AND ONLY IP ETA SPACING IS THE SAME
50.' IF(KR(1)) 104,104.103
60.' ?03 CALL LINMAT
61.' IF (KONRFT.E0.2) GO TO 154
' 4-18
B03A, SETUP
62.; iO« K R 1 7 " K R C 1 T >
6J. t'Sfl I F ( I S * I T E M - 2 J 105,105,157?
6 U , ls72 I F ( K R < 3 ) ) 1570,1577,1570




69. 1577 IF(KONRFT.NE.2)GO TO 107
70. C INITIAL GUESSES FOR PRINCIPAL DEPENDENT VARIABLES. CALCULATE(KR(2)
71. C sOi, INPUT(KRC2)at), OR USE VALUES FROM FROM PREVIOUS CASEfKR(2)
7?. C s2>. NOTE..LATTER REQUIRES SAME ETA VALUES AND SAMP SPECIES. ITS
73. C UTILITY IS FOR REPEATED SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS.' TT OBVIOUSLY CANNOT
7U, C BE USED FOR FIRST CASE.
75. ?05 CALL FIRSTG
7h. IF (KONRFT.EQ.2) GO TO 107
77. I F C T I M E U J ) 1051,1052,1052
7fl.' InSl ITAB"ABS(T IME( ITEM) )
70. WRITECKOUT.Q) ITAB, MO
80,' GO TO 106
81. 1052 WRITE(KOUT,3) TIME(ITEMj,MD
82. 1«6 IF(KR(7))204,2pO,203
83. ?03 IF(KR(12).NE.15 CALL STATEN
84. GO TO 202
85. ?OU IF(KRC12).NE.1) CALL INPUT(PTET{1))
86. ?02 CALL REFCON
87. !FCKQ(9).NE.Oi CALL TVCEOG
8fl. Kfl(12)3i
80. iSal
9n. ?07 DO 1262 Iaj,8
9!.^  lF(iS.EO,l.AND.LEF(!J.E0.2.AND.KR(2).GE.O)LEF(TJ8l
92. 1?62 LEFT(I,J5aLEF(I)
93, C-----COMPUTE HISTORIC INFORMATION
9U. KR3STBKR(3)
95. IF (KnN9FT.E0.2.AND.KR(3).E0.2) KR(3)«1
96. CALL HISTXI
97. KP(3J»KR3ST
9fl^ lF (T IME( l j ) 1053,105a,105a
99. U53 ITAB»ABS(T IME( ITEM) )
10ft. WRITE(KOUT,5 ) IS ,PTET( IS*10) ,KA( IUNIT»1 ,9 ) ,HD













3. COMMOH/BLOCOM/ MOA( <>o), MOB<
a. l.LEFSC 8),PIEASE,LEPW( 8)
5. COMMON/BimCOM/ BUMP, CORMA, EASE, ICORM,*DOT, TFZ. 1777, OTEMP.K IP, IX
6 ' cOMMON/ETACOM/ETA(15),DELTAC15),OSG(lUi,OCUCl<l).Binu),B2n«)
7. l,LAR<t23),BAlCa3,18j,8A2(30,15)
B.' COMMON/ERRCOM/FLEC a3),GLE(30),3PLEC30, 6),ELAr253),FLEM,r,LEM
9, 1.3PLEMC 6i,ELMU<l),eLMM»lFLM,IGLM,ISPLM( 6) ,NEL*. ILMM.OFL C«3i
10, 2,DGL(30),D3PL(30, 6) ,FNLE{18) ,GNLE< 15) , SPNLE(15. 6),'fNL(t23)
11. 3,FNLEM,GNLEM,3PNLEM( 6)1 ENLMM, IFNLM, IGNLM. ISPNLMf 6)
12. a,NENLM,INLMM,OFNL(18V,OGNL(15),OSPNL(15, 6),ORNL( 8)
13, COMMON/ INTCOH/ KR (20 j ,KIN,KOUTi MAT1 1,MAT2I/MATlJ,MAT2J,NFTA, T, IS, H
1«, 13»IT»NTIME,N3P,N8PM1,NAM(NLEO,NNLEQ,NRNL, ITS, KAPPA ,CB*», CASE C 15)
15. 2,8(8), MWE,NON,KQ(10),ITEM,NITEM,KR17,NflT,NflT2,IDENT,KRq(aoJ
lf>, 3,KAUXO»JTIME,JSPEC,MD(3)
17. COMMQN/PRMCOM/TIME( 50) ,PRE («0) ,PTET( 50),GE( 50) , 8(UO) , POKAP tao)




22. 6 FORMATC/1X15HITERATED VALUE81 1 Xa7HDAMP MAX.LIN MiX. ERRORS IN CO.
23. 1NSERVAT10N E08./JXS8HITS TIME ALPH FPPW ERROR MOMEW
2«, 1TUM ENERGY 6(5XA«,A2))
25. 1 FORMATC22H NON-CONVERGENT OUTPUT)











37. i23 IF(ITS-S) 328,328,521
3fl ' ^20 IF(KR(2)) 325,321,321
39. ^21 IF(KQ(10)*10) 326,322,326
40.' $26 IFCNON-2) 325,330,525





U7. ^2U FORMAT(96H1 PRIOR LAMINAR SOLUTION AFTER TRANSITION. TURBULENCE
an. i WILL BE INCLUDED AND SOLUTION CONTINUED //)
«9^ *28 IF(NON) 325,330,330
50. ^30 NONsO
51.' . IF£IT3.EQ..I) CALL NNNCER












62.' ?89 IF (ITS-l) 1901,1901.1911
63. 1QOO KQC10)»1
64. igOl TF CN3PM1) 192,192,190
65. !90 WRlTE(KOUT,6)(MOA(K>,MOB(K),K3l,NSPMl)
66. CO TO 191
67V 192 WRITE(KOUT,7)
68. CO TO 19<l
69. 1P11 If (N3PMI)19<I,19U,191
7n. ?9l WRITE(KOUT,5)ITS,TIMD,ALPH,FPPW,EASY,ELMM,IFNL",
71. 1 (lSPNLM(K)iSPNLEM(KJ,KBl,ig3PMl),NON
7?, GO TO J920
7S. t9<l WRlTE(KpUT,5)ITS,TIMD,ALPH,FPPW,EA8¥,ELMM,IFNLM,FNLEM,IGNLM,GNLEM
70. 1420 lF(KR(2i)) 162,1921,1931
75, Iq21 IF(ELMM*£NLMM-ET > 162,162,159
76^ 7 FORMAT(/7X65H1TERATED VAtuE3 DAMP MAX.LlN MAX.ERRORS IN COMSE
77. 1RVATION EQ3./1X58HITS TIME ALPH FPPW ERROR MOMENTU*
78^ 2 ENERGY )
79. ?62 NONsO
80.' GO TO 320




85. GO TO 320
86. C ITERATE OR OUTPUT
87. 161 IF(KR(<m 181,181,195
88. ?93 NONB-1








5^ COMMON/BLQCOM/ MOA( 60), MQB( 60),NSPEC,FR( 60.15).W(3),LEF ( 8)





11,' 3,049,C50, 051,C52, 053,C54,c55,C56,057,C58,C59,060.'061,062. 063,064,0
12. 465,C66,C67.C68,C6'>»C70,C7l,C72,C73,C74,C75,C76.C77,C78.C79.C«0,C81
13, 5,082,083,084,085,086,087,088
14 cOMMON/pOECON/ CKK 6)>CK2( 6),CK3( 6)»£K«( 6),CK5( 6).CK6( 6)
15. 1 . C K 7 C 6 ) , C K 8 ( 6 ) , C K 9 ( 6 ) ,CK10 ( 6 ) , C K 1 1 ( 6 ) , C K 1 2 ( 6 ) , C K 1 3 ( 6 )
16. 2 ,CK14( 6 ) ,CK15( 6 ) ,CK16 ( 6) ,C*17( 6 ) ,CKl f l ( 6 i ,OK19 ( 6 ) , C K 2 0 ( 6)
17^ 3.CK2K 6),CK22( 61.CKKK 6, 6 ) ,CKK2( 6, 6 ), XM (5), XG(5 ). X3P (5. 7)
Ifl, 4 , C K K 3 ( 6, 6)
19. C O M M O N / C R B C O M / H C A R B , E M I S , S T E F , A O U M , 6 0 U M , C D U M , H T E F , H M A T , E M I S C . F M I S T
20,' 1 , H P G , A S U ( 3 ) , 9 S U ( 3 ) , H P Y G ( S ) , H C H A R ( 3 ) , E M I V ( 3 ) , K S ( 4 0 ) . I S U
21. COMMON/EOGCOM/ PE(40, 1 ) ,PTE(40 , 1),SPE( 6,40,. li. 'DUES,
22. l U E ( 4 0 ) , R H O E ( 4 0 ) , V M U E ( 4 0 ) , T E ( 4 0 ) , U E D G E , D U E D G e , D 2 U E D G , V M W E ; c G E . C 9 0
23. 2 , D 3 I P C 4 0 ) , I D S I P , T T V C , T V C C ( 4 0 ) , H E A ( « 0 ) , S F ( 2 0 ) , C S ( 2 0 ) , C S P R ( 2 0 ) . '
24. 3 CG(20) ,CGP(20) ,SREF,GEP,NEN,UINF,RHOINF
25.
26, 1 EPSA(15) ,EPS1,ELO5) ,OPI (15 ,2 ) ,
27. c O M M O N / E Q P C O M / R B ( 6 0 , 3 ) » R C ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R O ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R E ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R F ( 6 0 , 3 ) . R r , (60,3
2fl. l ) , T U ( 6 0 , 3 ) , F F ( 6 0 ) , F F A , I F C ( 6 0 ) , A T A ( 8 ) , A T B ( 8 ) , 4 T C ( 8 ) , W A T ( 8 i , R A ( 6 0 , 3 )
2^ J, . . ,
30. 2 K A T C 8), IR( 8 ) i I Z , K Z ( 1 0 ) , L A M I ( 6 0 ) , P , Z , T K ( f l , f l ) ,VN( 601,
31.' 3 VNU( 60 , 8 ) , I T F F , K R 2 , H C H , N C V , W M , W T M ( 6 0 ) , Y Y Y ( 6 0 ) , Y W ( 6 n ) , G G ( 601
32, 4 ,TQ( 8, 8 ) , E P O V R K , 3 I G M A , B A 3 M O L
33. COMMON/EOTCOM/SIP,HIP,EEL,EENL»FLIQ,CPF,IRE,IER,AA,1ITS,TN,II,IIT,
34.' 1 MODE,HMELT,SMELT,TMAX,TMlN,MELT,3UMN,SUML,WS,WSS,8X, ISP2, ISPO,
35, 2 ISP,KKJ,SVA,SVB,SVC,3VD,SUMC,FFF,CMF,EP,RV,IFCJC,WTG,WTL.JC,HHG,
36. 3 CCPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,L7,L8,IB( 9),EB( 8),EBL( fl),'A (l«l, 14) ,BB (la ),
37^ 4 IP( 60),ALP( 8),FNU( 8),oAMH( 8),GAMF( 8),3LAM( 8),OY( 60),PVS,
3fl. 5 CP( 60),HH( 60),SB( 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60),E( 60),PMMS( 8),
39. 6 BC( 8),BLNK( 8),BYC 8),IBC( 8),8E( 8),JZ( 4)
40. COMMON/ERRCOM/FLE( 43),OLE(30),SPLE(30, ' ~
41. 1,3PLEM( 6),ELM(14),ELMM,lFLMfIGLM,I3PLM( 6j,NEL*.ILHM,OFL(43i
42. 2.0GL(30),D3PL(30, 6),FNLE(18),GNLE(15},SPNLE(15, 6),ENL(12S)
43. 3,FNLEM,GNLEM,3PNLEM( 6), ENLMM,IFNL*.IGNLM,ISPNLM( 6)
44. 4,NENLM,INLMM,OFNL(18),OGNL(15),08PNL(15, 6),nRNL( 8)
45.' COMMON/ETACOM/ETA(15),OETidS),030(14),DCU(1U),B1 (141,82(14) .
46.' 1,LAR(123),BA1(43,18),BA2(30,15)
47, COMMON/FLXCOM/OELQW,OELJW( 6),WALLO,WALLJ( 6),OW,'VJKW{ 71.TPWALL
4fl. CpMMON/HISCOM/Cl,C2,C3,C4.ALPHD,BETA,ZM(4, 14 i, 7G (4,1a ), ZSP f 4 ,' 1 4, 6




53^ 2.BC8), MWE,NON,KQ(10i,ITEM,NITEM,KR17,NBT,NBT2.I DENT,KR9(UO1
54. 3,KAUXO,JTlME,JSPEC,MD(3)fIU,I3H
55.' . COMMON/NONCOM/AM(123,123),DVNL(123),TCW,
56. 1VLNKW,OLPH( 7),DLPK( 6, 71,DTHW,DTKW( 6),FLUXJB( 71
57. COMMON/pHMCOM/TIME(50),pRE(40),PTET(50),GE(50).3(40i.ROKAP(ap)
5B,' COMMON/PRPCOM/PR(15),T(15),RHO(15),SC(15),CAPC(15),QR(15),H(15)
59. 1,CPBAR(15),VMW(15),PHIK(15» 6).ORHOH,DRHOK( 6).ZK( 6),DZKH( 6). I?
60." 2MU3K( 6),OMU4K( 65,OTK( 6),DPHIKH( 6),DPRK( 6J,D3CK( 6).nCAPCK( 6)
61.' 3,DHTILK( 6);DQRK( 6),OCPBK( 6),DCPTK( 6),OMU12K( 6),OZKK( 6, 6)
4-22
B05B, NNNCFR
62. 0,DPHIKK{ 6. 6), DMUUH.DMU3H,DHTILH, VMU12.CT, CTR.'CPTIL.HTIL
63. 5,VMU3,DTH,DCAPCH,DPRH,DSCH,DQRH,DCPBH,DCPTH,OMU12H,VMU(i5). RHOP
6C15),PHIKP(15J,HP,TPf ZKP( 6) , VMuJP, VMU«P, HTlLP.d»HO( 1 a j ,GMR{ 1?). . , , , f ,  
65.' COMMON/VAP,COM/F(U,15),GC3,15),SP(3,15, 7j,ALPH
66 COMMON/WALCOM/FW(UO, 1),TW(UO, l),HW(UO, t),SPW( 6,UO. jj
61\ l.RHOVWCflO, 1J,FL.UXJC 3,«0. 1 ) , IHW, ITW, IPW, ISPW. IRHOVW. IFLUX J
6fl. DIMENSION ENLM( 1) , IENLMC 1 )
6<»' COMMON/TURB/ STUR8









80. EQUI VALENCE CCS, CdEEQV )• (C« 1(1). COEFQV)
8J. C**N8***NOTE 2UO+1 »5ao+J » 725. 73o*l WHEN REDIMENSIONINC
62. EASE*AMIN1(EASE*2.«1.'0)
83. iFdTS-l) 11,5,11
8«. 5 EASE « .3333
85,' BUMP a 1.0
8ft. IF(ITEM*IU-2)3,3,3
ST. 2 IF(WDOT) a, 3, 3
BB, 3 WOOT«-.12/C1
80 U PIEASE»1.
00. ICORM B 1
01 CORMA B l.E + 10
02. TFZ B 0.
03. IF CKRO(IS)) 8,8,7
OU. 7 KR(0)«KRO(IS)














110. DO 12 JalSP.NSPEC
111. IFCMOA(J).ASUCKK)) 12il3,l2
112.' 13 JF(MOB{JJ-BSU(KKJ) 12,11,12
113. U ISUoJ
111. GO TO 11
MS. 12 CONTINUE
ll*i.' I SUs ISP
117. 11 KlPsO
lift, IX B 0
110. C-— - EVALUATE COEFFICIENTS AND ERRORS FOR NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
120.' C INITIALIZE AM MATRIX
121' DO IS 181,123
125. ENL(I)*0.
123 DO IS Jal,NNLEQ
124. 15 AM(I.J) B 0.
125. C EVAL. GROUPINGS WHICH CHANGE DURING ITERATION PUT ARE NOT F(ETA)
4-23
B05B; NNNCER
12*.' . 40 C5 s 1. / ALPH
127." OUMl B ALPH * ALPH
128. C6 • B E T A * DUM1
120.' CONJB25036.5
130. C7B-UE(ISJ/OUMi*UE(IS)/CONJ
131. CB a ALPHD » C5 .
132. CO 8 C4 • C8
133. C FINALLY, EVAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO AM AND ERRORS FROM OTHER COEFF3
134. C---- START OF MAJOR 00 LOOP FOR EVAL OF COEFFS AND ERRORS AT EACH ETA
135. . K O C 1 > » 2
136. K Q ( 5 ) B O
137. CALL ET IMEFCZEITU) )
138. 00 HI I«1,NETA





«6 CALL STATEGO TO ae
Uh. «7 CALL EQUIL(KQ,H(n ,PE( IS , iT ) )
1<J7, 48 IF(I-l) 50,50,5«
Ufl. 50 IF(NSPMI) 53,53,51
14Q. 51 00 52 K«l ,NSPMi
150, DO 31 KKa l . IZ
151. 31 D L P K ( K , K K ) B A ( K K * 2 , K+2)
152. 52 O T K W ( K ) B OTK(K)
153, 00 32 KK8l , IZ
15a. 32 DLPH(KK)« A ( K K + 2 , 1 )
155, VLNK«»VLNK(ISU)
156. T C W o T C d S U )






163. 56 00 57 Kil.NSPMl
16U. 57 RHOPmsRHOPf
165, 58 L»0
166. C-.-..UPPER LIMIT 13 MAX NUMBER OF SPECIES (MXNSP) sLAST DIM DM SP
167.' . 00 U9 MM»j, 7
168, MBM+MX
160, C-.—-UPPER LIMIT CORRESPONDS TO DIMENSIONS ON AM A R R A Y
170. C«---«LOWER LIMIT IS UPPER LIMIT-(2*MXNSP*1t+a/MXNSP)














185.' 087 IF(XICIS)) 488,480,488
.186.; U80 FEDGEB-RHOINF/2i*iJlNF/(RHoE(I3)*C3*VMUE(IS)«OUFS)





19ft.' a86 IF(KR(5)-4J 490,496,499
191, i9fl lFCKR(5)-2) 499,491,491
192, o96 CALL OGLE ( 1 , SFE,CGE , CGEP,NEN,SF ,CG,CGP)





19fl, IF CXICIS)) 492,492.495
199.
 092 IF(KR<6)-1) 493,494,494
20f t . iQj DUEOGEa-RHOE( IS ) /DUES* {CGFP-CHEP)*C3*VMUEUSi *CONJ
20 1.' UEDGE«SQRT(1.+2.«OUEOGE*F(1,NETA) j
20?. GEPaO.
205. GO TO 499
204. 494 GPPB(CGP(2 j -CGPm+CTE*(CsPR(2) -CSPRn)n / (SF(2J-SF(m
205^ DUEDGEsGPP*DUM*DUM*F( l»NETA)*CONJ
206. UEDGEsSORT( l .+DUEOGE*F( l ,N£TAn
2 0 7 ' GEP»0.












-221 , DO 120 lal.NETA
222, . L»0 . .
223. C-----UPPE* LIMIT IS MAX NUMBER OF SPECIES (MXNSP) LAST DIM ON SP
221, 00 59 MM«1, 7
225. M»M+MX
22»«^ C-i. ---UPPER LIMIT CORRESPONDS TQ DIMENSIONS ON AM 4PPAY
227. C— — LOWER LIMIT 13 UPPER LIMIT - (2*MXNSP*1 1 *4/MxNSP)





232. C TEST TO BYPASS COMMANDS THAT CANNOT BE PERFORMED AT F.T4(J)
233. IF (I - 1) 60,60,55
234. 55 CALL IMONE
235. IF(KQ(9).NE.O) CALL TVCM1
236.' IF(KQ(10).CT.O) CALL TRMflL«n
237. C COMPUTE STATIC ENTHALPY AND DETERMINE STATE OF GAS
238. 60 CIO » C7 * FC2.I)
239
 C13 a C7 * F(3,I)
24ft. HP a G(2,I) » FC2.I) * C13
2U1.' c— — EVAL GROUPINGS WHICH ARE USED AT 1-1 AS WELL AS AT I
242.' 75 CALL ICOEFF
2"3.' lF(KQ(9i.NE.O) CALL TVCCOf
244, JF(KQ(10),GT.O) CALL TRMBL(3)
245. IF CI - 1) 100,80.100
246,' C DLPK,TCW,VLNKW,OLpH, AND Yl NEEDED ONLY FOR CARBON PROBLEM
247. 80 IF CNSPM1) 95,95,85
24S.' 85 DO 90 K»1,NSPM1
249, WALLJ(K) a CK6(K)
25fl. VJKW(K) a CK6(K) / C3
251. 90 C O N T I N U E
252. 95 W A L L O a C32






297. C---- BACK TO CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
258. lOO CALL IONLV
259. IF(KQ(10).GT.O) CALL TRMBLC5)
260,' IF{KQ(9J.NE.OJ CALL TVCI
261. £05 IF (KRU7JJ 120,130,115
262, 110 FORMAT(21H ALL THE COEFPIcIENTS/C IX 1P12E1 0.3J)
26*. ?15 WRITE(KOUT,110)Cl.C2.C3,Ca,COEEQV,COEFQV
264.' IX • - 2
265. i20 M«MAT1J+I-MX
266. DO 122 I«2,4











27fl. GO TO 124
279. ?23 ENL(2)8C8AR*(F(2»NETA)-(ETA(NETAJ«ETA(KAPPA))*F(3,NET4)i-F(2.KAPPA280 ; i i
281. IF(KR(5).CQ.O) ENL(2)»CBAR*F (2, NETA ) -F (2, KAPPA )
282. AM(2iKAPPA+3)«l.
283. AM(2iMATlJ)«-C8AR
280. IF(KR(55.GT.1)CAH. LI A0(-i »2»NETA+NEU,-2,C8AP* f ETA (N?TA). ETA (KAPPA
285, l))j
286. \Za CALL ETIMEF(ZEIT(fl) j
287." IF (ITS - 1) 125,125,1«5
28A i25 DO 140 K'liNSP
284. IF (LEFS(K)j 130*130,140
290,' 130 !F(LEF(Ki) i40ii«0,135
291. i35 EASE » .05
2*2. J«0 CONTINUE
2«>3. 145 IF(KR(19)) 170,190,170
294. t70 CONTINUE
295. WRITE(KQUT,175)
296. 175 FORMATC2X21HDEBUG FNLE.GNLE, SPNLE j
297. i«0 FORMAT(/2X1P11E10.3/(12X1P10E10.3)J
29fl, WRITE (KOUT,180) (ENLCI). I«J .NNLKO)
299. c SEEK MAXIMUM ERROR FOR EACH CONSERVED OUANTITY
Son
301.
302, DO 200 I B I . N R N L303, CALL ABMAX(MM.1,ENL(M),ENLM(I),IENLM(I))
30«. . IENLH(I) . IENLM(I)*l
305,' M»M + MM
306. ?00 MM«MAT2J-13or. c SOLVE REDUCED SET OF EQUATIONS
30B ' IF (KR(2).LT.OJ RETURN
309. C SCRUNTCH DEFINED RONS OF AM MATRIX TO THE TOP
310. DO 240 M»1,NAM
311. ENL(M)«ENL(M+1)
312. DO 240 JH,NNLEQ
313. 340 AM(M/J)«AM(M*1,J)
314. IF(KGUO).LE.O) GO TO lOQl





318, C THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE REARRANGES COLUMNS OP THE NOW RECTANGULAR
310. C AM MATRIX, ACCORDING TO LAR, INVERTS ( C AM ( I , J) , J»2 , NAM) , la { , NAM) AND
320. C MULTIPLIES THE INVERSE TIMES THE REMAINING COLUMNS OF AM MATRIX





326, ?44 IF(KR(17)J 245*265,245
327. ?45 CONTINUE
3 2 8 " j»50 FORMAT(2X1P11E10 .3 )
32% W R I T E ( K O U T , 2 5 5 )
330, ?55 FORMAT(2XJ8HDEBUG FLE, GLE,SPLE)
331, HRITE(KOUT,250)FLE,GLE
332, IF (NSPM1) 265,265,260
333, 360 WRITE(KOUT,250)(CSPLECI»K),Kal,NSPMn,l3l,MAT2I)
334, C*****SURFACE OPTIONS TREATED IN RNLCER WITH REDUCED NONLINEAR SET
33*5.' J65 CALL £TIMEFCZEK(7 j )336, CALL RNLCER
337, CALL ETIMEF(ZEIT(8>)
338, C DETERMINE MAXIMUM NONLINEAR ERRORS
33% C EQUIVALENCE ENLM TO FNLEM, GNLEM, AND SPNLEM
3«0. «?"5 DO 605 I«1,NRNL
3U1, IFCASS(ENLMCI))-A8SCDRNL(I))) 600,605,605
302. AOO ENLH(I) « ORNL(I)
3fl3, IENLMCI) • 1
3««, m05 CONTINUE
3a5. V N O R M » A M A X 1 C 0 . 1 , A 8 S ( B E T A J ) * A L P H
346, E N O R M O A M A X H 1 0 0 0 . , A B 3 ( G { 1 » N E T A ) - G ( 1 , 1 j ) )
3U7. ENLM(l) * ENLM(1)/VNORM
348,' ENLM(2) a ENLM (2) /ENQRM
3«". CALL A8MAX(NRNL,ENLM.ENLMM,INLHM)
350. ENLMM * ENLMM/10.
351. • ENLMC1) « £NLM(1)*VNORM
352. ENLM(2) a ENLM C2) *ENORM
353.' ElMM a ABS(ELMM)
354. BIP B KIP
355. ENLMM a ABSCENLHMi t 3. * BIP
356^ C EVALUATE NONLINEAR CORRECTIONS FROM THE REDUCED SET
357, DO 615 IBI,NAM
35fl. L « LAR(I)
35Q. DVNLCLJ • ENL(I)
360, DO 615 K«1,NRNL
361, J a K + NAM
362, fc!5 DVNL(L) » DVNL(L) • DRNL(K) * AM(I.J)
363, DO 620 K«1,NRNL
364, I a NAM * K
365, J a LAR(I)
366, *20 DVNL(J) » DRNL(K)
367, C-.— RECYCLE IF ALPH WANTS TO GO NEGATIVE
.368. IF(DVNL£1 )+0.9*ALPH) 626,626,629
369, izt, NULBO
370. DO 627 KaNUL.NSPMl
371, WALLJ(K)aVJKW(Ki*C3
372. fc27 ENLCK+117JOO.
374. DO 628 Ia2,NNLEQ
375. D ' JMsAM<I , l ) /AM( l , n
376. ENL( I )BENL( IJ«ENL(1)*DUM
377. DO 628 JaLIH.NNLEQ
378. *28 AM(I,J)»AM(I,J).DUM,*M(1,J)






383.' EASE B AMIN1(EASE,0 .2 )
380. I F ( I T S - 5 1 ) 2 4 4 , 2 4 4 , 6 5 0
385, 629 CONTINUE
386, C-.--.EVALUATE LINEAR CORRECTIONS
387, 00 630 Ial,MATlI
38A. DO 630 JB1,MAT1J
389. 630 FLECI) • FLE(I) - DVNL(J) * BA1(I,J)
390. JJ B MAT1J ,
391. DO 635 JB1.MAT2J
392.' JJ a JJ * 1
393. DO 635 I«1,MAT2I




39B.' DO 640 I82.NETA
399. CORAR(I)BDVNL(J)/AMAXl(10oOO.fG(t,NETA))
aon, mao jaj+l
aOl, IF (N8PH1) 665,665,6«S
002. *,45 DO 660 KBl,N3PMl
403, DO 650 jBl,MAT2J
404, JJ • JJ * 1
405, DO 650 H1.MAT2I
406, ^50 SPLE(I ,K) a S P L E C I , K ) . DyNL(JJ) * BA2( I ,J )
407,' JBMAT1J*K*MAT2J*2
40f t . DO 655 I » 2 , N E T A






415. 6'0 IF(0.33»CORAR(ICORM)/CORMA) 671,675,675
416. 671 BUMPsBUMP*2.0
417. GO TO 675
41fl. 673 IF(AHS(1.0-CORAR(ICOR»1)/CORMA)-0.25J 674,674,'675
41P. 674 BUMP»8UMP/2.
420. 675 CALL ABMAx(L,CORAR,CORMA,lCORH)
421. IF (KRU7J) 680,680,685
422. 680 IF (KR(i9jj 690,705,690
U23. 6«5 CONTINUE
424. KR(l7i 8 KRC17J - 1
425.' 690 CONTINUE
426% 695 FORMATC2X38HDEBUG CORRECTIONS RNL,NL,FL AND GL.SPL)
427. CALL ETIMEFCZEITC9)j
4'2B, WRITE(KOUT,696) jiZEIT
42«». 696 FORMATC5X33HTIME3 BEFOR AND AFTER .'/6X 9HCHEMISTRYQX





435. IF (NSPM1) 705,705,700
436^ 700 WRITE(KOUT,250)((SPLE(I,K),KBl,N3PMl),lai,MAT2IJ
43T. 705 CONTINUE
43fl, C CORRECT PRIMARY VARIABLES
439. DUM a .05 / BUMP
440^ EASE3AMIN1(1.5*EA3E,1.0,DUM/ABS(CORMA))
441. IFUTS.EQ.2) BUMPsAMAXl(BUMP,.02/ABS(CORMA))
442 ' IF(KQ(10),GT.O) EASEaAMINl(EASE,ABS{F(3,I)/(DVNL(3H1.E-30i*0.5))
443. 710 IF (KR(13)) 720,720,715
444. 715 DUM B KR(13)
445. EASE B AMINKDUM / 10.,EAsE)
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446: 720 IF (EASE • 1.0) 725,740,700
407. 725 DO 730 I«l,253
448. 730 FLE(I) B FLE(I) * EASE
449. 00 735 181,123
450. 735 DVNLd) « DVNt(I) • EASE
151.; 740 CONTINUE
US?.. PIEASE 8 PIEA3E * (1. - EASE)
U53. IF (TFZ) 745,750,750
454, 715 TFZ " EASE * OTEMP . TFZ
455, 750 NUL«0
U56. OFWE«Fd,NETA)-Pd,l)-XMC5)/F(2,NETA)





«6S, 760 F(l,l)»F(l,l) + DVNL(2)
U6«, F C 3 , l ) » F ( 3 , l ) + O V N l . ( 3 )
U65, GO TO 770
«66. 765 F f l , I ) n F ( 1 , I ) » F L E ( I - 1 )
«67. F ( 3 , 1 ) B F ( 3 , I ) + F L E ( N I « 2 )
U68. 770 LPI»HATU + I + 1
<I60^ 00 785 KBNUL.NSPMt
«70. IFONETA) 772,771,772
«71, 771 3P(1,I,K)BSP(1,I,K)+8PLE(1,K)




«7/»; 775 SP(2,1,K)« SP(2,UK) * DVNL(LPI"1)




ALPH8ALPH+OVNL(1) - - - . - . .
lF(KR(19).GT.O)WRITE(KOUT;250)(F(2,J),Jal,NETA).(G(l,J).jBl,NETA).
"83. . I ((SP(l,J,K)rJ3i,NETA),KBl,NSPMl),ALPH
<l8a. IF (ITS - (|9) 850,840,850
485. fl«0 IF (1777 - 777) 845,850,845
«8fc.' flU5 1777 • 777















«. COMMONXBLQCOMX MDA( 60), MOB( 60),NSPEC,FR( 60.15).W(3),LEF( «)
5, 1 ,LEFS( 8j,PIEASE,LEFW( Bi,L2,L3
6, COHMONXBUMCOMX BUMP,CORMA,EASE, ICORM,WDOT,TFZ, I777,DTF l<P, !< IP, IX





13.' COMMON/COECONX CKK 6),CK2( 6),CK3( 6),CK4( 6),CK5( 6),CK6( 6)
la, 1,CK7( 6),CK8( 6),CK9( 6},C*10( 6),CKJ1( b),CK12( 6),CKM( 6)
15. 2,CK14( 6),CK15( 6),CK16( 6),CK17( 6),CK18( 6),CK19( 6),CK20( 6)
16, 3,CK21( 6),CK22( 6),CKK1( 6, 6),CKK2( 6, 6),XM(5).XG(5),XSP(5. 7)
|7. 4(CKK3( 6, 6)
18. COMMONXCRBCOMXHCAHB,EMIS,STEF,ADUM,BDUM,CDUM,HTEF,HMAT,EMI3C.EMIST
19.' l,HPG,ASU(3),B3U(3),HPYG(3),HCHAR(3),EMIV(3),KSCaO),ISU






29? 2 KAT( 8),IR( 8) ,XZ,KZ(10)^lAMl( 60),P,Z,TK( 8, 8),VN( 601,
30. 3 VNU( 60, 8),ITFF,KR2,HCH,NCV,WM,WTM( 60),YYY( 60),YW( 60),GG( 60)




35. 3 CCPG,TTMIN,TTHAX,L7,L8,TB( 9),EB( 8),EBL( 8),A114,14),P8(Ifl),
36. 4 IP( 60),ALP( 8),FNU( 8),GAMH( 8),GAMF( 8),S|.AM( 8),OY( 60),RV9,
37. 5 CP( 60),HH( 60),3B( 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60),E( 60).PNUS( B),
38. 6 BC( 8),8LNK( 8),BY( 8),I8C( 8),BE( 8),JZ( 4)
39. COHMONXERRCOMXFLEC as) .GLE (30), SPLE (30, 6) ,ELA (253) .FLEM.'GLEH
ao, 1,SPLEM( 6),ELM(14),ELMM,IFLM,IGLM,I3PLMC 6j,NEI.M,ILMM.DFL(43)
41. 2,DGL(30),DSPL(30, 6),FNLE(18),GNLE(15J,3PNLE(15, 6),ENl.(l23)
42,' 3,FNLEM,GNLEM,SPNLEM( 6), ENLMM, IFNLM, IGNLM, iS^NLMf 6)
43. 4,NENLM,INLMM,DFNL(18),DGNL(15),OSPNL(15, 6),ORNl( 8)
au, C O M H O N X E T A C O M X E T A ( 1 5 ) , O E T A ( 1 5 ) , D S O ( 1 4 ) , O C U ( l a ) . S I ( t a i . P 2 f i a )
45. l , L A R ( 1 2 3 ) , B A l ( a 3 , 1 8 ) , B A 2 ( 3 0 , l 5 )
4 6 , C O M M O N X F L X C O M X O E L Q W , D E L J W ( 6 ) , W A L L O , W A L L J ( 6 j , O W , V J K W ( 7 ) , T P w A L I .
a8? 1 ) ,X I (40 ) ,HF (15 ,51 ,HG(15 ,3 )»H3PC15 ,3 , 6 ) ,HALPH,HUE,HHUE.HFK,nLX2
ao. 2 , C 3 M ( 4 0 ) , B E T A M ( 4 0 )
50, COMMONXINTCOMX K R ( 2 0 ) , K I N , K O U T , M A T 1 I , M A T 2 I , M A T 1 J . M A T 2 J , N F T A , I , I 3 f N
51. 1S, IT ,NTIME,NSP,NSPM1,NAM,NLEQ»NNLEQ,NRNL» I T S , K A P P A , C S A R , C A S E ( 1 5 )
52.' 2 ,B(B) , M W E , N O N , K Q ( 1 0 ) » I T E M , N I T E M , K R l 7 , N 8 T . N B T 2 , I O E N T , K R q ( a o i
53. 3 ,KAUXO,JT IME,J3PEC,MD(3 )
54 C O M M O N X N O N C O M X A M C 1 2 3 , 1 2 3 ) , O V N L ( 1 2 3 ) , T C W ,, ,
55. 1VINKW,DLPH( 7) ,OLPK( 6, 7 ) , D T H k , O T K W ( 6) ,FtUXJ8( 7)
56.' COMMONXPRMCOHXTIMEt 50 ) ,PRE (40 ), PTET ( 5 0 ) , G E { 50 ) , S ( a O ). P O K A P (ao )
57. l , R N 0 3 E , V K A P , N O l 3 C . I O l S C ( a O ) , N S D ( S ) , M S O ( 5 ) , l T F ( 5 0 ) , I P R E . R A D N O . C O N E
5fl, 2 ,RAOFL( S O ) , R A O R ( a O ) , R A O S ( a O ) , I R A O
59. C O M M O N X P R P C O M X P R ( 1 5 ) , T ( 1 5 ) , R H O ( 1 5 ) , 3 C ( 1 5 j , C A P C ( 1 5 ) , O R ( 1 5 ) , H ( ! 5 )
60 ' l , C P B A R ( 1 5 ) , V M W ( 1 5 ) , P H I K ( 1 5 , 6) ,ORHOH,DRHOK( 6 ) , Z K ( 6 ) , 0 ? K H ( 6 ) , 0
(t\. 2MU3K( 6) ,OMU«K( 6 ) ,D7K( 6),DPHIKH( 6 ) , Q P R K ( 6 ) , O S C K ( 6 ) , D C A P C K ( 6)
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62. 3.DHTILK( 6 ) » D Q R K ( 6 ) iOCPBK( 6 > , D C P T K C 6),OMUl2M fei ,OZKK( 6. 6)





6fl. 2.XIINITC 1J,DUDSC 40)
69, COMMON/VARCOM/F(4,15),GC3,15),SP(3,15, 7j,ALPH
70, COMMON/HALCOM/FW(40, l),Tw(4p, 1),HW(40, l),SPw( 6,40. 1)
71, l.RHOVWUO, 1),FLUXJC 3.40, 1j,IHW,ITW,IFW,ISPW, IRHQVW,IFLUXJ
72^ EQUIVALENCE (AM(134),DQJRNlt1)),(WALLQ» WALUQJ)
73. C EVALUATES REDUCED SET OF DQNL AND DJNLi NOTE."..DQNL FOLLOWED BY
7«,' C OJNL 13 EOUIVALENCED TO DoJNL FOR CONVENIENCE OF FOLLOWING LOOP.
75. C ALSO. THE REDUCED SET OOJRNL IS EQUIV. TO AH(i) FOR STORAGE EC.ON."
7ti,' DO 275 I«J,NRNL
77. M a I + NAM
78, L • LAR(M)
7«». DO 275 KBl.NSP
80, KN»K+116
61. DQJRNL(I.K)3AM(KN,L)
83^ DO 275 J81.NAM
83. JJ a LAR(J)
8«4 IF (I « 1) 275,270,275
65. 370 ENL(KN)«ENL(KN)*AM(KN»JJ)*ENLtJ)
86. 275 DOJRNL(I.K)»DOJRNL(I,K)-AM(KN,JJ)*AM(J,M)
87.' RHOVS B Cl * F(l,n » HF(J,5)
88.' DO 278 K«1,N3P
8<?, ?78 WALLQJ(K)*MALLQJ(K)«ENL(K«tl6)
<»0. IFCKRC9J-2) 315,285,315
91.' ?85 DO 290 L«1.3
92. 290 W(L) • FLUXJtL.IS.IT)
93. C PREPARE DOJRNL AND HALLOJ FOR SURFACE MASS BALANCE
<»a,' 2<»5 WSUM B W(1J * W(2) + w(3)
95. 00 310 K"2,NSP
9h,' DQJRNLC1.K) • DQJRNLd/K) / Cl
97. WALLJCK m IV s WALLJCK - 1) . DQJRNL(I.K) * RHDVS - DQJRNL(2.K)' *
98.' IG(l.l)
90. DO 310 KKB3.NRNL
10n. ^10 WALLJCK - 1 ) 8 WALLJ(K - 1) - DQJRNL(KK.K) * SPC1.1.KK . 2)
101. 515 IF CKRU6) - 1) 345,340,320
102. 120 IF (KR(17)) J40,340,33S
103. 125 FORMATC52H DEBUG DQJRNL(NRNL, NSP) BY ROWS, OF-LQW(5i, WALLOJ (5 j /
104. 1 (8X1P10E10.31J
105. 130 FORMAT(35H DEBUG DQJNL(NNLEQ,NSPj ROW BY ROW /(8X1P10E10.3J)
106. 135 WRITE(KOUT,3JO)(C»M(K,I),K«117,KN ). I"l .NNLF.O)
107.' 140 WRITE(KpUT,325)C(DOJRNL(I,«).K«l,NSPJ.I«l,NRNLJ.(ENLfK),K
lOfl, lsll7,KN),(WALLQJ(K),K»t,NSP)
109. IX B - 2
110. 145 CONTINUE
111. IF(KIP) 346,346,375




116^ 148 00 349 K81,N3PM1
117. DRNL(K*2 )»SPWCK, IS , ITJ -SP(1 ,1 ,K )
11", 1«9 O R N L ( 2 ) s D R N L ( 2 ) + D R N L ( K » 2 ) * O T K W ( K )
119. ^50 I F ( K R ( l l ) ) 351,351,352
120.' 151 D R N L C 2 ) a C T W ( l S , i n - T n ) - D R N L ( 2 ) ) / O T H W
121. GO TO 595
122. 152 ORNL(2 )3HW( IS , IT ) -G(1 ,1 )
123,' GO TO 595
124. 155 IF ( K R C H J - 1) 375,365,360
125. 160 IF (KR( i i ) - 3) 370,375,370
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126' 365 K0(l) »2
127. ORNL(2)BHWnS,IT).G(l,l)
128.' HlPB(GU,l>+EASE*(HW(I3,IT)-G(l,l)))/i.8
12", GO TO 380
130. ^7o KO(l)Bl
131. IF(T(1)-1000.) 374,374,372
132. 37? !F(EA3E-f05) 380,370,380
133. J74 TW(IS,IT)8AMAX1(T(1),1500.)




I3fl. ^80 KQ(6) s 2
130. KQ(4) • 0
140, IF (KR(7))385,385,390
101. *B5 CALL EOUIL(KQ,0.,PE(1S,IT))
142, 1*0 K0(6) * 0





1«8. 3'3 00 3'0 KBl,NSPMi
10<»,' 3<»0 DRNL(K*2)B(3PW(K,JS,IT)-SP(1,1,K))/EASE
150, GO TO 595
151. C KlP«l IF USING ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE ON ENERGY BALANCE FOR TEFLON
152. 3'S KIP a 0
153, W(3)«RHOVS"W(2)
150, K'R«KR(9)-2




159. aOO HMAT B HTEF
160. EM13 B EM1ST
161. IF (ITS • 1) 065,465,005
162. 005 IF (TFZi 465,065,410
163. 410 IF (AB3(T(1) - TFZ) - 10.) 465,435,435
164. 015 IF (OTEHP * DUH2) 440f 440,420
165. 420 IF (DUMi * 20. * HOOT) 425,425,430
166. 425 TFZ a T(l) . 50. / OTEMP * ATEHP
167. BUMP B 1.
16fl. GOTO 435
169. o30 TFZ B TCI)
170. o35 TH(IStlT) a TFZ
171. GOTO 445
172. 440 TW(I3,IT) 9 T(l) + 50. / DTEMP * AT£MP
173. BUMP a 1.
174. 045 KIP a 1








163. «65 TFZ a 0.
180. OUMl B STEP * EMIS * (T(l)) * * 3. * C3
165^ DRNL(2) m - NALLQ + RHOVS * (HMAT • 6(1,1)) - OUMl * T f t ) * RAOSf
186. 1I3)*C3+W(2)*(HPG-HMAT)
187.' DUM2 B DRNL(2)
IBfl. AM(2,0) a OOJPNLCl,!) + Cl * (6(1,1) • HMAT)
189. DUMI a DUMJ * 4.
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190.' AM(2,5) « DQJP-NL(2,1) + DUMl * OTH* + RHOVS
191. 00 470 KBl.NSPMl
192. i|70 AM(2,K * 5) a DQJRNLCK + 2»1) + DUMl * DTKW(K)
195. IF(KRC9).EQ.7) GO TO SOO
194. lF(KR(9)-4) 510,475,495
195.; a75 DRNLC1)" VLNKW
196. 00 472 KB1.IZ
197. JB-IR(KJ
198 FNU(J)BVNU<ISU,J)
199. IF (LEF(K) + LEFW(KJ) 47|,471,472
200.' «7l FNU(J)»0.
201. 472 CONTINUE
202. 00 476 KB1,IZ
203^ 47«, 0"NL(1)BDRNL(1)*YW(K)*FNU{K)
204^ 4H(1,«) BO.
205. DUMl B TCW / T(l)
206 4"C1,5) a DUMl * DTHW
207 DO U77 KB1.1Z
208. 477 AM(i,5)»AM(l,5i-DlPH(K)*FNU(K)
209^ DO 480 Kol.NSPMl
210. AM(l,K+5) B DUM1*OTKW(K)
211. 00 480 KKsl,IZ
212. 480 AM(i,K*5JBAM(l,K*5)-OLPK(K,KK)*FNU(KK)
213^ GOTO 510
214. 490 MOOT B C3 * EXP( (AOUM * T*KIS.IT) * BDUM) * TW(IS.IT) * COUM)
215, KlPaKIP*!
216. WC3J B MOOT
217, W(2) B o.
2lfl, W(l) B 0.
219. GOTO 295
220. 495 WDQT B C3 * £XP( (ADUM • T(l) * 80UM) * T(l) » COUM)
221. AM(i,5) B MOOT * (AOUM * 2. * T(l) f BOOM)
222. SOO O R N L ( l ) B W ( 3 ) - W O a T
223. DUMl B AB3(ORNL( in
224. A M ( l , 4 ) B . ci
225. 00 505 K8i,NSPMl
226. S05 AM(l,K * 5) » AM(1,5) *
227.' A^d.S) B AMU, 5) * DTHW
228, S10 DO 520 KB1,NSPM1
229. ORNL(K*2)
230, I (TQ(K,L2)-TOCK,L3n
231. DO 515 KKsl,NRN^
23S,' 515 AM(K + 2,KK + 3) 8 DOJSNL(KK,K * 1)
233. AM(K+2,aJ
234 ' S20 A"(K + 2,K + 5) B AM(K t 2»K + 5) + RHOVS
235. II B 0
236. IF(KR(9)«3) 525,540,525
237^ 525 IF(W(3)) 540,530,530
238. 530 DRNLC1)B(WOOT-W(3))/C1
239. W(3)sWOOT
240,' 00 535 K*2,NRNL
241. 535 ORNL(K) B DRNL(K) - DRNLd) * AM(K,4)
242.' II B 1
243, 540 IXX « IX .244. CALL RERAYCNRNL-I I > A M C I I * I » ii+u),o,DRK'i( mi i, 1,0, ixx, 123, IP. ALP,
245.' 1 FNU,GAMH,GAMF)
246, IF (KR(9) + KIP - 6) 560,545,560
247. S45 DTEMP B DRNL(2) * DTHW
248.' DO 550 KBi.NSPMi
249.' S50 OTEMP 8 DTEMP + DTKW(K) * DRNL(K * 2)
250. ATtMP B AB8(OTEMP)
251,' IF (ATEMP - 50.) 555,560,015









5, COMMON/EOGCOM/ P E ( a O , 1 ) ,PTE(40 , I J . S P E f 6,40, h.'DUES,
4. l U E ( 4 0 ) , R H Q E ( 4 0 ) , V M U E ( 4 0 ) , T E C 4 0 ) , U E D G E , D U E n G E , D 2 U E O G , V M * E . C G E . " C O O
5, 2 , D 8 I P ( 4 0 J , I D 3 I P , T T V C , T V C C ( 4 0 ) , H E A < 4 0 ) , S F C 2 0 ) . C S C 2 0 ) , C S P R ( 2 0 ) .
f>. I CG(20 ) ,CGP(20 ) ,SREF,GEP,NEN
7 COMMON/ERRCOM/FLEt 43) »GLE (30 ) . SPLE (30, 6) , ELA f 253) . FLEH.GLEM
S. 1,SPLEM( 6>,ELM(l4),ELMM,IfrLM,IGLM,lSPLM( 6 ) , NEl.K. riMM.OFL (4 3 >
0. 2,DGL(30).03Pl(30, 6) ,FNLE ( 1*) ,GNLE( 15) .SPNLE (15, 6),ENL<123)
JO, 3,FNLEH,GN|.EM,3PNLEMC 6)» ENLHM, IFVLM, IGVLM, ISPNL^f 6)
U,. a,NENLM,INUMM,DFNtCJ8J,DGNL(15),03PNL(15, 6),ORNL( 8)
12, 'COMMON/ETACOM/ETA(15)»OETA(15)i03Q(l«).DCU(U),RJ(iai,B2f J«)
IS. l,LAR(123),BM(a3,18),BA2(30,15)
la' COMMON/ 1NTCOMX KR(20) iKlN.KOUT .MAT 1 1 ,M4T21 , MAT 1 J. M4T2 J.NET 4 , ! . IS, N
15, 13»ITiNTIME»NSP,N8PMl,NAMiNLEQ»NNLEO»NRNL, ITS, KAPPA, CB4B. CASE (15)
16, 2,8(8). MWE,NQNiK3(10),ITEM,NITEM,KR17,N8T,NBT2.IDENT,KRQ(aO)
IT. 3,KAUXO,JTIME»JSPEC,MOC3)
IB, COMMON/PRMCOM/TIMEC 50 ) , PRE («0 ) , PTET ( 50),GE( 50) , S fUO) .ROKAP (UO)
19. l,RN03E.VKAP/NOlSC,Ipl3C(«o)»NSO(5).MSOfS),lTFr 50) , IP"F. PADNG.CONE
20. 2,RAOFL( 50),RADR(UO)rRAD3(40),lRAD
21. COMMON/VARCOM/FC«»15),G(3,15),SP(3,15, 7),ALPH




26, 00 flOO I » 1 , M A T 1 I
27. /|00 B A l ( I , l ) a o .
2». 00 «01 I » 2 » N E T A
2 0 . I F C I - 2 ) U O O a , 4 0 0 3 . U 0 0 4
30.' «oon iF(KR(io)i aooo,aooo,aooi




























50. aOl FLE(M)a. (F(3 . I - l )+DETA( I - i ) *DUM5*(F(4 , I» l )»OyH6*F(4, ! i ) .F(3 , I ) )
60. FLE(MAT l I ) a -OUM6* (F (3 ,NETA) -ALPH*ALPH*OUEDGE)
61.' BA i (MAT l I , l ) a -2 , *OUM6*OUEoGE*ALPH
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66, uOS 00 402 K»l,MSPMl
67, SPLEU,K)«"(3P(l,NETA,K)«3PE{K,l3,ITn
68, 8PLE(MAT2I,K)«-SP(2,NETA,K) * DUM6
69, t DETERMINE MAXIMUM LINEAR (RRORS
70, a02 C*LL ABMAX(MAT2l,3PLE(l.K)iSPLEM{K),ISPLM(K)1





76, n07 00 486 K«3.NELM
77, a86 ELM(K)«3PLEM(K-2)*.i
7fl. u06 CALL ABMAX(NELM»EUM,ELMM,ILMMJ
7<». C FORM PRODUCT OF A**-l AND LINEAR ERRORS
80. 069 CALL MATSl(FLE)
81. OU 474 K«NUL,N3PMt































































COMMONXPRMCOMXTIMEC 50),PpE(a6),PTET( 50),GE( 50).S(40),ROKAP(ao)
l,RNOSE.VKAP,NDI3C,Ipl3C(ao)iNSD(S),MSD(5),lTF( 50 ), IPRF.'RADNn,
2,RADFL( 50),RADR(aO),RAD3(40),IRAO




COHMOM/WALCOM/FW(40, 1),TM(40, 1),HW(40, 1),SPW( 6,40, t)











14 FORMAT (X,1X,13HWALL LENGTH, A6.4X
16 FORMAT(/X,1X,16HAXIAL DISTANCE, 46 ,1
17 FORMAT (X,lX,23HPRESSURE RATIO
18 FORMAT (/.1X.16HENTROPY CHANGE,
19 FORMAT (X,1X,15HWALL ENTHALPY,
8 E 1 2 . 5 / ( 2 « X , « E 1 2 , 5 ) )
A6,1X
A6.2X 8E12.5/(24X,«F12.5))
20 FORMAT (X,1X,17HWALL TEMPERATURE, A6 , 8El2.5X(2UX,8El2,5))
21 FORMAT (X,1X,23HWALL STREAM FUNCTION ,8E12.'5/(24X , 8E1 2,"5) )
22 FORMAT (X,1X,11HMA3S FLUX, A6 ,6X , 8E12.5X(?4X,flE12.5))
23 FORMAT (X,1X,23HELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION, 8E 12.V (24X ,8E 1 2 .*5))
?.H FORMAT ( / ,1X,11HCOMP FLUX, A6 ,6X
25 FORMAT C/,tX,17HSTATIC PRESSURE, A6
26 FORMAT (/,1X, 4HXI,( A6 ,aH)**2, 9X
41 FORMAT (/,1X, 5H8ETAV, 18X --
27 FORMAT C/,1X, 5HBETAP, IBx
2fl FORMAT C/,1X, 8HRADIUS, A6 ,9X
29 FORMAT C/,1X,15HEOGE VELOCITY, A6 ,2X
30 FORMAT (/,1X,23HNQRMALIZED MASS FLUX
31 FORMAT (/,1X,23HNORMALIZEO COMP FLUX
32 FORMAT (/,IX, 17HINC10 RAD.FLUX, A6
33 FORMAT(X,1X,23M-1/FLUX NORM.PARAMETER ,8£ 12 ,5/(24X,8E12,'
34 FORMAT(X/1X,23HSTREAM FUNCTION,LBXSEC ,«E12,5/f24X,8E12.5))
35 FORMAT(X,1X,23HENTROPY CHANGE,BTUXLB R.flE12,5/(24X,8F1?.5))
36 FORMATfX,lX,23HENTHALPH CHANGE,BTU/LB ,8£l2.5Xf2«X,BE 12.5))
37 FORMATCX24H SHOCK ANGLE,DEGREES 8E12.5XC24X8E12.5))
















63, I R A D B l
64, N E N s O
65, DO 1540 I » 1 , N 3
6*, 1540 D S I P ( I ) » 0 .
67. NLBN3D(5) .
6fl, IF(NL.EQ.O)GO TO 1539
69 READ(KIN,STALISJ
TO. GO TO 1534
71, 1539 IF (IDSIP-ITEM) 1536,1537,1536
72. 1«|37 lF(KR(5$-5) 1523,1535,1536
73,' 1522 lF(KR(5j-2) 1536,152U, 1520
74. 1524 READCKIN, 106) NEN,UINF,RHOINP,HINF,PINF
75, HlNFaHINF/1,8
76. IF(NEN) 1527,1527,1526
77, 1526 READ(KIN,7008) IRED,<3F(I)»IB!,NEN)
78. IF(IRED.NE.IHI.AND.IRED.NE.IHF) SO TO 1530
79, 00 1507 lBl,NEN
s o . I F U R E D . E Q . I H I J 3 F ( i j » 3 F ( n / i 2 .
81. DUMnRHOINF«UINF*SFm
82. IF(AB3(KR(6J-2),EQ.1JGO To 15«7
83. DUMoDUM/2.«SFC!)
8U.' 1547 3F(I)»OUM
85, GO TO 1530
86, 1527 NEN'NS




9). IF(IREO.NE.IHO) GO TO 15«8
92, WRITE (KOUT,37)(CSn>,Ial,NEN>
93, DO 1551 Isl,NEN
94, 1S51 CS(I)«C3(I)/57.29577
95, iREDsIHR .
96, GO TO 15«9
97, l«?«fl IF(IREO.NE.IHR) GO TO 1550
98,' MRITE(KOUT,38)(C3(I),IB1,NEN)
90. GO TO 15«9
100, IsSO WRITE(KOUT,35) (CS(I),I»l,MEN)
101. 1SU9 lF(KR<5)-<n 1529,1525,1529
102' 1S25 READ (KIN,7007) (CG(I),IB!,NEN)
103. CALL SLOPO (NEN,SF,CG,CGP,OER)
10a. WRITE(KOUT,36)(CG(!),!•!,MEN)
105. GO TO 1529
106. 1535 READ (KIN,7007) (DSIPd ), I»l ,NS j
107, DO 1570 I « 1 , N S
108. I S ^ O D S I P ( I ) a D S I P ( I ) * U C E / U C T
109, 1<529 C O N T I N U E
110, 1«?36 IP ( I P R E - I T E M ) 153a, lS33, l53fl
111, 1533 lF(ITDK.EQ.O)READ(KIN,7007)(PRE(I),Isl,NS)
112. 153U IF{PRE(1)J 15ai,l5«2,15«l
113,' 1542 DO 1543 I«2,N3
114, IF(PRE(I)) 1544,1543,1544
115, 1544 L"I
116, GO TO 1545
11T, 1543 CONTINUE
llfl. 1545 RN03EoS(L)/SORT(l,-PRE(LJ)
119. 00 1546 Is2,L
120. 1546 PRE(I-l)ol..S(I-l)/RNOSE*S(I-l)/RN03E




125. 1531 PE(I ,l)«PTEd ,1)*PRE(I )
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126 ' IF ( I R A D - I T E M M S 5 4 , 1 5 5 2 , 1 5 5 4
127. m52 I F ( N L . E Q . O ) R E A D ( K I N , 7 0 0 7 ) ( R A O R ( I ) , I » 1 , N 9 )
12R, 1554 00 1553 I « 1 , N S
12<». 1S53 RADS( I )»RADFLUTEH)*RADR( I )
130^ ?05 DO 104 I3«1,N3













iaa, q«»? FORMAT(lHl,12X15HEOGE CONDITIONS//)
145. 493 FORMAT(7X,A6,7X,A6,5X,A6,7X,A6,5X,A6,6X,Ab,8x,A6,5X,A6,5X.A6)
' «9a FORMAT(2X,2HI3,3X116H WALL TEMP . CP STATIC
1 DENSITY VISCOSITY VELOCITY ENTHALPY ENTROPY MACH
2 NO. /
149. 35X46H LENGTH FROZEN PRESSURE )
150. 60 TO 8004






157. ?03 1FCITF(15).EO.O)GO TO 2031
158,' IFCIS.E0.1) UE(l)«DUM
159^ CCEaGE(lTEH)-UE(lS)*UE(IS)/50073.
160. IF(KR(7).EO.O) GO TO 8106
161.' CALL STATE .




166. GO TO 210 .
167. 2n31 CONTINUE
16«. IF(KR(7).EO,0) GO TO 8006
169. 8005 CALL STATE
170. GO TO 210
171. 8n06 W R I T E C K O U T . 1 2 ) IS
172. 12 F O R M A T ( 2 X , H H S T A T I O N N O . , T 3 )
173. CALL EQUIL (KQ,0 . ,PE( IS , IT ) )
174. 310 IF (NSPMl)e05,205,215
175. ?15 DO 216 Ksl,NSPMl
176. ?16 SPE(K,IS,IT)=SP(1,NETA,K)
177.' 205 IFCKRC15)) 9903,9904,9903
17B. 9«»03 WRITE(KOUT,9901) IS,HEX IS), UE (IS) ,PTE t IS, 1). TE (IS), RHOF f IS)
179. 1 .VMUECIS)
180. 900U CONTINUE . .
181. ?04 CONTINUE







189. Ifo3 IF(NEN.GT.O)CALL SLOPO(NEN,SF,CS,C3PR,DER)
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199, IP(MM.EQ.NS) GO TO 602
200, DO 601 IX»MM,N8M




205, IP (II-1J 6052,6052, 402
206. 6o52 IP (KR(6)-1) 400,401,402
207.' C AXISYMETRIC BLUNT
206.' 400 DO 403 HM.LL
209 SDUM2(I)aS(I)*S(I)
210. IP(S(I)) 403,403,4031




215.' B E T A M U J a O . S
216.' GO TO 406
217. C PLANAR BLUNT







225, GO TO 406
226, 402 If (KR(6)-2) 408,407.406
227, C AXISYMETRIC SHARP







235, IP CII-1) 4051,4051,406
236, . C PLANAR SHARP





242, IP (II-l) 4052,4052,406
243, 4052 XKl) «XICON( 1 )*S( 1)
244, 4o5l MM«M
245, 406 CONTINUE
246.' IP(ITP(14);NE.O)GO TO 4012
247. C CALCULATE VEL. GRAD. IP NEEDED
24A, IP(KEDGP-l) 4010,4011,4011
2"9. 4ntO CALL SLOPQ(K,S(M),UE(M),DUDS(M),DER(M))
250. GO TO 4012
251. 4011 CALL 3LOPL(K,SCM),UECM),OuDSm,D£R(M))
252. 4012 CONTINUE
253. IP (KR(6)-2) 4066,4062,4062
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250.' 4n66 IF (M-l) 4061,4061,4062
255^ 4f>61 IF (RNOSE) 4063,4063,4064
256. COMMEMT.. .DUES COMPUTED BV 3LOP[J
257. 4063 DUES»OUDSU)
258. GO TO 4065
259. COMMENT...DUE3 PROM EFFECTIVE NOSE RADIUS USING NEWTONIAN FLOW
260. 4o64 DUES»SORT(2./RHOEC1)«PEC1IIT)*32.1740*2116.)/RNOSE
261. «065 XICONC lisHHOEC 1)*VMUEC I)/C2,*VKAP*2.5*DUES
262. 4f»62 IF(KEDGP-I) 4013,4014,4014
263. 4013 CALL SLOPQCK, SDUM1 CM), XICONCM) ,0£RCM),,XI CM) )
264. GO TO 4015
265. 4014 CALL SLOPL(K,3DUM1(M),XICON(M),DER(M),XI(M))
266' 4015 CONTINUE
267, IF CLL-HM) 111,4101,4101
268. C SKIP BETAV CAL. WHEN DPDS CALCULATED FROM PRESSURE IMPUT
269,' aioi IFCITFC14) .NE.OiGQ TQ 410?
270. DO 410 L»MM,LL
271. BETAVCL)"2./QI*XICL)/UECL)*3(L)/SDUMl(U*DUDSCL)/XTeON(Li
272.' 410 BETAMCLJBBETAVCL)
273. GO TO 111
274. 4102 A2«RTM*UCL
275. AI»PTETC1)/PTET(2VA2*2116.2*32,1740
27h. C Al AND A2 FIX THE UNITS AND UNNORMALIZE BETAM AND BETAV
277. C AS THEY COME FROM GEOM























































SDUM2CI ) " P E C I , 1 ) / U C P
DEHCI) »SCI ) /UCL
DUOSCn«DSIPCI ) /UCE«UCT
F W D U M C I ) a U E C I ) / U C L .
x rcoNcn«x i c i ) / v

















W»ITe(KPLT iPTET< l ) ,GE( l ) »NS ,OER,X ICON, (PTET(h . l a l 1 . 50 i .SDUMt ,
L 3 D U M 2 , F W D U M , B E T A M , B E T A V
CONTINUE
CALCULATION OF C3 M A T R I X
(PTET(1) , I«11 ,NSX)
(DER( I ) , I a t ,NS)






















00 138 I91 .NS
IF ( K R ( 6 ) « 1 V 137,137,158
137 IF (1-1) 139,139,158
»3o C3M(I)B-3QRT (BETAM(i)/(DUE3*RHOE( I)*VMUE( I)))
GO TO 136
l5fl C3M(I)8«8QRT(2.*XI( I))/(RHOE( I)*ROKAP( I)*UEf I)*VMUEf
138 CONTINUE .
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I F ( I T E M - 1 ) 108 ,108 ,7004
lf)97
7n40
i T W a l
IFW.1
I R H Q V W » 1
I3PW»1
I F L U X J a l
DO 49 101, NS
00 U<» L « l , 3
F l U X J ( L , | , l ) a 0.
IF (KR(9)«3) 7054,7005,1071
IF(KR(9)«5) 7047,7005,7047




IF(NL.EO.O) READ (KIN, 7007 )((HW(J,JJ),JJB1,NTIME).J»1,N3J
WRITECKOUT,19) KA(N,1), (HH( I, 1 ) , I»l ,N3)
DO 1171 J»1,NS
HW(J,i)aHW(J,l)*UCE
IF ( I T E M - 1 J 7038,7038,7060
IF C I T W - I T E M H 0 9 2 . 110, 109?
IF( ITW-l) 1202,7060,1202
IF(NL.EO.O)READCKIN,7007)((TW(J,JJ),JJal,NTlMEJf J«|,NSJ
WRITE(KOUT,20) KA(N,5), (TN(I, I ) , !•! ,NS)
DO 1172 J»1,NS














WRITE(KOUT,22) KA CN, 12) , (RHOVW ( j, 1 ) , lal , NS j
V«UCM/(UCL*UCL)
DO 1173 Jal,NS









WRITE (KOUT,23)( 3P^(K, I , i ) , Isl , NS J
GO TO 7043






















jlS DO 7041 Ksj,3
7041 IF(NL.EO.O)READ(KIN,7007)C(FLUXJ(K,J,J,n,JJ»l.NTIMF.J.Jsl,NS)
JRHOVW»1
1?06 DO 1098 Hal, 3
IF(KR(8)-JRHOV*O 1104,1103,1103




1J03 WRITE CKOUT, 31) (FLUXJCK, 1 , 1 ) , I»l ,N8)
I(i98 CONTINUE
CO TO 70«7
76<I3 I F ( J R H O V W ) 70a7, 7 0 U 7 , 7045
C C A L C U L A T E F« IF H H O V W



























































IF (II-lj 7048,7048, 230
IF (KR(6J) 229,229,230
VALID AT AXISYMETRIC STAGNATION POINT ONLY
FWCON(I)s«RHOVwCI.ITi/(2.*C3MCI)}
IF( 1-1) 209,209,232
MODIFICATION FOR AXISYMETRIC BLUNT AWAY FROM STAGNATION POINT
FWCONf 1)«F«C.ON( I)/S( I)*ROKAPt I)
GO TO 209
VALID FOR ALL PLANAR
FWCON(Ij»-RHOVW(I,IT)/C3MfI)*ROKAP(I)
IF(KR(6)»2) 209,236,209
MODIFICATION FOR AXISYMETRIC SHARP








DO 126 I 81, NS
IFU -1) 124,124,123
IF ( K R ( 6 ) - 1 ) 133,133,123
IF ( S d j j 113,113,123
F w ( l , I T ) a R H O V W ( l , I T )
GO TO 126





B07B, M I S C I N
1, SUBROUTINE MISCIN







0, 1 EPSA{ t51,EP31,eLUSi ,DPI (15,2) ,OEPC,TREF,RETR.VINTRn5)
in. Q O M M O N / I N T C O M / K R ( 2 0 ) , K l N , K O U T , M A T l I , M A T 2 I , M A n J , N A T 2 J , N E T A . I . I S , N S


















20, IF(KR(1).EQ.O) GO TO 103
30. I F ( K R ( 7 ) . L E . 1 ) G O TO 100
31. N E T A « 1 2
32. E T A d J o o . O
33. E T A ( 2 ) s 0 . 0 0 2
31. E T A C 3 ) » 0 . 0 0 6
35. E T A ( 4 ) 3 0 , 0 1
3ft, E T A ( S ) « 0 . 0 2 5
37. ETA(M«0.06
38, E T A ( 7 ) B 0 . 1 5
a n . E T A ( 9 ) B 0 . 7
« 1 , E T A ( l O ) s l . O
a? . E T A ( l l ) o l . 5
a3.' E T A ( 1 2 ) » 2 . 5
a a . K A P P A o i p
U S . F 2 F I X ( l ) » 0 . 0
a h . F 2 F I X C 2 ) « 0 . 0 5
U 7 , F 2 F I X ( 3 ) » 0 . 1 2
afl . F 2 F I X ( a ) » 0 . 2 5
ao . F 2 F I X C 5 J B 0 . 3 5
50. F 2 F I X C 6 ) s n . a 5
5 1 ^ F 2 F I X C 7 J B 0 . 6
52. F 2 F 1 X ( 8 ) « 0 . 7 5
53. F 2 F I X ( P ) B 0 . 8 5
5U.' F 2 F I X ( 1 0 ) B 0 . 9 5
55. F 2 F I X ( I 1 ) » 0 . < » 8
5h . F 2 F I X ( 1 2 ) s l . O
57^ GO TO 101
5fl. TOO NETAB7
50.' E T A ( l ) e O . O
60. E T A ( 2 ) B 0 . 5
61. E T A ( 3 ) » 1 . 0
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63. ETAUJa l .S
63. E T A ( 5 ) s 2 . 0
60.' ETAC6)n3.0





















86. IF(NETA.UE.1S.ANO.NETAT.IE.15)GO TO 102
87.' WRITE(KOUT,1)







1. C B f t B B
*.' SUBROUTINE ICOEFF






0 COMMON/COECON/ CKK 6).CKa( 6),CK3C 6>»CK4( 6).CK5( 6),CK6C fa)
10. 1,CK7( 6),CK8( 6),CK9( 6),C*10< 6),CK11( 6),CK12( 6).CKJ3( 6)
11.' 2,CK14( 6),CK15C 6),CK16( 6J.CK17C 6),C*<18( 6),CK19( A),CK?0( 6)
12, 3.CK2H fc),CK22( 6),CKK1( b> 6) ,CKK2( 6, 6 ) ,XM(5 ) ,XG(5 j .XSP(5 . 7)
13. 4 , C K K 3 ( 6, 6)
Ifl' COMMON/EDGCQM/ PE(«0, l ) ,PTE(aO. I J . S P E t 6 f«0 . IJ .OUES,
15, 1 U E ( 4 0 ) , R H O E ( 4 P ! ) > V M U E ( 4 0 ) , T E ( 4 0 ) » U E O G E > O U E O G E . 0 2 U E D G . V M M E . H E . C 9 0




20.' 1 ),XI(49)rHF(15,5),HG(15,5),HSP(15,3, 6),HALPH.HUE.HHUE.HFW.OLX2
21. 2,C3M(40}»BETAM(4<n





27. 1 , C P B A R ( 1 5 ) , V M W ( 1 5 ) , P H I K ( 1 5 , 6 ) ,ORHOH,ORHOK( 6 ) . Z K ( 6 ) , D Z K H ( 6) , D
28. 2MU3K( 6J ,DMU4K( 61 ,DTK( 6)«DPHIKH( 6 ) , O P R K ( 6 ) , O S C K ( 6 ) . D C A P r K ( 6)
29. 3,DHTILK( 6 ) ,DQRK( 6 ) , O C P B K ( 6 ) ,DCPJK( 6) ,DMU12K( fcj .DZKM 6, 6)
30. 4,OPHIKK( 6, 6), OMU4H,OMU3H,OHTILH,VHU12,CT.CTR.CPTH-f"tIL
31. 5 ,VMU3,DTH,DC»PCH,OPRH»DSCH»DORH,DCPBH.DCPTH.OMU12H,VMU( iS) , RHOP
32. 6(15),PHIKP(.1S),HP,TP,ZKP( 6),VMU3P,VMU4P,HTlLP.CRHOf14).GMR(15j
33. COMMON/VARCOM/F(4,15J,G(3,15),3P(3,1S, 7),ALPH
3fl, C FIRST, EVAL DERIVATIVES OF STATE PROPERTIES WITH RESPECT TO ETA
35. VMU4PBOMU«H*HP











47. TP««TP + pTK(K)*3P(2.I,KJ
48. RHOP(IJ»RHOP(n+DRHOK(K)*gP(2,I,K)
49. DO 408 J«1,SSPM1
50. ZKPCK)«ZKP(K)+DZKK(K,J)*3P(2fI,J)
51. 008 PHIKP(K)»PHIKP(K)*DPHIKK(K»J)*SP(2,I.J)
52. C NEXT, EVALUATE OTHER GROUPINGS FOR USE AT I AND 1-1
53,; nOt C11"C5 • F(3,I) * TTVC


























70% 1 VMU3* T(IJj *VMU4P




75. C56 s F(2,I)/ALPH
76. C73 B Cl * F(2.I)








86. C83=C28tCl« * F(2»I)
87.' al2 C848C32 + G(1,I)*C1«






94. U04 DO 406 K«1,N5PM1
95. CK3CKJ • OCAPCK(K1/CAPC(I)
96, a06 CK4(K)BCK3(KJ-03CK(K)/SC(t)
97. 00 410 Kei,NSPKl





























4, 1 , H P G ' , A S U ( 3 J , B 8 U ( 3 ) , H P Y G ( S ) , H C H A R ( 3 ) , E M I V ( 3 ) , K 3 < 0 0 ) , I S U
5, C O M M O N X e T A C O M X E T A ( 1 5 ) , O E T A ( 1 5 ) , D S O ( i a ) , D C U C l U ) , B l ( i a ) , B 2 ( l U )
6, l ,LAR(123) ,BAl (a3 .18) .BA2(30, lS)
7, COMMQNXINTCOMX KR(20 ) ,KIN,KOUT,MAT11 .MAJ2I, MAT1 J.'MAT2J, NET A , I, IS, N





13^ i ,DUMU(15) ,KTURB>KAPPAT,NETAT,F2FIXTU5)
14. COMMONX<»RMCOMXTIME( 5 0 ) / P R E ( U O ) , P T 6 T ( 50) ,GE( S O ) f S f 0 0 ) . R O K A P f f l O )
15. 1 ,RNOSE,VKAP,NDISC, IO ISC(40 ) ,NSDC5) ,MSD(5 ) , ITF ( 50) ,TPRE. 'RAONC.CONE
16. 2 ,RADFLC 5 0 ) , R A D R ( U O ) , R A O S ( « 0 ) , I R A D
17. COMMON/UNICOMXUCD,UCEiUCL,UCM»UCP,UCR»UCS,UCT,UCV, ITOK






2a. U FORMAT(lHlUXa7HJANNAF BOUNDARY LAYER INTEGRAL MATRIX PROCEDURE
25. 1//,25X,25HBLIMP-J HOD 2 JULY 1975 ,
26. $//ax,aflHACUREX CORP. AERQTHERM DIV.,MT. VIEW,CALIF.,2X3A6//1X ,5H
27. 2CASE ,15A«,X/,8X,75HCONTROL NUMBERS 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10
28. 311 12 13 ia 15 16 17 18 19 20,//,23X.20I3)
29. 5 FORMAT(7E10.<O
30.' 6 FORMAT (I2,E10.a. 212,FIO .a , 312)
3J. 9 FORMAT(21I1)
32. 10 FORMAT (X,10X70HU/UE TO NODAL PT. GAMMA MOLECULAR
33, 1 /9X18HNORM. ETA AT WHICHl3XflOH«EIGHT
30. 2 /19X9HETA NORM.)
35. 6 FORMAT(3X1PE10.3.9XI2»6X9E10.3/(30X9E10.3))
36. 11 FORMAT (/,5X70HU/UE TO . NODAL PT.
37. 1 ETA VALUES /4X23HNORM. ETA AT WHICH
38. 2 X19X9HETA NORM.)
39. 12 FORMAT (X2X,15HN03E RADIUS»FT , 1PE12.5.5X,16HCONE HALF ANGLE ,1PE1
an. 12.5,8H DEGREES)
«1. 13 FORMAT (/,1X,23HTIME,SEC , 1P8E 12.'5/ (2ttX , 1P8E12.'5) )
«2. I" FORMAT (/,1X,16HTOTAL ENTHALPY, Ab ,1X ,1P8E12.5/(2UX,1P8E\,2,5))
«3. 18 FORMAT CX,1X,23HCASE , lP8El2.5X(2aX,iP8E12.5))
«a. 15 FORMAT (/,1X,16HTQTAL PRESSURE, A6 ,1X , 1P8E12.5/(2UX.1P8E12.5))
«5. 16 FORMAT(A2,12,I6)
«6. 17 FORMAT (/,IX,17HINCID. RAD FLUX, 16 ,1P8Et2.5X(2UX.iP8E12.5))
«7. 20 FORMAT(X»1X,56HSURFACE RECESSION « WALL TEMPERATURE RELATION FOR T
«fi.' 1EFLONXX5X,<I3HSURFACE RECESSION RATE, LBXSEC FT2 n EXP(((,'lP E12.5,
«9. 26H)*TW*(,1P E12.5,7H))*TW+(,1P E12.5,2H)),/X5*,37HWHF.9E TW IS WALL
sn. 3 TEMPERATURE IN DEC R)
51.' 2J FORMAT (5X.39HTHE REFIT OPTION IS LIMITED TO 15 NODES)
52. C NOTE...KR(5)«a FOR EQUIL»3 FOR EQUIL WITH ENTROPY LAYER.' 1
53. C FOR NONEQU1L, AND 2 FOR NPNEOUIL WITH ENTRQPv L AYER.." .Rnx AP«1 FOR
54. C PLANAR..(KR(6)st AND 3 FOR BLUNT AND SHARP, BESP) AND IS EQUAL TO
55. C DISTANCE FROM AXIS OF SYMMETRY TO BODY SURFACE FOR AXISYM..
56. C (KR(6)«0 AND 2 FQR BLUNT AND SHARP, RESPECTIVELY)... KR(7)»0 FOR
57. C MULTICOMPONENT B.L. ANDsl FOR HOMOGENEOUS B.L. .'lDI8C«0 FOR NO
SB. C DISCONTINUITY AND UNITY FOR DISC, IN ROKAP.Fw, OR RHOWVW
59' DATA MDC2)X6H I
60. CALL DATE (9,MD)
































01.' 31 KR(3) « KR(3)-3






Ofl. IP(KR(6).NE.3) GO TO 110
00. iTDKal
100, RADFKSJsl .O
101. R A D F L ( 6 ) B 0 . 5
102. ?10 CONTINUE
103, IF(KR(6).NE,7) GO TO 2«02
101. KR(6)a8
105, ITDKal
106, GO TO 2401
107, 2fl02 IF(KR(6).NE,6) GO TO 2«01
10S. KR(6) B U
100. lTDKBl
110. 2fl01 !F(KR(6J-8) 215,240,245
111.' ?40 K0(0)a«l
112, KR(6)a«
113. GO TO 255










124. IF ( ITOK)3022 ,3022 ,34





128. N I T E M « 1 .
129. T I M E ( 1 ) « - 1 . 0
130 N T l M E a l
131, READ(KIN ,20 ) NS,KR9
132. IF( ITDK.EQ.O) GO TO 3021
133,' READ(KIN,5) 3(1)
130. 30 CONTINUE
135 ' CALL GEOM(S,ROKAP,PRE,K lN ,NBT,NBT2 ,N3 ,PTET, lTF (12 ) ,GE. ITF(m,
136. 1 ITFU5J)
137. CO TO 3022
138. 3o2l READ(K IN ,5J (8 ( IS ) . l 3s l ,N3 )
139. 3o22 KAUXOB l
HO. IF(KR Cl<l)-2) 303.303,302
Hi, ?02 KAUXOBKR (10)-1
1«2, KR (laj.KR (1U).J




1«7. IF (N3-1) 105,105.1021







155. IF(NL.NE.O)GO TO 605
156.' IF (KR(l)) 1051,1051.1052
157' Io52 READ (KIN,3) NETA,(ETA(I),1*1,NETAj
15fl READ (KIN,6) KAPPA,C8AR,KONRFT,NPOINT,RATLIM,KTURB.KAPPAT,NETAT
159. IF (KONRPT,EO.O) GO TO 105«
160. KR10«KR(10)
16), IF (NETA.GT.15) GO TO 1055
163. GO TO 1056
163.' Io55 WRITE (KOUT,23)
16U. STOP
165. U56 READ (KIN,5) (F2FIX(I),I«l,NETA)






172. HRITE(KOUTf8) CHAR,KAPPA, (ETA {I j, I«l, NETA)
173, IFCNL.EQ.OJGO TO 35
I7a. IF(KR(6).E0.3)GO TO J7
175. IF(ITDK) 2173,2173,2073
176. 35 CONTINUE
177. ,^06 IF(KR(6J-1) 203,203,20«
17R, ?03 READ (KIN,5) CONE, RNOSE
179. joo lF(IABS(KR(6)-2)-l) 207,208,207
160.' -107 READ(KIN,5)RTM
181.' IFUTDK.NE.O) GO TO 2073
182, READ(KIN,5) (ROKAP(IS),IS«1,NS)











19?. IF (NS-1) 234,234,2071
193. 2o7l II3«2
19S. iF (ROKAPd) ) 223.226,226
19* ->23 RADNOB-ROKAPd)
197. WRITE CKOUT, 12) RAONO.CONE
19B. R O K A P d ) s O .
199. 00 229 ISBl.NS
200. iF(ROKAPdS)) 224.224,225
201. ?24 IF(KR(6) ) 221,221,222
202.' ?22 ROKAPdS)»SdS)«SIN{RADNO/57 . 29578)
203. CO TO 229
204. ?2l ROKAPdS)sRADNO*S lN(3dS i /RADNO)
205. ?29 CONTINUE
206. GO TO 23«
207. ?25 IF ( I3-N3) 225l ,23a ,23«
20S.' 2?S1 I I S a I S + 1
,
210. ??.b 002J3 13 = 113, NS
211. I F ( R O K A P ( I S ) ) 233.233,227








220. GO TO 210
22), £08 REAO(KIN,S) RTM
222. 37 VBRTM*UCL






229. 181 STEP o .481E.12
230. IF CKR(9)-3) 197,193,198
231. <96 IF CKR(9)-4i 193,193,197
232. ?97 DO 191 J«1,N3
233. IF («R9(J).3) 191,193,192
234' ?92 IF CKR9(J)-4) 191,193,191
235, !9i CONTINUE
23<S. GO TO 199
237, . i93 HEAD(K1N,21) (EMI V(I ) ,HCHAR(I ) , HPVCd), I«1.3)
238. READ(KlNr22) ( ASUd ) ,B3U( I ) , let, 3)
239.' 22 FORMATC6A<|j
240." 21 FORMAT(9E«.S)
241. 19 FORMAT(/1X39HQUASI-3TEADY ENERGY BALANCE AT THE WALL//5X14H9UI'FACE
242. 1 NUK8ER28X1HH4XIH214XIH3/5X17H8URFACE EHITTANCE17X1P3F.U.S/5X28HE
243,' 2NTHALPY OP CHAR AT REP TEMPA6,3E15.5/5X,28HENTHALPY OF PYROLYSIS G
24U. JAS A6,3E15.5/5X27HEQUILIBRIUM SURFACE SPECIES 5X3(7X2A(I))
245, J B I U N I T + 1
246, WRITE (KOUT.19)E«IV,KA(J , l i ,HCHAR,KA(J, l ) ,HPYG,
247, l ( A S U d ) , B S U d ) , l B l . 3 )
24fi, 00 1931 III,]
249. HCHARd)BHCHAR(I ) *UCE
250. 1931 HPYG(I )aHPYGd)*UCE
251. ?99 IF (KR(9)-5) 194,196,196




250. . IF (KR9m-5) 195,196,196
255. »95 CONTINUE
256. GO TO 162
257. 19<> K 9 R « M A X O ( K 9 R , K R ( 9 ) )
25» IF(K9R.EQ.7)GO TO 200
250 READ(KIN,3)EMIST,HTEF, ADUM»BDUM,CDUM
260. WRITE CKOUT,20) ADUM.BDUM.CDUM
261. J*IUNIT*1
262. WRITE(KOUT,28)EMIST,HTEF,KACJ,1)
263. 28 FORMAT(/,5X,17HTEFLON PROPERTIES, /, 10X, 20HSURFACE EMITTANCE
26«. 1 lPEl3.5,/,10X,2flHENTHALPv OF VIRGIN TEFLON * .IPEU.'s.tH ,




26Q. 24 FORMAT(/,6Xi21HADlABATIC WALL OPTION./*
270. 17X.20HSURFACE EHITTANCE • ,E12.S./,
271, 27X,3«HINITIAL ENTHALPY OF TRANSPLANT B ,1PE12.'5.1H .46)








280. GO TO 2202
281. ;>20 WRITE (KOUT,13HTIME(I),Ial,NITEM)
282,' 2?02 JaJUNITfl
283. W"ITE(KOUT,U) KA(J,i), (GE ( I ) , I»l , NITEM)
28<». WRITE(KOUT,15) KA(J,2), (PTET{ I) , IB! ,NIT£M)








1, SUBROUTINE GEOM(S,R,P,K IN,NBT,NBT2,NS,PTET,MTH,GE, IP . I l J )
?.. COMMON/BLOCOM/A(900 )
3. ' COMMON/EDGCO*/ P E C 4 0 , 1 ) ,PTE(UO, 1 ) ,SPE( fe,UO, 1J .OUE3,
, l U E ( « 0 ) , R H O e ( a O ) , V M U E ( a O ) , T E U O ) , U E O G E , D U E D G E . D 2 U E O G . V M W E . H E f C < » 0
5. 2 , E > S I P C a O ) , I D S I P , T T V C . T V C C c « 0 ) , H E A ( < I O ) , S P ( 2 0 ) . C S { 2 0 ) , e S P * ( 2 0 > .
f>.' 3CG(20) ,CGP(20) ,SREF,GEP,NEN,UINF,RHOINF,HINF.PINF
7. CO«MON/EQPCOM/Z(2000)
fl. COMMON/HI3COM/Cl,C2,C3,C4,ALPHD,BETA,ZM(<l,lU),ZG(a.nn.Z9P(u.l<l, 6
"^ I ),Xl(4p),HF(l5,5),HG(15,3)»H3P(15,3, 6),HALPH.HUE.HHUE,HFW,OLX2
10. 2 ,C3MC<IO) ,BETAMC<l01 ,BeTAVCaO)






IT. EQUIVALENCE (XjTABf 1 ) ,ZU ) ) , (VITA8O ) >Z(501) j
1«. 1,(PITAB(1),Z(1001)),(V8(1 j,Zfl501)),(VA(n,A(lS),(NP(n,A(50lh






2S^ C N NO.OF STATIONS OF TDK DATA
2h. C NP(IT) IDENTITY OF TDK STATIONS USED IN BLIMP
27.' VS(1)«S(1)






34.' 301 DO 101 182,N




3". IF(ABS(NP(J)).NE.I) GO TO 101
an. IF(J.NE.l) GO TO 103
41. DS»VS(I)-3(1)
a?.. oo io« ll»i,i
U3. lOU VS(II)»VS(II)-DS
««, i'03 SfJJ'VSfJJ
(15. C NEC. S SETS FLAG FOR DISCONTINUITY







53." C GE(ll) TO GEC50) ARE USED TO CARRY COS(WALL ANGLE) FDR USE IN
5«, C THRUST LOSS CALCULATION
55. C PTET(lt) TO PTETC50) ARE USED TO CARRY XITAB FOR OUTPUT ONLY
5h.' JoJ+t
57, TOI CONTINUE
58. • IFOU+1P.EO.O) GO TO 111
5«». IFCIP.EO.IJ CALL SLOPL(N»VSn),PlTAB(n,DPOXn),DUMftn
60.' IF(IU.EQ.I) CALL 3LOPL (N, VS( 1), UEI (I) »OUDX( 1) ,DUM( { ))
01. C NOTE THAT S AND P ARE NORMALIZED BY RT* AND PSTAG RESPEC." HuST UN
4-52
B09B, GEOM
62* C THIS LATER IN B O T A .
63* Jf( IP.EQ.2.0P.IU.E0.2) CALL SLOPL <N, VS C 1 ) , XI TAB (1) .0X03 (1 ). OIJMU ))
6U* PO 110 L»1,NS
65* T«NPCL)
66* C PUT DPDS INTO BETAM AND DUDS INTO BETAV.
67* TP(IP-l) 112,113,lia
68* U3.BETAM(L)aDPDX(n
69* r,Q TO 1>2
70* lia ftETAH(L)"OPDX(I3*DXOS(I)
71* 1J2 TF(IU-l) 110,115,116
72* 115 RETAV(L)«DUDX(I)
73* fid TO 1J7
7tt* 116 RETAV(L)»DUDX(I)»DXDS(I)
75* H7 iieai»uEicii*ucL












1. CB ' fOA
2.' SUBROUTINE HISTXI
3. COMMON/EDGCOM/ PE(40. J),PTE(40» 1),SPE< t>.40,. h.DUES,
4. l U E ( 4 0 J » R H p E { 4 0 ) , V M U E ( 4 0 ) , T E C U O ) , U E D G E » D U £ O G E , D 2 U E D G , V M W F , H F . , C 9 0
5. 2 , D S I P < 4 0 J , I D S I P , T T V C , T V C C C < I O )
.
7.'
D S I P 4 0 , D S P , V C , C
c O M M O N / E T A C O M / E T A O 5 ) , D E T A n 5 ) , D S Q ( 1 4 ) , D C U ( l < n , B i n 4 i , B 2 f l 4 J
1 , L A R ( 1 2 3 ) , B A 1 C 4 3 , 1 8 ) , B A 2 ( 3 0 , 1 5 )
cOMMON/HI8COM/Cl .C2,c3,C«.Al .PHD,B£TA,ZM(U, l in ,ZGl0.1 in .ZSPfU. lU,
I ) , X I ( 4 0 ) , H F a 5 , 5 > » H G O 5 . 3 ) » H 3 P ( t 5 » 3 , 6) . HALPH, HUE. HHI/F.' HFW, ol<2
ft.
0.
in. 2 ,C3M(00) ,BETAM(40)
11, 3 , B E T A V ( 4 0 ) ,BE
12. COMMON/ 1 NTCQMX KB (20 i , KlN. KOUT, MAT 1 1 . MAT2 I , Hit 1J, MAT2 J. NET A , I , I S . N
13.' IS/ IT,NTIME,NSP,NSPM1,NAM,NLEO»NNLEQ,NRNL» IT3,K»PP4.CBAP,CASF(15)




16' COMMON/PRMCOM/TJMEC 50) ,P«E (40) ,PTET( 50),GEf -50 J , S(UO ) , .ROKiPf 00 )
17^ l,RNOSE,VKAP,NDlSC»lDlSC{ao)»NSDC5),MSD(5),lTF( 50) . 1PRE . RAnN
IB. 2,RADFL( 50),RADR(aO),RAOS(aOJ,IRAO
10. COMMON/VARCOM/F(«,15),G(3,15),SP(3,15» 7),ALPH
2"' cOMMON/WALCQM/FW(i(0, i),TW(40« l)»HW(«0, t),SPWC b.UQ, 1)
21. l,RHnVW(«0, U.FLUXJf 3,«0, t),IHW,lTW,IFW,ISPW,IRHOVW.rFLUXJ
22. DIMENSION FD(U) ,GD«M ,SPD (<O
23.' C INITIALIZE AXIAL VARIATION TERMS
'
25. IF( IS.NE.1)GO TO 399
2*>. ^98 IP( IDISCCISKNE.2)GO TO 399
27. IS=IS*1
?fl. GO TO 398
29. ^99 I F ( K R C 3 ) . E Q , 0 ) G O TO 15«
30. I F C I U - 2 ) 15«,152,155
31. TS? DUX ls2 .3
32. l F (KR(6 i .EO,0 )DLXU3 .5
33. I P C X K I S H ) ) 157,157,155
3«, TSfl OZ»0 .
35. 01=0.
3h. 02»0.
37. I F ( K R ( 2 ) . L T . O ) I3»-KR(2)
3".' I F ( K R ( 2 ) . L T . O ) IO tSC( I8 )« l
39. MSNETA-1
an^ 00 1«0 I"1,M
a) , . DO luO Jsl.a
4 2 . 2 M ( J , I ) « 0 ,
43. 139 00 140 K»NUL,NSPM1
44^ Z S P ( J , I , K ) n O .
45. (40 CONTINUE
4h. oo i4i I»I,NETA
47^ 00 142 jBl.J
4fi. HF(1,J)80. .








57, GO TO 130
SB. C COMPUTE TWO- OR THREE-POINT DIFFERENCE DELATIONS
59, TSS DLXiBAlOG(XI(IS>/XI(lSH)}






6U. GO TO 105







72. 122 FDC3)BD1*F (4 ,1 j+D2*HF( l ,4 j
73, GDC3J«D1*GC3,1)*D2*HGCI,3)
74. 00 147 I » 2 , N E T A









8«, Ta7 CALL TAYLOR(OETA(I-1 J » 00(2) »GO( 1 ) . ZG( 1 • 1-1 ))
85. IF(N3PH1J 162rl62.l66
B6. Tb6 DO 151 KBl.NSPMl
87. SPD(3)B01*SP(3,1,K)*02*H3P(1,3,K)
88.' DO 151 Io2,NETA
8<». SPD(l)»DU3P(liI.K)»D2*H3p(I,l,K)
90 . 8PD(2)8D1*3P(2.I»K)»02*H3P(I.2.K)
92, SPD(3)BD1*SP(3 , I»K)+D2*H3P( I i3 .K)
93. i5l CALL T A Y L O R (DETA (I-i ) ,SPD(2) ,SPD( I ) .ZS"< 1 , 1-1 ,K) )
9«; C-— "SAVE HISTORIC VALUES
95. ?62 00 164 iB
97. HF(I,5)B01*P(l,I)+D2*HF(I.l)




102. 165 DO 149 K8},NSPM1
103. 149 HSP(I,J,K)»SP(J,I.K)
104. ?64 CONTINUE
105. c COMPUTE GROUPINGS WHICH DEPEND ON DZ
106.' ?30 CU1.+DZ
'107. C2S-C1-DZ







115. 9007 FORMAT(2X27HDEBUG I3.DLX 1 . . . ZM, ZG.HF.HG)




120. 9q08 WRITE (KOUT, 9909) (((ZSP( I. J»K),KilfNSPMl),jBl,6i,Ial,aj,( ((HSPd.J,
121. 1 K),Ksl,N3PMl),J»l,3),lBl,7)






J . C B i U
2, SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
3, DIMENSION CIJ( 60,1)
A. COMMON/BLQCOM/ MOA{ 60), MOB ( 60j,NSPEC,FR( 60.15) ,'w (3). LEF C 8)
5, 1 ,LEFS< 8i,PIEASE,LEF«( 8),L2,L3
6. COMMON/COECOM/ C5,C6,C7,C8,C9,C10.C!l,C12.C!3,ei4,C15
7. I , c i6 ,c i7 ,c i8 ,c i9 ,c2o ,c2 i ,c22 ,c23 ,c24 ,c25 ,c26 ,c27 ,c28 .c29 .c30 .c3 i ,c
A. 2 3 2 , C 3 3 , C 3 a , C 3 5 , C 3 6 , C 3 7 , C 3 8 , C 3 9 , C « 0 , C 0 1 , C 4 2 , C u 3 . C 4 4 . C 4 5 . e 4 6 . e 4 7 , C 4 B
o. 3 ,C49,C50,C51,C52,C53,C54,cS5,C56,C37,C58,CS9.C60. 'e61 ,C6?, 'C63 .e64 .C
1ft. 4 6 5 , C 6 6 , C 6 7 , C 6 8 , C 6 9 , C 7 0 , C 7 1 , C 7 2 » C 7 3 , C 7 4 , C 7 5 , C 7 6 , C 7 7 , C 7 6 . C 7 9 , C « 0 , C 8 1
11. 5 ,Ce2 ,C83,Ce4,C85,C86,Ce7,c88
12. COMMON/COECONX CMC 6 ) , C K a ( 6 ) , C K 3 ( 6 ) . C K < » { 6 ) . C « 5 C fe) .CKb( 6)
13 . 1 . C K 7 C 6 ) , C K 8 ( 6 ) , C K 9 < 6 ) ,CK10 ( 6 ) ,CKH( 6 ) , C K 1 2 ( 6 ) , C K 1 3 ( 6 )
10. 2,CK14( 6) ,CK15( 6 ) ,CK16( 6> ,CK17( 6) ,CKl f l ( 6J , r *19f 6 J . C K 2 0 C 6)
15.' 3 ,CK2 i ( 6 ) ,CK22( 6 ) , C K K 1 { 6, 6 ) , C K K 2 ( 6, b ), XM (5), XG (5), X S P ( 5 , 7)
16. a,CKK3( 6, 6)
17, cOMMON/C*BgOM/HCARB»EMlS,3TEF,ADUM,BDUM,COUM,HTEPfHMAT,FMigc.EMIST
IB. 1,HPC,A8U(3),B3U(3),HPYC(J),HCHAR(3),EMIV(3),KS(«0).ISU




23. COMHON/EP3COM/ELCON,yAP,CLNUM,3cT ,PRT,REO,OVS,PHOV8,P I ,P IM,CL ,
2% 1 EP3A(15 ) ,EP31 ,EL (15J ,OP I (15 ,2 ) ,OEPC,TREF,HETR
25, p O H M O N / E Q P C O M / R B ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R C ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R O ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R E ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R F ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R G ( 6 0 , 3
26. l ) , T U ( 6 0 , 3 ) , F F ( 6 0 ) , F F A , I P C ( 6 0 ) , A T A ( 8 ) » A T B ( 8 ) , A T C ( 8 ) . M A T ( a ) , R A ( 6 0 , 3 )
2', J, . . . ,
2B, 2 K A T C 8) , IR( 8 ) , I Z , K Z ( 1 0 ) , L A M I ( 6 0 ) , P , Z , T K ( 8 , 8 ) , V N ( b O ) ,
29. 3 VNU( 60, 8 ) , I T F F , K R 2 , H C H , N C V , W M , W T M ( 6 0 ) , Y Y Y ( 6 0 ) , V W ( fcO) .GG( 60)
30. 4 ,TO( 8, 8),£POVRK,3IGMA,BA3MOL
31. COMMONXEQTCOM/3IP.H1P,EEL,EEN1.,FLIQ,CPF,inE,IER,AA,!ITS,IN,lL,IIT,
3?. 1 MODE,HMELT,SMELT.TMAX,TMJN,MELT,3UMN,3UML,WS,WS3,BX,ISP?, ISPQ,
33. 2 ISP,KKJ,SVA,SVB,SVC,SVD,SUMC,FFF,CMF,EP,RV,IFCJC,WTG.WTl..JC.HHG,
34. 3 CCPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,L7,L8,IB( 9),EB( 8),E8L( 8), A(14,14),BB{14),
35. i 4 IP( 60),ALP( 8),PNU( 8),QAHH( 8),GAMF( 8),3LAH( 8),DY( fcOl.RVS,
36. S CP( 60),HH( 60),SB( 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60),EJ 60),PNUS( 8),
37. 6 BC( 8),BLNK( 8),BY( 8),lBC( 8),BE( 8),JZ( 4)
3fl, COHMON/ETACOM/ETA(15),OETA(15),D3Q(14).OCU(1U),B1C14J.B2(1«J
39. 1,LAR{123),BA1(43,18),BA2(30,15)
40, cOMMON/FLXCOM/DELQW,OELJW( 6),HALLO,WALLJ( 6J,OW,VJKW( 7),TPWALL
41, COMMON/HISCOM/Cl,C2,C3,C4,ALPHD,BETA,ZM(alU).7G(4,14),ZSP(U,14, 6
42. 1 ),XI(40),HF(15,5),HG(15,5),H3P(15,3» 6),HALPH.HUE,HHUE,HFW. DLX2
43, 2,C3M(40),BETAM(40)
44. 3,BETAV(40)
45," COMMON/INTCOM/ K R ( 2 0 ) , KlN.KOUT ,MAT11, M A T 2 I , MAT J J. MAT?J , NET A, I, IS, N




50, COMMON/RFTCOM/ F2FIX (15),OUM5(3),RATLlM, UKAPPAf 15)
51 *,KTURB,KAPPAT,NETAT,F2FIXT(15),NETAL,KAPPAL
52. COMMON/OUTCQM/YC i s ) , R E S , D E L S T , T H E N G Y , T H M Q M , C H , B L O W , S H E A R . C F , S H A P E
53^ 1 ,CM( 7),THELEM( 7)
54. COM«ON/PRMCOM/TIME( 50)/PRE(40),PTET( 50),GEf 50),S(40).ROKAp(flO)
55. .. 1,RNOSE,VKAP,NOI3C,IPISC(40),NSD(5),MSD(5),ITF( 50),IPRF.RAONO.CONE
56. 2.RADFLC 50),RADR(40),RADS(40J,IBAO
57. COMMON/PRPCOM/PRti5),T(15),RHO(15),3C(15),CAPC(15),OB(15),H(i5)
58. 1,CPBAR(15),VMW(15),PHIK(15, 6),DRHOH,DRHOK( fe),ZK( 6),DZKHf fc), D
59.' 2M'J3K( 6),DMU4K( 6),OTK( 6) ,OPHIKH( 6) ,OPRK ( 6),OSCK( 6),DCAPCK( 6)
60. 3,DHTILK{ 6),OQRK{ 6),DCP8K( 6),OCPTK( 6),OMUl2K( 6),OZKK{ 6, 6)
61. 4,DPMIKK( 6, 6), OMU4H,OMU3H.OHTILH,VMU12.CT.CTS,CPTTL.HTIL
4-56
B11A, OUTPUT
62. 5 ,VMy3 ,OTH,DCAPCH,DPRH,OSCH»DQRH,DCPBH,DCPTH,DMUt?H.VMUn5) , RHOP
63. 6 (15 ) ,PH1KP(15J ,HP,TP,ZKP( 6 ) , V M U J P , V M U t t P , H T I L P . C R H O 1 1 U J . G M R ( ) 5 )
6a. COMMON/TEMCOM/SPDUM( 6 ) , D E R « J O ) , O U M M J ( 1 5 ) , S L O P E ( l ? i , R E O U M { 1 5 >
65. i , 3 D U M l C f l O ) , 3 D U M 2 < 4 0 ) , F W D U M < 4 0 ) , X I C O N ( « 0 ) , F W C O N < 0 0 ) , F W I N j T C 1)
66. 2.XIINITC 1),DUOS( aoj
67. COMMON/TURB/ STURB.DELCON.DCLNUM,TURPRCIS)
6fl. COMMON/VARCOM/FU,15),6(3,15),3P(3,15, 7),ALPH
64. COMMON/WALCOM/FW(«0, l),TWC«p, 1),HW(40, i),3PW( 6,UO, 1)
70. l,RHOVW(aO, 1)»FLUXJ( 3,«0, 1 ),IHW,ITW, IFW, ISPW.IRHOVW,IFLUXJ
71. COMMON/UNICOM/UCD,UCE,UCL,UCM,UCP,UCR,UC3,UCT.UCV.ITnK
72. 1 ,IUNIT,IPLOT,KA(2,19)




77. 1 FORMAT(/7X,80HALPHA RADIUS PRESSURE EDGE VEL. HETAP 8
7fl.' 1ETAV HEAT FLUXES-- A6,/
70, 2l7X,A6,5X,A6,ax,A6,21X,37HOIFFU3IONAL TOT ENTH RERAD OCOND./
80. 35X.1P11E10.3)
61, 2 FORMAT(/8X,aHWALL.7X,12HMAS3 FLUXES , A6, 18X, 32MELEMF.NTAL MASS OIFF
82, 1USIVE FLUXES ,A6,4H FOR / 5X, 50H
83. 2SHEAR MECHANICAL PYROL CHAR TOTAL CAS 8(tx2A<i.ix)i
8U. l<} FORMAT(6X,A6,aX,15HREMOVAL GAS)
85. 3 FORMAT(5X1P12E10.3)
86.' 18 FORMAT(/6X109HMQM TRANS H£AT TRANS BLOWING PARAMETERS EL
87, 1EMENTAL MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS, ' X5XUOH
88. 2COEFF, COEFF, (NORM. BY RHOE*UE*ST) FOR CM, FOR
8"^ 3 /4XS1H CF/2
90. a ST NO. PYROL CAS CHAp TOTAL GAS .
91, U 8(lX2Aa,lX))
92, 0 FORMAT(5X70H MOMENTUM DISPLACE. EFFECTIVE ENTHALPY REYNOLDS MAS
93, IS THICKNESS FOR ,/
94. 35X49H THICKNE3S,,THICKNE3S, BODY THICKNESS, NUMBER ,/
95. 45X««H THETA DELSTAR DISPLACE. LAMBDA PER , 46.8( 1 X2A«,' 1X))
96, i20 FORMAT(7X,4(A6,<IX),10X,7(A6,aX))
97. 2o FORMATC5X1P11E10.3)
9fl. 5 FORMATC/2X17HNODAL INFORMATION)
99, 6 FORMAT(8X,103HETA DISTANCE F U/UF FPP SHE
100. IAR G, TOTAL GP GPP STATIC TEMP,/,
101^ 28X.16H FROM WALL«42x, 8HENTHALPY,22X,8HENTHALPY,/,
102. 3l7X,A6,3«X,A6,5X,A6,,4X,A6,ax,A6,<IX,A6,3X,A6V
103.' 7 FORMAT(6X,86HDISTANCE DENSITY VISCOSITY SPECIFIC THERMAL PRio«, IANDTL MODIFIED MOLECULAR MACH,«x,i9HRHo3o*EPs TURBULENT,/,
105, 25X,88HFROM WALL RHO MU HEAT . COND. NUMBER
106. 3 SCHMIDT .WEIGHT NUMBER,3X,20H/HHOE*MUE PRANOTL NO /,
107, . 07X,A6,4X,A6,5X,A6,3X,A6,5X>A6,13X6HNUMBER)
108. 8 FORMAT (/2X78HELEMENTAL FRACTIONS AND THEIR FIRST AND SECOND DERIV
109.' UTIVES WITH RESPECT TO ETA,/)
lift, t2 FORMAT(/)
111. 13 FORMAT(/,alX20HDISTANCE FROM WALL, A6>/(15X1P10E10.3/20X1P9E10.3))
112. 1 « F O R M A T ( 6 X ^ A a , l X , l P t o '
113,' 1 9E10.3))
11«. 15 FORMAT (15X,lP10El0.3/20XlP9E10.3)
115. 16 FORMAT (/2X1«HMOLE FRACTIONS,/)
116. 17 FORMATC/23H SURFACE SPECIES 13 2A4)
117. ^10 FORMAT(A2,3I2,1P6E12.5)
11". 312 FORMAT(A2,3I2,lP6El2.3/(8x,lP6El2.5J)
119,' 313 FORMAT (A2,6X,18A4/(20A«))
120. DATA IBLANK/2H /
121." TVCFCX)a(3QRTCAMAXl(0.,l.*2.*COSOR*X))-l.)/COSOR
122. 307 !F(KR(9)-2) 301,301,302












133. IF (NSPM1) 3051,3051,3050
134. 3o50 DO 305 K«1,NSPM,1
135. WAL|_J(K)BVJKW(K j








1U4. 190 l F ( A B 3 ( B E T A i - . 0 0 0 1 ) 3 0 3 * 3 0 4 , 3 0 4
































177. IFCIS.NE.I) CO TO 2103
I7fl. AREABO.O
179. ' IF(ITDK.EO.O)GE(-11)«1.0




184.' IF(ITDK.EO.I) CO TO 2106






























































































XSP(5 ,NSP)BX3P(S ,N3P) -X3P(5 , I )
DO 2131 I « 1 , N S P
V J K W ( I ) « 0 ,
DO 2132 K»i,N9P
V J K W ( 1 ) B V J K W ( I ) " W A L L J ( K ) / W T M ( K J * C I J ( I , K J




A P ( 2 ) « D E R ( 1 1 )
DER(12)«VMECH*UCMF














































































































































21 FORMAT(/6X,72HTOTAL HEAT THRUST TOTAL ACCF.LERAT ION INV
IISCID TOTAL
2/,7X,72HTO WALL LOSS WALL ABEA PARAMfTEB-K "ASS IN SL
3 MASS JN BL ,/ 2X,3(6X>A6),13X,2(6X,A6))
RAOFL(6)»RADFL(8)+(ROKAP(l3-l ) +ROKAP ( 13) ) *RAOFL (6 ) * AR([A/RADFL C5 1
RADFL(9)BRADFli(9)KRADFL(7)*HEAT)*AREA
RADFL(7)aHEAT
C *** RAQFLC7) IS USED TO SAVE Pl*ROKAP( I j *QWALL
C *** RADFL(B) IS USED To SAVE THE ACCUMULATED MALL AREA





31fl, V M D O T I B V M D O T B * F C 1 . N E T A )
310 . . VMOOTBsVMOOTe* (Fn ,NETA) - f r ( l , l h
320. WPITE(KaUT,22)RADFL(9J,DF,RAOFLC8),ACCP,VMOOTI.VMDQTB
321. 22 F O R M A T ( 3 X , 1 P 6 E 1 2 . 3 >
322. J»09 W R I T E C K O U T . 5 )
323. W K l T E ( K O U T , 6 J K A a . 9 ) , K A ( L . 1 7 j , ( K A C L , l ) , I a l , < n , K A ( L . 5 i
324.' DO 183 IBUNETA
325." C COMPUTE TRUE V A L U E S OF FCl ,J ) AND ETA
326 ' Y ( I ) « Y ( I ) / U C L
327. DER( lJaFU. I>




























356. IF (KRC7).E0.1) GO TQ 193
357. WRITECKOUT.13) KA (L,9),(V(I),I»JtNETA)
35fl WRITECKOUT, 8)
359 DO 201 K"1,NSP
360. WRITE (KOUT,14 ) M O A ( K ) , M O B ( K j , ( S P ( 1 , I , K ) , l a \ , N E T A j
36). WRITE (KOUT,15) (3P(2 . I»K) , I»1 ,NETA)
362 ' ?<M WRITE ( K O U T , 1 5 j £ S P ( 3 , I » K ) ; i 8 l , N E T A )
363. IF (NSPM1) 2041,2041,2040
364. 2fl40 DO 204 Kol,NSPMt





370. DO 196 J»1,NSPEC
371. 196 WRITEtKOUT.itt) HOA(Jj,MQB(J),(FR{J,I),l«i,NETA)
372. IF(KR(9).EQ.4J WHITE(KOUT,17) MOA(ISU),MQBCISUS
373. 193 CONTINUE
374.' C OUTPUT FOR PLOT











































































If (KQClOJ.GT.O.AND.KTURB.GT.O) GO TO 4019




























IF (IS.EO.N3) GO TO 326



















IF (DIP. LT. 0.0) Mai*t
DELaF(2,M)oF(2,M-l)
RATiABS(DIF/DEL)



















































C B U B
SUBROUTINE ROCOUT
C**** IN ORDER TO SAVE SPACE ANo USE EXISTING COMMON SLOCKS THE .
C**** QUANTITIES OF INTEREST TO THIS SUBROUTINE ARE PLACED ON DRUM OR IN
C**** THE UNUSED PORTION OF THE MULTIPLE CASE VARIABLES. THE
C**** FOLLOWING LIST DESCRIBES THIS USAGE!
C**** XlTAB(N) - DRUM - AXIAL COORDINATE
C*i«* YITAB(N) • DRUM - RADIUS
C**** VS(N) -DRUM • STREAHMISE LENGTH
C**** THESE QUANTITIES ARE NORMALIZED BY RTM
C«**« RTM - PTET(9) • NORMALIZING FACTOR IN METERS(THROAT RADIUS)
C*«*« PITAB(N) • DRUM • PRESSURE SftTIO
C*;** VA(N) • DRUM - WALL ANGLE
C**** N - DRUM - NUMBER OF STATIONS OF X1TAB. Y1TAB, P1TAB. VS. VA
C*;*« NP(IS) • DRUM - IDENTITY OF THE STATIONS USED AS BLI""P
C**** SOLUTION STATIONS
C**** NS - NUMBER OF BLIMP SOLUTION STATIONS
C**** DELBO - TlME(lStlO) . BODY DISPLACEMENT AT EACH BLIMP STATION
C*i«* (METERS)
C*«** X(IS) • PTET(IS+10) . AXIAL COORDINATE OF BLIMP STATION IN METERS
C**** iTF(ll) • FLAG .SET EQUAL TO KR(B) TO CALL THE CARD PUNCH OPTION
C**** AND LIST CORRECTED RADIUS OPTION.
C**** ITFU2) • STATION NO. OF THROAT
GE(IS*10) COS OF WALL ANGLE FOR BLlMP STATIONS
COMMDN/BL9COM/A(900)
COMMQN/EOGCOM/ PE(«0, 1),PTEC40, \ ) ,SPC ( b, UOA 1),'DUES,
lUE(40),RHOE(aO),VMUE«lO).TE(aO),UEDGEiDUEOGE.02UEDG,VMWE,HEfC90 '
2,DSIP{«0),IDSIP,TTVC,TVCC(«0),HEA(«0),SP(20),CS(20).CSPRf20).
















1 FORMAT(iHl,10X,20HSTATION SUMMARY FOR ,15A4,//)
3 FORMATC15H 0.0 , 0.0 SEND)
4 FORMATdOH PW(1)« ,a(Elfl.8,1H,),/,(10X,«(E|«.'8
5 FORMATC31X.23HNEW CONTOUR INFORMATION,/)
6 FORMATC29X.22HINPUT 1NVISCIO CONTOUR,9X,18HINPUT WALL CONTOUR,/
126X,58HNEW WALL CONTOUR-NqRM. BY NEW INVISCID CONTOyfl-NORM.BY/
223X,14HTHROAT RADlU3n,E12.5, A6, iSH THROAT RADIUS",E12 .5,'tb, /














60. T IMEC10)«0 .0
65. C*« CALCULATE CORRECTED BODY CONTOUR FOR TDK




TO. IF(IS.NE.1)GO TO 201
.
72, GO TO 202
73, ?0l IA»NP(IS-1)+1
74, i»02 IB«NP(IS)
75, C*« CALCULATE CORRECTIONS TO CONTOUR
76, C** ORIGINAL CONTOUR- XITA8»YlTABl WALL ANGLE-VA






83. X l T A B ( I ) » X I T A 9 ( I ) - X C
84. P I T A B C I ) " Y ITAB(n -RC
85. ?03 Y l T A B ( I ) a Y I T A B C I U R C
86. ?00 CONTINUE
87. C** NEW MALL CONTOUR- (X ITAB, Y l T A B )
flfl.' C*« NEW INVJ3CID CONTOUR. (VA .P ITAB)
80. C** DISPLACEMENT THICK, -VS
91. c** FOR PUNCH OF NEW BODY CONTOUR (INVJSCID INPUT5
92.; C*i FIND NEW MIN RAOIUS-
93. C** LOOK BACK FROM THROAT
9«. 302 IF(YITAB(NT).LE.YITAB(NT-D) GO TO 310
95^ " NTsNT-1
96 IFCNT.GT.Oi'GO TO 302
97, WRITE(KOUT,21)
98. 21 FORMAT(5X,22HPROG«AM STOP IN RQCOUT )
90.' STOP
100. uo IF(NT.NE.ITFtlZ)) GO TO 3l«
101, C LOOK AHEAD OF THROAT
10?. 312 IF(Yl74B(NT).LE.YnA«(NT*I)) GO TO 31U
103. NT«NT»1
10UK IF(NT.LT.N) GO TO J12
105. WRITE(KOUT»21)
106. STOP
107. C** NEW THROAT RADIUS -MUST ADJUST XITAB AND RENoRMALIZE
10B.' ^ifl RTWoYITAB(NT)
110, NT»1TF(12)
111. C** FOR PUNCH OF INVISCID CONTOUR (BODY INPUT)
112, c*» LOOK 9AC* FROM THROAT
113. 301 IF(PlTAB(NT).LE.PUAB(NT-i)) GO TO 320
11U. NTnNT-1
115.' IF(NT.GT.O)GO TO 301
llh. WRITE(KOUT,2l)
117. STOP
lift. 320 IF(NT.NE.ITFU2i) GO TO 32<t
119. C** LOOK AHEAD OF THROAT
120. 322 IF(PITAB(NT).LE.PXTAB(Nt+l)) GO TO 32tt
121. NT«NT+l






126. C*i ADJUST COORDS, AND RENORM.'
127. DO 326 J«1 ,N
128. Y I T A B ( J ) « Y I T A B ( J ) / R 7 W
120. x r T A 8 ( J ) « ( X I T A B ( J ) - X l T A B ( N T « j j / R T W
130, . PITAB(J)«PITABCJ)/RTI




135. C*« OUTPUT OF NEW BODY CONTOUR
136. 315 HRITE(KPCH,4) (YITAB(I),XlTAB(I).I«l,N)
137. GO TO «02
13B. C*» OUTPUT OF INVISC1D CQNTOUH
139," iOl WRITE{KPCH»«) (PITAB(I),VA(I),I«J,N)
l«fl. «02 WRITE(KPCH,3)
1<»1, CO TO 303
!<»<>. C*ii CALCULATE NEW BOO1' CONTOUR FOR BLIMP STATIONS ONLY














157. C*i LIST OF NEW CONTOUR POINTS
I5fl. JOS WRITE(KOUT,5)














9^ COMMON/COECON/ CKU 6)»CK2( 6),CK3( 6),CK4( M."CK5( 6),CK6( *)
10. 1,CK7( 6),CK8( 6),CK9( 6),C*10( 6},CK11( 6),CK12( 6),CK13( 6)
11. 2.CK14C 6),CK1S( 6),CK16( 6),CK17< 6),CK18( 6).CK19( 6i,CK20( 6)
12^ 3,CK21( 6),CK22( 6),CKK1( 6, 6),CKK2( 6, 6),XM(5).X6(5) ,XSP(5. 7)
13, a,CKK3( 6, 6)
la. cOMMON/ERRCOM/PLEC a3)»6LE(30).SPLEC30, 6) ,EU(253).FLEH.CLEH
15.' l.SPLEMC 6),ELH(14),EUHM,lFLMf ICLM,ISPLM( 6), NEL«. ILMM. DFL (Ul'l
IIS. 2,DGL(30),OSPL(30, 6) ,FNLE CIS) »GNUE (15), 3PNLE (15. 6),EN|.(123)
17,' 3,FNtEM,GN(.EM,3PNLEM( 6), ENCMM, IFNCM. ISNLM. ^ SPNLVf 6)











29. lvLNKW,OLPH( 7),OLPK( 6, 7),DTHH,DTKW( 6),FLUXJB( 7)
30. COMMON/PRPCOM/PR(15),T(15),RHO(15),SC(15),CAPC(15),OR(l«l),H(15)
31.' 1,CPBAR(1S),VHW(15),PHIK(15> 6),ORHOH,ORHOK( fe).Z<( 6).DZKH( 6), 0
32. 2MU3K( 6),OMUaK( 6),DTK( 6),OPHIKH( 6),OPRK( 6),OSCK( fc),DCAPrK( 6)
33. 3,OHTILK( 6),DQRK( 6),OCPBK( 6),DCPTK( 6),OMUl2K( 6),DZKK( 6. fe)




3B C EVALUATE GROUPINGS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO (1-1) PORTION OF COEFF3
39. c VARIABLES *ITH DIMENSION (NETA-1)
HO. «f>00 CRHO(I-l)»C26*OETA(I«l)*(i.-C53/6.0*DETA(I-ln
«1, . C63»C6*CRHO(I-1)
a?, IF (1-2) aooi,aoo2,4ooi
43. 4o02 X*(5)<»0.
««,' XG(5)"0.
45. . IF (N3PM1) 401,401,4003
Uh. 4003 DO 4004 Kat,NSPMl
47, 4o04 XSP(5,K)»0.
4fl. 4o01 CONTINUE
49. c EVALUATE XM,XG,AND X3P (WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO ERRORS AND TO COF.FFS
50.' C AT (I) AND AT (I-D)
51. aOl CALL TAYLOR (DETA(I-l)»F(2»I-n,F(2,I),XM)
52. CALL TAYLOR (DETA(I-l),G(1,1-1),G(1,I),XG)
53. IF(N3PMD403,403,404
54. a04 DO 414 KoUNSPHl
55. a{U CALL TAYLOR (DETA(1-1),3P(1,1-1,K),3P(1,1,K) , XSP(1,K))
56. C EVAL PORTION OF NLE DEPENDENT ON XM,.., AND GROUPINGS EVAL AT !•!
57. a03.C72»F(2,I)*XH(l) *F(3,1 )*XM(2) +F(4,1)*XM(3) +F (4 , j-n*XM(4)
58. XM(5)»XM(5)*C72





62. X G ( 5 ) s X G C 5 ) * D U M l
63. MPIsMATjJ+I-1












76. 3?I,K)*ZM(l,I.l) + SP(2,I,Kj*ZM(2,I-ntSPC3,I,K)*ZM(3,I-h*SP(3.I-l,K
77, 4)*ZM(«.I-m )
78, a07 CONTINUE
79. C EVAL PORTION OF ORIG COEFFS DP AM DEPENDENT UPON PARAM EVAL iT I-l
60. C***» ESTABLISH INDICES ON VARIABLES














95, GO TO 420
9h. ul5 CALL LIAO(-1,I+3,IFN,-C73)
97, CALL LIAO(-1,I+3,IFPP,-C12)
9B. «20 CALL LIAO(-l,I+3, IFPPP,-2.*(C9 * XM(4)tZM(4,1-1)))
99. LPIelSPN + MATU









109. a40 AM(I*3,LPI-H = DUM2
110. GO TO 450
111. 045 CALL LIADCK.I+3, ISPP, OUM2)
112. 450 LPI»LPItMAT2J
113. C**** ENERGY AND SPECIES EQUATIONS
114. MPJaMATUiI-1
115. M O J s l l 6
lift. DO 535 K=NUL, NSPM1
117, MOJsMQJ+1
118. C* * ALF, F, FP, FPP, Fpp ERROR OERIVITIVES ARE DUM1 TO DUH5. OUMb TO
119, C* * OUM8 ARE FLUX DERIVITIVES FOR ALF, FP, FPP.
120. IF(K) 455,455,460










129. CO TO 465
130. C« - SPECIES EQUATIONS
131. a60 DUMiB-CCK2lW + 2.*C56 * C K i 5 ( K ) )
13?.' DUM2B-CK18(K>
133. DUM3* -CK19 (K )+CK1S(KJ













147. GO TO 475
l«fl. a72 CALL LlAD(.l,MPJ,IFN,DUM2)
149.' CALL L1AO{«1, MPJ, 1PPP, OUM4)
150, o75 CALL LIAOC-1.MPJ, IFPPP, oUM5)
151. LPI" I3PN*MAT1J
152, DO 530 KK«NUL» N3PM1
153. C • * QUMJ/DUM4 AND DUM2/DUM5 ARE ERROR/FLUX OE«1VATTVES WRT G OR SP AND
154. C * * GP OR SPP, RE8P.
155, IFCK+KK) 480,480,485




160. GO TO 515
161. «85 IF(K) 490,4<>0,495
162. C - - ENERGY EQUATION, Sp V A R I A B L E S




167, GO TO 508
16B. fl95 IF(KK) 500,500,505
169. C - - SPECIES EOS., G V A R I A B L E S
170. sOO DUH1«-CK9(K)
171. DUM2»-CK5(K) + CK14(K)
172. OUM4«CK9(K)
173. DUM5»CK5fK)
174. GO TO 508









184, 510 AMCMPJ, LPI-1J" DUM2
185, 520 AM(MQJ,LPI)aDUK4
186, AM(MQJ,LPI"i)«DUM5
187, GO TO 530
Iflfl. 525 CALL LIAD(KK,MPJ, ISPP, OU«2i
189. 530 LPI6LPI+MAT2J






1. C B t J R
2. SUBROUTINE IONLY







10^ COHMON/COECON/ C K 1 C 6),CK2( 6),CK3( 6),CK4( b),CK5( 6),CK6( (,)
11. 1,CK7( 6),CK8( 6),CK9( 6),C><10( 6),CK11( 6),CK12( 6),CK13( 6)
12. 2,CK14( 6),CK15C b),CK16( 6),CK17( 6),CK18( 6),r.K]9( «),CK20( b)
13. 3 . C K 2 1 C <O,CK22C 6 ) ,CKK1( b, 6 ) , C K K 2 ( 6. 6) , X M ( 5 ) , X G C 5 5 , XSP fS . ' 7)
14. 4 , C K K 3 ( 6, 6)
15. COMMON/ERRCOM/FLEC 43) .GLE (50) , SPLE (30, 65 , ELA (253) , FLEM, GL EM
16.' 1,SPLEM( 6),ELM(t«)fELMM,lFLM,IGL^.ISPLM( 6) , NfLM, ILMM, OFL (43 )
17. 2,DGL(30),DSPL(30, 6) ,FNLE ( 18) ,GNLE( 15 ) , 5PNLE (15. 6).FNLC183)
18. 3,FNLEM,GNLEM,SPNLEM( 6), ENLMM, IFNLM. IGNLM, ISPNLM ( 6)
19. 4,NENLM,INLMM,DFNL(18)»DGNL(15)»OSPNL(15» 6).ORNL( 8)
20. COMMON/ETACO^XETA (15),OET4( 15), OSO( 14), OCU( 14), 81(141,82 (14)
21. 1,LAR(123),BA1(43,18),BA2(30,15)
22. COMMON/HI3COM/Cl,C2,C3,C4.ALPHO,BE7A,ZM(4,l<(J,ZG(4,14),ZSP(a,ia, 6
23. 1 ),XI(40),HF(15,5),HG(15,3),H3P(15,3, 6) ,HA1.PH,HUE, HHUE ,"HFW, nLX2
24. 2,C3M(40),B£TAM(40)
25. COMMOM/INTCOM/ KR(20 j ,KIN.KOUT, MAT1 I ,MAT2I.,H*T1 J, MAT2 J,NFTA , I , IS, N
2h. 13,IT,NTIME,N3P,NSPM1,NAM,NLEQ,NNLEQ,NRNL, ITS, KAPPA ,C8AR, CASE ( IS)
27. 2/8(8), MWE»NON,KQ(10),ITEM,NITEM,KR17,NBT.NBT2» IOEN7,K»9(40)
28. 3,KAUXO,JTIME,J3PEC,MO(3)
29. cnMMON/NONCOM/AM(l23,123),DVNU(l23),TCW,
30. 1VLNKW,DLPH( 7),OLPK( 6. ' 7) ,DTHrt,OTKW( 6),FLUXJB( 7)
31. Cf)MMON/PRPCOMyPR(l5),T(15),RHO(15),SC(15),C4PC(15),OR(15),W(T5)
32.' 1,CPBAR(15),VMW(15),PHIKC15, fe) , ORHOH, DRHQK ( 6),ZK( «,),OZKH( 6). n
33, 2MU3K( 6),DMU4K( 6),DTK( 6),DPMIKH( 6),OPRK( 6),OSCK( 6),OCAPCK( 6)
34, 3,OHTILK( 6),OQRK( 6),DCPBK( 6),DCPTK( 6),OMUl2K( 6),DZKK( fr, fc)
35, 4,DPHIKK( 6, 6), DHU4H, DMU3H, DHTILH, VMJ12, CT , CTR.CPTTL ,HTIL
3h, 5,VMU3,OTH,DCAPCH,DPRH,03CH,OQRH,DCP8H,OCPTH,pMU12H,VMU(15), RHOP
37. 6(15),PHIKP(15),HP,TP,ZKP( 6) , VMU3P, VMUuP.HT ILP.CBHOC 1 4) ,GMR ( 15)
38. COMMON/VARCOM/F(4,15),G(3.15),SP(3,15, 7),AUPH
39. DIMENSION CYM(3),CXH(3)rCYSP(3)
4,0, C ADD CONTRIBUTIONS OF I TO NONLINEAR ERRORS
41, C EVALUATE GROUPINGS WHICH ARE USED ONLY AT I (NOT AT l-li





47. ENL(MPI )«ENL(MPI ) -C84
48. 1F(MSPM1)403 ,«03 ,402
49. <|02 DO 436 K» l ,NSPMt
50. MPI«HPI+MAT2J-1
51. ENL(MPI) aENL(MPl) . (CK22(K) . (PHIK( I ,K)«DETA( I .n .PWIKP(K)*82( I - l )
52.' l -CK l« , (K) j )
53. 036 CONTINUE .
54. a04 DO 467 Ml.NSPMl
55. C«23(K)»B2( I -1 ) *DPHIKH(K)
56. C K 2 4 ( K ) s C 1 3 * C K 2 3 ( K ) .
57. C K 2 5 ( K ) s O E T A ( I - l ) * O P H l K H ( K ) .
5«.' 467 CK26(K ) *C10*CK25(K )
59. C EVAL PORTION OF ORIG COEFpS OF AM DEPENDENT UPON PARAM EV4L AT I











69.' DO 405 Lal,3
7ft. CYMCU»C2*XM(L)-ZM(|_.I-1)
71. a05 CXMa>s-(C9*XM{L) + ZM(L, 1-1)) *2.
72,' C**** MOMENTUM EQUATION
73. AMCl*3,l)BAM<I+3.1)*cai-C5*Ce*C72+C87*OETACI.h
70.' AMCI*3,IFpJBAMCI + 3,IFP)*C74*C86*DETA<I.l>*CXMm
75. CALL LIAD(-1,I*3,IFN,C73)
76. . CALL LIAO<»1,I»3,IFPP,C12+CXM(2))
77. CALL LIAD(«1,I*3,IFPPP,CXM(3J)
78. LPl» ISPN+MATU




83. GO TO 416
84. 015 DUMl»CK13CK)*DETA(I-l)fCKl7fK)
85. OUM2«0.
86. 016 IF(I-NETA) 420,417,420
87.' a!7 CALL LIAO(K,I*3,1»OUM1)
8.8.' GO TO «21
89. a20 AM(I*J,LPI)«AM(I*3»LPI)*OUMl
9ft. a3l CALL LIAO (K,1+3,ISPP,DUM2)
9J." a25 LPI«LPI+«AT2J
1?.. C**** ENERGY AND SPECIES EQUATIONS
93,' MPJsMATU + I-1
9a. 00 «90 K»NUL, NSPMJ
95^ DO 428 L«l,3
9h. a28 CYSP(L)BC2*XSP(L,K)«Z3P(L.I-1,K)
97. C * * ALF, F, Fp, FPP, Fppp ERRQR DERIVITIVES ARE OUM1 TO DUM5.'
98. IFCK) 430,430,435





10«, GO TO 440
105. C . - SPECIES EOS.
106^ a35 DUMla CK21(K) *C56 *(CK26(K)-2. *CK2«(K))
107^ DUM2aCK18(k)
108. DUM3»CK19(K) + CK24(K)-CK26(K)+CYSP{1)
109,' DUM4aC10*(CK5(K)+CK23(K)) + CYSP(2)
lift. 440 OUMSa.CYSPCS)
111. AM(MPJ,1)« AM(MPJ,1) f DUM1
112. AM(MPJ, IFP)a AM(MPJ, IFP) + DUM3
113. CALL LIADC-1, MPJ, IFN,DUM2)
114. CALL LIAOf-1, MPJ, IFPP, OUM«)
115. CALL LIAOC-1, MPJ, IFPPP, DUM5)
116.' uPI" ISPN + MAT1J
117. DO 485 KK«NUL,NSPM1
118.' C * * DUM1 AND DUM2 ARE ERROR DCRIVITIVCS WRT G OR SP AND CP OR 9PP
119. IF(K*KK) 445,445,450
12". C - • ENERGY EQ., G VARIABLES
121," 445 DUM1«C43
122. DUM2aC80
123 GO TO 475
124. a50 IF(K) 455,455,460





12B, CO TO 080
12«». «60 IF(KK) 465,065,070
130. C - - SPECIES EOS.. G V A R I A B L E S
131.' ao5 OUH1» C K 9 C K ) - C K 2 5 ( K )
132. O U M 2 « C K 5 ( K ) t C K 2 3 ( K )
133^ 60 TO U80
13/1. C . • SPECIES EOS., SPECIES V A R I A B L E S
135. a70 DUHlBCKK2(K ,KK) -OPHIKK(K ,KKJ*OPTA( I . l )
13h. DUM23CKK1 (K,KK)+82( I -n * O P H I K K ( K , K K )
137. IF(K-KK)
130.' OUM2»OUM2+CYM(2)
1«0.' U80 IF(I-NETA) 083,482,083
!'«!.' fl82 CALL LUO(KK,MPJ,1,DUM1)
102. GO TO 084
103.' aB3 AM(MPJ,LP
I0a. a80 C&LL LUD(KK,MPJ, I3PP,OUM2)
105.' o85 Lpl* LPI+MAT2J






1. C B ? 4 A jgf
2. SUBROUTINE 3 T A T E &••
3. COMMON/EDGCOM/ P£<40 , l ) ,PTE(40 i I J . S P E f 6,«0. IJ. 'OUES,
4. lUE(40),RHpE(40),VMUE{00),TEUOi,UEDGE,OUEnGE.D2UEDG.VMWe,"HE.e<>0
5. 2 ,DS IP (40 ) , ID3 IP»TTVC,TVCC(40 )
6.' COMMON/INTCOM/ K R ( 2 0 ) , K I N , K O U T , M A T 1 I , M A T 2 I , M A T 1 J . M A T 2 J . N F T A . I , IS, N
7. J^ ; - iT»NTlME»NSP»N3PMl ,NAM»NLEQ»NNLEO,NRNl . i I T S . K A P P A . C B A R . C A S F . (15)
f l . 2,6(8), MWE,NON,KOaO) . ITEM,NITEM.KRl7 ,N8T,NBT2. IOENT,KB<»(aO)
«».' 3 ,KAUXO,JT IME.JSPEC,MO(3 )
10.' COMMON/PRMCOM/TIMEt 50 ) , P R E ( 4 0 ) , P T E T ( 5 0 ) , C E ( 50 ). S (UO ), R O K A P (f lO j
11. l ,RNOSE,VKAP,NDISCf IDI3C«lO) fNSO{5) ,MSD<5) ,m( 50). IP«F. RAONO.CONE
12. 2 . R A D F L C 5 0 ) , R A D R ( 4 0 ) . S A 3 3 j a O ) , I R A D
15. CDHMON/PRPCOM/PR(15 ) ,T (15 ) ,RHO{15 ) , 3C(15 ) ,CAPC{15 ) .OR{15 ) ,H (15 )
la, l , C P 0 A R C l 5 ) . V M W ( t 5 ) , P H I K ( l S , 6 ) iORHOH,ORHQK( 6 ) . Z K ( < , ) ,DZKH( f t ) , 0
IS . 2MU3KC 6 ) iDMU4K( 6 ) « O T K ( 6 ) « O P H l K H ( 6 ) , O P R K ( 6 ) , O S C K ( 6 ) . D C A P C K ( 6 )
Ifc. 3,OHTILK( 6 ) , O Q R K ( 6 ) ,DCPBK( 6) . O C P T K ( - 6 ) » O M U 1 2 K ( 6 ) , D Z K K ( 6, 6)
ir. a,OPH!KK( 6. 6), OMU«HiOMU3MiOHTI lH,VMU12,CT,CTR,CPTTI, ,HTl l
IS. 5 ,VMU3.0THf DCAPCH,DPRH,D3CH»DORH,OCP8H, 'OCPTH,r>MU12H,VMIJ f 15). RHOP
1". 6 (15 ) ,PH IKP(15 ) ,HP ,TP ,ZKPC 6 ) ,VMU3P,VHU«P,HT ILP .CRHO(1 a ) . f i M R ( t 5 )
2n. c O M H O N / S T T C O M / G A M l f P R D U M j p R A . P R B . P R C . P R O r V M U A . V M U B . V M U C . V H U O . N C ,
21, 1 F L D C 7 , 3 ) , V M W D , T R ( 3 ) . L
22. COMMON/UNICOM/UCO»UCE,UCL,UCM,UCP,UCR.UC3,UCT,UCV, !TOK, IUNIT
23.' DIMENSION OUM( IO)
24, V M M E a V M W O
25. K O ( f c ) » K Q ( 6 ) - l
2h. KQa)»UB3CKR(18)*5)-4
27, IF (KQ(5)-1)300,200,100






3«. 110 HETsHHOMOtTE( IS) )
35. CPT«CHOMQ(TE( I8 ) )
36. ERC«(HET-HE ) /CPT
37. ITER»51-IHET
3A. E R C s S I G N ( A M I N l ( A 6 3 ( E R C ) » 7 o O . ) , E R C )
39, TE( I8 )«TEUS) -ERC
40. IF ( T E ( I S ) ,LE, 0 .0) TEdS) »50.
41^ t«2 .
42, IF (TE( IS ) .LT .TR(D) LB1
43, J F ( T E ( I S ) . C E . T R ( 2 ) ) L«3
«4. I H E T m I H E T - 1
45, IF (IHET) 400 ,400 .140
46. ?40 IF (ABS(ERC) - . 1 )150 ,150 , t lO
47.' ISO S S T A G » 3 H O M O ( T E ( I 6 ) ) '
4fl.' IF (KQ(5) .NE,1)GO TO 156
49. VMACH«SQRT(2 . * : (GE( ITEM)-HE)*VMWE/GAMl / 'TE( IS) / l .'9869)
50. S S T A G A s S S T A G - 1 . 9 8 6 9 / V M W E * A L O G { P E ( I S , l ) )
51. GO TO 160
52. ?56 CONTINUE







60.' IF (KQ(5).E0.2) GO TO 165
61. C PREPARE EDGE OUTPUT IN PROPER UNITS
4-72
B14A, STATE
62, DUM(1)«S( IS) /UCL
63, D U M ( 2 ) e T E C I S J A J C T
6tt. DUMC3J=CPT /UCE*UCT
65 ' DUM(4)oPE( IS , IT ) /UCP
66. DUMC5)«RHOEUS)/UCD
67.' D U M ( 6 ) » V M U E C I 3 J / U C V





73.' CO TO 166
7a. C PREPARE STAGNATION OUTPUT IN PHOPER UNITS
7«i.' 165 DUMO)«TE(IS)/UCT
76. D U M ( 2 ) » P T E T C I T E M ) / U C P
77.' DUMC3)sGAMl
78, OUM(<l)sHET/UCE
79. D U r t C 5 ) » C S S T A G - l , 9 8 6 9 / V M W E * A L O G ( P T E T ( I T E H ) ) ) / U C F . * U C T
80.' D U M ( 6 ) « C P T / U C E * U C T
81. DUM(7)sRHOEUS)/UCO/PRE(Is)
8S. D U M ( 8 J « V M U E ( I S ) / U C V
85. I F C I U N I T . E O . O ) W R I T E ( K O U T , 1 < ' < » 3 ) C D U M C I ) , I = 1,8)
8fl. lF( lUNIT.Ea. l )V 'RITE(KOUT,o93 ) (OUM( I), Isl, 8 )
85. 166 K0(6)»- l
86. {TO RETURN
87. C EDGE C A L C U L A T I O N S
8fl. ?00 S S T A G » S S T 4 C - D S I P ( I S )
89. S S T A G A » S S T A G + 1 . 9 8 6 9 / V « W E * A L O G U . / P T E T C I T E M ) )
90.' OUM IsSSTAG* 1.9869/VMWE*ALOG(PRE CIS))
9). IST«50
92. IF(ITF(15).EQ.O)GO TO 210
95.' C EDGE CALCULATIONS FOR UEI INPUT
9U. IHET»50
95. GO TO 110
96. ?10 p3»-OUMl+SHOMO(TE(I3))
97. CPTsCHOMO(TEflSJ)
98. E " C « D S * T E ( I S ) / C P T
99. ITER*51" IST
100. E R C B S I G N ( A M I N 1 ( A B S ( E R C ) , 7 0 0 . ) , E R C )
101.' T E ( I S ) B T E ( I S ) - E R C
102,' IF (TE( IS ) ,LE. 0,0) TE( IS ) «50.
103, L«2
10«, l F ( T E ( I S ) . L T . T R C n ) L « l
105. I F ( T E ( I S ) . G E . T R ( 2 ) ) L « 3
106. iSTsIST-i
107. IF ( 1 S T ) «00 ,100 ,220
108. ?20 IF ( A B S ( E R C ) - . 1 ) 2 3 0 , 2 3 0 , 2 1 0
109. ?50 HEoHHOMO(TEdS))
110.' V M A C H B 8 Q R T ( 2 . * ( G E ( I T E H ) . H E ) * V M W E / G A M 1 / T E ( I S ) / 1 . ' 9 B 6 9 )
111. GO TO 160
















126,' lF( IHnaOO,400,3 lO





132. pR( I )BpR[>UM*PRA*T(n«*PR8*PRC*TCn**PRD
133. DPRHBDTH*(PRA*PR8*T( l )**(PRB-l . )+PRC*PRO*T( I j * * (PRO-t . ) j
13U. 3 C < I ) s P R ( l )
135. DSCHBDPRH
136. R H O C I ) B R H O E U 3 J / T ( n * T E C I S >
137. DRHOH«"RHO(I ) /TCI ) *DTH
13B. VMU( I )a (VMUA*T ( I ) * *VHUB) / (VHUC*T ( I ) *VMUD)
C A P C ( n « ( T ( I ) / T E ( l S ) ) * « ( V M U B - l . ) / ( V > 1 U C * T ( I ) + V M U O ) *
1CVMUC*TE( I3 ) *VMU05
HTIL»H(I)










157. 99 FORM4T(//aOH***** STiTE DOES NOT CONVERGE FOR KQ(5)al2,6M *****//)
15«.' <»9l FORMAT(iHl,lOXl9HST4CNATlr|N SOLUTION /12X15HEOGE CONDITIONS //)
15". 19*3 FORMATC5X14HTE«P£RATURE « EH. a, 6" DEC K //5X1UHPRESSURP = Ell
16ft.' l.a, 5H N/M2 //5X10HGAMMA 8 gl 1 .« , //5X 1 OHENTHALPr s Fll.O,
161, 210H J/KG ,//5Xl<IHENTRgPY * E11.«»16H J/KG-DEG K .//
162. 35XiaHCP-FROZEN a Ell.fl,i6H J/KG-OEG K , //,5X1 UHDENSITV >
163^ 4 Ell. a, 6H KG/M3,//5X1UHVISCOSITY o Ell. a, 7H N-3/M2 )
J6«. 993 FORM*T(5X14HTEMPERATURE a ElJ.OtbH OEG R //SXlUHPRESSURe a Ell
165. . 1.«,12H ATM03PHERE3//5XiaHGAMMA » E 1 1 . <l, //5X, 1 OHENTHALPY «
166. 2 Ell. a, 8H BTU/LBM,V/5XiaHENTROPY a Ell.a.iaH BTU/L6M-OEG R,//
167. 35XiaHCP-FRQZEN a Ell.1»l4H BTU/tBM«DEG R, X/5X laHDENSI TV B
16«. aEll.«. 8H LBM/FT3,//5XiaHVlSCOSITY a EH.O. 9H LBM/3-FT )








a . C O M M O N / E Q T C O M / T K ( 2 0 , 2 > . V M W ( 2 0 > » E F ( 7 , 3 i 2 0 ) , T J ( 3 i , P V C L ( 2 0 ) ; i . S N ( 3 , 2 0 >
5. U P V M K C 2 0 J
t>. C O M M O N / S T T C O M / G 4 M I , P R D U M , P R A , P R B » P R C » P R O , V M U A , V M U B , V M U C . V M U D , N C ,
7. 1 F L O ( 7 , 3 ) , V M W D , T R ( 3 ) . L
B. 8nOO READ (KIN, 3) PRDUM, PRA, PRR»PHC ,PRD
9." READ (KIN, 3) VMUA.VMUB,VMUC,VMUO
10. READ(KIN,2)NC»IFRAC,lTEMP,KU,(TJ(h,Ial,3)
11.' . READ(KlN,3)(TK(I,l),VMW(Ij,Ial,NC)
1?. C TK AND VMW MUST BE IN SAME ORDER AS THE SPECIES PROPERTY CARDS




17. GO TO 103
IS. 102 K2»2
1". Kl»l
20. 103 00 101 JJ«l»NC




25' iFdTEMP.EQ.OJGO TO 101
26. READ(KIN,8HEF(I,KZ,JJ),I>1,5)
27. REAO(KIN,8) EF{6, KZ, JJ) ,EP(7, KZ, JJ)
2B. iOt CONT.INUE
29," WOL«0.0
30. c CALCULATE MOLE FRACTION ,TK(I,2)
31. IF (IFRAC.EQ.l) CO TO 81H
32' DO 802 I»1,NC
33. PVOL(I)BTK(I,l)XyMW(I)
34.' «02 WOL«WOL + PVOL(I)
35. DO 803 I«1,NC
3ft. «03 TK(l,2)aPVOL(I)/VVOL
37, GO TO 8112
3fl. flTll DO 804 lal.NC
40, DO 801 IBI.NC
41. flOl TK(I,2)»TK(I,1)/VVOL
42, C CALCULATE MIXTURE MOLECULAR WT.
43. 8\12 00 805 I»1,NC
44. SOS PVMW(I)aTK(I,2)*VHW(l)
45, VMWEaO.
40. DO 806 1*1, NC
47.' HQt, VMWEaVMWEfPVMWd)
4fl. VHWoaVMWE
HI. C CALCULATE MASS FRACTION, TK(I,1)
50. 00 807 lal.NC
51. «07 TK(I,l)»PVMW(I)/VMWE
52. «08 DO 8106 Jlal,7
53. DO 8106 JJ=1,3
54. 8?06 FLD(JI,JJ)aO.
55. C CALCULATION OF MIXTURE PROPERTIES
56. DO 8107 JKal,3
57. DO 8107 JJal,NC
5fl. DO 8107 JI»1,7
59. 8?OT FLD(JI,JK)oFLD(JI,JK)+EF(JI,JK,JJ)*TK(JJ,2)




62.' IFCKU.EQ.OJGO TO 201
63. WRITE(KOUTi71).





69. 00 212 JJ«1,NC
7ft. ?12 WPITE(KOUT,79)(ISN(I,JJ),i»1.3).TK(JJ,2),TK(JJ,'n
71. WRITECKOUT,80)VMWE











8«. ?03 FLO(7,I)BPLD(7,I)*»H *FLD(1 , I) *ALOC(C)








93. IF(ITEMP.EQ.O) GO TO 206




98. 3 FORMAT C6E10.3)
99, a FORMAT(3A«)
10ft. 7 FORMAT(/9X20HVISC03ITY LAW "Us (E10 . 3.«H*T**E1 0 . 3, 3H) X f E 10 . 3, 3H*T
101. 1+E10.3,1H)//9X19HPRANDTL NUMBER PRsElO , 3, 1H+E1 0 . 3, aH*T**E10 .3, 1H+
102. 2Et0.3,«H*T**E10.3,/>
103. 71 FORMAT (9X.15HTEMP, IN DEC. R.5X. 21HVI3COSITV IN LBM/S-FT) .
10U. 72 FORMAT (9X.15HTEMP, JN DEd K,5X, 21HVI3C03ITV IN M-S/M2 )
105, 8 FORMAT(5E15.8)
106. q FORMAT(/«9X35HMIXTURE CURVE FIT CONSTANTS (DFG K)/)
107.' to FORMAT(F10.2,7E17.6)
10H. 79 FORMATC1HO,5X,3A4,8X,2(2XE10.U) j
109. 78 FORMATC1H1/////21X13HFLUID MJXTURE ///I 1X9HCOMPONENT 10XUHMOIE
lift. 18X4HMA3S /28X8HPRACTION «X8HFRACTION /)







S. C O M M O N / S T T C O M / D U M ( l l ) , A ( 7 , 3 ) . D U M 2 ( a ) » L
U. C THE A'S ARE THE FI.D OF BlflB







«. C THE A'S ARE THE FLO OF B)aB
5













1. SUBROUTINE RERAY(N,C,NQ,D.NQN,LS, I3 .ND,30,1,S,LL.LLL)
2. C DIRECT INVASION PROCEDURE « C IS REPLACED BY C**-l3.° DIMENSION D(ND,t).3D(i)»C(ND,i).LU)»3(i)»LLm,LLL(i).i8(i)
a. NNNBlABS(NQN)
5, NN • IABS(NQ)
6, KOUTB6
7, Nl a N + 1
8, NP B N * NN
0. DO 15 Isl,NP
10. Ill (I) » I
11. IF (LS(1)) 10,10,5
1?.' 5 Ltli « LS(I)
13, GOTO 15
10, 10 1<1) B I
15. 15 CONTINUE
16, IX a • 1
IT IF (IS + 2) 05,35,45
Ifi. 20 FORMATtUH L(I),I«1,I3,5X (3013))
10. 25 FORMATdSH ((C(I,J),J81,I3,12H),(D(J),J=1,I3, 6Hi,IB 1,13,15Hj BE
20. 1FORE RERAY)
21. 30 F O R M A T ( 2 X 1U10 .3 / (12X 10E10.3) )
22. 35 WRITE(KOUT,25)NP,NNN,N
2 3 . W R I T E ( K O U T , 2 0 ) N P , ( L ( I ) , I » 1 , N P )
20.' IX a 0
25. ' DO U-0 I s \ , N
26 . 40 W R l T E ( K O U T , 3 0 ) ( C ( I » J ) , J » l . N P ) , ( 0 ( I , J ) , J s l , N N N )
2T. 05 IS a - 1
2«. C TR IANGULATE M A T R I X . .
2".' 00 130 I»1,N
SO, DO 50 Mal,NP
31. 50 3(M)»AB3(CU,M))
32. IF (IS) 55,60,60
33. 55 IS » 0
30^ GOTO <»0
35. C REDUCE ROW I BY PRECEEOIN6 ROWS
36. 60 DO 85 J»2,I
37. K = L(J - 1)
38.' DIV a - C(I»K)
3% IF (DIVi 65,85,65
00. 65 C(I,K) B 0.
01, DO 70 Mal,NP
02 DIVp B DIV * C(J • 1,M)
03, SCM)aAMAXl(S(M),A83(DIVC)j
00. 7Q CU,M) B C(I,M) * DIVC
05. IF .CNNN) 85,85,75
06. 75 DO 80 Mal,NNN
07. 80 0(1,M) a D(I,M) + DIV * D(J - 1,M)
OB.' 95 CONTINUE
09. C SEEK MAXIMUM PIVOT
50. «0 DIV * 0.
51 . DO 100 JJ»I,N
52.' M a LCJJ)
53. IF (ABS(C(I,M)) - DIV) 100,100,95
50. 95 DIV a AB3(C(I,Mn
55. K » M
56.' J a JJ .







62,' L( I )»K
63, l F ( S D ( I ) - l . E - 8 ) 104 ,104 ,110
64, ?oa c ( I , K ) a p ,
65, I F ( S O ( I ) ) 105,105,90
66, C SINGULAR MATRIX RETURN
67, (05 ISa-1
6fl. W R I T E ( K O U T , 1 3 S ) ( I I , L ( I I ) .30(11) . l i s t , I )
69.' _ R E T U R N '
70 . HO DIV « C ( I , K )
71. C ( I , K ) « 1.0
72.' (< » L L L ( J )
73. LLL(J) • LLL(I)
7 4 . LLL(I) O K
75. LL(K) • I
76. C NORMALIZE ROW
77. IF (NNN) 125.125,115
7fl, 115 00 120 Jnl.NNN
7% 120 0(1,J) a 0(1,J) / OIV
8n. }25 DO 130 J«1,NP
81, 130 C(I,J) « C(I.J) / DIV
e<>, IF (IX) 105,1UO,1«5
83. ?35 FORMAT(2aH PIVOT RQW/COL/RES.RATIO 5( I«, 1H/11,1H/E9.?, 1 H." )j
8«. i"ao WRITE(KQUT,135)(I,L(I),30(I),I»1,NP)
85.' C DlACONALIZE MATRIX
86. ?45 NH « N • 1
87.' C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS
8fl ' OP 225 i m i , N P
e<». i = ii
Of). 180 J » LCI)9i; im » i
92; IF (J - I) 185,225,185
93. J85 IF (IS) 200,190,200
9<«.' 190 DO 195 M»1,N
95. S(M) » C(M,I)
96. T95 C(M,I) a C(M,J)
97. IS » I
98. I a J
99. GOTO 180
100, 200 IF (IS - J) 205,215,205
101 ?05 DO 210 Mal,N
102, ?10 C(M,I) a C(M,J)
103. I a J
104, GOTO 180
105. ?15 DO 220 Maj.N
106.' ?20 C(M,I) a S(H)
107. IS a 0
10B. ?25 CONTINUE
109.' IF(NON + NO) 149,149,144
110. 144 IF(NQN+NQ-NN-NNN) 149,147,149
111.' C«****SOLUTION VECTOR ONLY
11?, 147 «aN
113. DO 153 lal.NM
114 KaK-1
115. 00 153 ILaK,NM
116. DUMoC(K,lL»n
117. IF (NN) 152,152,151
11B, iSl 00 146 MaNl,NP
119. T46 C(K,M) 5 C(K,M) . OUM * C(IL+1,M)
120. C(K,l)aC(K,n-DUM*C(IL*l,l)
121. IF (NNN) 153,153,152
122. T52 DO 148 Ma],NNN
123. 148 D(K,M)aO(K,M.)«DUM*0(IL + l,M)
120, t53 CONTINUE
125. GO TO 176
4-79
B15B, RERAY
126.' C*****FULL INVERSION AND SOLUTION VECTOR
127. 149 DO 175 I«1,NM
128. DO 175 J»1,I
129. OIV a - C(J,I + O
ISO. JF (DIV) 150,175,150
131, ?50 C(J,I*lj « 0.
13?. IF (NNNJ 165,165,155
133,' T55 DO 160 Mai, NNN
134. [60 D(J,M) a D(J ,M) + DIV * D(I * 1,M)
135. 165 00 170 Mai,NP
136." J70 C(J,M) s C(J,*) * DIV * C(I * 1,M)
137.' ?75 CONTINUE
130.' C INTERCHANGE ROWS
139, ?76 DO 320 II«1,N
iao. I a II
1"1, 210 J « LL(I)
1«2, LLCI ) » I
W. IF (J - I) 235,320,235




H". ?50 DO 255 Mai, NNN
150. SD(M) » D(I,M)
151. ?55 D(I,H) « D(J,M)
152. i»60 IS a I
153. I « J •
151." GOTO 2JO
155. J>65 IF (IS - Jj 270,295,270
156.' j>70 DO 275 H»l,NP
157, >75 C(I,M) a C(J,M)
15fl, IF CNNN) 290,290,280
15«». ?80 DO 285 Mai, NNN
160. ?85 O C I , M ) B 0(J,M)
161, 2^0 I » J
162, GOTO 230
163. ?9$ DO 300 Msi,NP
16", ^00 CU,M) a S ( M )
165. IF (NNN) 315,315.305
166. 505 DO 310 Mai, NNN
167. ^10 Od, M) a SO(M)
16fl.' 1515 IS s 0
169.' ^20 CONTINUE
170. IF ( I X ) 300 ,330 ,340
171. ^25 F O R M A T ( 1 5 H ( (C ( I , Jj , JH , 13, 1 2H) , (0 ( J) , Ja 1 , I 3, t>H ) , IB 1 , 13, 1 5H) AF
172. 1TER RERAr ')
173. 330 W"ITE(KOUT,325)NP,NNN,N







2. . SUBROUTINE SLOPQCN, X, Y, S, Z)
3. DIMENSION X(1),Y(1 j,8(l),Z(l)
«. S(l)aO.
5; IFCN-1) 9,9,8
6. 8 SC2)a(Y(2)-YCl) j/CXC2)-X(m
7, SCl)a3(2)
A. OC*S(2)










19. A C « Y ( I » 2 ) / { X T T * X T O )
2 0 . A A A « A A * X T T
21. A B B « A B * X T O
22. A C C « A C * X O T
23. Q A a Q C
24. QBaS( I )
25.' QCsSCI tn
2h. 3(1 j " A 4 * ( X T O - X O T ) + A B 8 - A C C
27, 8 ( I * l ) » A B * ( X O T - X T T ) * A C C - A A »
2A, S ( U 2 ) a A C * ( X
29. 5 !F( f -2)7,5,«
31, « S ( I J « ( 8 ( I ) t Q A ) / 2 .
31. S 9 ( I )» (Stn*QB) /2 .
32. 6 X O » X ( I ) . X ( I - 1 )
33. V8«Y( I ) *Y ( I - 1 )
'
35. SSaS( I )







I . ' S U B R O U T I N E 3 L O P ( . C N , X , Y , S , Z )
2 . O I M E N S I O N X ( N ) , Y ( N 1 , S ( N ) , Z ( N )
3,' NM a N-l
« . 8 ( 1 ) a ( Y ( 2 ) - Y ( l ) ) / ( X ( 2 ) - X ( l ) i
5^ 31 « 3(1)
6. I F ( N M . N E . l ) CO TO 1
7. 3(2)aS(l)
fl, GO TO 2
<>. 1 CONTINUE
10. DO 5 I • 2,NM
11. 33 « (V(Itl)-Y(I))/(X(I+l}-X(I))
12. 8(1) > (31+32)/a.
13. 5 31 e 32
14^ S(N) a 32
15. 2 00 10 I»2,N









fe, IF (N-l) 0,4,5










1. C B i S A
2. SUBROUTINE M A T S l ( X )
3. C O M M O N / I N T C O M / K R ( 2 0 J , K I N , K O U T , M A T 1 I , M A T 2 I , M A T 1 J , M A T 2 J , N E T A
«.' C O M M O N / E T A C O M / E T A ( 1 5 J , O E T A ( 1 5 )
S, DIMENSION XCl>»A(lU),B(iaj,C(l«)
























30. 25 K«K*1 .
31. I«NETA-i
32. X(K)sX(K)*X(K + n
33. XK»C3.*(X(J)/DETA(I).XJ)«X(K))*2.
35, X(J)"X(K*1)








US, DO 2 Is3,NETA
«6. cCI-2JBDETA(I-l)/(6.*A(I-2))
U7. 8(I-1)8.5-C(I-2)*B(I.2)
















62 , X ( J + l ) « X ( J + t J - C ( I - 2 ) * X ( J )
63. 5 JBJ+1
60. X S « X ( J » 1 )
63. IBNETA-I
66. CO TO 8
67,
6fl.
69, 00 7 K » 1 , I
70. X ( M ) « X C M ) . D U M * B ( K )
7J. 7 MsMfl
72. J«J-1
73, 8 X ( J + 1 ) « X ( J ) / A ( I )




79^ ' 13 X(l)«DUM*DETA(n*(X(j)/81^X(J+lj/2a.j.X(l)
80, JU L»JB
81 00 10 I«3,NETA
82. J«J+1
83. X(L)«X(L*l)XOETA(I-O-DETA{I-l)/3.*(X(J) + .
8U, IF(JB-2J 15, JO, IS








1. SUBROUTINE M A T S 2 C X )
2. DIMENSION X ( l )
3 ' COMMON/ INTCOM/KR(20)
H. KR(1 )BKR(1 ) -100
5, CAUL MA78HXJ







3. DIMENSION EPSOUTC 75)
1. COMMQN/CEBCOM/C tOW,C56W,TAUW,DRHOW(7 ) .OCAPC!<m.OYAn23 ) ,CAPY,UTA l . l
5. l . V W P , P P L . A C E B , A C Y . C C E B , A B E C K , C B E C K , B B E C K , D E L T A ( 4 0 ) , I P B T
6^ DIMENSION X P ( a )






13. COMMON/COECON/ CKK 6J»CK2( 6),CK3( 6).CK4( 6),CK5f 6),CK6( 6)
1U. 1,CKT( 6),CK8( 6),CK9{ 6),CMO( 6),CK11( 6),CK12( 6),CM3< 6)
15.' 2,CK1U( 6),CK15( 6),CK16( 6),CK]7( 6),CK18( 6),CK1«( 6),CK20( 6)
U. 3.CK2K 6),CK22( 6),CKKl( 6* 6).CKK2( 6, 6),XM(5).XG(5),XSP(S. 7)
17, a,CKK3( 6, 6)





23, 1 EPSAdSJ .EPS l .ELdS i /DP lnS
2". COMMON/ERHCOM/FLE( 43)»GLE(30),SPIEC30,
25, l.SPLEMC 6J,EL«(1«)»ELMM,IFLM,IGLH»I8PUM( 6),NELM,ILMM,OFL(03)
2t>. 2,OGL(30),DSPL(30, 6) ,FNt€ (18) .GNLCdS) , 3PNLE (15, fc),EML(l2SJ
27.' . 3.FNLEM,GNtEM,SPNLEM( 6), ENLMM, IFNLM,' I6NLM, ISPNLH ( 6)




32. 1 )fXI(40),HF(15,5),HG(15,3l,H3P(l5,3, 6),HALPH,HUe,HHUF,HFW,OLX2
33, 2,C3M(aO),BETAM(UO)
3a, COMMON/INTCOM/ KR(20),KIN,KOUT,MATlI,MAT2I,MATtJ,MAT2J.NETA,I,IS.N




3«». 1VLNKW,DLPH( 7),DLPK( 6, 7 J ,DTHW, DTKW ( 6),FLUXJB( 7)
ao. C O M M O N / P R P C O M / P R < 1 5 ) , T U S ) , R H O C 1 5 i , 3 C ( l 5 ) , C A P C < 1 5 ) , Q R C 1 5 > , H C l 5 i
«1. 1 , C P B A R ( 1 5 ) , V M W ( 1 S ) , P H I K ( 1 5 , 6) ,DRHOH,DRHOK( 6 ) , Z K ( 6 ) , D Z K H ( 6), D
«2, 2MU3K(' 6 ) ,OMU4K( « i ) ,OTK( 6^,OPHIKH( 6 ) , O P r t K C 6).'OSCK( 6 ) , O C A P C K ( : 6)
«3. 3,DHTILK( 6 ) , D O R K ( 6 ) ,DCPBK( 6 ) , O C P T K ( 6 ) ,DMU12K( 6 ) , D Z K K f 6, 6)
««^ a,DPHlKK( 6, 6), DMU«H»OMU3H,OHTILH,VMU12,CT,CTR, 'CPTIL,HTIL
45. 5,VMU3,DTH,OCAPCH,DPRH,D3CH,OORH,DCPBH,DCPTH,DMU12H,VMU{t5), RHOP






52. GO TO ( 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 2 , 1 0 0 3 , 1 0 0 4 , 1 0 0 5 ) , I L K
53,' I r i O l C O N T I N U E
54. IF (KTURB.EQ.-l) RETURN
55. 1 F O R M A T ( 8 E 1 0 . 3 )
56. HZ FORMAT(/30H MIXING LENGTH CONSTANT «IPEU.4
57.' * /son SUBLAYER CONSTANT, YAP «iPEii.fl
5<*^ « /30H CLAU3ER NUMBER slPEU.4)
5<». 43 FORMAT(/30H BECKWITH CONSTANT "iPEll.'fl
60. * /30H MIXING LENGTH CONSTANT »1PE11.4
61. * /30H TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER sJPEil.'fl)
4-85
B19A, TRMBL
62. 4U FORMATJ/30H TURBULENT SCHMIDT NUMBER alPEll.4
63. * /30H TRANSITION MOM. THICK. RE «l»»Eil,«j
64. i»5 FORMAT(/30H TURBULENT pRANDTL NUMBER slPEll.4)
65.' 46 FORMATC/30H VARIABLE TURB. PR IN USE ,
66,, * /30H TURBULENT pR CONSTANT
67, 47 FORMAT(/30H CEBECI-SMITH TURB. MODEL )
6fl. 48 FORMATC/30H BECKWl TH-BU3HNELL MODEL )
69. 49 FORMATC/30H KENDALL TURB. MODEL )
70.' IF(CLNUM.GT.O.) GO TO 2001
71. READ(KIN,1) ELCON, YAP.CLNUM, SCT,PRT, RETR
72.' 2001 CONTINUE
73. IPRT»0



















93.' K R I T E ( K O U T , 4 4 ) S C T t R E T R












106. IF(RETR.LT. -1.9995 K0( 10)a-l 0 .01 *RETR
107^ RETURN
lOfl, 1002 CONTINUE
10«. C**** CALCULATES EPS2/NUE AND ITS DERIVITIVES AS DVS AND AM(t. .'..*)
110, . IWK«0
111. C** INTERMITTANCY CORRECTIONS
112, DO 13 Ial,NETA
113. . IFCCBECK.GT.O.) GO TO 12
114.' IF(I.LE. KAPPA) GO TO 12
115. VINTR(I)»l.-(ETA(I).ETA(KAPPA))/(ETA(NETA).ETA(KAPPAn
116. GO TO 13
117. 12 VINTR(I)«1.0
11B, 13 CONTINUE
119. DSTURB • 2.0*STURB
120. IF (S(IS)-DSTUR9) 6,7,7
121. 6 SCALE a S(I3)/STURB - 1.0
122. 50 TO 8







128. ClNUM f DCLNUM * SCALE
129. NULaO
130. COMMENT .1 C3a-OEL/VMUE , RHOVS«-Of L/VMUE*RHOVe-REO*f»HOV/(RnnE*UE)

















150. DO 66 Isl.NETA














165. RRPsRR/RHO( I+ l ) *RHOP( I+n





171. OUM2«F(2 ,NETA)« (F (2 , I )+F(2 , I *1 ) ) *0 .5
172. DVSsDV3+YDI* (DUM2-DUMl /2 . )
173. Y t> lQ«YOI*YOI




178. IF(I.EO. KAPPA) QIDKiQID*RK
179. YD3»YDS+YOI
180. IFCI.EQ. KAPPA) GO TO 15
181. Q3D=I530 + OIO
182. 15 ORHOla-OS*RI/RHO(l)-F(3/I)/12.*YDOD/RHOE(IS)
183. IF(CBECK.GT.O.) GO TO 33




188. GO TO 30
189. 25 CALL LIAD(-1,1,NETA.2+I,-RC/RI*YDQD/12.)
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B19A, TRMBL
190. 30 A M ( l , l ) » A M C l , l ) - D U M « C 7 * F ( 2 , I ) * F ( 2 , I ) / A L P H
19J. MPJaMATUtl + I
192. DO 60 KaNUL, N3PM1
193. IF(K) 00 ,00,35
190, 35 DUMeA*(LRfK+ 98)*DRHOl*RC
195. 00 IF(I-NETA) 50,55,50
196. 50 AM(l,MpJ)oAM(l,MPJ)tDUM
197. GO TO 60
198. 55 CALL LIADCK,1,1,DUM)
199. 60 MPJaMPJ*MAT2J
200. .GO TO 32
201. 33 CONTINUE










212. lFd.EQ.KAPPA + 1) AM(i,INK)e.GID«RRD*CRD
213. INKaINK+1









223. 65 WRITE (KOUT,6UO) RC,RR,3DY,RRP,RRPD,RRFO,YDI,YDS.DUM1,DUM2,DVS
220, 1,YDIQ,YDQD,QI,QS,DRHOI,(AM(LR»K» 98) ,KoNUL,NSPMii,
225. 2(AM(1,J), Jal.NNLEO), ENL(l)
226. 66 LP»MAT1J+I
227. OVS«AMAX1(0.,RC*OVS)





























255. I f tOS CONTINUE
256. C26S • C26*C26
257. EP32 » DVS/C26S
258. TURPRCI)spRT
259. TURPR(1)BO.
260. IF(ELCON.LE,0.00001) 60 TO «01
261. IFCIPRT.EQ.1) GO TO 505
262. IF(IWK.EQ.I) 60 TO 401
263. IF(CCEB.6T.O..OR.CBECK.GT.O.J GO TO 505
26a. C**** CALCULATES MIXING LENGTH AND ITS DERIVITIVES
265. 100 PIMsPl
266. Pl3SQRT(ABS(RED/C26*(CAPCCl)*F(3,l)-ALPH«RHOvS*F(2,lhn/
267. 1 ( C A P C U ) * Y A P )
26B. I F ( I - I ) 305,305,101
26«». 101 EPIaEXP(-(PI + PIM)/2.*DETA(I-m
270. P l D a P I - P I M
271.' I F ( P I D / P I - , 0 0 0 1 ) 102,102,103
272, i02 P lBAMAXKPI ,P IM)
273. PlDsl.O
27a. A F s i . O
275. ERP1«1./PI
276. ERPPls-2./(Pl*PI)
277. ERP2«l , /PIM
278. ERPP2=-2. / (PIM*PIM)
279. GO TO 10<*
280. ?03 AF»SQRT(2. /PID*OETA(I-1))
281. ERPlsERP(AF/2 . *P I )
282. ERPP1»1.-AF*PI*ERP1
283. ERP2«ERP(AF/2 . *P IM)


















302. 510 DO 315 Ksj.NSPMl
303. ^15 DPI(K+3,l)a F(3,l) * DCAPCK(K)
304. GO TO 350
305. *20 DO 325 J«1,NNLEQ
306. ^25 AM(2,J)8 AM(2,J) * DCLL
307. 530 DUMB-TREF*DCLPM*ELCON*ALPH
308. AM(2,1)B AM(2,n + (EL(I)-DCLL*EL(I-l))/ALPH
309. L«I-1
310. 531 AM(2,l)s AH(2,1)+DPI(1,1)*DUH
311. AH(2,2}8 AM(2,2) t DPI(2,D* DUM
312. AMC2,3)» AM(2,3) + OPI(1,2)*OUM
313. AM(2,L+3)B AM(2,L+3)*DPI(2,2)*DUM
314. JBMAT1J+2
315. DO 340 KsNUL,NSPMl




318. A M ( 2 . J L J " AM(2 ,JL ) t DPI (K*3 ,2 ) *DUM
310. 540 J"J tMAT2J
320. 545 I F C L - I J 350 ,400 ,400






327. 555 00 360 K«J,NSPM1
















3a«. 00 515 K«l,NSPMl
SUB. ORHOW(K*l)oO.RHOK(KJ
316. 515 OCAPCW(K*lJsDCAPCK{K)





















368. IF(CBECK.GT.O.) GO TO 700





37«. IF(ABS(BETA) .LT.l.E-07) GO TO 5UO
375.' pPLa-RHOE(I3)/C3*UE(lS)/C3*BETA*CAPC(.I)/CRHOf I j*UTAU)**3
376. 540 CONTINUE
377. EXPVMaEXPV-1.
378. I F C A B 3 C V W P ) . L T . l . E - 0 7 ) GO TO 533
370. EXPWaEXPVM/VNP




38*. 534 C O N T I N U E
383. EXPVPBEXPVV*PPL
38«. SQEXP«EXPVP+EXPV
385. I F C S O E X P . L E . O . O J SOEXPal .oE-30
386. SQEXPBSQRTOGEXP)
387. ACEBaCCEB*VMUm/RHO( I ) /UTAU/SQEXP
388. ACV«ALPH*DEL*CAPy




393. IF(IWK.EO.I) GO TO 555






400. IF(ABS(VWP).LT.I.E-07) GO TO 5U7
401. DAOPPa-ACEB/2./VWP/(PPL/VwP+EXPV/EXPVM)
402. OAOVPB-ACEB/2.*("EXPVP/VWP+YAP*(1.*PPL/VWP)*EXPV)/(EXPVP+EXPV)
U03. GO TO 550
ao«, 547 OAOPPa-ACEB/2.X(PPL+l./YAp)
405. OADVP«OAOPP* {J .+YAP*PPL /2 . )
406. S50 C O N T I N U E
407. VAR»-DRHOH*C10*C56
406. VACc -DCAPCH*C10*C56
409. O A O A B D A D R O * V A R - 2 . * D A D T A * T A U « / A L P H + D A D P P * P P L * ( V A C / C A P C ( I ) «
410. 1 1 . 5 * V A R / R H O ( I ) + 3 . / A L P H ) + O A D V P * V W P * ( V A R / R H O ( n / 2 . * l . / A L P H )
411. 2 + D A D O V A C






416, DADFP = DADRO*DRHOH*C10*DADPP*PPt*(DCAPCH*C10/CAPCm-
419. 11 .5*ORHOH*C10/RHO( IJ )+DAOVP*VWP* .5*ORHOH*C10/RHO{n
420. 2 * D A D C * D C A P C H * C 1 0
421. A M ( 2 » I N K ) a A M ( 2 , I N K ) » D L O A * O A O F P
422. INK«INK+MAT2J*1
423. M I N K s M A T U + 2
424. DADHsDAORO*DRHOH + D A D P P * P P L * C D C A P C H / C A P C C I ) - l . 5*ORHOH/RHO(
425. I D A D V P * V W P * . 5 * O R H O H / R H O ( I ) + D A O C * O C A P C H




430. IF(I.EO.NETA) GO TO 552
431. AH(2iINK)8AM(2«INK)fOLOA*OAOH
432. 552 IF(I.EO.NETA) CALL LIA0(0,2,1,DAOH«OLDA)










443. IF(I.EO.NETA) GO TO 553
444. AM(2,INK)aAM(2,INK)+D|.DA*DADK




447. CALCULATE THE TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER








456. IFCCCEB.GT.O.) 60 TO 703
457V TOO CONTINUE



















477. D L D E L = T l * T 2 * T 3 - D B * A C Y / D E L T A C I S ) * T l * T 5 / C 0 3 H B + a . 5 / S Q P I * T l * T 2 / T J *
478. UCY/DELTA( IS) *EXPC
479. DLOEL»OLOEL*BBECK
480. DO 701 jBl,NNLEQ
481. 701 A M C 2 » J ) B D Y A ( J ) * D L D Y * A M C 1 , J ) * O L D E L
482. O A D A B 4 B E C K * ( C 1 0 * C 5 6 * ( - D C A P C H / C A P C ( I ) + D R O R } * 1 . / 4 | . P H )
483. A M ( 2 , 1 ) » A M ( 2 , 1 ) + D L O A * 0 4 D 4










49a. IF(I.EQ.NETA) CO TO 702
495. AH(2,INK)BAMC2,INK)+DLOA*DADH
4«6. 702 IF(I.EO.NETA) CALL LIADCO,2,1 ,DLDA«DADH)






503. IF(I.EO.NETA) GO TO 708
504. AH(2,INK)BAM(2,INK)+DLOA*OADK
505. 708 IF(I.EQ.NETA) CALL LIAOCK-1,2,1,DLDA*DADK)
506. 707 CONTINUE
507.' 703 CONTINUE






S1J. AM(2» l )sAM(2 , l ) -DRHOH»C10*C56*ELODEL
512, I N K s I + 3
513. AM(2»IN lOoAMC2»INK)+DRHOH*C10*ELODEL
5U. INKsINK+1
515. DO 705 ka j ,NSP
516. INK«INK+MAT2J
517. - IFC1.EQ.NETA) GO TO 706
518. AM(2,INK)«AMC2,INK)+DRHOK(K-l)*ELOOEL
Sl<». 70fe IFO.EQ.NETA) CALL LIAOCK.l,2,1.DRHOK(K-l)
520.' 70S CONTINUE
521. ELU)sEL(h/C26/DEL
522. IFCI.EQ.NETA) GO TO 406
523. INKel
524,' GO TO 525
525. C***« CALCULATES EP31 AND EPS2 — COMPARES TO GET EPS « CALCULATES EPS
526. C . DER1VITIVFS
527. a06 IFCIWK.EQ.I) 60 TO qpl
52fl. aOO OUMIBEL(I)/ALPH*EUI)/ALPH*REO/C26
529. EPS1»DUM1*ABS(F(3 . I ) )





535. DO 402 J«1,NNLEQ
536. a02 AMC3»J)aAM(l,J)/C26S«VINTR(I)
537. DUM1=2.0*EPS/RHO(1)
53«.' GO TO 415
539. aOS EPS*EPSl*VINTR(I)
54.0. ENL(3)»0.
541. DO 410 J»1,NNLEQ




546. a!5 OUM»DUM1*ORHOH .
547. EPSACDiEPS




552. DO 420 KBNUL/NSPM1
553. IF(I-NETA) 418,416,416
554. «16 CALL LIAD(K,3,1,DUM)




















573. ENLn + 3)3ENL(I*3)-DUM*(EPS-DEPC>
57U. AM(i»3,l)sAM(I+3,n.DUM*EPS/ALPH
575. C28BC28+DUM*EPS
576. 00 605 J81,NNLEQ
577. *05 A M ( l * 3 , J j e A M C I + 3 , J ) t D U M * A M ( 3 , J )
578. CALL LIAD(-1,I+3,IFPP,EPS/SALPH)
579. MPJsMATUtl-l
58fl. PRFal . -J . /PRT
581. E G l a G ( 2 , L ) / ( 3 A L P H * P R T )
582. EGaa- f>RF/SALPH*Cl3*F(2 iL )
583. EG3aEGU*£PS
58U. EG««EGUtEGl
585. E G 2 B E P S / S A L P H * ( 1 . / S C T - 1 . / P R T ) * ( H P - C P B A R C L ) * T P )
586. ENL(MPJjsENL(HPJ)-EGl*(EPS-DEPC)-EG2-EG3
587. C 3 2 B C 3 2 + E G 1 * E P 3 + E G 2 + E G 3
588. A M ( M P J . 1 ) B A M ( M P J , l ) - E G l / A l _ P H * E P S - 3 . 0 / A L P H * E G 3
580. DO 610 Jsl,NNLEQ
590. UO AH(HPJ ,J )BAH(MPJ,J ) tEG«*AH(3 ,J )
591. AM(MPJ ,L+3 )aAM(MPJ ,L+3 ) -PRF*C13 /SALPH*EPS
592. CALL .LUDC- l ,MPJ ,NETA+L-2 , -PRF*C10 /SALPH*EPS i
593. CALL LIAO(0,MPJ,ISPP,EPS/(SALPH*PRT))
59«. IF(NSPMI) 650,650.615






601. DO 620 Jsl.NNLEQ
602. h20 AM(MPJ,J)BAM(MPJ,J)tDUM*AM(3,J)
603. *30 CALL LiAD(K»MPJ,ISPP.EPS/(SALPH*SCT))
60U. fcSO IMKRC17)) 660,660,655



















J . C B t 9 T
2. SUBROUTINE TRANCR






9, COMMON/CQECONX CKlf 65.CK2C 6),CK3C 6),CM( 65,CK5( <O.CK6( 65
10, 1.CK7C 65,CK8( 6),CK9( 6),CK10( 65.CK1K 65.CK12C 65.CK13( 65
11. 2,C«14( 6>,CK15( 65,CK16( 65,CK17( 65.CK18C 65,CK19( 6),CK20( fe)
12^ 3,CK21( 6),CK22( 6),CKK1( 6, 6),CKK2( 6, 6), XM (5 J , XG (S). XSP(5." 7)
13. 4.CKK3C 6, 6)














2B. 1VLNKW,OLPH( 7),DLPK( 6. 7),DTHW,OTKW( 6),FLUXJB( 7)
2", COMMON/PRMCOM/TIME( 50 J ,PRE(aO) ,PTET ( SOJiGEf 501
 f 8 (UO ) ."PHKAP (ttO )





R O L( ) » H A D R C » 0 } . R A D S < M O ) . I R A D
C O M M O N / P R P C O M / P R M 5 } . T C 1 5 J . I » H O ( 1 5 J , S C C 1 5 ) , C A P C C 1 5 J , Q R ( 1 5 ) » H C 1 5 )
l ,CPBARU5i,VMWU5)fPHIK(l<5, 6),DRHOH,DRHOK( 6 5 , Z K < bi,D7KH< 65,
2MU3KC 6 ) , O M U 4 K ( 6 5 . D T K C 6) ,DPHIKH( 6 ) , D P R K ( 6 5 , O S C I < ( 6 5 , n C A P C K (
3,DHTILK( 6 5 » D Q R K ( 6 ) , D C P B K ( 6 ) . D C P T K ( 6 5 » D M U 1 2 K ( 6 J , D Z K K f 6 , 6 5
«,DPHIKK( 6, 6), D M U 4 H , D M U 3 H , O H T I L H , V M U 1 2 , C T , C T R . C P T T L , H T I L
5.VMU3,DTH,DCAPCH,DPRH,03CHfDORH,DCPBH,DCPTH,r>MU12H.VMU(15). RH
j0. Mjurninni o> OJ» ur.UMn» t"--u JP I un | i\.n , vnu I e , L I > L I M , L r I I  > " T 1 L
37 ,VM »D DC ,O H, f D ,O PBH,OCPTH,I)MU12H. V>*U( )  S OP
3fl ' 6(15i,PHIKP(15),HP»TP,ZKP( 6), VMU3P, VMU4P.HT ILP.CPHOX 1 4 5 ,r,MR 1155
3Q. COMMONXTEMCOMXSPDUM( 6j,OE»(405,OUMMl(IS),SLOPE(155,REDUM(155
ao l,80UMl(405,3DUH2(40),FWOUM(«05.XICON(405,FWCON(tt05,FWINlT( 15





46. IF(KR(65.GT.O)GO TO 35
47^ 3DUMl(i)«0.
4H. SDUM2(1)BO.
ao. 00 25 1382.NS
50.' 3DUM1CIS5 • 3(13) * 3(13)
51. SDUM2US)sl.-ROKAPClS)X3(lS)
52. LlMsIS




57. 00 30 ISa2,LIM
5fl. OUMsl. - SDUM2CI3)
59. 30 TVCCCIS5 « 3QRT(a.*DER(ISj*(DUM-SDUM1 (IS)*DER(IS)5* SDUM?(IS5/SOUM
60. 11(IS)*(1.+OUM)5XOUM
61. TVCC(i) » SQRT<6.*DER(U>
4-95
B19T, TRANCR




66. 00 OU IIoJL/NS
67. MBMtl
68. lFdDISCdI).EQ,nGO TO 301
69. 4tt CONTINUE
70. JOJ CALL SLOPL(M,SCLIM),ROKAPaiM),DER(LIH),XieON(l IMn
71.' LlMeLIM+M-1
7?, IFCL IM.LT .NS)GO TO 35
73. 00 45 ISalGH.NS
74. 45 TVCC(IS) a SQRT(i.-D£Rd3j*DERdS))/ROKAPdS)




79. CAJ.LED IMMEDIATELY AFTER ICOEFF
80. IF(I-l) 115f115,125
81. 115 RHSeO.
82. DO 120 Jai.NNLEQ
83. 120 AM(«,J)nO.
8U. GO TO 130
85. J25 IND«I-1
86. SIXs-6.




91. 00 135 Kai.NSPMl
92. {35 CKllCK)eDRHOK(K>
93. IF(T-l) 165,165,140











105,' AM(4,LPS) a AM(4,UPS) t DUM
lOfc. . DUM»DUM*C7*F(2,IND)
107. . AH(4,IND+3) a AH(tt,IND+3) + DUM
10ft. AH(a,l)» AMC4,1)-DUM/ALPH*F(2,IND)
109. IF(IND-I) 130,160,160
110. {60 T T V C « A M A X m . + R H 3 * A L P H « T V C C d 3 > , 0 . 0 0 0 1 )
111. 165 RETURN
112.' ENT9Y TVCM1
us. CAI.XED IMMEDIATELY A F T E R IMQNE
11«. INOal-l
115, DUM18.TVCC(IS)/TTVC
116, GO TO 205
117, ENTRY TVCI











.128. DO 210 J«lfNNLEQ
120. A*(I*3?J)«AMafJ
130. 310 AM(M,J)«AM(M,J)*OUM3«AM(af J)
131,' IP(N8PM1) 225,225.215
132. ?15 00 280 K»1,N3PM1
133, OUM3«OU«n*CK6dO
130, M*M+MAT2J-1
135. A M ( M , 1 ) « A M ( M , 1 ) + D U M 3 * R H S
136. OUM3aOUM3*ALPH
137,' 00 220 J«1,NNLEQ






2. SUBROUTINE EOUIL (KQ,Z ,PRR5
3. INTEGER FAMOA.FAMOB
«. EQUIVALENCE CTU( 121), TF), (VNIJ,CIJ)
5. DIMENSION CMC 60.1),TF(l5 *
6. cOMMON/TEMCOM/APE<14,14),BSCl4),Sl(l4),S2Cl4)fS3n4).S4Cl4),SS(14)
7. DIMENSION X( 14) • K0( 10 i t VLAM( 121, 1) ,6AH,K (US, 1). DQJRNL 11 23, 1 )
fl, EQUIVALENCE (AM(259),DQJRNL(126),GAMK,VLAM)
9, COMMON /BLQCOM/FAMOAf 60),FAMOBC 60),N ,FRf 60,15),Wf3),LFFC 6)
10. 1 ,LEFSC 8i,PIEASE.LEFW{ 8),L2,L3
11. COMMON/BUMCOM/ BUMP,CORMA,EASE,ICORM,HOOT,TFZ,1777,DTEMPfKlP,IX






>8, S, , , . .
19, 2 KAT( 8),IR{ e),lS,KR(10),LAMI( 60),P,T,TKC 8, 8),VN( fcO>,
20, 3 VNUC 60, 8),ITFF,KR2,HCH,NCV,«M,WTMt 60),YC 60).YW( 60),GG( 60)




2S. 3 CPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,L7,L8,IB( 9),EB( 8),EBL( 8) . A (1 <l. 1 4 ). B ( 1 U i ,
26^ 4 IP( 60),ALP{ 8),FNU( 8),GAMHC 8),GAMF( 8),SLAM( 8),DYt 60),RVS,
27, 5 CP( 60), H( 60),SBC 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60),E( 60),PNUS( 8),
2A. 6 BC( 8),BLNKC 8),BY( 8),I9C( 8),BE( 8),JJ( 4)
29, COMMON/FLPCOM/ LEPT( 8,2)
30. COMMON/FLXCOM/DELQH,DELJW( 6),WALLO,WALLJ( 6),QW,VJKW( 7),TPWALL
3!."





36. IVLNKH,DLPH( 7),DLPK( 6, 7),DTHW,DTKW( 6),FLUXJP( 7)
37. COMMON /PRPCOM/PR(15),TT(l5),RHo(15),SC(15),CAPC(15),QRM5),WHC15i
38. 1,CPBAR(15),VMM(15),PHIK(15, 6),DRHQH,DRHOK( 6),ZK( 6).OZKH( 6). D
39. 2MU3KC 6)*DMU4K( 6),DTK( 6),DPMIKH( 6),OPRK( 6),OSCK( 6),nCAPCK( 6)
40. J,DHTILK( 6)iDQRK( 6),DCPBK( 6)>DCPTK( 6),DHU12K( 6),OZKK( 6, 6)




"5, COMMON/WALCOM/FW{40, 1),TW(40, 1),HW{40, 1),SPW( 6,40, 1)





51. 2 FORMAT(5X,6HTEMP «Fl0.4, lx, A6,5X,6HPRES slPElO.'S, 1 X, A6.5X,
52; 1 9HMOL WT o .F11.7)
53. 3 FORMATt /87H SPECIES PAR.PRES. D-LOG-PP LOG-PP LO
54. 1G-KP FLAG ERROR CP t (IX2A4,4E13.5,15,2E13.5)\
55. 4 FORMAT(/10X33H CP-FROZEN CP-EQUIL GAMMA ,
56. 1 /13X,»6,7X,A6,/9X3E12.5)
57. 7 FORMAT(I3,FB.2,11E10.3/9U3E10.3)
58^ A FORMATUOXiOHENTHALPV »Ela,7,lX, A6 ,11H ENTROPY aE12.5.1X,A6 ,/
59. 1 10X,9HDENSITY «E13.6,IX,A6)
60^ 6 FORMAT(//) .
6]. 9 FORMATC5X5HVEL «iPEl0.3,1X,46 ,10H MACH NO.siPFlO.3)
4-98
B20A, EQUIL

















79. DO 302 181,6









89. GO TO 3023
90. 3n22 KR C 7 J B O
91. N7aKKR(18)*10-SO





97, IF(MOOE.NE.2) 50 TO 324
9fl. HIP»Z/1.8
99, GO TO 324
100. C*****STAGNATION POINT AND INITIALIZATION








109^ V M W ( N E T A ) « V M W E
110. T83000.
111. MHa20,
112.' A 4 a P * W H
113. DO 309 I«1 , I3
114. ^09 ALP( I )«TO( I , l )
115. KR(6)»-l
116. IF(ITEM-I) 350,308,350
117. ^08 !F(KKR(2) -2) 311,350,311
11",' UO IF(KR(6J) 312,330,330
119. ^11 LEFUP « -1
120.' IF (KKR(12)-l) 384,350,384









128. IF(SA1.GT.0.0001)GO TO 324
129. P"PTEC1,1)
130. T»TCH
131. CO TO 324
132. C*****BOUNDARY LAYER










145, 00 319 I«1,I3
144. lF(KAT(n.EQ,99) GO TO 319
145,' ARPH"0.
146, ARPHHBQ.










157. 520 IFC1TFF) 326,350,350
1SB. C*****ACCEPT RESIDENT VALUES AS FIRST GUESSES
159. 524 IF(T-TION) 328,398,398
160.' 526 ITFF»ITFF + 1
161. IF(II-I) 323,323,322
162, 522 IG«1
163. GO TO 350
164, 3*3 IF CITFF) 327,329.329
16«5. 527 IF(KR2-1) 328,329,328
166, ^29 GO TO 350











17«. 531 TTMINaTTdJ / l .8 -500 .
179. T T M A X s T T C l ) / ! . 8 + 5 0 0 .
180. KR(8 )»0
181.' 533 I F ( K R C 8 ) . E Q . l ) CHFLUx«-l.
182. DO 332 Kill,13
183. IF(LEF(K)) 332,3331,332
184. 3531 I F ( W ( 2 J * T K ( K , L 2 ) + C H F L U X * T K ( K . L 3 ) . L T . O . ) LEF(K)«1
185. 532 A L P ( K ) « T O ( K , L 2 J * A M I N l ( 0 . , W ( 2 j ) * T Q ( K , L 3 ) * A M I N i ( o . , W ( 3
186. 1 A M I N l ( 0 , , W ( l j )
187. w S » - W ( l i - W ( 2 ) - W ( 3 )
18B. WSSB-AMlNl(0. ,W(n)«AMINl(0. ,W(2))«AMINl(0. ,W(3n
189. 00 335 L=NSP,I8
4-100
B20A, EQUIL
• 190. DO 334 Ksl.IS
191. G A M K ( K , L ) « 0 .











203, DO 336 KKB2,NSP
204, 336 GAMKCKK-1,NSPJBGAMK(KK-1,N3P)-GAMK(KK-1,K-1>
205, 3361 DO 3362 K«i,I3
206, DO 3362 J«I3P,N
207, 3362 VLAM(J,K)»WS*WTMCJ)«GAMF(K)
208.' C BINARY DIFFUSION 3£T UP
20«, IFUS.LE.N3P) GO TQ 3364
210, • NSPP"N3P*1
211. DO 3363 KaNSPP.IS
212.' GAMK(K,K)«1.0
213. DO 3363 JaISP,N
214. 3363 VLAM(J,K)aVNU(J,K)
215. 3364 DUM1BMSPH1









225,' AUP(KJo.ALP(KJ + SUMG/WTM{KJ
226. 3392 DO 336 KKoi,N3P
227, 338 GAMK(KK,K)B-(GAMK(KK,K)-3lJMG)/WTM(K)*WTM(KK)
22A. DO 340 KKel,NSP
229, 00 3401 JsI3P,N
230. 3u01 VLAM(J,K)BVLAM(J,K)iGAHK(KK,K)*VNU(J,KK)
231, 340 GAMK(KK,KJBGAMK(KK,KJ+WTM(KK)*GAMF(K)*WS
232. C******RECAU STOP-ED VALUES OF BOUNDARY LAYER SOLUTION AND
233, C RE-INITIALIZED OMITTED SPECIES234. 350 IF ( T T ( I I ) . L E . O . O ) IG«1




239. DO 354 Isl.LIM
240. IF{IFC(I)-1) 342,342,341
241.' 341 lFC(I)aIFCm-3
242, GO TO 345
243, 342 lF(IFC(I)*n 343,345,345
244. 343 IFC(I)«IFC(IJ*3






251.' IF (I-1S) 348,346,350
252. 348 Y ( J ) 8 P I N L
253. GO TO 3530
4-101
B20A, EQUIL
2SU, 549 I F C F R C I . I I J ) 3 5 7 , 3 5 7 , 3 5 2
255. 557 I F ( V N C I ) ) 351,351,358
256." 558 I F ( I I - I ) 353,351,353
257, 551 V N ( i i « P l N
258, 60 TO 353
259, 552 V N ( p « F B ( I , I I ) * P
260a 553 V ( l ) « » L g G ( V N ( I ) * l . E - 3 5 )
261. 3530 I F ( H - I ) 354,3531,35a
262. 3*31 I F ( I S - I ) 354,3532,3532










273. C*«***REEVALUATE ABSENT ATOM ARRAY
274. 564 JT»HOD(ITEM,2)+1












287. 3701 DO 372 J»1,N3PH1
288. DUMieOUMi-8PW(J,I3S,lTT)
289. 573 OUM2«DUM2*SPW(J,ISS,ITT)*CIJ(K'J>
290. 3721 1F(AB3{DUM1J-1.E.7) 376,374,374
291. 374 DUM2BDUM2+DUH1*CIJ(K.N3P)
292. 576 IF(DUH2) 382,382,380
293. 580 LEF(K)»l
294. GO TO 382
295. 581 IF(W(2j*TK<K,l2)*W<3i*TK(K,L3).LT.O.)
296. 582 CONTINUE
297. GO TO 393







305. IF(KR2.EQ.l) GO TO 387
306,' 585 00 386 K8l,N3P
307. 00 386 I«1,NETA
308.' S P ( 1 » I » K ) « A L P C K ) * * T M ( K )
309.; . 3P(2,I,K)«0.
310. 586 3P(3,I,K)«0.
311. . W ( l ) « 0 .
31?, W ( 2 ) « 0 .
315. W ( 3 j « 0 .
314. DO 3868 Iel,IS
315. 1F(KAT( I ) .EQ.99) GO TO 3867
316. LCF(D°0









































































DO 3881 Jol,N . ..,- - '




00 392 !•!, IS
VN{I)aAMAXl(VN(n/P».lf AUP(I)*AA)
IFCIFCCI)) 390,391,300
I P C C n « l
V ( I ) « 0 .
GO TO 392
y ( I ) « A L 0 6 ( V N ( l ) )
CONTINUE
C*****DELETE MOLECULES BASED ON ABSENT A T O M A R R A Y
593 UKDsl
00 3971 K s l , I S
I F ( L E F ( K ) j 39«, 3930, 393<l ., ..- ---------
3o3« 1 F C P I E A S E - . 9 9 ) J93J., 3931 , 3933'
3930 1FCP.IE.A.3E-.01-) 39a,39«,J933 - - • - "
3«33 l F ( L E F S C K n 3932,394,3931
"3931 I F ( I I - N E T A ) 397,3932,397












3e7l LEFSCK j»l ABS (LEF3(K)j
C*****DELETE CONDENSED SPECIES FROM BOUNDARY LAYER
IFCKRC6)) 3980,398,398





j98 IF(KR(7)-1) 21,21, 1902
C*****EVAlUATE PROPERTIES
(70 CPFsCPF/AA











WTL»WTL+VN(J j*WTM(J) . -
1703 CONTINUE




383.' IFCKRC6}} 1 701 , 1932, 1 702
383.' 1702 RVBRVS+CRV-RVSi/EASE
380. IF(KR(8),GT,0) W C3)«W(3)-VN<N+1 )/AA .
385, WSB.W(1)-W(2)-W(3>+1.E-SO
38fe, HIPB(HG*(HL-WTL/AA*HG)/WS)/AA































«1«, 00 20 J»1,N
019. HIP«HIP+HCJ)*SIGN(VN(J),WTM(J)1
U20, 20 SIPiSIP* VN(J)*(3B(J)-1.9869*Y(J))
«21. N»N+KR(8)








aJO. jOa MRITE(KQUT,10) FLIQ
431, ?OS IF(ITS) 2051,203,203
«32. 2o5l IF(KR(5)-1) 203,202,201
433, 301 lF(KR(5i.EQ.2)GO TO 200
030^ z»3IP

















450.' ?03 IF(IQO) 2036, 1203, 1303
451. 1?03 IF(ITS) 2031,2036,2036
452.' 2o3l 00 2033 I»1,N
453.; 2ft33 VN(I)«VN(I)/P
454. WRITE(KOUT,2032){FAMOA(I),FAMOBU),VNm.Ial,N)
455, DO 2035 I»1,N
45h. 2n35 vN(I)eVN(I)*P
057.; IF(MODE-I) 203«,2037.203«
U5«. 2fl37 WRlTE(KnUT,2038) FAMOA ( JC) ,FAM08 ( JC)
US".' 2o38 FORMAK22H SURFACE SPECIES IS 2AU)
160. 2032 FORMAT(/3(5X7HSPECIES3X8HMOUE FR.2X)/(5X2A«,ei2.5.5X2AU.Ei2.5.5X2A
"61. 1«,E12.5)}
U62. CO TO 203U
463.' 2n36 WRITE(KOUT,3) (FAMOA (I) ,FAMQB( I ) , VN{1 j ,OV( I) .'Yd j , VLNK (I j , IFC (J) ,E




470. C*****P"INCIPAL ITERATIVE LOOP
47). 21 IF(ITS) 109, 110, 109
472. i09 IF(MODE) 111,111,110
«73..









483. WRITE (KQUT, 2100 )( If I«l»13j
«8U. ?10 WBJTE(KOUT,7) I TS, T, i A , EL ,'ENL , CWF, (E ( I ) , I»t , IS j
465. 2JOO FORMAT (50H1ITS TEMP PRpS*MWT EQUIL EH MASRAL FR SCALE 7(13,
486. 17H MASBALJ/^OXSCIS^H MASBAL))
487. 2?01 IF(ITS) 2103,221,221
488.' 2?03 IF(MOOE-l) 170,2104,170
48<». 2('04 TWALCsT
490. GO TO 170
49!.' ?2l ITS8ITS*!
492. IF(ITS-50) 2219,2219.222
493^ 2?19 IF(ITS-N7) 22,2222,2222
494. j»22 IF(KKR(18)) 2226,2226,2225
495. 2?25 WRITE(KOUT,2000)
498, 2flOO FORMAT ( ///2X , 50H-... -FOLLOWING OUTPUT NON-CONVERGENT-...-.-..---.




501^ WRITE(KOUT,3019) LEF •
SO?. WRITE(KOUT,3018) (FR{ 1 , 1 1 j , I«l ,N)
503. 3nl7 FORMAT(7I5,2X1P3E12.5)
504. 3oU F O R M A T ( 2 X 1 P 1 0 E 1 1 . 4 J







































































































2210 IF ( !G) 2212,2221,2221





IF(IFC(J).GT.1) GO TO 2229
DO 2228 J»1,M .























237 IF (X(l)i 228,220,220




575. GO TO 1091
57h, 329 IF(XU)) 223,223.228
 t
577. c*****IF NEW CONDENSED HAS NEC CORRECTION, DELETE AFTER REINVERT
57R 323 IFCIER) 226,212,226
579. ?26 lF(XUER) + l.E-4> 225.212,212





585. GO TO 2207
586. C*****IF S.E. ERROR AND CORRECTION ON T OF CONFLICTING SIGN,REINVERT
587. 312 IF(MODE-I) 224,213,224
58fl. 313 IF(X(1)*B1*.00001) 228,218,218
589. C*****ON S.E. IF DELTA LN T ,GT. ,9 REINVERT NO DT IF EL 4ND E^L ABE SMA
590.' 318 lF(AB3(X<in-0.9)224.22^,228
591. c*****IF CONVERGED EXCEPT FOR T ON H OR 3 OPTIONS -- NON CONVERGENT
592,' 328 IF(MODE-I) 2281,21«,2280
593. 2380 IF(ELtlOO.*ENL-l.E-a) 222,'222,2281
590, C*****QN S.E. OPTION RESULTIN IN CONFLICTING ERROR/CORRECTION TR T PUSH
595. c*****IF OTHER BALANCES RELATIVELY GOOD* SET T TO TMJN/TMAX AS PER ERROR
596. C*****AND GO TO THERM (IF T ALREADY THERE - NONCONVERGM EL3F OT TO ZERO








605. GO TO 1091
606. 217 IF(T-TMAX) 2171,l7p,170
607. 2t7l TBAMIN1(TMAX,T+DTU)
608. TTMINsT . . . . . . .
609. DTDaDTU/2.





615, GO TO 2207
61h. 23«t !F(x(2) + 1.0)22ao,22«9,2249
617, 23«0 BSC2)aO.
61«. A(2,2)»1.E25
619. GO TO 2207











3. DIMENSION CIJC 60,1),TF(1)
4. EQUIVALENCE (TU(121),TF),(VNU.CIJ)
5,' COMMON /BLOeOM/FAMOA{ 60>,FAMOB( 60),N ,FR( 60, 15),«(3) .LF.F { 8)
6. 1 ,LEF3( 8),PIEASE,LEFH( 8),La,II
7. COMMON/EQPCOM/RB(60,3),RC(60,3),RD(60;3),RE(60.3),RF(60,J).RG(60,3
A. 1),TU(60,3),FF(60),FFA,IFC(60j,ATA(8),ATS(8),ATC(8),WAT(«),»A(60,3)
', »» . . . ' .10. 2 KAT( 8),IR( 8),IS,KR(10),LAMI( 60),P»T»TK( 8, B),VN( 60),
11. 3 VNU( 60« 8).ITFF,KR2,HCH,NCV,WM,WTM( 60),V( 60),VW( 60i,GG( 60)




16. 3 CPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,L7,U8,IB( 9),EB( 8),EBL( 8),A(1«,1U). B J i a J ,
17. 4 IP( 60),ALP( 8),FNU( 8),G*HH( 8),GAMF( 8),SLAM( 8).OY( 60),RVS,
IB, S CP( 60), H( 60),SB( 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60),E( 60).PNU9( 8),
10. 6 BC( 8),BLNK( 8),BY( 8),lBC( 8),BE( 8),JJ( <M
20. COMMON/INTCOM/KKR(20),KIN,KOUT
21. 5 MOOE«KR(1)
22. IF (ITS) 50,10,50
23. 10 WTG«0.
2«. WTL»0.
25. IF (KR(8)) «0,«0,15
2h, 15 IF (IPCCN+lJ-1) 25,20,25
27. 20 IF (T+.001-TF(N+1)) 25,25,30
2fi. 25 IFC(N*1)D-1
2«, VN(N+1)BO,



















U9.' DO 235 IKal,N
50. JMELTaO
51.' JB3
52, IF ( I F C d j + 1) 165,85,85
53, 85 IF ( I F C ( I ) ) 90,95,120
54, 90 IF ( M O D E « l i 165,160,165





6 0 , l F ( V N ( I ) i G T . l . E " 2 9 ) V ( I ) « A U Q G ( V N ( I J )
61.' IF ( I K - I S i 105,105,110
4-108
621A, THERM
62. 10s P N i m i ) o V M ( I )
63. SLAMU)»VN( I ) /FF ( I )
64. GO TO 165




6<». GO TO 165
70, 120 IF ( I F C m - l > 125.125/165
Tl. 12S If ( I T S ) 150,130,150
72. 13o IF ( K R ( 6 ) ) 145,135,135
73. 13S IF ( T - T F C l i + . O O l ) 140,140,145
7 4 . l U o I F C ( I ) » - 1
75 . V N U J s O .
76. GO TO 90
77. 1<IS WTL«WTL»VN(I)*WTM(1)
7fl, 150 IF (MODEM) 165,1S5,J65
7<». 15S TMIN«AMAX1(TMIN,TF(I) j
80. 160 TFMAX«AMAX1(TFCI),TFMAX)
flj, ?65 rF(T-A8S(TU(Iil))) 170,170,171
«2. l"70 J«l
83. GO TO 175





8«>. SB CD »VA*(R6(I» J)+RA(I/J)*VB + T»(RB(J, J) + T*(BC(I, JJ/?*T*(RO(I,'J.)
90. l/3»T«RECI,J)/a))n
91. IF (MODE-2) 210,180,180
92. 180 IF (IFCCIJ-IJ 210,185,210
93. jfl5 IF(TU(I,J)) 190,210,210




98. IF(JMELT.EQ.I) GO TO 210
99. JMELT"!
ion. JBJ+I
101. GO TO 175
102.' 200 TMAX«AMIN1(TMAX,-TU(I,J))








111. GO TO 235
112. 22fl 00 330 K«1,IS





118. IF (MQDE-1) 250,2«0,2SO





124. ?a9 FORMATC///3BH NO AVAILABLE SURFACE SPECIES. .' .'STOP)
125. 250 IF (ITS) 385,255,385
4-109
B21A, THERM








134. ^69 00 370 lol.IS
135. PMUS(l)oPNUSn)/SUMN
13ft. 37ft SLAM( I )aSLAM(! ) /SUMV*FFF










fl. EQUIVALENCE C AM(25<» ). VLAM)
5, DIMENSION CIJC 60,1),TF(1)
6. DIMENSION £CD(60)
7.' EQUIVALENCE (TUU21),TP),(VNu.CIJ)
fl. COMMON XBLQCOM/FAMOA( 60),FAMOB( 60),N ,FR( 60,15).W(3),LEF{ 8)
«, 1,LEFS( 8),PIEASE,LEFW( 8)




1«. 2 KAT( 8),IR( 8),I3,KR(10),LAMI( 60),P,T,TK( 8, B),VN( 60),
15. 3 VNU( 60, 8),ITFF,KR2»HCH,NCV,WM,WTM( 60),YC 60).YW( 60).GR( 60)




20. 3 CPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,L2,L3,IB( 1),EBi: 8),EBL( 8), A (1 a, 1 a ), B (1 a ),
21. <| IP( 60),ALP( 8),PNU( 8),GAMH( 8),GAMF( 8),SLAM( 8),nY( 60),RVS,
22. 5 CP( 60), H( 60).SB( 60),TC( 60).VLNK( 60),E( 60),PMUS( p),
23. 6 BC( 8),BLNK( 8), BY( 8), IflC ( 8),BE( 8),JJ( <l)
2«. COMMON/KlNCOM/MT,FKP(10),EAK(10),EXK(10),PMU( fl,10),PMU( 8,10),
25. 1 DKPTC10J,PKP(10).PKR(10),RAT(10),RSIG(10j,MA(10),LLflO),PMR(10),
26. 2 PRMUC 8,10),EESE( 8)
27. cOMMON/NONCOM/AM(123,123)fDVNL(123),TCW,




32. DO 5 I«1,IS
33. 5 IBC(I)«IFC(I)
3«. IF(KR(6)) 40,20,20
35, 20 IF (ITS) 25,«0,«0
36, 25 DO 35 Ial fIS




«1. IF(ITS.EQ.O) RV3 8RV
«2. IF CKR<7)«1) 70,45,50
U3, «S IF (ITS) 70,60,70
««. 50 WRITE (KOUT,55) FFF,WTL,«TC,AA,RV,ALP,PNUS,SLAM
«5. 55 FORMAT (32H FFF,HTL,WTG,A'A,RV/ALP/PNUS/SLAM/1X5E12.5/(1XIOE12.5))
16. KR(7)»KR(7)"1
47.' IF (KR(7)«1) 70,60,70
«B. 60 WRITE (KOUT,65) (1,I»1,IS)
«"». 65 FORMAT (50H1ITS TEMP PRES*MWT EOUIL ER MA S R A L ER SCALE 7(13,


















66. C ..... INITIALIZE CONTRIBUTION OF MOST SIGNIFICANT SPECIES IN EACH H




71. C ... MAIN BASE SPECIES LOOP
72. 00 325 IK»1,IS
73. I»2-IR(IK)
74. IF (KATCIKJ-99) 85,80i85
75. 80 PNUS(I-2)»0.
76. C ZERO MATRIX
77. 85 00 90 K«1,ISPQ
7fl. 90 A(K,I)»0.
79. IF (ITS) 110,95,110




ea. IF (IBCCI-2h 110,100,105
85. 100 Y(I-2>«y(I-2)-SUML
86^ GO TO 110
87. 10s VN(I-2)»VN(I«2)/8UMC
8fl. C INITIALIZE SOME MORE
89 , Ho B C I J o O .
90 . A ( I , 1 ) « 0 .
9?. c SET FLAG INDICATING SIGNIFICANCE OF SPECIES IN MASS
93. C BALANCE(S) AND INCREMENT COUNT ON SIGNIFICANT SPECIES
9tt. IF (VU(I-2)-EBLCI-2n 120,120,115
95^ US IP(I-2)n-l
96. C TREAT BASE SPECIES CONTAINING BUT NOT REPRESENTING NON-PRESENT
97^ C ELEMENTS IN SAME MANNER AS NON-PRESENT CONDENSED SPECIES
98. 120 IF (IBCCI-2)*!) 325,125,125
99. 125 IF (I8CCI-2)) 180,215,130
100.' nn A(I,I)«1.
101. VA«VN(I-2)
102. IF (IABStIBC(I-2)-3)«l) 135,280,140
103. 13S ACa,l>«1.0
104,' GO TO 280




109 IF (KR(6)J 155,160,160
110, 15s IF (MOOE-li 280,170,280
111, 160 00 165 Kal.IS
112. 16S A(K + 2,n«-«TM(I
113. At I,I)»A(I,I)+1,
114, 17ft TMINBAMAX1(TMIN,TF(I«2))




119. 180 IF (MOOE-1) 185,190,185
120.' 18s IF CKR(B)) 280,280/190
121. 19fl IF (TFCI-2)+.001-T) 325,195,195
122. 19S IF (JO 205,205,200





126. T M A X a T F ( I - 2 )
137, JCa l -2
12«. l F C J C s I B C ( I - 2 )




1J3. GO TO 325






140. IF (KATCIKJ-99) 220,275,220
141. 22o Ip (KR(6J) 275.250,225




!«<>. DO 2«5 K«1,IS
1U7. IF(EBL(K).GT.AB3(A(K+2,I))) GO TO 2aO
l^fl. lP(I-2i)«-l
1"". I? (EB(K)-ABS(A(K+2,I))) 235,200,240




15U. GO TO 280
155,' 25n OUMlaWTM(
156.
157.' IF (KR(a)j 255,255,260
158, 25s DUMisO.
159. VAx(RV+l,)*VA
160. GO TO 265
161, 26n DUM1»DUM1*<1..FFF/FF(I.2M
162. V*a(RV*FFF/FF(I-2))*VA






16". 28n IF (MOOE-2) 320,300,285
170. 28s IF (1BC(I-2)J 325.295,290
171. 29n H03sSB(I-2)
172. GO TO 305
173. 29S HOSaS9(I-2J-l.(»869«Y(I-2).1.9869
17U. GO TO 310
175. 300 HOSsHCI-2)
176. IF (IBC(I-2)) 325,310,305
177. 30S A(1,I)BHOS















191. If (IIM.I3P) 7JO.S55.355
192. ' 35S J»I3P
193. DO 725 IKaI3P,LlM
194. IF (IK-N) 365*365*360
195. 360 E C J J « i . E - 1 0
196. IF ( I F C ( J ) ) 410 ,725 ,445
197. 365 IF U F C C J J + n 725,370,370
19B.' 370 IF C I T S i 390,375,390
199. 37S VNCJJaVNCJjVSUMN
200. IF (IFC(J)) 390,385,380
20lT 380 VN(J)aVN(Jj/SUMC
202. . GO TO 390
203. 385 Y(JJeY(J).SUML
204,; 390 E(J)"VLNK(J)-Y(J)
205. 00 405 I«lfIS
206. IF (IBCm) 400,000,395
207. 395 FNUCI)»0.









217. IF CIFC(J)) 410,590,445
218. C CONDENSED SPECIES
219. 41o EAB«E(Jj
220. IF (KR(6)) 425,415,415
221. 415 IF (T-TF(J) + .OOt) «20,«25,
222. 02o EABsO.
223. IF (KR(8)J 535,535,545
224. 425 IF (E(JJ-EER) 535,535,430
225.' 430 EERsE(J)









235. IF CKR(6)j 460,455,455
236. 455 TMIN»AMAX1(TF(J),TMIN)
237. WTR»WTM(J)/WTG
238. 460 DO 465 laUISPQ
239. A(I,IE)sO.
?UO, 465 A(IE*I)>0.
241. DO 480 K»f,IS
242, OUM1«VNU(J,K)









252. IF ( I K . N ) 505,505.485




255. IF (JC-IS) 495,495,490
256. 49ft A ( I E . 1 ) » T C ( J C >
257. B C I E J B E ( J C )
258. 49s EABa-B( IE )
259. IF ( IFCJC) 715,715,500
260.' 50ft E A B s A B S ( E A B )
261. GO TO 715
262. 50s JJ(K)»J
265. JJ (K)o j
264. A C I E i 1 ) « T C ( J )
265. B( IE)»E(J)
266. IF ( T » . O O J - T F ( J ) ) 515,510,510
267.' 5U IF ( K R C 8 5 ) 530,530,540
26fl. 51S IF (MODE-1) 520,525,520
269. 52fl IF (KR(6 j ) 530,525,525
27ft.' 52s A( IE»IE)«1.E + 10
271. B ( I E ) a - V N ( J ) * 1 . 0 0 1 E + 1 0
272.' MOOE"0
273. 53ft IF CMHDE-2) 535,' j75,580
27a. 53«i If CMOOE- l ) 715,5ao,715
27S.' 54n IF ( T - T F ( J ) - . O O l ) 5a5,5a5,560
276. 5as IF ( J C ) 555,555,550
277. 55o IF ( E ( J j « 9 J C ) 725,725,555




282.; IF (KR(6)j 565,565,560
283. 56ft IF (MODE-2) 725,575,580
284. 56s B(1)»BJC
285.' 00 570 K»1,IS
286, 57ft A(l,K+2)«-FNU(K)
287. A(1,1)«TC(JJ
28fl. GO TO 725
289. 57s HOS*H(Jj





295. GO TO 715
296. C GAS PHASE SPECIES
297. 59ft IP(J)«0
29S. IF fVNCJ}) 595,715,595
29<». 5«S iQsO
300. -CPGaCPG+VN(J)*CP(J)




305.' IF (KR(6)) 610,610,625
306. 61ft IF (KR(«)j 615,615,620
307.' 61s OUMlaO.
30fl. FFJal.O
309. GO TO 625
310.' 62ft DUMlaDim*(l.-FFJJ
311. 62s DO 680 Klal,IS
31?.' ia2-IR(KI)
313. V A a V N U ( J , I - 2 ) * V N ( J )
314. IF ( K A T ( K I ) - 9 9 ) 630,645,630
315. 63ft IF ( K R ( 6 ) ) 645 ,640,635
316. 63s V A s V A * R V + V N ( J ) * ( V I . A M ( J , I . 2 ) + G A M H C I - 2 ) * H ( J ) )
317.' BE( I -2 )aBE( I -2 ) -VA
4-115
B22A, MATER
A B S V A « A B S ( V A )
319. VA«VA+PNU3( I -2 ) *DUM2
320. GO TO 650
321. 64« VB»VA*FFJ
322. v A a R V * V A + V B
323. BE( I -2)BBE( I -2) -VA
324. A 8 S V A « A B S ( V A )
325. V A B V A + SLAM(I-2)*OUMUDUM2*PNU3(I-2J
326. GO TO 650
327. 6<ls BE( I -2 )»BE( I -2 ) -VA
32fl. A B S V A » A B 3 ( V A )
329. 65o IF (4BSVA.EBUCI-2)) 660,660,655
330.' 65S IQ»1
331. IF (ABSVA«EB(I-2>) 670,670,665
332. 660 IF (ABS(VA)-EBLU-2)) 680,680,670
333. 665 EB(I-2)«AB3VA
334. IB(I-2)»IK










346, IF (MOOE-2) 710,690,6<»5
3U7. 6<?0 HOSPH(J)*VN(J)
3«H, GO TO 700
349. 69s HOSeVN(J)*(3B(J)-l,9869*Y(J)-1.9869J




























37fl. 750 IF (KR(2) -MODE) 765,755,7fc5
379. 75s A (1 ,2 )« -AA*H IP

































































































































00 835 Ml, IS
ACIE,K*2)a-VNU(J,K)
CONTINUE




















446. B C I + 2 ) « B C I * 2 J - E E S E C I )






a53. «8a IF(MOOE-l) 910,890,885
OStt, n85 IFClT3.EQ.Oi GO TO 9ZO
455. IF(ABS(EHS/A(1,1))»0.0001) 910,910,920
aSfe. 89n IF (IFCJC) 895,900,905




461. 90ft IF (ABS(B(l))-l.E-«) 910,910,920
462. 91o IP (EL-l.E-4) 915.915,920
463.' 9ls IF (ENL-l.E-5) 955,935,920
464^ 920 IN5ISPQ
465. IL»1















5. DIMENSION CIJ( 60,1),TFC1)
A.' EQUIVALENCE C TU( I 21 ) , TF) , ( VNU, CIJ)
7. . DIMENSION XC14)
. fl.' DIMENSION CHFFC 60)
9. . COMMON /BLQCOM/FAMOAC 60),FAnoBC &O),N ,FRC 6n.i5i.wm.LF.F{ 8)
10, 1,LEF5( 8),PIEASE,LEFW( 8)
11. . COMMON/EOPCOM/H8(60, 3),RCC60, 3) , RD C60.3) , SE CfcO, ? ) , RF f 60, 3) , Rfi (60, 3
IS. l),TU(60.3J,FFC60).FFAlIFCc60),ATA(8),ATBC8),ATe(8i,WAT«n.RAChO,J)
1 3 , S .
U. 2 KAT( 8), IR( 8),IS,KR(10),LAHI( 60),P,T,TKC S , 8 j , VN'C fcoi.
15. 3 VNU( 60, 8),ITFF'KR2,HCH.NCV,WM,WTMC 60), Y( 60),YW( 60).'r,G( fcO)
16. a ,TQ( 8, 8),EPOVRK,SICMA,BASMOL
17. COMMON /EQTCOM/3IP,HIP,EL,ENL,FUQ,CPF,IHE,IER,AA,ITS.IN,IL,IT,
IB i MODE»HMELT,SMELT,TMAX,TMJN,MELT,SUMN,SUMU,WS,WSS,BI , ISP?, ISPO,
10. 2 I3P.KKJ,SVA,3VB,SVC,3VD,SUMC,FFF,CMF,EP,RV,TFCJC,WTG,WTL,JC.'HG,
20. 3 CPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,l.2,t3,IB( <»),EB( 8),EBL( 8) , A f 1 U, la j , B ( 1 U) ,
21. « IP( 60),ALP( 8).FNU( 8),GAMH( 8),GAMF( 8),SLAM( 8),DV( 601, PV3,
22. 5 CP( 60), H( 60), SBC 60J.TCC 60),VLNKC 60) , E ( 60 ) , PNUS ( fl),











3S, DO 20 J»2,I3





Ul. GO TO 20
U?.' IS IBCJ)alOOO
a3. 20 CONTINUE
oa. IF CK) 25,25,5
«5, 25 I B ( I 3 + 1 ) « 1 0 0 0
U6,
U7.
flfl.' L»IS + 2
50. LU«1
51.' LlM = NtKR(8)
52. DO 280 I«Bl,LIM
53. 1=1*1




Sfl.' IF CIFCCI)-!) 35,35,75
50, 35 DYIaXCI+2)
60, IF CIFC(I)+1) 275,«0,00
61. ao IF CIFCCI)) 205,95,230
4-119
B23A, CRECT
62.' 45 IF ( I F C d J M ) 75.50,50
63, 50 IF ( I F C m i 70,55,85
64 55 V A » E ( I ) - T C ( I ) * X ( M
65. DO 65 J » l f J S
66. IF ( I B C ( J ) ) 60,60,65
67. 60 V A » V A + V N U ( I , J ) * X ( J + 2 )
6B. 65 C O N T I N U E
69 OYI iVA
70. GO TO 95
71. 70 IF ( I K - J R E ) 75,80,75
72. 75 D Y I o O .
73. GO TO 275
74. 80 IFCd ia l
7 5 . D Y I o X ( I E R )
76. GO TO 230
77. 85 L » L + 1
78. IF ( L - I E R ) 90,85,90
79. 90 D Y I « X ( U
8n, , GO TO 230
81. 95 D W T G » D W T G + V N ( I ) * D Y I « W T M ( I )
82.' IF ( I P ( i n 100,195,100
83. 10ft IF C I K - M ) 105,145,105
84. 105 IF ( V N ( I ) - D U M P ) 110,140,140
85. l i f t IF ( M Q E ) 195,195,115
66.' Us IF C O Y I ) 120,275,125
67. 120 IF { V N ( I J / B U M P - . 9 9 9 9 9 9 5 - C M F * D Y I ) 275,275,130
88. 12S IF ( 8 U M P / y N ( I J - l . - C M F * D Y I J 135,275,275
89. 130 C"F«CVNm/BUMP-.9999995)/DYI
90. GO TO 275
91. 135 C M F « ( B U M P / V N < n - l , J / D Y I
92. GO TO 275
93. 140 IF (MOE) 175,175,150
9U.' 14s M1»M1*1
95. MBIBCM1)
96. 15o IF (OYI) 155,275,160
97. 15s IF (DYI*CMP+,999) 165,Z75,275
98. 16« IF (DYl*CMF-9.) 275,275,170
99. 16s CMFs-.999/DYI
100.' GO TO 275
101. 17o CMF«9./DYI
102. GO TO 275
103. 17s IF (OYI*CMF«2.303J 180,190,190
104. 18n IF (OYI*CMF*6,909) 185,275,275
105.' 18s CMFB-6.909/DYI
106. GO TO 275
107. 19ft CMFe2.303/OYI
10B. GO TO 275
109. 19s IF (Y(l)-BUUP + AB3(OYn*CMF) 275,200,200
110.' 200 CMF8.(Y(I).BULP)/AB3(DYI)
111,' GO TO 275
112. C NON-PRESENT BASE
113. 20S IF (KR(6)) 215.210,210
114.' 21fl IF (T-TFCI) + .001) 275,215.215
115. 215 IF CYCI)*CMF*DYI-0.l) 275.220,220
116. 22fl DUH1«(.1-Y(I))/OYI
117. IF (DUMl-,001) 275,275,225
118. 22S CMPnOUMi
119 GO TO 275
120. 23/> OWTL»OWTL*DYI*WTM(I)
121. IF (OYI) 235,275,250
122. 23S IF (VN(li) 250,250,240
123. 24(1 IF ( V N ( I ) + O Y I * C M F ) 2«5,250,250
124. 24s C M F « - V N ( l ) / O Y I * l . 0 0 0 0 1
125.' 25n IF ( K R ( 6 ) ) 265,255,255
4-120
B23A, CRECT
126. 25s C L I P o A 8 S ( C L I H / H T M ( I ) j
lit. I f C A B S ( C M F * D Y I ) - C L I P ) 275.275,260
12«." 260 C M F B C l I P / A B S f D Y I )
12<». CO TO 275




134. IF (KR(6)) 290,285,285
135. 28s RVLaAMAXlC.l.RV/2.)
136. C * F a A M I N l ( C M F , W T G / A 8 3 C A B 3 C D W T L - D W T G / W T G * " f T L ) / R v i - D w T G n
137. 29o IF C K R < 7 ) - 1 ) 315,315,300
13B. 2 9 s F O R M A T ( l X 2 ( 8 X 2 H V N 9 x i H Y 8 X 2 H O Y 7 X 5 H 3 C A l F . 7 X l H E U X 6 H r F C I P ) / f t X A 4 . 5 E 1 0 .
139, 1 3 , I 3 , I 2 , l X , A a , 5 E l 0 . 3 , I 3 , l 2 > )
140. 300 N Q » I
t a i . 4 R I T E ( K O U T , 2 9 5 ) ( F A M C 1 A ( J j , V N ( J ) , Y C J ) , O Y A ( J , L L ) . C M F F f J ) , F ( J ) , I F C ( J
142. 1),IP(J)iJ«lfNQ1
1«3. ^RITE (KOUT,310) (EB(J ),Jnl,IS)
ia«. W»ITE (KOUT,310) CX(I),Iai,lsPQ)
1«5.' HR1TE (KOUT,305) (IB (I), Isl, IS)
1«*. 305 FORMAT (1015) .
1«7, 31o FORMAT (8E12.4)
las. 31S CONTINUE . .
1«9. IF (X(lj) 320,360.320
I5l\ 320 Xl*X(l)*CMF
151. A3X»ABS(XO))
152. IF (ABS(Xl)-.5) 330,330,325
153. 32S CMFn.5/ABX
15«. XlsCMF*x(l)
155. 33o IF (XI) 3aO,360,335
15fc. 33S TMaTMAX .
157. Xl»AMINK.2,Xl)




162. IF (DTM-1.) 350,355,355
163. 35o CMFaOTM*CMF
164. TsTM










175. 00 495 IKal,LIH
176. DYIsCHF*OY(IK)
177. IF (OXI) 395,390,195
17S, 39o IF (IFC(I)j U95,435,485
179. 39s IF (IFCCI)) 455,400,480
180.' 400 IF (IP(I» 405,430,405
181. 40S IF CM-IK) 410,415.410
182. 41o IF (MOE) 430,430,420
183.i . 4 IS MlaMltl
164. M«IB(M1)
185. 420 VN(I)BVN(Ij*(l.*OYI)
186. IF ( V N ( I ) ) 430 ,430 ,425
187. 42S Y U ) a A L O G ( V N m )
IBS, GO TO 435







194^ IF (IK-IS) 440,440,445
195. aoo PNU3Cij«VNm
196. SLAMm«VNm/FF(n
197. CO TO 095




202, CO TO 495
203. C NON-PRESENT BASE CORRECTIONS AND TESTS
20U, a5S V(li«Y(I)*DYI
205. IF (Y(D-) «95,a60.«60
206. 46fl If (IFC(I)+1) 495,465, U65
207.' 46S IF (K(?C6)i 475,470,470
20«. 47o IF (T-TF(Ij+.OOn 495,475,475
209.' U75 Yd)"?.
210. IFC(I)«+1
211. GO TO 495
212. 48o VN(I)»VN(I)+DYI
213.' IF ( V N ( I ) ) 490,490,485
214. 48s WTj .BWTL + V N ( I ) * W T M ( I )
215. GO TO 495




220. DO 500 1=1,15






5. INTEGER FAMOA,FAM08, CHAR, BLANK
4. . INTEGER AMOA, A*n8,AMOC,ATA,ATB,ATC
% INTEGER Zl/lHQ/rZS/SHOO/'
h. INTEGER BU/1H /,G/1HG/»L1/1HL/,S/1HS/,ELECT/1HE/
7. COMMOM/INTCOM/KKR(20),KIN,KOUT
fl.' DIMENSION CIJ(60,l),TFU),Jt(4),Al(4),TJC3J,ISN(5)
o. EQUI VALENCE (TU(121 > » TF) , (VNU.CU) . (ISNC1 ) , AMOA ) . ( ISN(2) . AMOB1 ,
10. 1(1SN(3),AMOC)
11. COMMON/EQTCOM/UMC8j8),KPHA(2),IM(8),JAT(5),ALPTC5),Cm,
1?.' 1 TAU( 8, 8),IC( 8),LIM( 8, 8) , FFIN C 120 ) , NFI A ( 1?0 > ,NFI8 f 1 ?0 ) ,
13. 2 IFMET( 60)»IGMET(.60)»ZI6EPS(2).30BCE(8)
U. COMMON XBUOCOM/FAHOA( 60),FAM08( 60), N ,FR( 60. 15 i , w f U , LEF ( 81




1<5. 2 KAT( 8),IR( 8),IS,KR(10),LAMI( 60),P^T,TK{ 8, 8).VN( 601,
20. 3 VNU( 60, 8),ITFF,KR2,HCH,NCV,WM,WTM( 60), YC 6(M,YW( hni.'lJGC 60)
21. 4 ,TQ( 8, 8 ) ,EPOVRK, SIGMA, B4SMQU
22. C O M M O N / K I N C O M / M T , P K F ( 1 0 ) , E A K ( 1 0 ) , E X K ( 1 0 ) , P M U f f t ,10) ,RMU( 8,10),
23. 1 D K P T C 1 0 ) , P K P ( 1 0 ) , P K R ( 1 0 ) , R A T ( 1 0 J , R S I G ( 1 0 ) , M 4 ( 1 0 ) , L L f l f> ) ,PMR(10) ,
21, 2 PRMUt 8 ,10 ) ,EE3E( 8)
25. 3fll FORMAT ( I3,F7.Q,7F10.«)
26., 102 FORMAT(5E15.e , I5 )
27. 3n20 FORMATCtX6E12 .5 ,F io .U ,F l l . a , I2 / ' lX6E i2 .5 ,F io .< l ,F l l . « . I 2 )
2fl. 3o2l F O R M A T C 2 A a , E l 2 . « , 2 A a , E 1 2 . U , 2 A a , E l 2 . a , 2 0 X )
30. iflfl FORMAT(1X,A2,3A«,8F7.3)
31. 105 FORMATtSUHORElATIVE ELEMENTAL COMPOSITIONS, ATOMIC WTS/UMIT
32. 1/6X6HSYMBQL,3X7HELEMENT«X9HATOMIC WT5X8HEOGE GAS4X1 OHPVRO .GAS 15X
33. 2 6HCHAR 15XIOHPYRO.GAS 25X6HCHAR 25X10HPYqO.GAS 3SX6HCHAR 3/
3«. 3(8XA2,Sx3Aa,FlO,5,7Fl3.7))
35,' 106 FORMAT(I5,3F10.5,I5)
36. ' DATA CHA,R,BLANK/UHCHAR»<»H / ,
37. pspp
38. KR(3)«2
30." KRC2J«KKR(12) + 1
40. IF(KR(2).EQ.3.0R.KRC2).EQ.8) KR(3)»6
«1. IFCKR(2J,EQ,7) GO TO 3751
UU. FITMOL»26.7
«5, . FITGMI"»2«.3






52. Y I N T » A L O G ( V I N T )
53.' RMMGsl .
5 4 . I F ( K R C 2 ) ) 334,334,321
55. C READ GROUP 11 D A T A
56. 121 READC<IN, 301)13, FFAR,OUB2,OUB3,OU84,OU85,OUB8
57. OU86»0.0
58. OUB7aO.O
59,' IF (DUB2.GT.O.) FITHOL»OUB2
60. IF (DUB3.GT.O.) 9AS*«OL»DUa3

































































I F ( D U B S . G T . O . ) E P Q V R K B D U B 5
IF ( D U B 6 . G T . O , ) GGA >DUB6
IF ( O U 8 7 . C T . O . ) F I T G M W » O U 8 7
I F ( F F A R ) 3213,3212,3211
3M3 F F A a O .
GO TO 3212
3211 F F A « F F A R




















WR1TE(KOUT,305) (KAT(J), ATAfJ), AT8(J), ATC(J), WATfJ), CTK(J,I),
1 lBl,7),jBl,IS)
lF(OUB8.GT.O.on *RITE(KOUT,3081) OUB8
3fl«l FORMAT(/3X,3«HABLATION CAN OCCUR FOR TEMP. G.'T. ,Flft.4.6H OFG K)
WRITE (KOUT,308)
3nfl FORMAT(//3X61HTHERMQDYNAMIC PROPERTY CURVE-FIT DATA fSEE MANUAL FO
1R FORMAT)//)
I F ( K R ( 3 ) ) 399,399.330
T F M A X n O .






IF(NFFS.EQ.O) GO TO 344
NFFaNFFS






IF(JAT(1).EO.BL) GO TO 399
IFCIC1.EQ.1JGO TO 4003
4p02 WRITE(KOUT,4202)(ISN(I),I.1,3)
4?02 FORMATC" THERMOCHEMlcAL DATA CARD OUT OF ORDER ",3A4)
STOP
4o03 IF(KPHAC1).EQ.1.0R,JP.EQ. G)GO TO 4201
DO 4103 Ial,4






126. «?01 00 4102 I B I , O
127. J i m « J A T C n
12fl, f l i 0 2 . A 1 ( I ) « A L P T < I )
12". 00 3«5 K » 1 , 1 S
13", 345 C ( K i « 0 . .
13J. DO 319 I8l.,a
132. I F ( J A T ( I ) . E Q . B L 5 GO TO 3«9
133. I F < J A T ( l ) . E Q . Z i . O R . J A T ( I ) . E Q . Z 2 ) GO TO 349
134. 5«6 00 317 K « 1 , I S
135. K T B K
136. I F ( J A T C I ) . E Q . K A T ( K ) ) GO TO 348
137. 547 C O N T I N U E
13S. C REJECT SPECIES DATA CARDS FOR NQN PRESENT ELEMENT,
139.' READ(KIN,303)
l«n.' IF(ITEMP.EQ.1.AND.JP.EQ.C)READ(KIN,3031)
1«1, 3031 F O R M A T d H , / l H j
1«2. GO TO 3a«




l«fl. DO 386 I«1,IS
!«<».' IF(CCI)) 367,388,387
150. ^87 LAMKKBLAMKKtL
151. HTaWT+CCI) * WAT(I)
152. 596 LBL+L
153. IF(J-IS) 360, 360, 369
154^ 560 JM»J-1
155. 00 3601 L«liI3
ISh. 3^,01 CIJ(L.J)«C(L)
157. UAMKJ) » LAMKK
I5fl. IF (JM) 320,320,313
159.' 5t5 oO 311 L«1,JM
160. I M L o I M ( L )
161. U G H s C ( I M L )
162. U M ( U , J ) « 0 .
163. I F ( U G H ) 353»3U»353
164. 553 00 393 I » 1 , L
165. 5^3 U M ( I , J ) « U M ( I , J ) - U M ( I . t ) * U r , H




 S2o DC 316 IB1,IS
170. 1F(A8S (CCIJ)-. 001)316, 3l6f3l7
171. 516 TAU(I,J)»0.
172. 00 396 I«1,JM
173. 596 VNU(II,I)a-UM(I,J)
174. DO 397 Iaj,I3
175. 597 VNU(II,n»0.
176. LAMKIIJaLAMKK
177. GO TO 370
17fl. 517 I M ( J ) B I
179. U M ( J , J ) s l .
ISO,' 00 396 L « l f J
181. 598 U M ( L , J ) 8 U M ( L , J ) / C ( I )
182. DO 328 L B l , I S
183. 528 T A U ( L , J ) i C ( L ) / C ( I )
184. Y C * Y I N T
185." K K s J
18*1, J3J+1
187. I R ( 1 ) » - 1
188. IF US.EQ. l ) GO TO 414
189. I F C J - I S ) 372,372,329
4-125
B24A, INPUT
190.' 129 DO 330 L*2,IS
191, JM8ISP-L
19?. iMJsIMCJMtl)
193.' DO 330 K«1,JM
19U. UGH«TAUCIMJ,K)
195, 00 330 1*1,IS
196. 130 UM(I»K)SUMCI,K)-UGH*UM(I,JM+1)
197.' 00 333 1*1,13
198, 137 iMInlM(I)
199. IF(IMI-I) 336,333*336





206. GO TO 337
207. 533 CONTINUE
208. C-.---ELEMENT •• BASE GAS CORRESPONDENCE
209.' C INITIALIZE ROW AND COLUMN SUMS
210. IG«IS .
211. DO 401 I»1,IS
212. lRClis-1
213^ aOl IC(H«-1
214. C EVALUATE INITIAL SUMS
215.' LAMD"!
21fc. DO 402 I'l.IS
217. DO 403 J*l,IS
21B. LIM(I,J)*MOD(LAMI(J)/UAMD,2)
21<». IC(J) a ICCJ) * LIM(I,J)
220. u03 IR(I)» IR(I) + LIM(I,J)
221. fl02 LAMDBLAMO+LAMO
222.' C CHECK FOR ZEROS
223. u26 IZ«0
224. fl04 00 412 1=1,13
225. IF(ICCI)-IZ) 408,405,408














240. GO TO 413
241. <|U8 IF(IRCI)-IZ) 412,409,412





247, GO TO 4101
248. fllO CONTINUE





















































































ate FORMATC 5X9H8ASE 3P 6C4X2A4))
GO TO 372









TE3T FOR PHA3E, SET PHASE VARIABLE. SET TEMP.' LIMITS





K182 - - .
T U ( K K , 1 ) « T J ( 1 )
TU(KK,2)«TJ(2 )
T U ( K K , 3 ) B S P U
GO TO 4006
^73 TtKKK. t J B T J C 2 )
T U C K K , 2 ) « S P U
GO TO 4006






















318. GO TO 4011 ' • •
319. 4ot3 IF(SPL-TJ{2J)4014,4015,4015
320. 4ol4 TU(KK,1 ja.TlKKK,!) '
321' TU(KK,2JsTJ(2)
322. GO TO 4011
323. 4015 TU(KK,2>»-TU<KK,2)





32». IF(IC2.NE.2.0R.IC3.N£.3.0R.IC4.NE.4)GO TO 4002
330. GO TO 4016
331. 4(111 JP* G
332. NEW«1
333. 4006 READ(KIN,302)RA(KK,K2),RB(KK.K2),RC(KK,K2),RO(KK,K2).RE{KK,K2).IC2
334. IF(IC2.NE.2)GO TO 4002
335 ' READ(KIN,302)HF(KK,K2i»RG(KK,K2),RACKK,Kl),RBCKK.Kn,RC(KK,Kh,ICS
336. IFCIC3.NE.3)GO TO 4002
337. READ(K1N,302)RD{KK,K1J,REfKK,Kl),RFCKK,Kn,RG(KK.KlJ.RDUM.IC4
33fl. 1P(IC4.NE.4)GO TO 4002
330. IF(ITEMP.EQ.O) GO TO 4016
340. iF(KPHACl).NE.l) GO TO 4016
341. READCKIN,302)RA(KK,KZ),RB(Kk,KZ),RC(KK,KZ),RO(KK.KZJ,RE(KK,KZJ,IC5
34?^ READCKIN,302JRF(KK,KZ)»RG(KK,KZ)
343. IF(IC5.NE.5)GO TO «002
344. 4016 CONTINUE
345. C SET UP SPECIES FAIL TEMPERATURES TF(KK)
346^ IF(KPHA(2).NE,3) TF(KK)eSPU
347. IF(NEW.NE,1)GO To 3737
34*.' GO TO 3721
340, 3?37 IF(KPHA(lj"KPHA(2))3733,3736,3734
350. 3733 IF(KPHA(1)+KPHA(21-5J3734,3728,3734
351. 3734 WR1TE(KOUT,3735) AMOA,AMOB
352. 3?35 FORMAT{////25H BAD PHASE NUMBERING FOR 2A4)
353. STOP
354. 3736 IFCKPHA(l)-l) 3734,3727,3728.
355.' 3?2fl FF(KK) a l.E+10
356. GG(KK) « l.E*10
357. GO TO 3729
35fl, 3727 FF(KK)a(WT/FlTMOL5 **FFA
359. IFMET(KK}«2
360. GG C K K J a -1.
361. 3729 IF(NFF) 3726,3449,3730
362. 3730 DO 3723 I»1,NFF .
363.' IFCNFIA(I)-AMOA) 3723* 3724« 3723
364, 3724 IF(NFIBCI)-AMOB) 3723,3720,3733
365. 3720 IF(FFIN(IJ-100.) 3725,3731*3731
366. 3725 IF (FFIN(I)J 3480,3480,3481 . ;
367. 3080 GG(KK) a -FFIN(I)
368, iGMETCKKJal
369, GO TO 3723
370. 3481 FF(KK) a FFINCI)
371, lFMET(KK)a l
372, GO TO 3723
373. 3731 TF (KKJ«FF IN(M
374, 3723 CONTINUE
375. IF ( G G ( K K ) ) 3449,3449,3455
37h. C Z lGEPSoQ. CAN BE INPUT AND USED IN METHOD 3. Z IGF.PS { 1 ) B 3 I G M A fl j
377.' C ZIGEPS(2)aEPSm.NO PRESENT .METHOD FOR INPUT.'
378.' 3a49 IF (Z IGEPSdJ-100. ) 3453,3452,3452
379. 3453 IF (Z IGEPS( l ) ) 3452,3452,3441
380. 3441 IF (Z IGEPS(2) ) 3452,3452,3443
381. 3443 G G ( K K ) s ZIGEP8O1/SIGMA * (Z IGEPS(2>/EPOV»Kj** ,0795 *
4-128
B24A, INPUT
382.'. 1 ( W T / B A 3 M C J L ) * * . 2 5
383. I G M E T ( K K ) » 3
384. GO TO 3455
385. . 3452 IF (KPHA (1) - l )3456,3457,3a56
386. 3a56 G G ( K K ) » l . E + 1 0
387. GO TO 3155
38B, 3457 G G ( K K ) s ( W T / F I T G M W ) * * G G A
380. IGMET(KK)82
390. 3a55 CONTINUE






307, IF(»JEW.NE.1)GO TO 3722
30fl. NEWaO
390. GO TO 344
tOO. 3o61 FORMAT(F10.2,7Et7.8j















415. GO TO 344
416. 300 WRITS (KOUT,417) (AT*(I),AT8(I),ATC(I).I»l,IS)
417. WRITE'(KOUT,418) (1C(I),IM(I),I»l,18)
4la.- 5001 WRITE(KOUT,110) SIGMA,EPOVRK,8ASMOL
410, liO FORMAT(X//3X30HMOUECULAR TRANSPORT PROPERTIES/5X75HVISCOSITY .....
420, I BUDDENBERG • WIUKE MIXTURE FORMULA WITH MU(I) CALCULATED ON/21X3U
421, 2HTHE BASIS OF 0(1.1) • DB*R/G (I )**2//5X80HTHF.RMt|_ CONDUCTIVITY ...
422. 3.. MASON - SAXENA MIXTURE FORMULA WITH EUCKEN CORRECTION//5X73HOtF
423. 4FUSIDN COEFFICIENTS ..... 0(1,J) • nBAH/(F(l)*F{Jj) WITH OBAR BASE
424^ 50 ON/21X8HSIGHA s ,F8.4,HH, EPQVRK = ,F9.4,13H, AND MRfF s ,>8.U5
425. WRITE (KOUT,lin FITMOL,FFA,FlTGMW,GGA
426. Ill FORMAT(//7Xi6HMETHODS EMPLOYEO//8X63HO CONDENSED PHASE, VALUES FOR
427. 1 F(I) AND G(I) SET EQUAL TO I,E*10//8X42H1 VALUES FDR F(I) (PR 6(1
42fl, 2)) INPUT OIRECTLY//8X71H2 VALUES FOR F(I) (OR G(IJ) CALCULATED BY
420, 3 F(I) 8(M(I)/FITMOL)**FFA AND/1 OX65HG(I) a (M(I)/FITGMWj**GGA WHER
430, 4E M(I) IS SPECIES MOLECULAR WEIGHT, /10X, 9HFITMOL a .F8.4,12H," AND
431. 5FFA • ,F6.4,11H, FITQMW a F8.4,12H, AND GGA c ,F6.4)
432, WRITE(KOUT,112)
433. il2 FORMAT(X/7X73HSPECIES F(I) METHOD G(I) METHOD SPFCIES F(






440. 4}9 FORMAT (//3X61HSTAGNATION SOLUTION FOLLOWED BY BOU^DARY-LAYEH EDGE
441. 1 EXPANSION/)
442. DO 375 L«l,7
443. DO 375 I»1,IS
444.' TO(I,L)aO.
445.' 00 375 K«l, IS
4-129
B24A, INPUT
446.' *75 TO( I ,L )aTQCI ,L )+UM( i ,KJ*TK(K , | . )
OUT. lF(KR(2)-5 i 3752,3752,3751
448.' 3?5i CONTINUE
449. 240 FORMATC8F10.6)
450, 245 FORMAT (213)
45|. 250 FORMAT(3E10.4)
US?. C READ SURFACE KINETIC DATA, GROUP la
453, 255 READ(KIN,245)MT
454, IFCMTJ 3752,3752,356




459.' J65 FORMAT C//3X, 7HKINETIC)
460.. ?70 FORMAT (3X. 1 IHREACTlON—, 17, 9110 }
461. ?75 FORMAT (/3X,8HREACTANT)
462. 280 FORMAT (5X,12HCOEFFICIENTS/)
463. >85 FORMAT <8X,2A4,F8.2,9F10.2)
464,' 290 FORMAT (/3X,7HPROOUCT)
465. 295 FORMAT (/3X.12HPRE.EXPONENT)
466.' ?00 FORMAT (SX, 6HFACTOR, aX, 10^10 .3)
467. 205 FORMAT (/3X,10HACTIVATION)
468.' 210 FORMAT (5X, 6HENERGY, ax» 10E1 0 .3)
469.' 215 FORMAT (/3X,8HREACTION)























493. C NEW JANNAF CHEMISTRY U3E3 ELECTRONsE, BLIMP TESTS FOB
494. DO 231 I»1,I3
495. 231 IFCKAT(I).EO.IHE) KAT(I)s99









4. COMMON/TEMCOM/ VK( 8),PA( 9, 9),PV( 9, 9)
5.' • . COMMON /BLQCOM/FAMOA( 60),FAMOBc 60),N ,FR( 6o,i5),n(3).LEF( si
6, l.LEFSt aJ.PlEASE.LEFKK 8)
7, COMMON/EDGCOM/ PE(40, 1),PTEC40, 1),SPE( 6,40, n.OUES,
B. 1UE(40),RHOE<«0),VMUE{40),TEC40),UEDGE,OUEDGE.D2UF.OG,VMWE.HF,C90
9. 2 , D 3 I P ( 4 0 ) , I D S l P , T T V C , T V C e ( 4 0 ) , H E A ( 4 0 ) , S F ( 2 0 ) . C S C 2 0 J , e S P B ( 2 0 ) ,
10. 3 CG(20 ) ,CGP(20 ) ,3REF,GEP,NEN
11. C O M M O N / E Q P C O M / R B i : 6 0 , 3 ) , R C C 6 0 , 3 ) , R D ( 6 0 , 3 ) , R E C 6 0 . 3 ) . R F ( 6 0 . 3 ) , R G { 6 0 , J
12. 1 j , T U ( 6 0 , J j , F F C 6 0 ) , F F A , I F C ( 6 0 ) , A T A ( 8 ) , A T B ( 8 ) , A T C C 8 ) , W A T C f n . R A ( 6 0 , 3 )
13. $, . .
U^ 2 K A T ( 8), IR( 8 ) , IS ,KR(10) ,LAMI( 6 0 ) , P , T i T K ( «, 8) ,VN( fcM,
IS. 3 VNUC 60, 8 ) < 1 T F F , K R 2 , H C H . N C V , W M , W T M ( 6 0 ) , Y( 6 0 i . Y W ( fco i .GGC 60)
16^ 4 f T O ( 8, 8 ) ,EPOVRK.3 IGMA, f iASMOL
17. COMMON /EQTCQM/SIP,HIP»EL,ENL.FHO,CPF, IRE, IER,AA, ITS, IN. IL , IT ,
IB.' 1 MODE,HMELT,SMELT.TMAX.TMIN,MELT,3UMN,SUMt ,«S ,wSS,B l , ISP2 . ISPQ,
1", I I S P , K K J , S V A , S V 8 , S V C , S V O , S U M C , F F F , C M F , E P , R V , I F C J r . W T G . W T I . , J C . H G ,
20. 3 CPG,TTMIN,TTMAX,L2,L3»IB( 9),EB( 8),EBLC 8), A (i a, j u j, B 11 li),
21. 4 1P( 60),ALP( 8),FNU{ 8),5AMH( 8),GAMF( 8),SLAM( 6),OY{
22. S CP( 60), H( 60),33( 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60),E( bOi,PNUS(






29. 1,CP8AR(}5),VMW(15),PHIK(15, 6),ORHOH,DRHOK( 6).ZK( 6J.OZ(<H( 6), p
30. 2MU3KC 6),OMU4K( 6),DTK( 6),OPHIKH( 6),OPRK( 6),OSCK( 6),DCAPCKC 6)
31. 3,OHTILK( 6),OQRK( 6),DCPBK( 6),DCPTKC 6),DMU12K( 6),OZKK( fe, 6)
32. 4,OPHIKK( 6, 6), OMU4H,OMU3H,DHTILH,VMU12,CT,CTB,CPTIL.HTIL
33. 5,VMU3/DTH,DCAPCH,DPRH,03CH,DQRH,OCPBH,DCPTH,OMU12H,VMUn5), SHOP
34. 6US),PHIKp(15j,HP,TP,ZKP< 6) , VMU3P, VMU«P, HTlLP.CRHOC1U),GMR(15)
35. COMMON/WALCOM/FKC40, l),Tw(40, 1) ,HW(«0, 1),SPW( 6,40, 1)




ttP. ^00 IF(KKR(iaj.lO) 310,302,302
41, 302 KKR(U)»KKR(14)-10
42. GO TO 300 . .
«3. 310 IF(T-lQO.Ol) 312,312,320
























67, 00 a51 I K e J . N
6fl. i F ( K A T ( i s y ) - 9 9 )
6". soi iFciK-isvj saa.asi.sas
7(1. . S«2 HCI)sH(lj.VNIJCI.ISV)«HCISV)
7)-, WTM(I)nWTM(I)-VNU(I,lSV)*WTM(ISV5
7?. CP{I)»CPC!)-VNU<I,ISV)«CP{ISV)
73. S04 IFCIFCCI)) 051,0550,451






an, *oa • o.2ea*woz
si. oo asa I«I,N
82. VABVN(I)/FF(I)
83. IF (I.GT.IS) GO TO 452
8a. VK(I)«VN(I)
85,' ZK(!)BVA
86. 452 IFCIFC(I).NE.O) GO TO 45a







94. IF(I.LE.I3) GO TO 457
95. IF (I.GT.I3V) SO TO 456 '




100. GO TO 454














115.' VMU6«(PMU6 »CPTII./1. 9869-2. 5*THU3)/P
116, VHU28PHU2/P
117. V^U3«TMU3/PMU2
118.' CPTIL « CPTIL / PMU2




123; ZKS » i.o
120.' VKS«1.0.











































95 ZK(K) » ZK(K) / PMU2 *
OMEGABl.07/(T/EPOVRK) **0.15Q
























9004 WRITE(KOUT,9006)0MECA,DBAR, VL4M, SC C 1 1 ) . PR ( 1 1) , VMU1 . VMU2 , VMU1 , T



















P A ( 3 , 1 JsPMU2*CPTU*T
00 502 K 8 3 f I S V 2






















PRP(3 )aPRP( l ) *H(J )
00 5024 Ia4,I3f»2
5024 PRP( I )aPRP( l j *VNU(J, I 3)
4-133
B25A, PROPS - . • .
19n DO 503 I«1,NPR
191. PA(I,1)BP4<I,1)-TC{J)*PRPCI)






19R 00 SU I«i,ISV2
190 A(I,lJ8A(l»i>*AA/l,8
200. Ml A(I,ISP2JSA{I,I3P2)*VA
201. DO 512 JB3,I3P
202. VA«AA/WTM(J-2J
20S, DO 512 Iol,ISV2
204, 512 A(I,J)»A(I,Jj*VA-A(I.I3P2j
205. C FORM PA, A PRODUCT AND TRANSPOSE (TO ESTABLISH FOUIVALENCP
20^ .' 00 521 I«1,NPR
207. 00 521 J«1,ISP
20fl, PV(J,I)aPA(I,n*A(l,J)
209. DO 521 LO.ISV2
210. 521 PV(J,I)»PV(J,n+PA(I,L)*A(L,J)
211. DO 533 K»1,ISP
212. PV(K,n«CPVCK,l)«VMU3*PV(K,2i)/PMU2
213.' PV(Ki3)B(PV(K,3)*l,8-HTIL*PV(K,2J)/PMU2



































2«9^ DO 532 iai,lSM
250. OPHIKK(1,K)»0.
251.' 532 OZKK(I,K)aPV(K+2,
252. - - 53U CONTINUE

































I F ( K R C 6 ) ) 5343,5344,5344



























I F ( I I - I ) 551,53«,551













































5. C O M M O N / E T A C O M / E T A ( 1 5 ) , O E T A ( 1 5 ) , D S O C l O ) , D C U C 1 0 J , B l C l f l ) , B 2 n 4 )
a. l , L A R ( 1 2 3 i > , B A l C 4 3 , 1 8 j f B A 2 l 3 0 , l 5 )
5. COMMON/INTCOMX KR (20 ) , K IN, KOUT , MAT1 1 , HAT2I , MAT 1 J , MAT2J , NE.TA , I , I S , N
6. 1S,IT,NTIME,NSP,NSPM1,NAM,NLEO,NNLEQ,NRNL, ITS, K A P P A . : C B A R , ' C A S F { 15 j
7, ' 2 ,B(8) , M W E , N O N , K Q C 1 0 ) , I T E M , N I T E * , K R 1 7 , N B T , N B T 2 , I D E N T , K R < » C 4 0 )
B. 3 ,KAUXO,JT IME,JSPEC,MDC3)
«.' 00 104 I B 2 , N E T A






16. MAT2Ia2 * NETA
17. MATIJa NETAtS
IB, MAT2J" NETA
1«. 00 108 I«l,MAT2I
20, 00 108 J»1,MAT2J
21, ?08 BA2(I,J)»0.
22, 00 105 loi.HATlI




27, BA1(NETA,3) » DETACl)
2B.' 8A1(MAT2I-1,3)«1.
2". B A 2 ( 2 , 1 J » O E T A ( 1 )
30.' B A 2 ( N E T A + 1 , 1 Jsi.
32. 00 106 I82.NETA
33 . B A l ( I - l , I + 2 J » O E T A ( I - i J
3a; 8 A l ( J , I + 2 J B l ,
35, B A K J , 1*3)8-1.
36 . B A 2 ( I , I ) 8 i .
37,' IF(I-NETAJ 103,106,106
3fl. J03 8A2(I, 1*1)8-1.
30, 106 JsJ*l
«0. 0^60 FORMAT(2X1P12E10.3J
41, 9060 FORHAT(2X37HLINEAR MATRIX FOR MOMENTUM EQUATIONS. 13, 2H XI3.
02. 127H, BEFORE AND AFTER SOLUTION)
03. 9079 FORMAT(2XOOHLINEAR MATRIX FOR MASS AND ENERGY EQUATIONS , 1 3, 2H XI3.
00. 127H, BEFORE AND AFTER SOLUTION)
05^ IF(KR(15)«1) 9062,9062,9061
46 9n6l WRITE(KOUT,9064) MATlI.MATlJ
07, 00 9063 I»1,MAT1I
4B. 9o61 WRITE(KOUT,9060)(BAl(I,Ji.J8l,MATU)
49. 9jj62 DO 107 LI»2»MATU
50. t07 CALL MAT31(BAHi,Ll))
51. IF(KR(15)«1) 9069,9069,9066
52. 9^ 66 DO 9067 I»1,MAT1I
53. 9067 WRITE(KOUT,9060)(BAia.J),'J»l,MATlJ)
50. «RITE(KOUT,9079) MAT2I,MAT2J
55. DO 9068 Iel,HAT2I
56.' 9ft68 WRlTE(KOUT,9060)(3A2(I,J),Jsi,MAT2J)
57, 9J69 DO 110 LI»1,MAT2J
Sfl. 110 CALL MATS2(BA2(1,L1) j
59. lF(KR(15)-n 9072.9072,9071
60. 9o7l DO 9073 I81.MAT2I







t>f>. L A R ( N A M + l ) a 2
67.' JB2+MAT1J
6fl, LL»NAM+2
6", 00 HI L»IL,NNLEQ
7". LAR(L)aJ
71, Ml J S J + M A T 2 J
72, L=NAM+1
73, JBO7«. oo 113 I S I . N A M
75, J = J + 1
76, IFILAR(L)-J) 113,112,113
7', MS L=L + 1
7fl, js j+l
7". M3 L A R C I ) » J
80,' IF(KR(15)) 9901,9902,9901
81. 9?01 C O N T I N U E
82. 9Q99 FORMAT(2X16HDEBUG LAR INOlCE/ (8X20 !« )







3, COMMON /HISCOM/ Cl,C2»C3





' < $ , . . , . - . ' •
in. 2 KAT( 8), IRC 8),IS,KR(10),LAMI( 60),P,T,TK< B, 8),VN( 60),
11.' 3 VNU( 60, 8),ITFF,KR2,MCH.NCV,WM,WTMC 60), Y( 60),YW< 60).GG( 60) .
12, H ,TO( 8, 8),EPOVRK,SIGMA,BA3MOL
13, COMMON /EQTCOM/SIP,HIP,EL,ENL,FLIO,CPF,IRE,IER.AA,ITS,IN.IL.IT,
14, 1 MODE, HMELT, SMELT, TM AX, TMIN, MELT, SUMN,SUML,i<S,wSS.B1.13P2. I 3PO,
15, a ISP^KJ^VAfSVB/SVCjSVDfSUMC/FFFjCMF/EP/RV^FCJC/WTC.WT^JC.HC,
16, 3 CPG,TTMlN,TTMAX,L2,L3,IB( 9),EB( 8),EBL( 8) , A M «, 1«)>8( U j ,
17,' H IP( 60),ALP( 9),FNU( 8),cAMH( 8),CAMF( 8),3LAM( 8).0r< 60J.RVS,
IB, S CP( 60), H( 60),SB( 60),TC( 60),VLNK( 60), E( 60),PNUS( (»),
10. 6 BC( 8),BLNK( 8),BY( 8),IBC( 8),BE( 8),JJ( 4)
20, COMMON/KINCOM/MT,FKF{10),E*K(10),EXK(10),PMU( 8,10),RMU( 8,10),
Zl, 1 DKPT(10),PKP(10),PKR(10),RAT(10),RSIG(10),MA(10),LL(10),PMR(10J,
22, Z PRMUC 8,10),EESE( 8)
23, 5 FORMAT(13I3)
24, 10 RT a 1.9.869 * T
25, 00 40 Mal,MT
26, SUMO * 0.
27, 8UMK o 0.
2«. SUMf? « 0.
2", SUMP « 0. •
30, DO 1.5 Isl/IS
31. PRMU(I,M) a PMU(I.M) --RMu(I,M)
32^ SUMK » SUMK * PRMU(l,M) * VtNK(I)
33, SUMR * SUMR t RMUU,M) * V(I)
34. SUMP a SUMP * PMU(l.M) * Yd)
35. 15 SUMO a SUMO * PRMUCI.M) * Htl)
36, C EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR KINETIC REACTIONS TN TERMS OF BASE SPECI
37 c LOG KP-S
3fl, C DERIVATIVES OF LOGS OF ABOVE KP-S WITH RESPECT TO LOG T
3«. OKPT(M) B SUMO / RT
40. c RIGHT HAND SIDE (OR REVERSE PART) OF DRIVING POTENTIAL
41^ IF(ITS ) 19,14,16
«2, 14 OELK(M)«0,
43. 16 IF(DELK(M)) 17,19,18
44, 17 SUMP"SU.MP-DELK(M)
45, GO TO 19
46. (8 SUMR«SUMR+OELK(M)
4T% 19 ELKM(M)«SUMP-3UMK-SUMR
««, PKP(M) a EXPOUMP - SUMK)
49. C LEFT HAND SIDE (OR FORWARD' PART) OF DRIVING POTENTIAL
50.' PKR(M) B EXP(SUMR)
51, VK1 » PKR(M) - PKP(M)
52, IF (VK1) 25,20,25
53, 20 VKJ B l.E - 9 * PKReM)
5U^ 25 CONTINUE
55, VK2 » *A * FKF(.M) * {ABS(VKl)) * * (EXK(M) - t.) * C*P( » FAK(M) /
56. 1 RT)*C-C3)
57, VK3 « VK2
58. IF (EXK(M) - i.) 35,30,30
59^ 30 VK3 a VK2 * EXK(M)
60. C pM TIMES FORWARD RATE OF REACION I (pMnAA)
61.' 35 PMR(M) B VK2 • VKl
4-138
B23A, KINET
62.' P K P ( M ) » PKP(M) * VK3
63. PKR(M) s P K R C M ) * VKJ
6«, R A T ( M ) a A M A X l ( A B S ( P K P ( M ) ) , A B S ( P K R ( M } } )
65 . R S I G ( M ) s R A T C M )
66.' I F C K R C 7 ) - ! ) 10,40,36
6T. 36 IF(M-l) 37. 37,39
68. 37 WRITECKQUT,38)
60. 38 FORMA T(2X1HM7X3H|.KP6X8HDI.KP.'PLT6X4HPMRR8X4MPMRP9X3HPMP9X3HRAT}




74, 45 FORMATUX26HA{I,J),B<I),l>l,8,Jal,8 IN)
75. 50 FORMAT(1X12E10.3)
76, 55 FORMAT(lX27HACI,J),B(I),Isl,6,Jsl,8 OUT)












89. 85 DO 86 Mnl.MT
90. 86 MA(M)cH
91. IF(MT-I) 105,105,90
92. 9o K s 0
93. DO 100 Ma2,MT
94 lF(RSIG(M)«R3IG(M-n) 100.100,95
95. 95 K a MA(M) •
96, MA(M) a MA(M - 1)




102^ IF (K) 105,105,85
103. C*****START SECOND MAJOR LOOP ON REACTIONS
10U, ?05 00 200 MM81.MT
105, RSIG(MM)»0.
106, M s MA(MM)





112. GO TO 130
113. 108 LL(HM)aO
11U. DO 125 LSI, IS
115.' IF (PRMU(t,M)) 110,125,110
116, TlO DO 115 K«1,MM




121^ C* * * YES, IT IS FOR MASS BALANCE L
122. 130 LL(MM) o L
123. GOTO 130
12U^ ?25 CONTINUE




127. 12 a IS
12B. GOTO 170
12". C*i***REARRANGE ACCORDING TO CONTROLLING REACTION
130. i3o RSIG{MM)aDUfVE8(L)*0.1
131, . OUMUPRMUCLiM)
132, PRMU(L.M) a 0.
133. 00 165 1*1,13
134, IF (PRMUd,M)j 135,165,135
135. ?35 DUM2 B PRMUd,M) / DUM1
136.' IP(1)»1
137, MP a MM + 1
13B, IF (MT - MP) 155,140,110
13«. fao DO ISO KaMp.MT
140.' MI B MACK)
141, PRMU(I,MI) B PRMU(I,MI) - DUM2 * PRMU(1>MI)
102. IF (ABS(PRMU(I,MI)j . .001) 145,150,150
1«3.' {as PRMUd.MI) a 0.
14U. ?50 CONTINUE
145, JS5 60 160 KBj,ISPO
146, 160 A(I + 2,K) a A(I t 2,K) - DUM2 * A(L + 2.K)
147, B(I t 2J o BCI + 2) - DUMg * B(L * 2)
!««.' E(I)oE(I)-DUM2*E(L)
149. DUM2 » AB3(OUM2)
150. EBtli » AMAXICEB(I) ,DUM2 * EB(LJ)
151. ?65 CONTINUE
152. PRMU(L,M) • DUM1
153.' C*i***ADD CONTROLLING REACTION INTO ITS MASS BALANCE
15«. II a L







162. GO TO 245
163^ 340 PKR(M)aPKR(M)*EXP(OELK(M))
16U. 345 pMR(M)apKR(M)-RKP(M)
165, i70 00 176 J»1,IS
166. IF(IFC(J)5 171,171,176
167.' 171 SUMD B RMU(J,M) * PKR(M) . PMU(J,M) * PKP(M)
16fl. DO 175 IBH,I2
169.' ?75 A(I + 2,J + 2) a A(I + 2,J + 2) • SUMD * PRMUd.M)
170, J76 CONTINUE
171. SUMD a - PKP(M) * DKPT(M) • EAK(M) / R| *
172,' 00 180 I»I1,I2
173. DUM1 8 PMR(M) * PRMU(I,M)
174." A(I + 2,2)aA(I»2,2J-DUMl
175, Ad * 2,1) a Ad + 2,1) + SUMD * PRMU(I,M)
176, E(I)8E(I)+DUM1
177, BCI * 2) a Bd + 2) + DUMi
I7fl. 180 EB(I) a AMAXKEBd) , ABSCpRMuC I, M) * RAT(M)))
179, EB(I) BAMAXl(EB(I),AB3(E(in)





165, DO 195 IB1.ISP2
166. wRITE(KOUT,50 ) (Ad ,J ) , J> l , ISPQ) ,ad )
187, 195 CONTINUE
168. WRITE(KOUT,5)M,I1, I2 ,L,LL, 'MM,MA




191. C*****MODIFY COEFFICIENTS TO ACHIEVE LINEARITY
 4g FOUR 13 APPROACMED

























217. ?04 DO 205 J»1,IS
21fl. IF(IFC(J)) 203,205,295
219. 303 A(L*2,Jt2)aAtLt2,J*2)* EOL*CPHUtJ,M)*(1,-AR)*A9*RMU(J,M>)
220. i>05 CONTINUE
221. A(L*2,l)«A(L + 2,n-EOL*(DKpT(M)*(l..A
222. A(L+2,2)aAU*2,2)»EO|_













3, COMMON/BLOCOM/ MOA( 60), M08( 60 ) , NSPEC »FR( 60. 15) . W (3) .LEF ( 8)
U, l.LEFSC B),PIEASE,LEFW( 8)
5. C O M M O N / E T A C O M / E T A C l 5 > , D E T A U 5 > , D S O ( l i n , n c U C l u ) , B l C m / B 2 n « >
6. l , L A R ( 1 2 3 ) , B A l C a 3 , l 8 ) , B A 2 C 3 0 . l 5 )
7. COMMON/ 1 NTCOM/ K R ( 2 0 ) ,KIN.KUUT, HAT 1 1 , M A T S I , MATU. MAT2J, NET A, I , IS, N
fl.' lS»IT,NTiMEtNSP,NSPMt,NAM,NL£G.NNLEQ.NRNL. ITS, K A P P A . C B A R . C ASF C 15 j
0. 2 ,8(8) , MWE,NON,Ka(10 ) , ITEM,NITEM,KR17 ,NBT,NBT2 . IOENT.KR9(10 )
10. 3 ,KAUXO,JT IME,JSPEC,MD(3 )
11. a , IDUM(2) .KONRFT
12. COMHON/PRMCOM/TIMEC 50) >PRE (UO ) , PTET ( 5 0 ) , G E ( 50) , S (UO ) ,'ROKAP (40 J
13,' l , R N O S E » V K A f i N O I S C , r p l S C ( f l O ) » N S D ( 5 ) , M S D ( 5 ) f ITF( 50 J , IPRE.RAONO.CONE








22. IF (KONRFT.EO.2j GO TO 116
23. lF(lABS(KRf2i-2)-l) )10,lll,112
2". TlO OUHia(GE(ITEH).G(l,n)/(G(l,NETA).G(l,lJ)




2«>, GO TO 152
30, Til READCKIN.4) ALPH,F(J,1),F(3,1),I3T
3). IF(KRC2).E0.3> KR(2)«MlNo(-I8T,-t j
32, AU8QsALPH*ALPH
33. F ( 3 , 1 ) B F ( 3 , 1 ) * A L S Q
3*1, R E A O ( K I N , 3 ) C F ( 2 , I ) , I « 1 , N E T A )
35, BAKMAT l I . l ) 8 F(3 ,NETA)*AI .SQ
36, CALL MATSlCBAKl .m
37, 00 131 I«1,NETA
3fl. ?3l F(2 , I )«F(2 , I ) *ALPH
3o,' Tl6 LLa2
00 13« MB1,MAT1I




«fl, 133 F ( L , I J a B A l ( M , l ) - B A l ( M , 2 ) * p ( l , l ) " B A l ( M , 3 ) * F C 3 , l )
10. 00 134 J B 4 . M A T 1 J
50. ?3U F(L , I ) *F(L . I ) -BA l<M, j j *F (2 ,J -3 )
51.' DO 130 MSI, MATH
52. l'30 B A l ( M , l j s o ,
53, BA 1(1,1) » 1.0
5U. CALL H A T S 2 ( B A 1 )
55.' 00 138 KeNUL,N3PMl
56.' IF (KONRFT.EQ.2) GO TO 117
57, REAOCKIN .3 ) SP(2 , l ,K i , (SP( l , I ,K) , lB l ,NETA)
58, SP(2 , l»K)BSP(2 , l , i< )»ALPH
50. IF(K.NE.NUL) GO TO 139
60, DO 1381 Ia l ,NETA













72. DO 138 JB2.MAT2J
73.' {3* SPa»I«K)sSP(L»I»K)-BA2(M,J)»3PCl,J-l,K)
7u, 00 140 MBl,MAT2I
75.' T«0 BA1(M,1)«0.
76.' IF (KONRFT.E0.2J GO TO 15?
77. IF(NSPM1.GT.O)READ(KIN,5)LEF
7fl, GO TO 152
79. (I? IF(NL.EO.O)REAO(KIN,3) GW









DO 114 I B S , K A P P A
I F ( E T A ( I - 1 ) - E T A T ) 108,109.109
- l )B (FC3 , l ) -OUM2*ETA( I - i ) l *ETA( I - l )
-1 )BF(3 ,1 ) -2 . *OUM2*ETA( I -1 )
GO TO 11U
1)«"2.*DUM2
- l )aALPH/2 . *OUMl *ETA( I - l )
- l ) aF ( l , I - 2UCF(2 , I -2 ) *FC2 , I -nJ /2 . *DETA( I -2J
96, 109 F(2,
97. F (3 ,
99* VU




104. f07 F(l, I )«F(1
105.' DUMs(GE(ITEM)-GW)/ALPH









116. 00 9906 I«1,U
117. 9q06 WRITE(KQUT,9901) (F(I,J ) ,J= 1,NETA)
11B, DO 9905 KaNUL,NSPMl
119. 00 9905 1=1,3
















11 C SEMI CONVERGENT SERIES FOR LARGE X -- INCLUDE 0 TO RAT OF
I?.. c SMALLEST TERM AND RAT TO 1. OF PRIOR T£R* IF SMALLEST TERM IS





IB. R« (TXS.FN-2 . ) /2 . *RAT
10.' R S R / T X S * ( F N + '
20, GO TO 30
21. 25 INs7
.22. R»1 .0
23. FNs l J


















2. SUBROUTINE LIAO(L.I.JfC)3. COMMON/ERRCOM/FLEC u j ), OLE (30)f SPUE CJD, o),Ei.A(253),FLEM.r,LEM
a. 1,SPLEM( 6),ELM(iaV,ELMH,lFlM,IGt.M,ISPUM( 6 ) • NELM. I^MM. DFL (a3l
5.' 2 , D G L C 3 0 ) , D S P L C 3 0 , 6) , FNI.E ( 18) ,GNLE ( 15 ) , SPNLE ( 15, 6 > , E N L < 1 2 3 )
fc.' 3 ,FNLEM,GNtEM,SPNLEM( 6), ENLMM, IFNIM,' 1GNLM, I3PNLM ( 65
6 ) , O R N L C 8 \
f l . . C O M M O N / E T A C O M / E T A d s f O E T A d S i . D S Q C i a j O C ' J C i a i . B I n a . B 2 ( l t t
o,' 1 , L A R ( 1 2 3 ) , B A 1 ( 4 3 , 1 8 ) , B A 2 ( 3 0 , 1 S )
10. COMMON/NONCOM/AM(123,123),DVNL(123).TCW,
11. 1VLNKH»DLPH( 7),OtPK( 6, 7 j , OTHW,OTKW( 6)'iFtUXJ.B( 7)
13, COMMON/INTCOM/KR(20),KIN,KOUT.MAT1I,MAT2I,MAT1J,MAT2J,NETA
13. I F ( L ) 1,3,3
1U. 1 ENL( t ) a ENL( l ) -C*FLECJ)
15. . DO Z Ka l ,MATU
16. 2 A M ( I , K ) B A M ( I , K ) - C * B A 1 ( J , K )
17. RETURN
in. 5 ENL( I )«ENL( I ) -C*SPLF(J ,L )
20. 00 U K » 1 , M A T 2 J
21. K K 3 K K + 1 .






















?. SUBROUTINE OGLE (N. XAM,PRHf OPDIM» NUMX, X,P, EM)
3. DIMENSION X A M C i j,X(l j,P(l),EM(l j,PRH(l J,OPDIM(1)
« , X D I F » X ( N U M X ) - X ( 1 )
5, ISol
b. 2 DO 600 J » 1 , N
7. X A s X A M ( J )
8, 59 I0«l
<», I T » 1
in . 61 I F ( X D I F ) 72,60,71
11, 71 I F ( X A « X ( I S ) } 62,63,6a
1?. 72 ! F ( X ( I 3 ) - X A ) 62,63,60
13, t>3 IF ( IS -1 )671 ,671 ,6B
la. 68 IS«I3-1
15. IT»2
I f c . GO TO (61, 66) , 10
17, *72 I 3 3 N U M X
Ifl . *7l I»IS
20, OPOI»EM(I)
21, GO TO 67
22, 63 PRaPCISJ
23, DPDTBEM(I8)




2B. GO TO (6l.65)»IT
29,' 65 iSolS"!
30. 66 I*IS













. 1, SUBROUTINE FILOJ














16. 37-00 «U Ial,.NC
17. CCI)BO




Z?.^  00 321 UltNCPC
23. 00 321 JsNCP.NCPC
2u. ^21 A(I,J)»0.
25,; NCPoNC




30. M2 N a N » 1
31. CALL FUNXS (C(NCP),A(l,NCp),S(I).T(I),C,H,JL.'JU)
32. GO TO 3U
33. ^33 CALL TRINT (JCTd),C(NCP).AC1,NCP),3(I)»T(I)j
3a. 3« CONTINUE
35, NHIaNDP
3ft. U66 00 «7 Kil.NHl
37,; N8N+1
3fl. CALL FUNX3 (FXV(K),F(l,K),X(K),yCK),G,H,JL,JU5
3<». DO Hi IsJLtJU
UO. FlKsFCI.K)
HI. C(I)*C(I)*FXV(K)*FIK
a?^ 00 07 JsJL.I
«3. ^T A(J,I)«A(J,i)+FIK*F(J,K)
««.' U9 DO 50 J«liNC
«5. JPaj+1









2,. C GENERAL LEAST SQUARE CURVE FIT P R O G R A M (FISLO) / R*K P A R T 2
3. . cOMMON/FITCOM/NC.NpP,NCT,NAUC»JCT(«5>,SCa5),T(45J,ETAXjn<n
a. l ,DUMPC15 i ,PPNEW( l5J ,PALPH.PPPNEW{15 )
5, C O M M O N / F S L C O M / X C 8 5 ) , y ( 6 5 ) , P N E W ( 1 5 ) , N , A L P H C 1 0 0 J . A U C C 1 5 > ,
6. *C(100) ,NDPS,NL ,NLF ,NHI ,NCP,NePC, I , J ,PXYC8S)





12. EQUIVALENCE ( AM ( 1 . 1) , A ( 1 , l) ) , ( AM ( 1 , 83) ,F ( 1 , 1 i )






















7.' tOO FORMAT(25H1SINGULAR, ..... STOP)
«.' C
9. C LU DECOMP,
10, C
tl. DO 12 K»1,N



























a2. 00 10 IsKP,N
«3. 10 A(1,K)«D(I)/CT





a9. . C FORWARD ELIMINATION
50, C
51. 00 13 H1,N
52. 13 0(l)«B(I)











62. C BACK SUBSTITUTION
63, C
6«. X(N)sBCN)/A(N,N)
65. DO 17 I»2,N
67 JPnJ+1
6B. CT«0.


























7, 00 15 lBl,NC
«. 15 Ftl)aO.O
0^ FXYsY
10, DO 5 Isl,NETAM2
11, IF (AUC(Ij.GT.X) GO TO 10
12, 5 CONTINUE
















2<». 21 FfJ*l) = X*X*X
30, F(J»2)aX*X
31. F(J+3)OX









44. C EVALUATES FUNCTION CQEFF IN ALL BUT FINAL CURVE SEGMENT
45^ 10 IF(KR10-1)12,11,11
4h. 11 J=3*(I-1)
47. GO TO 20
4fl, C EVALUATES FUNCTION COEFF FOR FIRST NETAM1 CUBICS
40. 12 J«4*(I-1) »





. 2, C O M M O N / E T A C O M / E T A U 5 ) , D E T A M 5 )
3. C O M M O N / F I T C O M / N C , N D P , N C T , N A U C , J C T U 5 J , S ( « 5 ) , T ( 4 5 J , E T A N ( i 5 ) ,
«, * P C 1 5 ) , P P ( 1 5 ) , P A L P H , P P P C 1 5 )
«>, COMMON/ INTCOM/ IOUMl (20) ,K lN ,KOUT, IDUMa(a) ,NETA; iDUM2(5) .NSP,NSPMl ,
6, 1IDUM3C5),KAPPA
7. CONMON/NETCOM/NETAM1,N£TAM2,NETAM3
H, COMMON/F8LCOM/X(85 } ,Y (85 ) .PNEM15)
0, C O M M O N / R F T C O M / F 2 F I X ( l S ) , K R 1 0 , N P M l , N P 0 1 N T , O U M t ( 3 « ) . N E T A l , K A P P A L
10. DIMENSION A(l5),B(15i,C(15)»0(15)
11. DIMENSION PFIX(IS)
12. C THIS BLOCK CALCULATES THE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF THE EXISTING
IS. C CURVES. P REPRESENTS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES U/UE.H.AND SP* PP
14 ' C REPRESENTS THE DERIVATIVES OF THESE QUANTITIES WITH RESPECT TO ETA.
15. C NOTE THAT THIS OPTION ONLV ALLOWS FOR QUADRATIC SOLUTIONS FOR THF
16.' C FIRST NETAM2 CURVE SEGMENTS,
17. NLM1=NETAL-1
Ifl, NLM2»NETAL-2
1% DO 110 isi.NETA ..
20. TlO PFIX(naF2Flxm*PALPH
2!, IFCKR10.EQ.OJGO TO 401
22, DO 200 N«1,NLM2





2«, GO TO «25
2<». C CUBIC COEFFICIENTS F0» THE FIRST NETAM2 CURVE SEGMENTS





35." 1 + 1)
36. a02 D(N)aP(N)-((A(N)*ETA(N)+B(N))*ETACN)+C(N))*ETA(N)
37, NaNLMl
3fl, GO TO «2S
JO, a25 IFCKR10-1J202,202,201




«fl, GO TO 20fl





50. GO TO 20«
51.' ?0fl CONTINUE
52. C THIS BLOCK EVALUATES THE NEW ETA VALUES BASED UPON PFIX
53; IF(JN-1)S02,502,S03
5<J S02 NSNe2
55, C LOOP ON PFIX
56, 00 250 M«2,NETAM1
57, lF(M-KAPPA)2a9,2«Bf209
5B. i>4B ETAN(M)BETACKAPPAL)
50, GO TO 250
60, ?H<) NS«NSN
61. C LOOP ON P TO LOCATE THE. CURVg SEGMENT IN WHICH PFIX IS LOCATED
4-152
B50F, POINTS
6?' c CHECK FOR ALL CUBIC CURVE -FITS
65. IF(KR10.EQ.O)GO TO 40<t
6U,' DO 253 N»NS,NLM1
65, I F ( P F I X C M > - P ( N n 2 S l , 2 5 2 , 2 5 3





7!.' GO TO 250
72.' C COMPUTATION FOR THE NEW ETA WHERE PFIXsP
75. ?52 ETAN(M)oETACN)
7tt.' NSN«N
75. GO TO 250
76. C' THE LAST CURVE SEGMENT IS EVALUATED HERE FOR THE NEW ETA VAIUES
77^ 353 CONTINUE
78. GO TO U13
79^ C COMPUTATIONS NEW ETA VALUES ON A CUBIC SEGMENT
so. ana DO a05 NSNS,NLMI
fl). IF(pFIX(M).P(N))«U,ai2iao5
8?.' U12 ETAN(M)»ETA(N)
83^ ' . NSNsN












96. GO TO «06
97. fl09 ETAN(M)BETAF-((POA-PFM)/(pOA-POB)i*0.02*OETA(NN)
98. NSNnN
99. GO TO 250
100. C COMPUTATION FOR THE NEW ETA WHERE PFIXsP
10J.' aOfl ETAN(M)»ETAF
102, NSNoN
105. GO TO 250
lOU. «05 CONTINUE
105.' 4J3 IF(KR10-1)258,258.257

















125^ GO TO 285
124 ?86 ETAN(M)8ETAF"{(POA-PFM)/(POA-POB))*0.02*OETAfN)







120. C (-VALUATION OF CURVE FIT CONSTRAINTS







137. 00 781 I C « l , N F I N
13fl, I C P « I C * 1
13«». J C T ( I C ) a U N F I N T
140,' S ( I C i a E T A N ( I C P )
.



















162, C THF CHANGING CONSTRAINTS ARE EVALUATED HERE FQR EACH VARIABLE
1«>3. SOS lCs5*NETAM2+l






170. I F ( K R 1 0 . E Q . O ) N F I N V s 4
171. J C T ( I C ) « 6 + N F I N V
172. S C I C J a f l . O
173. T ( I C ) » P P ( 1 )
174. I C » I C + 1
175. J C T ( I C ) » 0
176. S t I C ) » E T A ( N E T A L J
177. T ( I C ) = P ( N E T A L )
17S. iCsIOl
179, j C T ( I C ) s 5
180, I F ( K R 1 0 . E Q . 2 ) G O TO 400
181, S ( I C ) « E T A ( N E T A L )
182, T ( I C ) » P P ( N E T A L )
183, l C n I C + 1
184, aOO J C T ( I C ) » 0
185, S ( I C ) « E T A ( K A P P A L )
186, T C I C ) a P ( K A P P A L )
187, c THIS BLOCK CREATES AN ARRAY OF POINTS TO BE USED IN FISLF.Q TO GENERATE




I9j, DO 260 MBJ,NETAMI
192. C THE CURVE SEGMENT IS DIVIDED INTO NPOINT EQUAL SEGMENTS
195. DE«(ETAN(M*n-ETAN(MJ)/NPaINT
19fl E»ETAN(M)
195, DO 261 L»1,NPOINT
196, 265 IF(E-ETA(J)J262,263,26<I
197, ?62 JJ«J-1
19fl. C fMEN J 13 EQUAL TO NETAL» A TEST IS PERFORMED TO DETERMINE WHETHER
190. C THE LAST SEGMENT IS A CUBIC OR A QUADRATIC FUNCTION
200. IF(KRIO.EQ.O) GO TO U60
20)^ IF(J.NE.NETAL) GO TO 267
202. U60 IF(KRlQ-n266,266»267
203, ?67 Y ( K ) » ( A ( J J ) * E + 8 { J J ) ) * E * C ( J J )
20a, X ( K i « E
205, K « K + 1
206, GO TO 261
207, ?66 V ( K ) » ( { A f J J J * E + B C J J J ) * E + C ( J j n * E » D { J J )
20«, X ( K ) » E
20«», K«K+1 .





215. GO TO 261
2lfe, ?6tt jej+l





222, K J « N P O I N T * N E T A M U 1
225. C A L L F I S L E Q
224, DO 270 I « 1 , N E T A
225. 370 P . ( I ) « P N E W ( I )















12. 2000 FORMAT (///.5X.12HREFIT CALLED*///)
13. WRITE CKOUT,2000)
14' 2001 FORMAT (2X.2H I , 5X,6HETA ( I ) , 5X,6H U/UE »5X,6HG( 1 . I ) ,2X.Hf IX.
IS. 17H3P(1,I, , I I ,1HJ,1X)./ /)
16.' 2003 FORMAT (2X.2H 1 . 3 X . 6 M C T A (I ) .5X.6HFC5. 1 ) .5X,6HG(2. 1 j . 2X.fl M X,
2001 FORMAT (2X.2H I . 3X.6HETA (j ) .5X.6HF (a, I ) .5X.6HG (3. I ) , 2X.8 ( IX ,
.20,' 2002 F O R M A T ( 2 X , 12, 11 ( I P E 1 1 .3) )
21. PALPH«ALPH
22. C PEFIT CONSTANTS ARE EVALUATED HERE






20. GO TO 780
30. 778 NC»3*NETAM1+1
31. NCT»NETAM2*2+5





















53, DO 784 181,15
54 , G ( 3 , I ) » P P P ( I )
55 , G ( 2 , I ) » P P ( I )
56 , 7fl4 G ( 1 , I ) « P ( I )
57, IF (NSPM1.EO.O) GO TO 788
58," 00 787 J»1,N3PM1
5", DO 785 I»l,15
6ft. P(I)"3P(1,I,J)
61. 785 PP(I)»SP(2,I .J)
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B50G, REFIT
62, C A L L POINTS (2) '






60. ?<»<) DO 508 Ial,15
70. 508 ETA(I)«ETAN(I)
71, 00 800 t»l,8
73. flOO l8PHH(n»I
T5. WRITE (KOUT,2001) I3PWR
7a, 00 801 I»l fNETA
7?. URAT»F(2.I)/ALPH
7ft, 6RAT»GC1»IJ/UCE
77. »01 W R I T E ( K O U T , 2 0 0 2 J I » E T A ( I ) , U P - A T , G R A T , ( 3 P ( l . I , J 5 . j 3 l , N S P H n




1. SUBROUTINE THINT ( I ,G3TUV, G.S, T )
?.'. C TRINT CONVERTS THE CUSVE FIT CONSTRAINTS INTO COEFFICIENTS FOB THE




7, COMMON/ NETCOM/NET AM I.NET A MS, NET AM 3
8, COMMON/TRTCOM/L»W,KN
9, GSTUVnO.O
10, DO 10 K«1,NC
U. 10 GCK)»0.0
12. c QUAD-QUAD INTERIOR POINT MATCH


















32. C QUAD-QUAD INTERIOR SLOPE






3<». C QUAD-CUBIC INTERIOR SLOPE MATCH







«7. C FINAL CUBIC SLOPEaOLD VALUE AT OUTER EDGE
1fl.' 105 1F(KRIO-1)21,20,20 .
"«», , 20 J3NETAM2*3
So. GO TO 22
5>, 21 jaNETAM2*a















































4.4 FORTRAN VARIABLE LIST
All of the Fortran variables are listed and defined in this section. The
routines within which the variables are used, other than in a common block, are in-
dicated beneath the definition of the variable (e.g., 08B, 11A, where the numbers
refer to the element number (B08B, B11A)). The variables are further identified
in the right-hand column according to the following system:
• An L or an L followed by a name indicates that the variable is local
and used in many subroutines or is local to the subroutine named.
• AC followed by a name indicates that the variable is in a. labeled common
of that name.
• An E followed by a name indicates that the variable is equivalenced to a
variable in the named common block.
In some cases the same quantity has different Fortran names in different subroutines.
This only occurs for some varibable used in the chemistry routines (EQUIL, PROPS,
THERM, MATER, KINET, CRECT, INPUT). In the definition of the variable name its
other name is also used and identified in the following manner:
• An asterisk (*)' indicates that the variable is valid only in the chemis-
try routines.
• A plus (+) indicates that the variable is not valid in the chemistry
routines.
(For an example of the above, see FAMOA, MOA. FAMOA is valid only in the
chemistry routines.)
In the Fortran variables list, the subscripts have the following convention:
I =1 nodal point or nodal segment
0 = J species (molecular, atomic, ionic and condensed)
K.KK = K or KK element, base species, or related quantity
L = L streamwise station
N,NN = Other meanings, defined as used
Finally, variables referred to in the definitions are Fortran variable names
except where specifically identified otherwise (e.g., in the definition of AM(N,NN),
(BNL) is not a Fortran variable name but is defined in the text). Defining equations
for certain variables have been collected and are given in Table 4-1. These equa-
tions are referenced by number in the variables list.
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TABLE 4-1. SUMMARY OF DEFINING EQUATIONS FOR FORTRAN VARIABLES
where v.. is the number of atoms of element k in species j and n. is the number
JK J
of moles of species j. Then a. is the amount of element k and is a conserved
quantity.
2. ALPH = au = n/n (see Equation (3-2))
3. Dl = d, = - , 02 = d = 0 (Equation (3-34))
where
 JJAJt_1 is given by Equation (5)
4. Dl -
 d - -2
(Equation (3-35))
02 = d2 = 2 ri-2 i-ra-2
where j>A -. ls 9iven by Equation (5)










7. BAl(N.NN) = ALpp'1 • BLpF where ALpp + BLpF are shown in Figure 3-1.
8. BA2(N,NN) similar to BA1
(Equation (3-13))




10. BETAV(L) = 0 = 2 (Equation (3-12))
11.- DZ = d0 = -~- (Equation (3-34))
where A), given by Equation (5)
12. DZ=.dn.= 2^J ~^- (Equation (3-35)0
where jA£_, given by Equation (5)
13. C3M(L) = I/a* = — — (Equation (3-19))
plWo
14. CPTIL = C = zicn (Equation (2-21))p x-^ p^
T C.pDp,
15. CT = C. used in: D! =.
 m (Z. - K.) (Equation (2-20))
L 1 ' JJ-i«( I 1
16. D2UEDGE = f
17. DLX2 =
 £A£-2
where A defined in Equation (5)
18. DMU4H = -r—' where v. given by Equation (2-21)dn "
19. DMU4K = -^~ where u. given by Equation (2-21)
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20. DUEDGE = fed e = Vu
21. DVNL(N) = [AVNLj, EASE
Q I
corrections to primary nonlinear variables, where AVNL defined by Equation (3-90)
Q
22. ETA(I) = n = — / prKdy (Equation (3-6))
23. FF(J) = F, used in A. = p4~ (Equation (2-19))J ij ri
24. GAM = y
In W\ R , /3 In 2"'




where j? given in Equation (35)
26.
where j given in Equation (35)
27. GAMK(K,KK) =
where j?. given by Equation (35)
28. HTIL = h = Z^h (Equation (2-21))
i
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29. OMEGA = n.-' used in calculation of DEAR
30. SC(I) = Sc = -±- (Equation (2-55))
31. SLAM(K) = > P,A.. and A-. = VLAM(J.K) = > Y,, ^
•^—• J J K J K / --* mi
j m
where yv given by Equation (27)
"Sni
32. VMU1 = y1 =2^xiFi (Equation (2-21))
j
(Note: y, is also used for the reference viscosity which is often y (5). VMU1 is
used only in the transport properties formulation.)
>T-A 557.x.
33. VMU2 = v2 = 2_j -p-1 (Equation (2-21))
Zi34. VMU3 = M = (Equat10" (2-21))
35. WALLJ(K) = j|^ = -^ [Z^ + (Zfc - Kk) y^] (Equation (3-24))
dHSc . «
36. WALLQ = q* (see Equation (3-22))
37. XG(N) = XPn , n = 1,2,3,4 ; P = HT





where p = H
i d s {Equatl.on
40
- ',.». 1.2^.4, p.
where XPfi gf ven by Equation 3-3
i
41. XH(5) - J
where p = f
XSP(N.K) = XPn , n = 1,2,3,4 ; p = Kfe







where ZPn given by Equation (3-45)
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45. « z ,-
w ukiS' (Equation (2-21))
n - ,,2,3,4 ;.
= >n =
n ' n ',2,3,4 ;
 p = K
K






(Where Actively Used) CommonBlock
ERROR COEFFICIENT ARRAY IN CHEMISTRY SOLUTION, N PERTAINS



















DUMMY VARIABLE* DEFINED IN INPUT




A* IN BUSHNELL-BECKWITH TURBULENT MODEL • •
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF RATIO OF A MASS BALANCE ERROR TO LARGEST
TpRM IN THAT MASS BALANCE.
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF CONTRIBUTION OF A SPCIES TO A MASS
BALANCE.
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF LOG CORRECTION ON TEMPERATURE. .
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE • •
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
ACCELERATION PARAMETER, DEFINED .IN OUTPUT
A* IN CEBECI TURBULENT MODEL
MACH NUMBER
COEFFICIENT IN SURFACE KINETIC RELATION FOR MATERIAL BEING
CONSIDERED UNDER KR(9) a 5 OR 6 (SEE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS) .
•NOT USED IN BLIMPJ*
(n5C,0">A)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
DERIVATIVE OF LOG MOLECULAR WEIGHT WITH RESPECT TO LOG
TEMPERATURE AT CONSTANT PRESSURE,
INPUT MASS QUANTITY OF ELEMENTS, Eom
(05C,20A,22AJ
NORMALIZING PARAMETER FOR BOUNDARY LAYER NORMAL COORDINATE,
SF.E EO. cai
(n4A,oSB,06A,08A, 10A,11A, 19A, 14T,29A,50G)





NUMBER OF ATOMS OF AN ELEMENT WITH ATOMIC NUMBER JAT
A SPECIES.
AJ.PH**2
COEFFICIENTS IN THE MATRIX DEFINED AS <BND IN EQ<6)
IN










































ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, SECOND OF THREE PORTIONS OF SPECKS
NAME.
A) PHANUMERIC VARIABLE, THIRD OF THREE PORTIONS OF SPECIES
NAME.
VN(J) * WTM(J)X(FF(J) • (WDZ-VN(J) • FF(J) * W07M SUMMED
OVER ALL SPECIES N «.
DUMMY VARIABLE EQUIVALENT TO TF.MCO*
SAVED ARRAY A(N,NN) DURING IVERSION,
(20A)
WEIGHTING FACTOR IN LINEARIZING EQUILIBRIUM ASPECT OF
KTNETICALLY CONTROLLED MASS BALANCE.
AREA PER UNIT MASS FLOW DURING EXPANSION.
HALL AREA USED IN OUTPUT
ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION OF ATOM,
MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION TO CALCULATION OF AN ARPH,
A* USED IN TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
FTRST FOUR CHARACTERS OF ALPHAMERIC NAME OF ASSIGNED
SURFACE SPECIES
(nSB,0<»A)
ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, FIRST OF THREE PORTIONS OF ELEMENT
NAME.
C « t A , 2 U A )
ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, SECOND OF THREE PORTIONS OF FLEMENT
NAME.
ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, THIRD OF THREE PORTIONS OF ELEMENT
81(1)
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF DTEMP
ERRORS USED WITH COEFFICIENTS TO YIELD CORRECTIONS
IN CHEMISTRY ITERATIONS, IDENTICAL TO BB+.
( ? O A , 2 2 A , 2 3 A . 2 B A )
A R R A Y OF CONSTANTS DEFINED IN flLIMP, IDENTICAL TO 8fl«.'
(02A,0«A,06A,27A)
SAVED VALUE OF BCD DURING INVERSION, EQUALS SURFACE

















































MATRIX (BLHH) OR (BLKK) PREMULT IPLIEO BY INVERSE OF (ALHN)
OR CALKK), RESPECTIVELY. (SEE EQ (8j.)
Co5B,27A,2<>A,SOC)
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF REFERENCE SPECIES IN DIFFUSION FACTOR
CALCUL*TJONS
CONSTANT INPUT AS CLNUM IN BUSHNELL-BECKWITH MODEL
COEFFICIENT IN SURFACE KINETIC RELATION FOR MATERIAL BFING
CONSIDERED UNDER KR(9) * s OR 4 (SEE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS).
*NOT USED IN
BETAM(L)
STREAMWISE PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETER DEFINED BY.eom
(07A,0('B,10A)
STREAMWISE VELOCITY GRADIENT PARAMETER DEFINED BY EOtlO),
DERIVATIVE OF LOG MOLECULAR WEIGHT WITH RESPECT TO LOG
PRESSURE AT CONSTANT TEMPERATURE.
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
NOMINALLY ZERO, SET TO i. TO PREVENT PREMATURE CONVERGENCE
BLOWING PARAMETER BASED ON GAS MASS FLUX GIVEN BY
J»HQVW(I3,1)/(C3 * CM).(HA)
CHAR FLUX NORMALIZED BY HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
PY^OLYSIS GAS FLUX NORMALIZED BY HEAT TRANSFER CHFFFTCIENT
VARIABLE EOUIVALENCED TO BLOCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
SAVED ARRAY OF B(N) DURING INVERSION




VARIABLE EOUIVALENCEO TO BUMCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
CONTRIBUTION TO DAMPING FACTOR EASE RESULTING FROM SIT.N
CHANGES IN CRITICAL ERRORS.
C ETiCOi*
C ETACHN
10**4 • P» CONSTRAINTS ON CORRECTIONS ARE RELAXED FOR









































GRAM ATOMS OF ELEMENT K IN A MOLECULE.
(SOA)
1.' * OZ fcHERE DZ 13 DEFINED BY EQC11) OR (12)
(n3A,05B,05C,08A,10A,ltA,l9A)
-<U2*OZ) WHERE OZ IS DEFINED BY EGUl) OR (12)
<05B,10A, 128,138)
(05B,05C,OBA,10A,11A,19A,28A)
•1/ALPHA3TAR WHERE ALPHA3TAR IS THE FLUX NORMALIZING
PARAMETER DEFINED BY EQ ci3)












































































































































































BFT* * (ALPH **2) * CRHOl
«C3 * ALPH * VMUE(L)
PRODUCT OF DENSITY AND VISCOSITY NORMALIZED BY EDGE VALUE.'
(08A,11A,1«A,19A,25A)
AtPHANUMERIC NAME OF CASE.
VALUE OF THE VELOCITY RATIO AT BOUNDARY LAYER NODE KAPPA.
(n58,07B,0(»A,29A)
CONSTAWT INPUT AS EICON IN BUSHNEIL-BECKWJTH MODEI
CONSTANT INPUT AS ELCON IN CEBECI MODEL
COEFFICIENT IN SURFACE KINETIC RELATION FOR MATERIAL BFING
CONSIDERED UNDER KR(9j a S OR 6 (SEE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS).'
•NOT USED IN BLIMPJ*
MOMENTUM TRANSFER COEFFICIENT GIVEN BY CAPCUJ/ALPH •
VHgE(ISJ/C89*F(3,l)













































USED IN ENERGY LAYER OPTION.
•NOT USED IN 8LIMPJ*
USED IN ENERGY LAYER OPTION,
*NOT USED IN BLIMPJ*
DERIVATIVE OF CG(MS) WITH RESPECT TO ETA
HpAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BASED ON ENTHALPY POTENTIAL.
GIVEN BY -WALLQ/(C3*CG(l.NETA)-GU,m)(Tu>
LFSS THAN ZERO VALUE IMPLIES PRESENCE OF CHAR ELEMENTS PJ
SURFACE CHEMISTRY





































C c nee ON
























DSQtI-1) * DPHIKH(K) / 3.
C7 * F(3,I) * CK2KK)
DETA(I»1) * DPHIKH(K)







L(I) IN MIXING LENGTH FORMULATION,
(t'A)
CLAUSER NUMBER USED IN DEFINING ED
C M ( K )







WAKE PORTION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER.
THE
ELEMENTAL MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS BASED ON MASS
FRACTION POTENTIAL, GIVEN BY VJKW(K)/(DUM(K)««AT(K)) WHERE
DIIM(K) IS THE SUMMATION OVER KK OF (SPU,NETA,KK> -
SP(J,i|KK))/WTM(KK)«CIJ(K,KK)
THE FACTOR BY WHICH ALL CORRECTIONS ARE DAMPED DURING
CHEMISTRY ITERATIONS,
THE VALUE OF CMF AFTER CONSIDERATION OF COMSTHAINTS ON THE
CnRRECTlQN TO BE APPLIED TO THE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF THE JTH
SPECIES.
GLOBAL SET OF COEFFICIENTS C5,c6,c7, ETC.
GLUBAL SET OF COEFFICIENTS CKi,CK2, ETC.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
HALF-ANGLE FOR SPHERE-CO^ SHAPED BODIES.
25036.'5 (778*32.2).
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO COECON FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
CORRECTION ARRAY, COMPOSED OF CORRECTIONS IN H(I).
Isl TO NETA, AND (SPU,I,K), lel/NETA), Ksl,NSPMi;
















































FROZEN SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE MIXTURE.
(oaA,llA,l«A,19A,25A)
FROZEN SPECIFIC HEAT, IDENTICAL TO CCPF+.
(?<U,22A)
FROZEN SPECIFIC HEAT OF GAS, IDENTICAL TO CCPG+.
(22A)
PROPERTY OP THE GAS MIXTURE WHICH REDUCES TO CPBAR FOR
EQUAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS, SEE EQ(1«)
<o8A,iaA,25Aj
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO CRBCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
C26 * OETA( I«1 ) * ( 1 ,-(RHOP ( I) /RHO( I) ) * DET*< I -M/ f c i
(UA, l2B,13B)
(RHOE(L) / RHO(I ) ) * D E T A ( l - l ) * ( 1 ,»DETA (J-l ) *
(RHO(I) * 6.J)
ENTROPY CORRESPONDING TO SF(MS)
(n5B,07AJ
ENTROPY DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO SF<MS)
EQUILIBRIUM SPECIFIC HEAT OF GAS.
COEFFICIENT APPEARING IN THE APPROXIMATION FOR THERMAL
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS, SEE EQciS), (NUHERICALLY EOUAL'TO. "
•o,5) SET EQUAL TO ZERO WHEN THERMAL DIFFUSION NEGLECTED.
(08A,1<IA,25A)





SET OF CONSTANT VECTORS COMVERTEO TO SOLUTION VECTORS
ARGUMENT REPRESENTING DELTA ETA
DFFINEO BY EQ (3) OR (ui .
DF.FINED BY EQ (3) OR m
3FCOND DERIVATIVE OF UEDGE WITH RESPECT TO STREAM FUNCTION,













RFFERENCE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT INTRODUCED IM APPROXIMATION



















DERIVATIVE OF CAPC WITH RESPECT TO H,
Co8A,iaA,19A,25A)
DCAPCH AT THE WALL
DERIVATIVE OF CAPC WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF
EI..P.MENT K
, 1<5A,25A)
DERIVATIVE OF CL AT I WITH RESPECT TO CL AT l-l
DERIVATIVE OF CL AT i WITH RESPECT TO PI AT i
DERIVATIVE OF CL AT i WITH RESPECT TO PIM AT 1-1
DERIVATIVE OF CPBAR WITH RESPECT TO H, SET EQUAL TO ?ERO IN
CURRENT PROGRAM,(f« A, 25 A)
DERIVATIVE OF CPBAR WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF
ElEMENT K. SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN CURRENT PROGRAM,
DERIVATIVE OF CPTIL WITH RESPECT TO H, SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN
CURRENT PROGRAM,
ClOA,25A)
DERIVATIVE OF CPTIL WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF























ERROR IN DIFFUSIVE MASS FLUX,
NE*TON-RAPHSON ITERATION,
Gl OBAL SET OELQW AND DELJW(K),
ERROR IN DIFFUSIVE HEAT FLUX,















OfSPLACEMENT THJCKMESS GIVEN By V (NETA)-CflO* (F( 1 , NETA )
-F(l»l))/ALPH.
(VIA)
BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS PARAMETER USED IN BUSHNELL TURB-
ULENT MODEL
CONSTANT IN CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS ON EPSA(I) RESULTING
FROM LINEAR CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS

















THRUST toss. DEFINED IN aiu
DERIVATIVE OF HTIL WITH RESPECT TO H.
<08A,10A,25AJ
DFRIVATIVE OF HTIL WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF
ELEMENT K.
(08A,25AJ
RnW NORMALIZING FACTOR IN GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION,
PRODUCT OF "DIV AND ELEMENT OF ROW.
DERIVATIVE OF LOG KP WITH RESPECT TO LOG TEMPERATURE.
(28AJ
Af3,j) EVALUATED AT THE WALL.
(OSB)
A(3,K+2) EVALUATED AT THE WALL.'
*l.OG{Xl(L) / XI(L-n)
STORED (HISTORIC) VALUE FOR DLOGXI DEFINED BY Eod7i
(10A)
PPRIVATIVE OF VMUS WITH RESPECT TO H.
(fl8A,lUA,25A)
DERIVATIVE OF VMU3 WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF
ELEMENT K.
(08A,25A)
DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO H OF THE COEFFICIENT MU«
DEFINED IN EQ(18)
(03A,
DFRIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF ELEMENT K OF










DPHiKK(K,KKJ DERIVATIVE OF K TH PHIK WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF
ELEMENT KK, SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN CURRENT PROGRAM,
DFRIVATIVE OF VMU12 WITH RESPECT TO H, SET EOUAL TO ZFRO T
CURRENT PROGRAM.
(i«4i25A)
DERIVATIVE OF VMU12 WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF ELF-
MFNT K. SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN PRESENT PROGRAM,
(25A)
DpFINED IN INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR SINPUT























DERIVATIVE OF PR WITH RESPECT TO H, SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN
CURRENT PROGRAM,












DERIVATIVE OF PR WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF ELEMENT
K.' SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN CURRENT PROGRAM.
(08A.25A)
GlOBAL SET OF OQNL AND DJNL(K).
DpRIVATIVE OF DIFFUSIVE HEAT AND MASS FLUXES, "ULLOJ *ITH
RESPECT TO NTH REDUCED NONLINEAR VARIABLE.
DF.RTVATIVE OF OR WITH RESPECT TO », SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN
CURRENT PROGRAM.
(n8A,l«A,25A)
DERIVATIVE OF QR WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF ELEMENT
K." SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN CURRENT PROGRAM.
(oflA,25AJ
DERIVATIVE OF RHO WITH RESPECT TO H.
(05R»08A,10A,19A,19T,25A)
DpHIVATIVE OF VELOCITY DEFECT THICKNESS WITH HESPECT TO
AT I
OF RHO WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF
ELEMENT K,
(o5fl,06A,m,19T,2SA)
DRHOH AT THE WALL
REDUCED NONLINEAR ERRORS BEFORE MATRIX INVERSION, CORRFC
TTHNS OF VARIABLES IN REDUCED NONLINEAR SET AFTER MATRIX
INVERSION.
DpRlVATIVE OF SC WITH RESPECT TO H, SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN
CURRENT PROGRAM.
(08A,25A)
DERIVATIVE OF sc WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF ELEMENT
K.' SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN CURRENT PROGRAM.
(08A,25A)
DECREASE IN ENTROPY FROM PREVIOUS STATION TO CURRENT
STATION L *T BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE DUE TO SHOCK CURVATURE











































PREDICTED CHANCE IN SURFACE TEMPERATURE FOR THE CURRENT
ITERATION DURING A KR(9) a b PROBLEM,
*NOT USED IN BLIMPJ*
DERIVATIVE OF T WITH RESPECT To H.
USB,08A,1UA,25A)
OTH EVALUATED AT THE WALL.'
(05B,05C)
DERIVATIVE OF T WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION OF CLEMENT K
(05B,OBA,25A)
DTK EVALUATED AT THE WALL.
(OSB.OSC)
LIMIT VALUE OF DELTA (i,/Ti IN CHEMISTRY SOLUTION."
UPWARD TEMPERATURE STEP USED IN SEEKING SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM
SOLUTION,
•
LOCALLY INPUT VARIABLES* IF NON-ZERO ASSIGNED TO FITMDL.
BA3MOL, SIGMA AND EPHvRK, RESPECTIVELY
•
DF»IVATIVE OP EDGE VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO S IN REFCHN,
TEMPORARY STORAGE AREA IN OTHER ROUTINES.
DF.FINED IN INPUT INSTRUCTIONS pOR SINPuT
DERIVATIVE UEDGE WITH RESPECT TO STREAM FUNCTION, SEE EO(20). (SET EQUAL TO ZERO IN PRESENT PROGRAM).
DERIVATIVE OF EDGE VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO STREAMWISE
COORDINATE s.
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
DUMP
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS. ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)






































DAMPED NONLINEAR CORRECTIONS* GIVEN BY £0(211
VFLOCITY DEFECT THICKNESS OVER DEL.
DFRIVATIVE OF AXIAL COORDINATE WITH RESPECT TO WALL LENGTH
COORDINATE. COMPUTED BY LINEAR AVERAGING.
CORRECTION ON VARIABLE Y(J>* IN CHEMISTRY SOLUTION.
C?OA,23AJ
DAMPED CORRECTION ON VARIABLE v(J)» IN CHEMISTRY SOLUTION.'
THE 0 SUB ZERO OF E0(12j
DERIVATIVE OF ZK WITH RESPECT TO H,
(08A/25A)
DERIVATIVE OF K TH ZK WITH WITH RESPECT TO MASS FRACTION
OF ELEMENT KK.
(08A,2SA)
ERRORS IN CHEMISTRY EQUATIONS (MASS BALANCE ERRORS FOR N
EfjUAL TO OR LESS THAN IS*, EQUILIBRIUM ERRORS FQR N GREATER
THAN is*, WHERE is* is NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INCLUDING
ELECTRON).
(?OAf22A,23A,28A)




0*MPING FACTOR, APPLIED UNIFORMLY TO ALL CORRECTIONS.(0«A,OSB,OSC,20A,22A,2SA)
MAGNITUDE OF LARGEST CONTRIBUTION TO K TH MASS BALANCE.
MTNIMUM CONTRIBUTION ACCEPTED TO K TH MASS BALANCE,
• F-B/(10**8)
(22A)
RESIDUAL ERROR IN CONDENSED EQUILIBRIUM IMPOSED IN CHEMIS
TRY SOLUTION AS A CONSEQUENCE OF BOUNDARY LAYER DAMPING.
VARIABLE. EOUIVALENCEO TO EDGCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
EQUILIBRIUM ERROR OF CONDENSED SPECIES BEING INTRODUCED
DURING CURRENT ITERATION.
RF.SIDUAL ERROR IN MASS BALANCE IMPOSED IN CHEMISTRY .SOLU-






































CONTRIBUTION TO THERMAL FLUX DUE TO INEQUALITY OF TURRU-
LENT PRANDTL AND SCHMIDT NUMBERS
CONTRIBUTION TO THERMAL FLUX DUE TO TURBULENT viscous
DISSIPATION
ERROR IN ENTHALPY OR ENTROPY FOR ASSIGNED ENTHALPY OR
ENTROPY CHEMESTRY SOLUTIONS.
MAXIMUM EQUILIBRIUM ERROR, IDENTICAL TO EEL*.
MIXING LENGTH NORMALIZED BY DEL.
(T«»AJ
MIXING LENGTH CONSTANT AS IN L s ELCON*Y.
LnG OF EQUILIBRIUM IMBALANCE OF KINETIC REACTION,
LnG OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM OF KINETIC RELATION
GLOBAL SET OF M A X I M U M VALUES OF ERRORS FOR VARIOUS SETS OF
TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSIONS,
MAXIMUM VALUE OF F.LM(N).
C04A,05B,06A)
SURFACE EMITTANCE OF THE MATERIAL BEING CONSIDERED UNDER
Kfl(9) » 3,4,5 OR 6.
SURFACE EMITTANCE OF THE MATERIAL BEING CONSIDERED UNDER
Kfl(9) a 3 OR 0,
(OSB,05C)
SURFACE EMITTANCE OF THE MATERIAL BEING CONSIDERED UNDER
Kp{9) s 5 OR 6,
SURFACE EMISSIVITY
(OSB,09A)
MAXIMUM MASS BALANCE ERROR. IDENTICAL TO EENL*.
GLOBAL SET OF ERRORS FOR LINEARIZED CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
GLOBAL SET OF MAXIMUM VALUES OF ERRORS FOR THE VARIOUS
SFTS Of LINEARIZED CONSERVATION EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS.
LARGEST VALUE OF ENLM.
(«'-(A,o58)
NORMALIZES ERROR IN ENERGY EQUATION
MULTIPLYING FACTOR USED TO SMOOTHLY TRANSFORM KINFTIC MASS









































ERROR IN OVERALL PRESSURE BALANCE.
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
EpSILON/K, OF REFERENCE SPECIES IN DIFFUSION CALCULATIONS
KINEMATIC EDDY VISCOSITY
KINEMATIC EDDY VISCOSITY IN WALL REGION
KINEMATIC EDDY VISCOSITY IN WAKE REGION
RHOU)**2«CEDDY VISCOSITY)/(RHoE (L }*VMUE (L ) ) .
(n58,llA,l«»A)
VARIABLE EOUIVALENCED TO EPSCOM FOR OUTPUT PURPOSES
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO EQPCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO EQTCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
ERROR IN MASS BALANCE RELATION.
;OAWSON FUNCTION OF ARGUMENT AT I
DAWSON FUNCTION OF ARGUMENT AT 1-1
DERIVATIVE OF OAW3QN FUNCTION WITH RESPECT TO ITS ARGUMENT
AT T
DERIVATIVE OF DAWSON FUNCTION WITH RESPECT TO ITS ARGUMENT
AT 1-1
VARIABLE EOUIVALENCED TO ERRCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
ERROR TEST FOR BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS.
TRANSFORMED COORDINATE IN A DIRECTION NORMAL TO THE
SURFACE DEFINED BY EQ (2Z)
(oaA,o5B,07B,09A,HA,lOA,27A,29A,SoF,50GJ
VARIABLE EOUIVALENCED TO ETACOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
LHCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
RATIO OF FORWARD TO REVERSE DRIVING POTENTIAL IN KINETIC
EOUATlONS.
ALWAYS SET TO i.o, (REACTION EXPONENT).
(•»<IA,28A)
DESIRED VALUES OF VELOCITY RATIO AT THE NODAL POINTS.
DESIRED VALUES OF VELOCITY RATiO AT THE NODAL POINTS FOR





















STREAM FUNCTION (NSD, VELOCITY RATIO (Ns2) AND DERIVA.









F F ( J )
FFA
FFAR
ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, FIRST OF TWO PORTIONS OF SPECIES
NA^P. IDENTICAL TO MCU*.
(20A,23A,24A,25A)
ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, SECOND OF TWO PORTIONS OF SPECIES
NAME. IDENTICAL TO MOB*.
( ? O A , 2 3 A , 2 < » A , 2 5 A )
Ol * MN»1,I) t 02 * HF(J,N+l) FOR N»l THROUGH 3,
01 * F(0,I-1)»D2 * HF<I«l,tt) FnR Nstt.
VALUE OF STREAM FUNCTION AT THE EDGE.
DIFFUSION FACTOR INTRODUCED BY THE APPROXIMATION FOR
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS BY E0(23)
<?lA,22A,23A,2a*.,25A)
POWER ON MOLECULAR WEIGHT IF IT is ASSUMED THAT THE DIFFU-
STON FACTORS, FFIJJ, ARE PROPORTIONAL TO SPECIES MOLFCUI AR
WF.IGHTS, wwj). RAISED TO A POKER.
ON MOLECULAR WEIGHT READ IN IF IT IS ASSUMED THAT
THE DIFFUSION FACTORS, FF(J), ARE PROPORTIONAL TO SPECIES

















RATIO OF GAS MOLECULAR HEIGHT TU 'VMU?».
(?tA,22A,23A)
DIFFUSION FACTOR, FF{J), WHICH 13 READ IN.
PARAMETER SET EQUAL TO WM/VMU2 FQR EOUAt DIFFUSION CPEFFl
CTENTS (KKR(11)a2) AND TO FF(K) FOR UNEQUAL OIFFUslPN
COEFFICIENT (KKR(l«)aO OR i),
CONSTANT IN CURVE FIT OF DIFFUSION FACTORS BASED ON
MOLECULAR WEIGHTS
PRE-EXPONENTIAL FACTOR, POUND MOLES OF REACTANT PEP SECOND
PFR fT**2.
(?«A,28A)
CURVE FIT CONSTANTS FOR THEHMOD^NAMIC DATA FOR THE FLUID
MTXTURE IN KR(7)3l OPTION (SIMILAR TO THE QUANTITIES DIS«
CUSSED IN GROUP 13 OF THE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS). NNe 1,2 OR
3 FOR TEMPERATURE RANGES LOW TO HIGH
ERROR FOR THE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSIONS INVOLVING F(1,I)
AND THEIR DERIVATIVES.
(05B,06.A,30C)
MAXIMUM VALUE OF FLE(N),
C06A)
FRACTION OF A SPECIES WHICH IS LIQUID,
(?OA,21A,22A)





FLUXJ(N,L,n CONVERGED VALUE FOR MASS FLUX Qf COMPONENT N INTO THE
BOUNDARY LAYER AT THE WALL, N


















PyMOLVSIS GAS AND CHAR, RESPECTIVELY.
(OSB,05C,07A)
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCEO TO FLXCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
3 IF UNIMPORTANT SPECIES (MOT SIGNIFICANT IN ANY MASS
BALANCE), OTHERWISE 1.
LHCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
ERROR FOR THE LINEARIZED MOMENTUM EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS,
<0<U,05B)
VNU(J.K) FOR CURRENT J,
(flSC,22A)
Ff5.11 PRINTED IN ONE-LINE-PER-ITERATION OUTPUT,
MriLE FRACTION.
<1U,20A,25A)
CONVERGED VALUE OF STREAM FUNCTION AT SURFACE OF BODY.'
(05C»07A)
INTEGRAND IN CALCULATION OF FW IN REFCON, TEMPORARY
STORAGE AREA IN OTHER ROUTINES.
(07A)
FW * SORT(2*XI) IN REFCON, TEMPORARY STOPAGt AREA IN OTHER
ROUTINES,
WITHTOTAL ENTHALPY (NaD AND ITS DERIVATIVES OF ORDER N
RFSPECT TO ETA.
(05B,05C,06A,06A,10A,11A,12B,19A,24A,2<)A,50G)
IsENTROPIC EXPONENT, DEFINED BY EO (2«).























Oi * G(N.I) * 02 * HGd.NJ FOR N»l THROUGH J, 01 *
I-tJ + 02 * HG(I«t ,3) FOR Han.
STAGNATION .ENTHALPY AT BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE.
DERIVATIVE OF TOTAL ENTHALPY AT BOUNQARY-L A YE» EDGE WITH
RFSPECT TO ETA
(05B,06AJ































MAXIMUM VALUE OF GLE(N),
ISENTROPIC EXPONENT FROM EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION, SET GAM.'
(tlA,l«A,20A)
ERROR FOR THE LINEARIZED ENERGY CONSERVATION EQUATIONS.
NOT USED IN 8LIMPJ
FTRST GUESS FOR WALL ENTHALPY WHICH is READ IN WHFN
KR(2)sO
STATIC ENTHALPY OF THE MIXTURE, IDENTICAL TO HH*.
ENTHALPY, IDENTICAL TO HH*.
(?OA,2U,22A,25A,28A)
' ( i o A )
STORED (HISTORIC) VALUE OF ALPH ONE STATION UPSTREAM.
HF.AT OF FORMATION AT 298 DEC, K OF THE SURFACE MATERIAL
BFlNG CONSIDERED UNDER KR(9) • 3 OR «,
(nSB,05C)




STATIC ENTHALPY OF GAS AT BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE.
STATIC ENTHALPY DISTRIBUTION AT BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE
(n5B,o7A,20A)
LOCAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL HEAT TO THE WALL
TOTAL ENTHALPY OF GAS AT BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE.
STORED (HISTORIC) VALUE OF F(N,D ONE STATION UPSTREAM
FOR Nal THROUGH «, HFU.5) s Dt*F(l,I) * 02*HF(I,1)
NHF.RE 01 AND 02 ARE DEFINED BY EQ d) oR(a)
(05C,08A,10A,11A,19A)
ENTHALPY OF GAS, IDENTICAL TO HHG+.
STORED (HISTORIC) VALUE OF G(N,i) ONE STATION. UPSTREAM.
( i 0 A j
STATIC ENTHALPY OF THE MIXTURE, IDENTICAL TO H*.







































































VARIABLE EQUIVALENCE!) TO HISCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
Sf?T OF VARIABLES STARTING WITH XI(J) TO PE STORED ON TAPE.'
SET OF VARIABLES STARTING WITH PE ( 1 , 1 ) TO BE STORED
ON TAPE
SFT OF VARIABLES STARTING WITH F(l,t) TO BE STORED ON TAPE
SF.T OF VARIABLES STARTING WITH FW(i,j) TO BE STORED
ON TAPE
ENTHALPY OF FUSION.
HEAT OF FORMATION AT 298 DEG. K OF THE MATERIAL BEING
CONSIDERED UNDER KR{9) a 3,4,5, OR 6.
(oscj
HM(J) IF J TH SPECIES IS CHANGING PHASE. OTHERWISE 0.
C?OA,2U,22AJ
ENTHALPY OR ENTROPY OF SPECIES IN ASSIGNED ENTHALPY OR
ENTROPY CHEMESTRY SOLUTION.
DERIVATIVE OF H WITH RESPECT TO ETA.
Cn5B,08A,l<JAJ
HpAT OF FORMATION AT 298 OEG. K OF THE PYROLYSlS GAS BEING




STORED (HISTORIC) VALUE OF SP(N,I,K) ONE STATION UPSTREAM.(IDA)
HFAT OF FORMATION AT 298 DEC. K OF THE MATERIAL BEING
CONSIDERED UNDER K<?(9> » 5 OR 6,
(05C,09A)
PROPERTY OF THE GAS MIXTURE WHICH REDUCES TO
EQUAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS, SEE EQ(2e) FOR
DERIVATIVE OF HTIL WITH RESPECT TO ETA.
(08A)
CONVERGED ENTHALPY OF GAS AT THE WALL.
CoSCrOTA, 2SA)




VARIABLE TO CHECK IF SUBROUTINE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEFN ENTERED
ASSIGNED THE VALUE COMMA c,) THROUGH A DATA STATEMENT FOR
USE IN TEST OF WHETHER THERE is TO BE ANOTHER CASE.






































BALANCE, SUBSEQUENTLY ORDERED ON IB WITH DUPLICATES SET
Tn 1000,
(22A,23AJ
ASSIGNED THE VALUE BLANK ( ) THROUGH A DATA STATEMENT FDR.
USE IN TEST OF WHETHER THERE Is TO BE ANY PUNCHED CARD
OUTPUT.
NEGATIVE INDEX OF ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO KTH BASE SPECIES
INDEX CORRESPONDING TO CORMA IN THE CORAR ARRAY.
(058)
CYCLE COUNTER ON POST INVERSION MODIFICATION IN CHEMISTRY
SOLUTION
ALPHANUMERIC IDENTIFICATION SYMBOL APPEARING ON PUNCHED
CARD DATA (NO CARDS PUNCHED IF IOENT IS INPUT AS A BLANK).'
CONTROL VARIABLE FOR DISCONTINUITY (1 IF DISCONTINUITY,
OTHERWISE 0),
(02A,0«A,07A,09A,10A)
ITEM WHEN DSIP IS TO BE UPDATED.
LnCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
EQUATION INDEX FOR CONDENSED SPECIES.
INOICIES ON MAXIMUM NON-LINEAR ERRORS FOR EACH SET OF
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
NDICIES ON MAXIMUM NON-LINEAR ERRORS FOR EACH SET HF .
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
EQUATION NUMBER TO REPRESENT NEWLY APPEARING CONDENSED
SPECIES
(?OA,23A)
CONTROL FLAG (0 GAS, -1 NONPRESENT CONDENSED, »1 PRESENT
CONDENSED, PRIOR FLAGS DECREMENTED BY 3 IF SPECIES CONTAINS
NONPRESENT ELEMENT OR INCREMENTED BY 5 IF IT is A BASE SPE-
CIES REPRESENTING A NONPRESENT ELEMENT).(30A,21A,22A,23A,2«A,2SA,28A)
INDEX OF THE SET OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHICH HAS THE LARGEST
ERROR FLEM.
ITEM WHEN FLUXJ IS TO BE UPDATED,
(07A)
INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE F(1,I)
INDEX ON LINEAR V A R I A B L E Fd.ij
IN&EX OF THE LINEARIZED MOMENTUM EQUATION WHICH HAS THE
LARGEST ERROR FNLEM,
(A<U,05B)
INDEX ON NON-LINEAR VARIABLE F(2,I)



































INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE F(3,Il
INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE F(3,h
INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE F(«,I>
INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE F(tt,I)
INPUT FLAG
ITEM WHEN FW IS TO BE UPDATED,
NOMINALLY ZERO, EQUALS ONE ON FIRST SET OF BOUNDARY LAYER
CHEMISTRY SOLUTIONS, FIRST GUESS AT i+ is SOLUTION AT
I-IG.
ELIMINATION INDEX IN BASE SPECIES-ELEMENT CORRESPONDENCE
LOGIC.
OF THE SET OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHICH HAS THp LARGEST
ERROR GLEM.








NUMBER OF EQUATIONS BEING SOLVED (HAS THE VALUE OF THE




















ITEM WHEN HW IS TO 8E UPDATED.




INOFX ON FIRST CHEMESTRY EQUATION TO BE SOLVED (1 FOR
UNKNOWN y AND 2 FOR KNOWN T).
TIMING FLAG, NOT USED IN CURRENT PROGRAM

















































FLAG FOR PRESSURE INPUT, SEE INPUT DESCRIPTION JINPUT
FLAG TO OUTPUT PLOT VARIABLES
(OTA,0"»A,11A)
ITEM WHEN PRE IS TO BE UPDATED.
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO INTCOM (EXCEPT KR(2o» FOR
DUMPING PURPOSES
Ft AG ON RESTART OF CHEMISTRY (PERMITS ONLY ONE RESTART)
EACH NON-BASE GASEOUS SPECIES INITIALIZED TO ZERO. SET
TO ONE IF SPECIES is SIGNIFICANT IN ANY MASS BALANCE.
0|fftUG(-ai AND NONCONVERGENT(-1 j FLAG ON CALL TO AND RETURN
FROM REHAY, RESPECTIVELY.
CORRESPONDENCE VECTOR BETWEEN BASE SPECIES AND ELEMENTS.
ITEM WH£N RADR IS TO 8E UPDATEn,
(07AJ
INDEX ON NE«LY APPEARING CONDENSED SPECIES.
FLAG FOR ENTROPY LAYER INPUT.
*NOT USED IN BLIMPJ«
ITEM WHEN RHOVW IS TO BE UPDATED.
(OTA)
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INCLUDING ELECTRON, IDENTICAL TO iz*.
INDEX ON s, is«i AT STAGNATION POINT OR LEADING EDGE,
IDENTICAL TO ISS*.
1<»T,20AJ
VALUE OF is AT PREVIOUS STREAMWISE STATION AT WHICH A
BOUNDARY. LAYER SOLUTION HAS BEEN OBTAINED
(02A,JOA)
NSP«1
ALPHANUMERIC DATA INPUT ON THERMQCHEMESTPY CARDS
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INCLUDING ELECTRON PLUS ONE,
SAME AS ISP IN INPUT.
(OSB,20A,22A) f















































NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INCLUDING ELECTRON PLUS TWf),
MSP t 2
C25A)
INDEX OF THE SET OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WHICH HAS THF LARGEST
ERROR SPLEHCKJ.
(06AJ
INDEX ON NON-LINEAR VARIABLE (GU»D OP SPCI,I,K))
INDEX ON NON» LINEAR VARIABLE (G(lil) OR SP(1,I,K))
INDEX OF THE LINEARIZED ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION EQUATION
WHICH HAS THE LARGEST ERROR SPNLEM(K).
(04A)
INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE (G(2,I) OR SPC2,I,K))
INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE (G(2,l) OR SPf2,I,K))
INDEX ON LINEAR VARIABLE (GC3.I) OR SP (3.I.K))
INDEX on LINEAR VARIABLE (Gt3,i) OR SP CJ.I.K))
I8P2 + NUMBER OF PRESENT CONDENSED SPECIES.
(20A,22A,23A,26A)
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS SOLVED IN CHEMISTRY SOLUTIONS.
IS»2» NUMBER OF PRESENT CONDENSED SPECIES.
ITEM WHEN SPW IS TO BE UPDATED.
(07A)




INDEX OF SPECIES REPRESENTATIVE OF SURFACE
,(05R,05C,11A)
L PROPS
is SET EQUAL TH is* NEAR BEGINNING OF SUBROUTINE PROPS




NnT USED IN CURRENT VERSION, IDENTICAL TO IIU,
(22A)
CURRENTLY SET TO UNITY, IDENTICAL TO ITT*.
(02A,o3A,OSB,05C,06A,07A,0«»A,llA,!OA)
FLAG TO CALL NAMELIST SINPUT
(n7A,0*»A, MB)
TTME (OR SUBCASE).








































SP.T EQUAL TO INPUT VALUE OF NTH
(098,118)
STORES VALUE OF RESTART STATION NUMBER
STORED VALUE OF INPUT FLAG IP
(07A,09BJ
STURED VALUE OF INPUT FLAG iu
(OTA, 098)
NEGATIVE COUNT ON SUCCEEDING CHEMISTRY SOLUTIONS WHICH KILL
ACCEPT RESIDENT SOLUTION AS FIRST GUESS.
COUNTE" FOR CHEMISTRY ITERATIONS, IDENTICAL TO ITTS*.
(20A,2lA,22A,2eA)
COUNTER FOR BOUNDARY LAYER ITERATIONS, IDENTICAL TO MITS*.'
(nJA,0«A,05B,05C)
CURRENTLY SET TO UNITY, IDENTICAL TO IT*.
(?OA,25A)
ITEM WHEN TW is TO BE UPDATED.
(07A)
COUNTER ON NUMBER OF STREAMWISE STATIONS AT WHICH BOUNDARY
(n2A,o5B,09B,10A,20A)
F| AG FOR EDGE VELOCITY INPUT, SEE INPUT DESCRIPTION JINPUT
FLAG FOR I/O UNITS =0 Si UNITS, n) ENGLISH UNITS
VARIABLE IN RERAY CALL SEQUENCE HAVING TO on WITH PRINTING
OF DEBUG OUTPUT, »2 GIVES DEBUG, COMES BACK 3 IF INVERSION
SUCCEEDED, i IF SINGULAR.
(05B,05C)
DIAGNOSTIC FLAG PREVIOUSLY USED TO INDICATE TYPE OF BAP
INPUT DETECTED,
np.^uG FLAG.
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS INCLUDING ELECTRON, IDENTICAL TO is*.(nSB,o5C)
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
(SOA,50D)
RFAO IN AS COMMA (,) OR PERIOD (,) FOR TEST OF WHETHER
THERE is TO BE ANOTHER CASE (SEE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS).








































INDEX ON SURFACE CONDENSED SPECIES.
(2<>e,22A)
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
C22A)
LOCAL INDEX
J.I, WHERE ' IS BASE SPECIES COUNT.
SET EQ'JAL TO UNITY IF RHOVW OR FLUXJ ARE READ IH FORCURRENT TIME, OTHERWISE ZERO.
LOCAL INDEX
TIME CHECK FLAG, SET TO ZERO IN CURRENT PROGRAM
HEADING TITLES FOR OUTPUT OF VARIOUS UNITS
(n2A,o7A.09A,llA,UB,20A)
INDEX OF THE NODAL POINT AT WHICH THE VELOCITY RATIO is
FIXED.
(nSB,o7B,09A,UA,19A,29A,50F)







FI AC TO CALL SLOPL
(07A,09AJ
NUMBER OF TAPE FROM WHICH DATA is READ.
Co2A,o7A,07B,09A,o9B,l«B,l9A,2aA,29A)
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCE TO KINCPM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
CONTROL VARIABLE o UNLESS PERFORMING ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE
CALCULATION DURING «R<9)86 ENERGY BALANCE PRHBLEMS (SEE
DEFINITION OF TFZ),
(058,05C)
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
ARRAY OF INPUT INTEGERS WHICH CONTROL THE VARIOUS OPTIONS
OF THE PROGRAM, IDENTICAL TO KR*.
FLAG TO CALL REFIT OPTION, O-NO CALL» I-CALL IF NECESSARY,2-HA3 BEEN CALLED
(n3A,07B,09A,llA,29A)
NUMBER OF TAPE ONTO WHICH DATA is WRITTEN.
(fl2A,03A,0<*A,05B,05C,07A,078,09A,10A,HA,llB,l«A,l«B,l5B,
l9A,20A,21A,22A,23A,2aA,25A,27A,28A,29A,50G)


































UNIT NUMBER FOR PLOT VARIABLES OUTPUT (STORED IN.M3D(2))
(02A,07A,11A) ____
IDENTICAL TO K R C N J * BY TRANSMITTAL THROUGH CALL LISTS OF
PROGRAMS EQUIL AND INPUT. ALSO IDENTICAL TO KO(NU.(02A,03A,0«A,OSB,OSC,OM,07A,09A,11A,1<IA,18B, 19A,19T,20A)
CONTROL CARD FOR CHEMISTRY CALCULATION (KRH) = o FOR
ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE, i FOR SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM, 2 FOR
ASSIGNED ENTHALPY, KR(2) AND KR(3) ARE 1 IF ELEMENT AND
SPECIES DATA ARE TO BE READ IN, OTHERWISE. 0. KR(U) IS NOT
USED, KR(5j 13 0 IF IT 13 NOT A BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE
SOLUTION, i FOR EXPANSION, z FO" STAGNATION, KR(6) is o FOR
BnllNDARY LAYER CALCULATION, 2 FOR SURFACE MASS BALANCE,
KR(7) CONTROLS DEBUG, IDENTICAL TO KZ(N)».
(?OA,21A,22A,23A,2«A,2SA,28A)
ARRAY OF INPUT INTEGERS WHICH CONTROL THE VARIOUS OPTIONS
OF THE PROGRAM, IDENTICAL TO K«R*.
(03A,0«A,05B,05C,07A,07B,09A,10A,1U,1«A,19A,19T,26A,27A.
2'A)
KKR(2) (FIRST GUESS FLAG) PRESERVES VALUE SINCE KKR(2) IS
RFSET TO ZERO IN SETUP,
(20A)
STORED VALUE OF KR(JJ
VALUES OF KR(9) WHEN WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE TO BE
CHANGED AT DOWNSTREAM STATIONS, CURRENT «R(9) ASSIGNMENT
MADE NEAR BEGINNING OF SUBROUTINE NONCE".
(05B,07B,0<»A)
USED TO SAVE THE INPUT VALUE OF KP(10)
(07B,0'9A,50E,50F,50G,50HJ
SAVED VALUE FOR KR(17),
(03A)
SURFACE MATERIAL INDEX (FOR EACH STATION)
(05B,07B,09A)
FLAG INDICATING CHANGE IN THE REFIT PARAMETERS AT TURBULENT
TRANSITION.
(07B,0<»A,JU,19A)
INDEX ON COLUMNS DURING INVERSION.
INDEX ON PYROLYSIS GAS COMPONENT
INDEX ON CHAR COMPONENT
(f)5fl,05C,20A,2U)
UNITY IF J TH SPECIES CONTAINS K TH ELEMENT, OTHERWISE
INDEX U3ED FOR REARRANGING ELEMENTS IN MATRIX OF NONLINEAR
EQUATIONS (AM).
(05B,05C,27A)
ASSIGNED THE VALUE PERIOD (.) THROUGH A DATA STATEMENT FOR




































F| AC REGARDING MISSING ELEMENTS FOR CURRENT SOLUTION, 5
At. WAYS PRESENT FROM EDGE, 2 ALWAYS PRESENT DUE TO UPSTREAM
INJECTION, i PRESENT DUE TO LOCAL INJECTION, o NOT PRESENT.
{03A,05B,05C,20A,29A)
F| AC REGARDING MISSING ELEMENTS FROM PRinR SOLUTION, SEE
LfrF FOR NUMERICAL VALUES.
TFMPORARY STORAGE FOR LEF(K) DURING TAPE FLIP-FLOP FOR
N a 1 AND 2.
(03A,20A)
UPDATE LEF IF EQUAL TO ZERO (»MiTs»ii-2 FOR BOUNDARY LAYER
SOLUTION, OTHERWISES!),
Fi.AG REGARDING MISSING ELEMENTS FOR CURRENT WALL SOLUTION,
SFF. LEF FOR NUMERICAL VALUES,
(OSC,20A)
LOCAL INDEX
LAM(K.KK) FQR KKTH BASE SPECIES.
INDEX ON MASS BALANCE *HICH IS CONTROLLED BY N TH KINFTIC
REACTION.
(2flA)
Rn« INDEX OF PIVOT FOR NTH COLUMN.
COLUMN INDEX OF PIVOT FOR NTH ROW.
LOCAL INDEX
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCAL INDEX
LOCAL INDEX
INDEX USED TO REARRANGE COLUMNS IN RERAY (SEE L*")
LOCAL INDEX
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
(SOM)
COUNT ON PRINCIPAL SPECIES AFTER ORDERING IB.
ORDERING VECTOR BASED ON HAVING RAT IN DESCENDING SFOUENCF.
3 * NETA • 2, NUMBER OF TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSIONS AND LINEAR
BnUNOARY CONDITIONS INVOLVING F(1,I) AND ITS DERIVATIVFS.
(n5B,06A,27A,29A)
NF.TA * 3, NUMBER OF LINEARIZED MOMENTUM EQUATIONS AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS,
(03B,12B,13B,19A,19T,2TA,2<)A,30C)
2 • NETA, NUMBER OF TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSIONS AND LINEAR



































OB THE K TH SPECIES, 3P(1,I,K), AND ITS DERIVATIVES.'
<05B»06A,27A,29A)
NF.TA, NUMBER OF LINEARIZED ENERGY OR K TH ELEMENTAL CONSER
VATION EQUATIONS »ND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
(o3B,l2B,l38,l<)A,l9T,27Af29A,JoC)
STORES DATE INFORMATION
INOEX ON PHASE CHANGING SPECIES^
(?OA,21A,22A)
MA(K)
COUNTER FOR BOUNDARY LAYER ITERATIONS, IDENTICAL TO ITS*.
(20A)
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, FIRST OP TWO PORTIONS OF SPECIES
NAME, IDENTICAL TO FAMOA*.
(04A,05B,11A)
ALPHANUMERIC VARIABLE, SECOND Of TWO PORTIONS OF SPECtfS
NAME, IDENTICAL TO FAMQB*.(o<u,o5B,iiA)
STORED VALUE FOR KR(1)*.
(20A,21A,22A)
FLAG SET IN EOUIL AND USED IN C"ECT. ZERO RESULTS IN EM.
PHASlZlNG EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS DURING CHEMISTRY CONVF.R-
GENCE, OME RESULTS IN EMPHASIZING MASS BALANCES,
INDICES USED IN REARRANGING REACTIVE MASS BALANCES ACCORD.
ING TO CONTROLLING REACTIONS.
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCAL INDEX (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
SAME AS KPCH
SAME AS KPLT
*NOT USED IN 8LIHPJ*
NUMBER OF KINETICALLY CONTROLLED REACTIONS,
CONTROL VARIABLE (-1 FOR NEW CASE, SET TO ZERO AT THE
OF SUBROUTINE SETUP),
NUMBER OF ROWS * i
LOCAL INDEX
ITERATION AT WHICH DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT WILL COMMENCE
























UNIT NUMBER FOR SCRATCH OUTPUT
(02A.03A)
UNIT NUMBER FOR SCRATCH OUTPUT
(02A,03A)
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS OF THE NONREACTING FLUID MIXTURE IN


















NnNCONVERGENCE COUNT, INITIALLY ZERO, INCREMENTED BY PN?
EACH NONCONVERGENT CHEMISTRY SOLUTION.
DIMENSION TRANSMITTED THROUGH CALL
NUMBER OF DISCONTINUITIES.'
NUMBER OF MAXIMUM LINEAR ERRORS ELM.
(06A)
NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN ENTROPY TABLE
(OSB.07A)
NUMBER OF MAXIMUM NONLINEAR ERRORS ENLM.
(06A)
OF NOOAC POINTS ACROSS BOUNDARY
EDGE.
INCLUDING HALL
HF* VALUE OF NETA WHEN NUMBER OF Noots is CHANGED AFTER
TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE
(07B,0"A,11AJ
NUMBER OF SPECIES FOR WHICH DIFFUSION FACTORS, FFI(J), ARE
TO BE READ IN.
FIRST OF TWO PORTIONS OF NAME OF MOLECULE FOR WHICH DIFFU-
STON FACTOR, FFCJ), IS BEING READ IN.
SECOND OF TWO PORTIONS OF NAME OF MOLECULE FOR WHICH OIFFU-
STON FACTOR, FF(J), IS BEING READ IN,
(2«A)
NuHBER OF SIGNIFICANT SPECIES PLUS NUMBER OF NONPRESENT
NUMBER OF TIMES (OR SUBCASES),
=NSD(5), FLAG FOR USING NAMELIST INPUT IMISLIS AND SSTALIS
NiMBER OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, MAT1 I*NSP*MATaI .
NUMBER OF ROWS LESS ONE .
NUMBER 9Y WHICH COLUMNS EXCEED ROWS IN PRINCIPAL A R R A Y





































NUMBER OF COLUMN VECTORS IN SECONDARY ARRAY
CONTROL VARIABLE USED AFTER RETURNING FRHM SUBROUTINE OUT-
PUT (.1 WHEN RERUNNING FROM OUTPUT DURING ITERATIONS, o
WHEN CONVERGED, +1 WHEN NQNCONyERGED AFTER ALLOWED NUMBER
Of ITERATIONS).
(n2A,0«A,UA,20A)
NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN PRIMARY ARRAY.





NUMBER OF POINTS USED TO DEFINE THE REFIT CURVES(07B,09A,SOF,SOG)
NUMBER OF DERIVATIVE PROPERTIES TO BE EVALUATED
NSP * 1, NUMBER OF REDUCED NONLINEAR EQUATIONS,
(OSB,05C,27A)
NUMBER OF STREAMWISE STATIONS,
(o2A,07A,07B,0<»A,09B,llA,llB,mA,l<»T)
FLAG FOR USE OF NAMELIST SMISLIS AND SSTALIS
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE SYSTEM, NOT INCLUDING ELECTRONS.'(05B,05C,06A,07B,09A,HA,20A,2SA,27A)





DEFINED IN INPUT INSTRUCTIONS SINPUT, STORED IN UF(t2)
CURRENTLY SET TO UNITY.
ZERO.
PARAMETER OF THIS NAME USED IN TRANSPORT PROPERTY CALCU-
LATIONS INTRODUCED IN £0(29) NUMERICALLY EQUAL TO
t.'07/(T/106.7)**0.159
VARIABLE EOUIVALENCED TO OUTCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
PRESSURE.(0<>B,20A,21A,22A,23A,2«A,2SA,50F,50G)






























































SOURCE TERM FOR KTH ELEMENT (EOUAL TO ZERO IN MIXEP EOUI
LrBRiUM-FROZEN BOUNDARY LAYER).
(T3B,25A)
OFHTVATIVE OF PHIK -ITH RESPECT TO ETA.
(0«A,13B)
Pfl> JN MIXJNC LENGTH FORMULATION.
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
PRODUCT OF DAMPING FACTORS.
(05B,20A)
P AT NODE I-t .
P * (!(>*•(•$)) USED TO INITIALIZE PARTIAL PRESSURES.'




INPUT VALUES OF NORMALIZED EDGE PRESSURE
i IB)
FORWARD RATE OF REACTION.
RfVERSP RATE OF REACTION,
(?84)
SUMMATION VNfJ)*WTM(J) FOR ALL CONDENSED SPECIES,
NF.T FORWARD RATE OF REACTION.
(28A)
STOICHlOMETRIC PRODUCT COEFFICIENT ON K TH BASE SPECIES.
VN(J) * FF(J) SUMMED OVER ALL GASEOUS SPECIES (sVMUl *P).
VwCJ) * ^TM(J) / FF(J) SUMMED OVER ALL SPECIES N* (sVMU2*P)
VN(J)/(FF(J) * (WOa-VN(J) * FF(J) * WD8)> SUMMED OVER ALL
SPECIES N*.
SUMMATION VNUCJ.K) * VN(J) OVER ALL GASES J.
PRANDTL NUMBER.
(OflA, 11A, 1«A,25A)
CONSTANT IN THE PRANOTL NUMBER RELATION DEFINING PR (SEE
PROUM).






























CONSTANT IN THE PRANDTL NUMBER RELATION DEFINING PR (SEE
PROUM).
(l<tA,|4B)
CONSTANT IN THE PRANOTL NUMBER RELATION DEFINING PR (SEE
PRDUM),
PRANOTL NUMBER IF CONSIDERED CONSTANT, OTHERWISE, IT is A
CONSTANT IN THE RELATION/ PROPRDUM+PRA * T ** PRB»PRC*T
** PRO/ USED IN KR(75» 1 OPTION ONLY.
SOLUTION STATIONS
(o3i,07A,0-»B,lU,llB)
DERIVATIVES OF VMUS (NN«I), VMn«(NNa2),HTR(NNs3) AND z*(K)
(NN«S+K) WITH RE3PECT TO ENTHALPY (Nnlj, PRESSURE (N=?j




DEFINED IN BIIAB -K*DT/DY


















RATIO OF LOCAL STATIC PRESSURE TO STAGNATION PRESSURE PTF.T
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO PORTION OF PRPCOM FO« STORAGE
TRANSFER
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCED TO PRMCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
PMU-RMU
(2«A)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE RELATIVE TO ARRAY OF DERIVATIVE
PROPERTIES BEING CALCULATED








NORMALIZING FACTOR FOR PRESSURE, SEE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS(n<»AJ
STORES INPUT VALUE OF RTM, THROAT RADIUS












































VARIOUS BODY SHAPES) DUE Tn CHANGE IN\ MANNER OF INTE-
GRATION IN THE VICINITY OF THE STAGNATION1 POINT OR LEAPING
EDGE.
N(rT RADIATION FLUX TOWARD THE SURFACE (SET E3UAL TO ZE«0 IN
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
DTFFUSm HEAT FLUX AT THE *ALL» C32/C3 EVALUATED AT WALL.
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
CllRvE FIT CONSTANT FOR THERMODvNAMIC DATA (THE QUANTITY A1
DISCUSSED IN GROUP 13 OF INPUT INSTRUCTIONS!, N»I. 2, OR j
FOR LOW TO HIGH TEMPERATURE RANGES, RESPECTIVELY.
(2lA,2«A)
INCIDENT RADIATION FLUX ABSORBED BY THE SUPFACE AT STATION
3ft).
<07A,07B,09A,I1A)
*UCL FOR AXISYMETRIC FLOW, el FOR 20 FLOW
«?2/7 FOP AXISYMETRIC FLOW, aJ/2 FOR 20 FLOW












STORES TOTAL HEAT TO WALL
(HA)
RATIO OF INCIDENT RADIATION FLUX ABSORBED BY THE SURFACE TO
THE VALUE AT STATION sen, RAOFL,
INCIDENT RADIATION FLUX ABSORBED BY THE SURFACE,
(n3A,OSC,07AJ
LARGEST OF PKP, PKR, PMR. MEASURE OF REACTION IMPORTANCE.'
CONSTRAINT USED TO FLAG THE REKIT OPTION.
(07R,0<)A,1U,11B)
CURVE FIT CONSTANT FOR TH£RMODYNAKIC DAT/l (THE QUANTITY A?
CURVE FIT CONSTANT FOR THERMODVNAMIC DATA (THE QUANTITY. A?
OTSCUSSED IN GROUP jj OF INPUT INSTRUCTIONS), Nsl, 2, OR ^
FOR LOW TO HIGH TEMPERATURE RANGES RESPECTIVELY,
(?U,2«A)
CURVE FIT CONSTANT FOR THERMODYNAMIC DATA (THE QUANTITY AU
orsc'JsSEo IN GROUP u OF INPUT INSTRUCTIONS), Nei. 2, OR 3




















CURVE FIT CONSTANT FOR THERMODYNAMIC DATA (THE QUANTITY AS
DISCUSSED IN CROUP J5 OF INPUT INSTRUCTIONS), Nsl, 2, OR 3








REYNOLDS NUMBER ON DEL WHERE DEL is THE v DIMENSION NORMAL
IZlNG PARAMETER, ALSO, RED» -VHUE(L)* C3
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE .
LOCALL* DEFINED VARIABLE '
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
RADIATION FLUX FROM WALL
REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON DISTANCE s.( i l A )
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE .
RF.YNOLDS NUMBER ON MOMENTUM THICKNESS
TRANSITION REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON MOMENTUM THICKNESS.
Cn5B,07B,l<»AJ
CURVE FIT CONSTANT FOR THERMODYNAMIC DATA (THE QUANTITY Afe
DISCUSSED IN GROUP 13 OF INPUT INSTRUCTIONS), NSI, 2, OR 3
FpR LOW TO HIGH TEMPERATURE RANGES RESPECTIVELY.
(?1A,20A)
CURVE FIT CONSTANT FOR THE"MODYNAM1C DATA (THE QUANTITY A7
DISCUSSED IN GROUP. is OF INPUT INSTRUCTIONS), N«I, i. OR 3
FOR LOW JO HIGH TEMPERATURE RANGES, RESPECTIVELY.
DENSITY OF GAS MIXTURE,
C n 8 A , l l A , l < I A , 1 9 A , 1 9 T , 2 5 A J





































RATIO OF MOLECULAR HEIGHT OBTAINED BY SUMMING PARTIAL PRES-
SURES OVER ALL SPECIES TO THE MOLECULAR HEIGHT OBTAINED RY


































RFLATIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF KINETIC REACTION IN MASS BALANCE.'
RMMGS*FFF/AA
PFRFECT GAS CONSTANT, R, TIMES TEMPERATURE, T.
THROAT RADIUS, EOUIVALENCED TO PTETm
C09A, 118)
STREAMWISE COORDINATE ALONG BODY,(03A,05B,07A,09A,UA,1<IA,19A,19T)
LARGEST CONTRIBUTION TO TERM IN N TH COLUMN.
SIGNED VALUE OF ALPH
ENTROPY,
(?OA,21A,22A)
REFERENCE SCHMIDT NUMBER, SEE EGCSO)
(n«A, 1 U, 14A.25A)
TURBULENT SCHMIDT NUMBER
(07B,19A)
RATIO OF RESIDUAL TERM IN N TH COLUMN TO S(N),




















TEMPORARY STORAGE AREA IN OTHER ROUTINES.
VARIABLE OF INTEGRATION IN CALCULATION OF FW IN RFFCON,
TEMPORARY STORAGE AREA IN OTHER ROUTINES.
(n7A,J9T)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE


























WALL SHEAR GIVEN BY CAPCCU/ALPH * VMUECIS) * UE.Clsi/Ce« *
F(3.lj/32.17«0
( tl A i
SAVED VALUE OF INPUT ENTHALPY, .
ENTHALPY OR ENTROPY OF FUSION OF A 3PECIES IF TEMPERATURE
EQUALS FUSION TEMPERATURE OF THAT SPECIES.




DEFINED BY EQ(31) •
(?U.22A,23A)
ENTROPY OF FUSION.
S.M(J) IF J TH SPECIES IS CHANGING PHASE, OTHERWISE 0.
(2<U,2U,2ZA)
ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION (N»D AND ITS DERIVATIVES OF OROER
N-l WITH RESPECT TO ETA,
Dl * SP(M,I,K) • 02 * HSP(I,N,K) FOR NBJ THROUGH 3, 01 *
SP(J,I"1,K) * 02 * HSP(I"1»3,KJ FOR
OTMF.NSIONEO VARIABLE USED IN VARIOUS SUBROUTINES BUT NOT
USED FOR TRANSMITTING INFORMATION BETWEEN SUBROUTINES.*
EJ.EMENTAL MASS FRACTION AT BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE,
(06A,07A)
.SAVED VALUE OF PIEASE
ERROR FOR THE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSIONS INVOLVING SPO.I.KJ
AND THEIR DERIVATIVES.
MAXIMUM VALUE OF SPLE(N,K),
(06A)
VARIABLE USED TO DENOTE PRESENCE OF NEW ELEMENT IN SYSTEM
VARIABLE USED TO DENOTE PRESENCE OF NEW ELEMENT IN SYSTEM
ERROR FOR THE LINEARIZED ELEMENTAL CONSERVATION EOUATIONS.
CONVERGED VALUE FOR ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION OF BOUNDARY
LAYER GAS AT THE WALL.
(fl5C,07A,20A,25A)















































SAVED VALUE OF INPUT ENTROPY,
STAGNATION ENTROPY BASED ON i ATM PRESSURE.
STAGNATION ENTROPY BASED ON ACTUAL PRESSURE.
STEFAN-BOLTZMANN CONSTANT.
(05C,09A)
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCE!) TO STTCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
VALUE OF S AT WHICH TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE OCCURS
RT*0 LOG KP/0 LOG T OF KINETIC REACTION.
OFF.DIAGONAL COLUMN SUMS OF GAMK USED TO STHENGTHFN
DIAGONAL DOMINANCE OF ARRAY.
LOG KP OF KINETIC REACTION.
LOG (SUMN/P)
SUMMATION OF PARTIAL PRESSURES FOR ALL GAS PHASE SPECIES.
(2U.22AJ
SUM OF PRODUCT Y(N)
SUM OF REACTANT Y(N)
STATIC TEMPERATURE IN DEC K, IDENTICAL TO z*
STATIC TEMPERATURE IN OEG R, IDENTICAL TO TT*.
INTERMEDIATE ARRAY USED IN FORMING UK.
WALL SHEAR
•n LOG KP / D LOG T FOR FORMATION REACTION OF J TH SPECIF.8
Tc EVALUATED AT THE WALL FOR THE (ISP)TH ELEMENT.
TEMPERATURE AT BOUNDARY LAYER FOGE.
VARIABLE EQUIVALENCEO TO TEMCO* FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
FAIL TEMPERATURE OF SPECIES J.
MAXIMUM FAIL TEMPERATURE 0F CANDIDATE SURFACE SPECTFS.'
SURFACE TEMPERATURE TO WHICH CONVERGENCE is TEMPORARILY
ATTEMPTED DURING ENERGY BALANCE PROBLEMS USING KRfp>r<,.
(OSB,05C)
ENTHALPY THICKNESS
MASS THICKNESSES GIVEN BY DUZfK)/OUM(K) WHERE DUZ(K) IS THE


































8P(l,NETA»KKj«XSPCS,KK))/ WTM(KK) * CIJ(K.KK) AND DUM(K) IS
THE SUMMATION OVER KK OF (SP( 1 ,NETA,KK }«SP( 1 , 1 ,KK )/WTM(KK )
* CU(K,KK).
ENERGY THICKNESS GIVEN BY C89/ALPH * UF(I/NETA)-F(I,I))
* G<l.NETA).XGc5))/(G(l,NETA)-Gn,l)>
(11 A)
MHMENTUM THICKNESS GIVEN BY CBO/ALPH * {(F(i,NETAj.F(i,hi
•XM(5)/ALPH)
ciui





TpMPERATURE BELOW WHICH IONIZATION
TvP(T OF AVERAGING EMPLOYED TO c*K(N)




OR MOLE FRACTION OF SPECIES j IN THF
GRAM ATOMS OF ELEMENT K PE» MASS OF COMPONENT N.




















TEMPERATURE ALLOWED FOR CURRENT ITERATION.'
VN(ji / FFCJJ SUMMED OVER ALL SPECIES N*, {sVMUS*VMUZ*PK
DERIVATIVE OF T WITH RESPECT TO ETA.
, J9AJ
GRAM ATOMS OF BASE SPECIES K PER UNIT MASS OF COMPONENT N.
SFE W(N) FOR DEFINITION OF COMPONENTS
(f>SC,20A,21A,20A)
TfMPERATURE RANGE LIMITS IN DEGREES R
GROUP OF TERMS WHICH APPEARS IN DERIVATIVES OF PI.'(REYNOLDS NUMBER ON DELST ) /C26/ (2, *CAPC ( I ) *«2* YAP**2*P I) .
PHASE CHANGE TEMPERATURE.


































MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE ALLOWED FOR THIS SOLUTION.
C;»OA,21A,22A)
MTNIMUM TEMPERATURE ALLOWED FOR THIS SOLUTION,
(?OA,21A,22A)
VARIABLE T USED IN TRANSVERSE CURVATURE CALCULATIONS
(05B,08A,19A,19T)
UPPER TEMPERATURE OF TEMPERATURE RANGE FOR INPUTTING
THERMODVNAMIC PROPERTY DATA FOR SPECIES j, NSI OR 2 FOR
LrHER AND UPPER TEMPERATURE RANGES, RESPECTIVELY,
(j>OA,2U,22A,23A,2«A)
CONSTANT USED IN TVC CALCULATIONS
CONVERGED VALUE OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE,
(05C»07A)
BASE TEMPERATURE USED IN HEAT«TRANSF£R-COEFFIC IENT
CALCULATION
UNIT CONVERSION FACTOR TO GET FROM I/O UNITS TO BLIMP
UNITS OF DENSITY
C02A,07A,0<»A,11A,11B,1«A,20A,29A)
SFE UCO, FOR ENERGY
SFE UCD, FOR LENGTH
SF.E UCD, FOR MASS
UCD, FOR MASS FLUX/AREA
d t A j
SFE UCD, FOR PRESSURE
SFE UCD, FOR ENERGY FLUX
SFF. UCD, FOR SHEAR
SFE UCD, FOR TEMPERATURE
SFE uco, FOR VISCOSITY
BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE VELOCITY,
(05B,07A,09B,11A,1«A,19A,20A)
SFT EQUAL TO UNITY IN PRESENT PROGRAM,
INPUT EDGE VELOCITY, SEE INPUT INSTRUCTIONS SlNPUT
NORMALIZING FACTOR IN GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION,
FREE-STREAM VELOCITY
(n58,07A,20A)
EnGE VELOCITY NORMALIZED BY REFERENCE VELOCITY














































COMPLEX FACTOR HAVRG TO DO WITH DAMPING OF KINETlCALLY
CONTROLLED MASS BALANCES.
SMOOTHING FACTOR RELATED TO IMPOSING RESIDUAL ERROR INTO
REACTIVE MASS BALANCES AS A RESULT OF BOUNDARY LAYER
DAMPING.
FpICTION VELOCITY USED IN TURBULENT MODEL FORMULATION
LnCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
VARIABLE EOUIVALENCEO TO VARCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE (VARIOUS ROUTINES)








DIFFUSIVE MASS FLUX OF BASE SPECIES AT THE WALL,
EVALUATED AT THE WALL (IN OUTPUT, VJKW(K) IS MODIFIED TO
REPRESENT DIFFUSIVE MASS FLUXES OF ELEMENTS AT THE WALL."
(OSH,11A)
3P(J,I,K)





MIXTURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY GIVEN BY RHO(I) * OBAR * VMU6
* 1.'9869 / (WM * VMU1),
LAMBDA, DEFINED IN EQtsi)
(20A)
LOG KP FOR FORMATION REACTION OF J TH SPECIES
(05B,20A,21A,22A)

















































SFT OF VARIABLES STARTING WITH Cl TO BE STORED ON TAPE.
TOTAL MASS FLUX IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER. DEFINED IN SHA
MASS FLUX IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER FRO* THE INVISCID FLOW
SURFACE MASS LOSS RATE DUE TO LIQUID LAYER FLOW
VISCOSITY OF MIXTURE, COMPUTED in SUBROUTINE PROPS AS
RHO(I) * D8AR * VMU5/VMU1
(lU,lflA,25AJ
COEFFICIENT MU1 DEFINED IN £0(52)
SA*E AS VMU2 IN PROPS,
COEFFICIENT MU2 DEFINED IN EU(33)
PROPERTY OF THE GAS MIXTURE WHICH REDUCES TO I/WM FOR FCUAL
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS. SEE EO(3U)
(t«A,2SA)
DERIVATIVE OF VMU3 «ITH RESPECT TO ETA.
(084)
DFRIVATIVE OF vnu« WITH RESPECT TO ETA. -
(rtflA)
CnNTRIBUTION TO MIXTURE VISCOSITY GIVEN BY AMU5 * RMMG/AA.'
CONTRIBUTION TO MIXTURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY GIVEN BY (PMIJ6
* CPTIL/1.9869-2.5 * TMU3) / P
PRODUCT OF THE TWO COEFFICIENTS VMUI AND vwua
(08A,1<IA,25A)
CONSTANT IN THE VISCOSITY RELATION MU» ( VMUA*T«* VMljB i/ ( VMtJC *
T+VMUD). USED IN KR(7)=i OPTION ONLY
CONSTANT IN THE VISCOSITY RELATION DEFINED UNOF.W VMIIA.
(1UA,1UB)
CONSTANT IN THE VISCOSITY RELATION DEFINED UNDER VMUA.'
CONSTANT IN THE VISCOSITY RELATION DEFINED UNDER VMUA.
VISCOSITY AT BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE.(OSB,07A,11A,11A,19T,25A)
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF THE SPECIES J
rilA,l«A,20A,25A)
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF GAS AT BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE.
PARTIAL PRESSURE.
( 20 A, 2 1 A. 22 A, 23 A, 2<l A, 25 A)










































3TOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENT ON K TH BASE SPECIES IN FORMA. C EQPCOM
TiON OF J TH 8PECIE8.
(03C,1U,20A,21A,22A,23A,20A,25A)
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L REFCOM
COMPONENT MASS FLUX AT WALL, W(l) IS EDGE GAS, W(2) IS PY. C BLOCOM
ROLYSIS GA3, «(3> 18 CHAR
(03A,05B,05C,11A,20A,23A)
VARIABLE EOUIVALENCEO TO WALCOM FOR DUMPING PURPOSES L ouMcnn;
NORMALIZED DIFFUSIVE MASS FLUX AT WALL. REFINED BY son?) c FIXCO*
(ftSB,05C,UA,20AJ
NnRMALlZEO DIFFUSIVE HEAT FLUX AT THE WALL. DEFINED BY C FLXCDM
Eo. (J6j, C32 EVALUATED AT THE WALL
(OSB,05C,11A)
GLOBAL SET OF WALLQ AND WALLJ. E FLXCOH
ATOMIC WEIGHT. C CQPCOM
(1U,2«A)
i.*2 * AISTAR / PMUI L PRPPS
o.*2s<i * woz L PPOPS
0.'32 « AISTAR / PMU1 L PRHPS
WnZ/PMUl • HD2 L PROPS
Wn^/PMUl.N05 t PROPS
ABLATION RATE IN THE CONVERGED SOLUTION OF MATERIAL CON- c BU^CHM
STOERED UNDER KR(<» a 3 THROUGH 6(ose.osci
CnNSTANT 1,385 WHICH ENTERS INTO CALCULATION OF MIXTURE L PROPS
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES,
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF MIXTURE. c EQPCOM
(20A,2U,25A)
SllM OF PYROLYSIS AND CHAR MASS RATE3, L HATEP
wnj + w(2) * w(3) L NONCER
MOLECULAR WEIGHT AS SUMMED, • L TNPUT
PRESSURE * GAS MOLECULAR WEIGHT. L MATER
<?U,22A,23A,2SA)
SUMMATION OF VNCJ) * WTMCJJ FOR ALL CONDENSED SPECIES." L MATER
(20A,21A,22A,23A)
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SPECIES j. c EQPCOM
(0?8,05C,UA,20A,21A,22A,234>2qA)
CORRECTIONS OF NONLINEAR VARIABLES IN CHEMISTRY SOLUTION. E EOTCOH
DAMPED VALUE OF DELTA UN T. L CRECT
LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L SLOPO
4-209
XG(N) DEFINED BY EOC37) EVALUATED Fq" P"G(1,I), Nsj TO 4, XGf5> C COECON
I? THE INTEGRAL OF (F(Z,I)«GU,I)*DETA> GIVEN BY
(JJA/12B)
XHL> TRANSFORMED STREAMWISE COORDINATE DEFINED BV EO.{J<M
(flTA,10A,UAJ
XICONCU INTEGRAND IN CALCULATION OF xi IN REFCON, TEMPORARY STPRAGF c TEUCOM
AREA IN OTHER ROUTINES,
(OTA)
XITAB<NJ INPUT VALUES OF NORMALIZED AXUL COORDINATE i
(0<»B,UB)
XJ LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L "ATS1
XK LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L MATS1
XKP LnCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L MATS!
X M ( N ) DP.FINEO BY EO(ao ) EVALUATED FOR p«F(2,i), MSI TO a, x * ( 5 ) c COECON
IS THE INTEGRAL OF (F (2, I )*F (2, I ) *DETA) GIVEN 8V E0(«l)
CnSB,llA, 126,156)
XOT LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L SLOPQ
XOTT LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L SLOPQ
XS LnCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L "ATS1
xsp(N,K) DF.FINEO BY EQ(«2) E V A L U A T E D FOR PBSP( I , I ,K) N»I TO o. c COECOK
XSP(S.K) IS THE INTEGR*L OF (F (2, 1 ) *SP( 1 , I ,K ) *0£TA j GIVE"!
By EQ(«3)
(1U, 128, 158)
XT LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L A B M A X
XTQ LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L SLOP1
XTT LOCALLY DEFINED VARIABLE L SLOPO









NATURAL LOG OF PARTIAL PRESSURE (»0 FOR PRESENT CONDENSED
SPECIES), IDENTICAL *0 Yrr(J)*
(?OA,21*,22A,25A,2«A,25A,28A)
CONSTANT IN MIXING LENGTH EQUATION.
























VALUE OF YYYCJ) AT WALL (SAVED)
(n?C,20A,25A)
STATIC TEMPERATURE IN DEG K, IDENTICAL TO T*.
18, 20A)
DEFINED BY E0(aa)» EVALUATED FOR P=G(1,I). Ns\ TO «
NnT USED IN BLIMPJ .
QUANTITY FOR ELEMENT K WHICH is INTRODUCED AS A RESULT OF
THE APPROXIMATION FOR BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS AND
"FAUCES TO SPU.I.K) FOR EQUAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS. SEE
En(ttS)
DERIVATIVE OF ZK WITH RESPECT TO ETA.
(0«AJ
DEFINED BY EQ(«6). EVALUATED FO» P=F(2,I), NsjTO U
(10A.12B,13B)
DEFINED BY EQ(«7), EVALUATED F0« PaSP(l,I,K) Nsj TO a











A comprehensive set of input instructions comprises the bulk of this section.
Within these instructions are discussions of some of the options and helpful sugges-
tions for selection of input. The primary selection of all program options is made
in Group 1 through the choice of the KR's. A complete description of the input vari-
ables is given in the group-by-group description of the Formatted input in Section
5.2. This section also contains recommended values for many of the input parameters.
The units for input and output can be selected as either English Engineering or S.I.
(The internal working units of the program are English Engineering except for the
chemistry subroutines which use CGS units.) An expanded discussion of code usage
and selection of the appropriate options is presented in Section 6.
5.1 CONSECUTIVE CASES
The use of a comma in Group 17 for consecutive cases permits a reduction in
input for certain situations. The KR(1), KR(2), and KR(12) flags can be used to
eliminate portions of the input data as shown below.
KR(1) = 0,2 Eliminate Group 4
KR(2) = 2 Eliminate Group 9
KR(12) = 1 Eliminate Group 10 or Groups 11, 12, and 13
By far, the most useful of these is the KR(12) = 1 option which can be used for a
sequence of problems in which the input chemistry data does not change. Another
useful application is for generating a first guess by first getting a solution to a
similar, but simpler, problem whose last solution station corresponds to the first
solution station of the actual problem. In this case all three KR flags would be
useful. An example of this could be for starting a fully turbulent boundary layer
with a large upstream length for which the built-in first guess did not yield a
successful solution. The simplier problem could consist of several upstream stations,
constant pressure, constant wall temperature, similar solutions and the same chemis-
try deck. The last solution of this relatively simple problem would then provide a
first guess for the more difficult problem.
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5.2 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT
INPUT AMD UUT°UT UNITS FOR BLIMP CAN BE EITHER SI OP ENGLISH ENGINEERING
CS£E K.RC13)) THE I"JPUT INSTRUCTIONS ARE BRITTEN FOR Si UNITS. EQUIVALENT
ENGLISH UNITS FDR INPUT ARE GIVEN BELOW. NOTE THAT THE THERMOCHE^ICAL CURVE
FIT DATA AND THE TEMPERATURE RANGES IN' GROUPS 10 AND 13 ARE INPUT ONLY IN
SI UNITS.
SI MULTIPLY BY/TO GET
£*E«GY J/KG 0.3021E-04
ENERGY FLUX J/S-M2 6,eil«E-05
LENGTH M 3.2808«










3LIMP-J -.'ILL ACCEPT INPUT IN EITHER FORMATTED OR NA«ELI8T FORM, THE NAME-
LIST INPUT IS ACTIVATED BY THE K R C 1 ) AND KR(6) SPECIFICATIONS Or CARD 1 OF
GROUP 1. THERE ARE THREE NAMELIST WHICH CAN BE USEo. THEY ARE SHOWN BELOW
WITH THE GROUPS OF DATA THAT THEY REPLACEl
JMISLIS - 2, 3/ «/ 5, 7, 8, 9.
SINPUT • PART OF 3, PART OF 5, AND PART OF 15.
S3TALIS - 15, 16.
THE SPECIFIC VARIABLES AMO ANY DEFAULT VALUES APE SKO'<N IN THE NAMELIST DE-
SCRIPTION WHICH FOLLOWS. THE VARIABLES THEMSELVES AND THE PLACEMENT OF THE
NAHELISTS ARE DESCRIBED IN TH£ DETAILED INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORMATTED INPUT
THE DECK SETUP FOP COMPLETE NAKELIST INPUT IS AS FOLLOWSi
GROUP 1 (KR(1)=3)
flF *RC6)= 3,6, OR 7}
GROUP 6 CIF KRC9) OR ANY OF THE KR9CL) .GT. 2)
GROUP 9 CIF KR(£) .^ C. 0)
GROUP 10 CIF KRC7)= 1 OR 3)
GROUP It,12,13 CIF KH(7)B Q r.q g)
SSTALIS
*** NAHELIST SMI3LIS ***
"(HEN SM.isLIS IS USEO GROUPS 2,3,4,5,7,8, A*D 9 ARE NOT USED. DESCRIPT-
IONS OF THE VARIABLES IN SMISLIS CAN BE FOUND IN THESE GROUPS. SUILT it-
DEFAULT VALUES OF THE VARIABLES IN GROUPS <4 AND 8 ARE SHOWN FOLLOWING
THE VARIABLES LIST FOR SHISLIS.
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VARIABLES INPUT WITH JMlSLIS
NSP.KS . GROUP 2
NS,KR9,S • GROUP 3
NETA,F.TA.KAPPA,CBAR,KONRFT,NPOINT,RATLIM,KTURB,KAPPAT,NETAT,F2F.IX,
F2F1XT « GROUP <i
RTM,ROKAP . GROUP 5
PTET(l),PTET(2),GE{l),RADFLCl> • GROUP 7
ELCON,YAP,CLNUM,SCT»PRT,RETR - GROUP 8
GW • GROUP 9 (ONL* FOR KR(2)aO, THIS GROUP NOT PART OF SMISLIS FOR
KR(2) >E. 0)







































































IF IT 13 DESIRED TO USE KTURBsl THE ETAi F2FIX. AND F2FIXT MUST BE READ
IN. THF. ABOVE DISTRIBUTION CAN BE USED AS INPUT WITH NETATSIZ AND
KAPPAT=!0.








*** NAMELIST SIMPUT ***
SINPUT is USED CROUP 3, CARD SET 2, FIELDS 2,3, ETC.; GROUP s. CARD
SET 2> AND GROUP I5r CARD SET J ARE NOT USED,
NAMELIST/INPUT/ INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES
N . NUMBER OF TNPUT VALUES FOR PITAR.ETC.
NTH . IDENTIFIES THE THROAT VALUES IN THE LIST OF N INPUT VALUES Of
PITAB, ETC.'
NP(I),I=1.NS - IDENTIFIES THE NS SOLUTION STATIONS FROM THE N INPUT
STATIONS. ENTER IN ASCENDING ORDER. A NEGATIVE ENTRY
HAS THE SAME EFFECT AS A NEGATIVE ENTRY FOR SU) DIS-
CUSSED IN CARD SET 2. FIELD 2, GROUP 3.
IP . FLAG FOR TREATMENT OF EDGE PRESSURE
0 PRESSURE GRADIENTS CALCULATED FROM ISENTROPlC EXPANSION
VELOCITIES. DPDS = -DUOS * U£ * RHOE
1 PRESSURE GRADIENTS CALCULATED BY AVERAGING THE STRAIGHT LINE
SLOPES Tn ADJACENT POINTS OF PI TAB ( I ) , la 1 ,N
2 PRESSURE GRADIENT CDPOX) INPUT IN SINPUT
iu • FLAG FDR TREATMENT OF EDGE VELOCITY
0 VELOCITY CALCULATED BY ISENTROPIC EXPANSION FROM STAGNATION
CONDITIONS.. VELOCITY GRADIENT CALCULATED BY CURVE FIT OF THF
VELOCITIES AT THE NS SOLUTION STATIONS IF JPsO . IF IPs \,2
VELOCITY GRADIENTS CALCULATED FROM DUf)S = -DPDS/UE/RHOE .
1 VELOCITY INPUT IN JINPUT AS UEKJ). J=I,N. GRADIENTS CALCULATED
BY AVERAGING THE STRAIGHT LINE SLOPES TO ADJACENT POINTS.
2 VELOCITY AND VELOCITY GRADIENT (DUDX) IMPUT In SINPUT,
DPOX. DUDX . DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TQ XITAB OF PITAB AND DEI.'
MAX=500.
UEI - EDGE VELOCITY, MAXSSOO,
XITAB, YITAB • BODY CONTOUR COORDINATES NORMALISED BY RTM. (FOR A
CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION NOZZLE V I T A B is THE RADIUSXRTM
AND RTMsTHROAT RADIUS,)
PITAB - PRESSURE AT EACH STATION NORMALIZED BY THE STAGNATION PRESSURE
(SEE ALSO GROUP 7, CARD 1, FIELDS 1 ANR 2.)
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*** NAMELIST SSTALIS ***
WHEN SSTALI3 IS USED GROUPS 15 AND 16 ARE NOT USED. DESCRIPTIONS DF THE
VARIABLES IN SSTALIS CAN BE FOUND IN THESE GROUPS. ALL VARIABLES NOT
INPUT ARE SET TO ZEROt- NOTE THAT PRE MAY ALSO BE INPUT IN NAMELIST
SINPUT (SINPUT 13 PREFERRED WHEN USING TDK OUTPUT.)
OSIP(L)»PRE(L)."RADR(L)»Lsl»NS • GROUP 15
HWCl.,n,TW(L,li,flHOVW(L,l),SPW(K,L,l),FLUXJ<N,L,l),Ksl,NSP-I,Nel,3.
Lsl,NS - GROUP 16
*** NOTE *** SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES! LEFT MOST INDEX VARIES FASTEST.
* . *




ALL CARDS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE NAMELIST INPUT (GROUP 3) AND THE
THERMOCHEMICAL DATA INPUT (GROUP 13) USE COLUMNS 73-80 FOR IDENTIFICATION(THIS IS OPTIONAL)
5 DIGIT NUMBER IN COLUMNS 73-77
FIRST TWO DTGITS (73,7<n • GROUP NUMBER
THIRD DIGIT (75) - CARD OR CARD SET NUMBE"
LAST TWO DIGITS (76,77) • CARD NUMBER FOR CARDS WITHIN A CARD SET
COLUMN RO • ALPHABETIC CHARACTER USED FOR CASE IDENTIFICATION
EX. I) THIRD CARD OF CARD SET 2 IN GROUP 9, CASE A
09203 A
2) CARD 1 OF GROUP 12 (NOT A CARD SET), CASE B
12100 B
GROUP 1 CONTROL CARD, TITLE, AND IDENTIFICATION (CALLED FROM
CARD 1,FORMAT(20I1,1?A4),KR
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-20) THIS is THE VARIABLE KR(DIMENSICNED 20 WHICH is
USED TO CONTROL THE VARIOUS PROGRAM OPTIONS
COLUMN 1 DETERMINES WHETHER A NE* SET OF ETA VALUES IS TO BE INPUT FOR
PRESENT CASE (SEE GROUP <O
0 USES RESIDENT VALUES FROM PREVIOUS CASE
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1 VALUES INPUT BY USER (MANDATORY FOR FIRST CASE OR FOR RESTART)
2 SAME AS 0 EXCEPT NAMELIST SMISLI3 AND SSTALIS USED
3 SAME AS 1 EXCEPT NAHELIST JMISLI3 AND SSTALIS USED
COLUMN a DESIGNATES TYPE OF FIRST GUESSES TO BE UTILIZED FOR PRIMARY
VARIABLES (SEE CROUP 9)
0 USES BUILT-TN RELATIONS TO CALCULATE FIRST GUESSES (REQUIRES
REAPING ONLY GUESS FOR ENTHALPY OF THE G*S AT THE WALL),
RECOMMENDED FOR MOST SITUATIONS,
1 FIRST GUESSFS INPUT BY USER
Z USF.S RESIDENT VALUES FROM PREVIOUS CASE (CANNOT BE USED FOR FJRST
CASE OR WHEN COMPOSITION OF EDGE GAS CHANGES)
3 FIRST GUESSES INPUT BY USER ARE ACCEPTED AS SOLUTION AT FIRST flR
RESTART STATION.
COLUMN 3 DETERMINES TREATMENT OF STREAMWISE DERIVATIVES.
0 PERFORMS SIMILAR SOLUTION AT EACH STREAMWISE STATION
1 CONSIDERS TWO-POINT DIFFERENCE RELATIONS AT ALL STATIONS WITH THE
FOLLOWING EXCEPTION (A SIMILAR SOLUTION is PERFORMED AT THF FIRST
STATION)
2 CONSIDERS THREE POINT DIFFERENCE RELATIONS AT ALL STATIONS KITH THE
FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS (A SIMILAR SOLUTION is PERFORMED AT THF FIRST
STATION AND A TWO-POINT SOLUTION IS PERFORMED AT THE SECOND STATION
AND A TWo-PnINT SOLUTION IS PERFORMED FOR THE FIRST STATION AFTER A
DISCONTINUITY OR A REFIT STATION, SEE CARD SET u OF GROUP 3j
3,a,5 SAME AS 0.1,2 EXCEPT A LINEAR CURVE FIT (SLOPL) IS USED INSTEAD
OF A QUADRATIC CURVE FIT (SLOPQ) FOR EDGE CONDITIONS,
COLUMN « DETERMINES WHEN OUTPUT BLOCK IS TO BE PRINTED
0 OUTPUT BLOCK PRINTED FOR CONVERGED SOLUTION OR FOR NONCOMVERGED
SOI.IITIUN AFTER 50 ITERATIONS (WITH APPROPRIATE COMMENT)
1 OUTPUT BLOCK PRINTED AFTER EACH ITERATION
COLUMN 5 DETERMINES TREATMENT OF ENTROPY LAytR
0 FOR MOST ROCKET NOZZLE PROBLEMS
5 NON ISENTROPIC EXPANSION, CHANGES IN EDGE ENTROPY INPUT IN GROUP
15, (USE ALSO KR(IO)* 2) THIS IS A SPECIAL OPTION THAT CAN PE
USED WHEN IT IS DESIRED TO DETERMINE THE EDGE STATE FROM LOCAL
PRESSURE AND ENTROPY RATHER THAN ISENTROPIC EXPANSION OR LOCAL
PRESSURE AND VELOCITY AS IN KR(5)= 0.
COLUMN 6 DESIGNATES BODY SHAPE
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3 PLANAR SHARP - BODY CONTOUR AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION INPUT IN
NAMp.LlST FORM (CAN BE USED FOR BOUNDARY L*Y£R PREDICTIONS ALONG THE
WALL OF A RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION NOZZLE).
H AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLE
6 AXJSYMETRIC NOZZLE - NOZZLE SHAPE AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN
NAMELIST FORM (£*. TDK OUTPUT) (USED WITH GROUP 3, CARD SET 3)
7 SAME AS 6 WITH TRANSVERSE CURVATURE CONSIDERED.
8 AXISYMETRIC NOZZLE WITH TRANSVERSE CURVATURE (NOT RECOMMENDED)
*•* NOTE *** TRANSVERSE CURVATURE SHOULD BE CONSIPERED ONLY WHEN
THE BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS IS NOT MUCH LESS THAN THf
NOZZLE RADIUS,
COLUMN 7 DESIGNATES WHETHF.P OR NOT TURBULENT FLOW WILL BE CONSIDERED.
0 L A M J N A R FLOW ONLY
FLOW ONLY. NONREACTING GAS, USE GROUP 10 INPUT.
2 TURBULENT Fl.OW WILL HE COMPUTED IF TRANSITION CRITERIA IS EXCEEDED
(SEE GROUP fl).
3 SAME AS 2. NONREACTING GAS, USE GROUP 10 INPUT,
COLUMN 8 DESIGNATES WHF.THER OR NOT BODY SHApE CORRECTED F0»
DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS KILL BE OUTPUT
0 NO CORRECTED BODY CONTOUR
1 CORRECTED 90DY CONTOUR AND PUNCH OF R-CORRECT IQN , THIS GIVES
INVISID FLOW CONTOUR FO" THE GIVEN BODY CONTOUR.
2 CORRECTED BnDY CONTOUR AND PUNCH OF R+CORRECTION, THIS GIVES NfW
BODY CONTOUR IF PRESENT CONTOUR IS THE DESIRED INVISID CONTOUR.
3 CORRECTED 8f)DY CONTQURCR + -DELTA STAR) NO PUNCH
**« NOTE *** THPfJAT AXIAL COORDINATE IS ZERO,
COLUMN <> TOGETHER WITH COLUMN 11, THIS SPECIFIES THE TYPE OF WALL
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. (SEE SECTION 6)
0 NOT USED.
1 USED FOR KR(7)s 1 OR 3, ASSIGNED TQTAL MASS FLUX AT THE WA|.L.
2 ASSIGNED COMPONENT MASS FLUXES AT THE WALL (MOOT EDGE GAS, MOOT
PYROLYSIS GAS, MDOT CHAR-- REQUIRES KRUI) s o, i, OR 2). NOT
RECOMMENDED FOR KR(7)a 1 OR 3
3 ASSIGNED WALL TEMPERATURE AND ENERGY BALANCE WJTHOUT SURFACE EQUIL.
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H WALL STEADY STATE ENERGY BALANCE WHILE SATISFYING WALL MASS
BALANCES AND LIMITED SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM (USE KRHl) = 0,
KR(7) a o OR 2.)
7 ADIABATIC WALL (USE KR(llJaO)
COLUMN 10 DETERMINES TYPE OF CURVE FITS EMPLOYED TO REPRESENT THE
PRIMARY VARIABLES OF VELOCITY RATIO. TOTAL ENTHALPY,
ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTIONS (KR(lO)sl IS STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED FOR ACCURACY FOR MOST PROBLEMS.)
0 UTILIZES CONNECTED CUBICS
1 UTILIZES CONNECTED QUADRATICS EXCEPT FOR OUTERMOST SEGMENT WHERE
CONNECTED CUBICS ARE EMPLOYED
2 UTILIZES CONNECTED QUADRATICS EVERYWHERE.
COLUMN 11 TOGETHER WITH COLUMN 9, THIS DESIGNATES THE TYPE OF HALL
BOUNDARY CONDITION SEE GROUP jft. . ;
0 ASSIGNED WALL TEMPERATURE. ALSO USED WITH KR(9)e4. THIS OPTION
TOGETHER WITH KR(9)*2 WILL YIELD SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM
IF THE ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE IS GREATER THAN THE
ASSIGNED ABLATION TEMPERATURE (SEE GROUP 11. CARD 1, FIELD 7).
THE PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE THE APPROPRIATE CHAR FLUX, ASSIGNED
CHAR FLUX SHOULD BE SET TO ZERO (SEE GROUP 16, CARD SET in.
1 ASSIGNED .WALL ENTHALPY.
2 SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM WITH ASSIGNED COMPONENT MASS FLUXES C«E-QUIRES KR(9j a.2), THE PROBLEM IS WELL-POSED AND «ILL CONVERGEONLY IF THERE EXISTS A TEMPERATURE ABOVE 250K GIVING SURFACE
EQUILIBRIUM FOR THE ASSIGNED COMPONENT MASS FLUXES. USF. WITH
CAUTION FOR ANALYSES OF MATERIALS WITH PLATEAU-LIKE BEHAVIOR.
*** USED FOR ASSIGNED BLOWING RATE **'*
COLUMN 12 DETERMINES WHETHER OR NOT NEW DATA FOR THERMODYNAMK ANO
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES ARE TO BE USfD AND WHETHER OR NOT
SURFACE KINETIC DATA ARE TO BE CONSIDERED (SEE GROUPS 11.
12»13» AND ia). APPLIES ONLY FOR KR(7)sO OR 2, (KR(12) MUST
BE 0 OR 2 FOR FIRST CASE),
0 USER INPUTS NEW DATA FOR ELEMENTS AND MOLECULAR, ATOMIC, AND IONIC
SPECIES, THERMOCHEMICAL DATA NOT PRINTED IN OUTPUT.
1 USES RESIDENT ELEMENTAL AND SPECIES DATA.
2 SAME AS KR(i2)»o EXCEPT THERMOCHEMICAL DATA ARE PRINTED IN OUTPUT.
COLUMN 13
o si UNITS i/n
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1 ENGLISH UNITS I/O
2 SAME AS o EXCEPT PLOT VARIABLES WRITTEN TO UNIT is (KPLT)
3 SAME AS i EXCEPT PLOT VARIABLES WRITTEN TO UNIT is (KPLT)
COLUMN la DETERMINES MODEL TO BE EMPLOYED FOR MULTICOMPONENT TRANSPORT
PROPERTIES, CONSIDERING UNEQUAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS CAN
SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS (AND SOME-
TIMES CONVERGENCE DOES NOT OCCUR IN THE ALLOWED NUMBER OF
ITERATIONS) DUE TO THE USE OF INEXACT DERIVATIVES IN THE
NEWTON-RAPHSDN ITERATION PROCEDURE.
0 CONSIDERS UNEQUAL DIFFUSION AND THERMAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR
ALL SPECIES
1 CONSIDERS UNEQUAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL SPECIES BUT
NEGLECTS THERMAL DIFFUSION
2 CONSIDERS EQUAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS AND NEGLECTS THERMALDIFFUSION. **MUST BE USED FOR BINARY DIFFUSION OPTION.**
COLUMN is NON-ZERO ENTRY PROVIDES DEBUG OUTPUT FOR FIRST GUESSES AND
LINEAR MATRICES (SEE DEBUG INSTRUCTIONS FOR MCRE DETAILED
INFORMATION ON COLUMNS is THROUGH 20)
0 NO DEBUG
1 FIRST GUESSES ARE DUMPED
2 LINEAR MATRICES BEFORE AND AFTER INVERSION ARE ALSO DUMPED
COLUMN 16 NUN-ZERO ENTRY PROVIDES DEBUG OUTPUT FOR WALL FLUXES AND
SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM ITERATION,
o NO DEBUG
X FOR X GREATER THAN ZERO, THE DERIVATIVES OF WALL £N£RGY AND MASS
FLUXES WITH RESPECT TO REDUCED NDNLINEAR VARIABLES (DQJRNL), AND
THE ASSOCIATED ERRORS (WALLQJ AND OELOJW) ARE DUMPED, ALSO, THE
MATRIX OF WALL RELATIONS BEFORE AND AFTER M A T R I X INVERSION IS
DUMPED FOR kR(ll)a2 PROBLEMS.
Y FOR Y GREATER THAN UNITY, SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM ITERATION INFORMATION
IS ALSO DUMPED (AS IN KR(18)} AND IF KR(i?) IS GREATER THAN ZERO,
THF. DERIVATIVES OF WALL ENERGY AND MASS FLUXES WITH RESPECT TO ALL
NONLINEAR VARIABLES (DOJNL) ARE ALSO DUMPED.
COLUMN IT NON-ZFRO ENTRY PROVIDES DEBUG OUTPUT FOR COEFFICIENTS IN NDK.
LINEAR EQUATIONS AND FOR STREAMWISE DERIVATIVES
0 NO DEBUG
X FOR X GREATpH .THAN ZERO, STREAMWISE DERIVATIVE INFORMATION TS
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DUMPED.
V FOR (Y*1-ITS) GREATER THAN ZERO, WHERE ITS IS THE NUMBER OF THf
CURRENT BOUNDARY LAYER ITERATION, THE COEFFICIENTS WHICH COMBINE TO
MAKE UP THE NONLINEAR EQUATIONS (COEEOV ARRAY) AND CERTAIN LINEAR
AND NONLINEAR ERROR INFORMATION ARE DUMPED AND THE DERIVATIVES OF
THE NONLINEAR EQUATIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE NONLINEAR VARIABLES(AM ARRAY) ARE DUMPED BEFORE AND AFTER INVERSION,
COLUMN 10 NON-ZeRO ENTRY PROVIDES DEBUG OUTPUT FOR CHEMISTRY ITERATION(KR(7) • 0 OR 2 ONLY),'
0 NO DEBUG
1 DUMPS CHEMISTRY ITERATIONS IN DETAIL FOR ITS GREATER THAN 45 WHERE
ITS IS THE COUNTER ON CHEMISTRY ITERATIONS
z DUMPS ONE LINE PER ITERATION DURING EACH CHEMISTRY ITERATION
Y FOR Y OF 3 THROUGH 6, DUMPS CHEMISTRY ITERATIONS IN DETAIL WHEN(5*(Y«2)-ITS) IS GREATER THAN ZERO.
X FOR X OF 7 THROUGH 9, DUMPS CHEMISTRY ITERATIONS IN DETAIL WHEN ITS
IS GREATER THAN 10X-50.
COLUMN 19 NON-ZERO. ENTRY PROVIDES DEBUG OUTPUT FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR
ERRORS
0 NO DEBUG
1 DUMPS (FOR F.ACH ITERATION) THE FOLLOWING. ERRORS FOR NONLINEAR
MOMENTUM (FNLE). ENERGY (GNLE), AND SPECIES (SPNLE) EQUATIONS.
CORRECTIONS FOR REDUCED NONLINEAR WALL VARIABLES (ORNLsF,G,SP(K)j,
NONLINEAR VARIABLE ARRAY (DVNL«ALPHA,F (1 j/FPP( 1 ) , (FP(I) , Isl ,'NETA ),
GPCl),(G(I).Isl,NETA),(3PP(l,K),(SPP(I«K).I»iiNETA),K»t,NSP-l),
LINEAR MOMENTUM VARIABLES CFLE), ENERGY VARIABLE (OLE), AND SPECIES
VARIABLES (SPLE).
COLUMN 20 NON-ZERO ENTRY PROVIDES DEBUG OUTPUT FOR THERMOOYNAMIC AND
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES (KR(T) a 0 OR 2 ONLY),
0 NO DEBUG
X FOR X GREATER THAN ZEROi GIVES THERMOOYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTY
INFORMATION FOR EACH CHEMISTRY SOLUTION
2 GIVES MATRIX OF PROPERTY DERIVATIVES BEPoRE AND AFTER INVERSION
FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 21-72), CASE
TITLE OF CASE (ALPHANUMERIC). USED FOR IDENTIFICATION OF PRINTED OUTPUT.
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GROUP 2 NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (CALLED FROM
CARD SET i NAMELIST/MISLIS/ ***USED ONLY FOR KR(n.G£.2***
WHEN SMJSLIS IS USED GROUPS 2,3, «,5,7,8, A>JD 9 ARt NOT USEP.
CA«0 2, FaRMATU2.8X.40H)
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-2, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED), NSP
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE SYSTEM NOT INCLUDING ELECTRONS (MAX. OF 71
•*FOR BtNARY DIFFUSION NSP IS ENTERED AS 2,**
**FOR NflNREACTING GAS OPTIONS, NSPsl,**
FIELDS 2-51 (COLUMNS (11-50), «S(MJ, M=I,NS ***** USED ONLY FOR «R(9j
OR ANV OF THE KR9 B 2, 3, OR u *****
( THIS INFORMATION IS USED ONLY FOR ABLATING WALL MATERIAL.)
THE SURFACE MATERIAL is SPECIFIED IN ADVANCE BY THE USER FOR KR(<» = 2.
3 OR «. UP TO TH&EE MATERIAL COMBINATIONS ARE ALLOWED. EACH
COMBINATION MAY HAVE A SEPARATE PyRQLYSlS GAS AND CHAR MATERIAL
SPECIFIF.n IN GROUP 11, FIELD 5. ENTER A 1, 2. UR 3 TO DENOTE MATERIAL
COMBINATION 1, 2, OR 3 STARTING WITH THE STATION 1 ENTRY In COLUMN n,
STATION ?. IN COLUMN 12, ETC, SEE ALSO GROUP 6, CARDS 1 AND 2,
GROUP 3 STATIDN INFORMATION (CALLED FROM RECASE)
CARD 1, FORMAT(I2»BX,UOI1)
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-2, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED), NS
NUMBER OF STREAMWISE STATIONS (MAXIMUM OF «0)
FIELDS 2- at (COLUMNS u-so), KR<?
VALUES TO BE ASSIGNED To KR(9) WHE* WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE TO BE
CHANGED AT DOWNSTREAM STATIONS (SEE CARD 1 OF G«OUP 1). COLUMN n
CORRESPONDS TO STATION S(H, COLUMN 12 TO STATION S(2), AND SO ON.
IF WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE NOT TO BE CHANGED AT DOWNSTREAM
STATIONS, THIS FtELD SHOULD BE LEFT BLANK, WH£N THE KR9( ) ARE
EMPLOYED, KR(9) SHOULD BE GIVEN THE VALUE NECESSARY TCI READ ALL APPROP-
RIATE WALL DATA (GROUP 16).
AT THE PRESENT TIME, IT IS POSSIBLE TO CONSIDER ANY COMBINATIONS OF
KR9 OF 2, 3, AND « COMPRISING REGIONS OF AN ABLsTKJN MATE R I A L AND
REGIONS WHERE THERE IS NO ABLATION (THESE NONABLATlNG REGIONS ARE OB-
TAINED RY USE OF KR9( ) = 2 WHILE ASSIGNING ZERO COMPONENT MASS FLUXFS,
SEE CARD SET 11 DF GROUP 16)
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CARD SET 2, FORMAT(7FlO,O
FIELD 1 (COLUMNS 1-10) 3(1)3d) is NORMALIZED BY RTM, SEE GROUP 5. CARD i.
FIELD 2 (COLUMNS j[i«ao>,FIELD 3 (COLUMNS 21-30),ETC. 7 FIELDS PER CARD.
S(L)» L«2.NS ***USED ONLY FOR KR(6)aU OR 8***
8TREAMWISE DISTANCE UPON WHICH BOUNDARY-LAYER SOLUTION IS BASED,
3(1) IS ENTERED IN NORMALIZED FORM - THE NORMALIZING FACTOR BEING
RTM INPUT IN GROUP 5, CARD i. 3(1) MUST NOT BE o. THE
VALUE OF SU) SHnULD BE SELECTED TO REPRESENT THF PHYSICAL DISTANCE FROM
THE 3TART OF THE BOUNDARY-LAYER DEVELOPMENT To THE FIRST SOLUTION
STATION, THE BOUNDARY LAYER IS ASSUMED TO BE SIMILAR UP TO AND INCLUD-
ING THIS FIRST STATION. A NEGATIVE ENTRY FOR S( L) SIGNIFIES A DISCON-
TINUITY AT THAT STATION, THIS PRODUCES A TWQ.POINT DIFFERENCE SOLUTION
AT THE FIRST STATION. AFTER THE DISCONTINUITY AND THUS HAS AN EFFECT ONLY
FOR THREE-POINT SOLUTIONS (KR(3)e2), (ALSO SEE CARD SET 3)
*** NOTE *** SIMILAR MEANS THAT NO DERIVATIVES ARE CONSIDERED IN THE
TRANSFORMED STREAMMISE COORDINATE DIRECTION,
CARD SET 3 NAMELIST (SINPUT) ****U3EO ONLY FOR KR(6)»3,6,7****
WHEN SINPUT is USED GROUP 3, CARD SET 2, FIELDS 2,3, ETC.? GROUP s, CARD
SET ?i AND GROUP is, CARD SET 3 ARE NOT USED.
GROUP U NODAL DATA (CALLED FROM RECA3E) ** SKIP THjS GROUP FOR KR(l)aO OR. 2**
CARD 1, FORMAT(I2) ***** USED ONLY IF KR(l)»t *****
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-2, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED), NETA
NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS ACROSS THE BOUNDARY LAYER INCLUDING WALL AND
BOUNDARY LAYER EnGE (MAXIMUM OF 15),
CARD SET 2, FORMAT(TElO.a) ***** USED ONLY IF KR(1)»1 *****
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-ioi, FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20), ETC., 7 TO A CARD,
ETA(I), !•!,NETA (SEE CARD 1 OF THIS GROUP)
ETA STATIONS ACROSS THE BOUNDARY LAYER, STARTING AT WALL (ETAeO.O). IT
IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE VALUE OF ETA AT THE BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE BE GIVEN
A VALUE OF ABOUT 5.0 SO THAT THE STRETCHING PARAMETER WILL BE NEAR
UNITY, ALSO, THERE SHOULD NOT BE MUcH MORE THAN A TWO-FOLD CHANGE
IN DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORING NODES, BEST ACCURACY FOR A GIVEN
NUMBER OF NODES IS .OBTAINED IF THE NODES ARE CLOSER TOGETHER NEAR
THE WALL.' FOR LAMINAR PROBLEMS, 7 NODES ARE OFTEN SUFFICIENT WITH
A TYPICAL SPACINr, BEING 0,0, 0,5, 1,0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0 AND WITH
KAPPA s S, CBAR a 0.8 (SEE CARD 3, FIELDS 1 AND 2 OF THIS GROUP).' FOR
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TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS, MORE NODES ARE NEEDED CLOSE TO THE WALL DUE
TO THE STEEP GRADIENTS THERE. A TYPICAL SPACING WOULD BE 0.0, O.'oo;?,
0.006, rt.Ol, 0.025. 0.06, 0.15, 0,4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 2,5,
WITH KAPpA a JO AND CBAR s 0,95, WHATEVER THE NODE SPACING THE
USER MUST EXAMlNp THE SOLUTIONS TO BE SURE THAT A REASONABLE CURVEFIT
is OBTAINED NEAR THE WALL. THIS CAN BE A PROBLEM FOR LARGE STHEAMWISE
DISTANCES IN TURBULENT FLOWS. **« NOTE *** USE OF REFIT OPTION MAKES THE
INITIAL SELECTION OF NODAL POINTS
CARD 3 FORMAT U2,EIO.tt,2l2,F10.«,3I2) *****USED ONLY IF KR( 1 )sl ****«
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-2, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED). KAPPA
THE VARIABLE KAPPA is ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONSTRAINT WHICH is UTILIZED
To EFFECT A STRETCHING OF ETA, THE BOUNDARY-LAYER COORDINATE NORMAL TO
THE SURFACE, IN ORDER TO EFFECTIVELY USE THE ASSIGNED NODAl. SPACING (SEE
CARDS 1 AND 2 OF THIS GROUP), KAPPA IS THE INDEX FOR THE NODAL POINT
AT WHICH THE VELOCITY RATIO IS FIXED, TO ILLUSTRATE, IF KAPPA IS 5,
THEN THE FIFTH NODAL POINT COUNTING FROM THE WALL AND INCLUDING THE WALL
WILL HAVE A VALUF. OF CBAR (A QUANTITY WHICH is INPUT IK THE SECOND FIELD
OF THIS CARD).
FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 3-12), CBAR
CBAR is THE VALUF OF THE VELOCITY RATIO AT THE BOUNDARY-LAYER NODE
DESIGNATED KAPPA (SEE DISCUSSION UNDER FIELD 1 OF THIS CARD),
FIELD 3 (COLUMNS 13-1«, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED) KONRFT
THE VARIABLE KONRPT DETERMINES IF THE NODAL REFIT OPTION IS TO BE USED.
FOR K(JNRFT = 0, THE DEFAULT VALUE, REFIT IS NOT CALLED, IF THE REFIT OP-
TION IS DESIRED, SET KONRFT s 1. THE REMAINING FIELDS ON CARD 3 ARE NOT
REQUIRED IF KONRFT so,
FIELD « (COLUMNS is-i6, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED) NPOINT
NPOINT IS THE NUnSER OF EXTRA DATA POINTS TO BE USED TO DEFINE EACH
POLYNOMIAL SEGMENT DURING REFIT, SHOULD BE SET BETWEEN i AND 6« THE
HIGHER THE NUMBER, THE GREATER THE DEFINITION OF THE CURVE PRIOR TO
REFITTING, GENERALLY FROM 3 TO 5 APPEARS REASONABLE. IF NO VALUE OR o
is INPUT A DEFAULT VALUE OF 5 is USED, IF A VALUE GREATER THAN 6 is
SELECTED, IT IS OVERRIDEN AND REPLACED BY b.
FIELD 5 (COLUMNS 17-26) RATLIM
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE VALUES OF F2FIX (SEE CAHP 4 BELOW) RATLIM DETER-
MINES Hf)W FAR AWAY FROM THE DESIRED VALUE THE VALUE OF F(2«I) IS ALLOWE-
D TO DRIFT BEFORF REFIT IS CALLED, RATLIM IS EXPRESSED AS A RATIO OF THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE DESIRED VALUES OF NEIGHBORING NODES, FOR EXAMPLE
IF F2FIX(2)=0.1, F2FU(3)=0,2 AND RATLIMcO.5, F(2,2) MAY DRIFT UPWARD
OR F(2«.l) DOWNWARD TO 0.15 BEFORE REFIT IS CALLED. RATLIM MUST RE SEL-
ECTED BETWEEN 0,0 AND 1.0. OBVIOUSLY THE SMALLER THE VALUE, THE TIGHTER
THE CONSTRAINT ON NODAL POSITIONING, A VALUE HF 0.0 WILL CAUSE REFIT TO
BE CALLED AFTER F.VERY CONVERGED SOLUTION.
FIELD 6 (COLUMNS 27-28 RIGHT-JUSTIFIED) KTUR8
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THE SWITCH KTURB DETERMINES IF THE NUMBER OF NODES ARE TO BE CHANGED
UPON TRANSITION TO A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LATER SOLUTION . FOR KTURBaO
(DEFAULT VALUE) NO CHANGE IS MADE. FOR KTURB el A SECOND SET OF KAPPA,
CBAR, AND F2FIX VALUES ARE REQUIRED AND ARE NAMED. KAPPAT, NETAT, AND
P2FIXT WHICH FUNCTION IDENTICALLY TO THEIR ORIGINAL COUNTERPARTS.
CURRENTLY THIS OPTION IS LIMITED TO OCCURJNG SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE
TRANSITION TO TURBULENT FLOW, THE REMAINING FIELDS ON CARD 3 ARE NOT
REQUIRED IF KTURB»0.
FIELD 7 (COLUMNS 2<>«3o RIGHT-JUSTIFIED) K A P P A T
KAPPAT HAS THE SAME MEANING AS KAPPA IN FIELD 1 OF THIS CARD AND IS USED
IF A CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF NODES IS TO BE MADE (KTURB«1),
FIELD e (COLUMNS 3t-32 RIGHT.JUSTIFIED) NETAT
NETAT IS THE NEW NUMBER OF NODES ACROSS THE LAYER FOR KTURBsl.
CARD SET « FORMAT CflElO.4) *****USED ONLY IF KONRFTsl*****
FIELOI (COLUMNS t«toj, FIELD 2 (COLUMNS ti.ao), ETC. s TO A CARD,
F2Fix(i), I«I,NETA (SEE CARD i OF THIS GROUP).
F2FIXH) IS THE DESIRED DISTRIBUTION OF THE VELOCITY RATIO ACROSS THE
BOUNDARY LAYER WHEN THE REFIT OPTION is EMPLOYED. THE VALUES OF FZFIX
MUST CO FROM o,0 TO 1,0 AND THE VALUE OF F2FI*(KAPPA) MUST EQUAL CBAR.
CARD SET s FORMAT (BEIO.I) *****USED ONLY IF KONRFTSI AND KTURBBI*****
FIELD i (COLUMNS i.i'oi FIELD z (COLUMNS u.soj, ETC., e TO A CARD,
F2Fixn), I»I»NETAT (SEE CARD 3 OF THIS GROUP),
F2FIXT(I) IS EQUIVALENT IN MEANING TO F2FIX(I) OF CARD <l EXCEPT THAT IT
APPLIES TO THE CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF NODES. F2FU(KAPPAT) MUST EQUAL
CBAR.
GROUP 5 BODY SHAPE DATA (CALLED FROM RECASE)
CARD 1 ,FORMAT (EtO.'il)
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-toi RTM
RTM (METERS) IS USED AS A NORMALIZING FACTOR FOR ALL LENGTH VARIABLES
S, ROKAP, YITAB, (RTM IS THE THROAT RADIUS FOR NOZZLES.)
CARD SET 2, FORMAHTEIO.I) ***** USED ONLY FOR KRUJ e « OR e *****
FIELD 1 (COLUMNS J-tO), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20), ETC., 7 TO A CARD.
ROKAP( L).' L«i» NS (SEE CARD 3 OF GROUP 3)
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THIS IS THE LOCAL BODY RADIUS NORMAL TO THE BODY CENTERLINE NORMALIZED
BY RTM.
GROUP * MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA NEEDED FOR WALL QUASI-STEADY ENERGY BALANCE
(CALLED FROM RECASE) *****CONSIDER THIS GROUP ONLY IF KR(9) OR ANY OF
THE KR9 IS EQUAL TO 3 OR GREATER*****
CA«D i, FORMATES,?) ** USED ONLY IF KR(9) OR ANY OF THE KRQ is 3 OR u **
FIELDS I.«.T (COLUMNS i-a, 25-32. «<»-56), EMIV(D, 1=1,3
SURFACE EMITTANCE OF THE MATERIAL COMBINATIONS BEING CONSIDERED UNDER
KR(9) OR KR9 OF 3 OR « ,
FIELDS 2.5, 8 (COLUMNS 9-16. 33-00, 57-6«), HCARfl ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 3
HEAT OF FORMATION (J/KG) OF THE VIRGIN STATE UF THE ABLATION MATERIALS
BEING CONSIDERED UNDER KR(9) OR KR9. OF 3 OR «. (CHAR)
FIELDS 3»h,9 (COLUMNS 17-24, ai-48, 65-72), HPYG ( I ) , 1= 1 , 3
HEAT OF FORMATION (J/KG) OF THE TRANSPLANTS BEING CONSIDERED UNDER
KR(<O OR KR9 OF 3 OR «. (PYROLYSIS GAS)
CARD 2* FORMAT^A*!) ** USED ONLY WITH CARD i **
FIELDS 1,2, AND 3 (COLUMNS i-a, 9«i6, i7-2«), *su(i),Bsu(i). i»i,3
NAMES OF SURFACE SPECIES FOR MATERIAL COMBINATIONS 1,2, AND 3 EXACTLY AS
THEY APPEAR IN THE THERMOOYNAMIC DATA TABLES (GROUP 13, CARD SETS 2,3,
«.i..» CARD i, FIELDS 1-8), LEFT JUSTIFIED,
CARD 3, FORMAT(8Eio,ui *** USED ONLY FOR KR(«) OR KRP(D = 7 ***
AOIABATIC WALL OR TRASPIRATIQN COOLED A D l A B A T l C WALL
FIELD i (COLUMNS t-ioj SURFACE EMISSIVITY (MAY BE ZERO)
FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20) ENTHALPY OF INITIAL STATE OF TRANSPLANT CBTU/
IBM), IF TRANSPIRATION COOLED,
*•* NOTE •** INJECTION RATE OF THE TRANSPLANT IS READ IN AS
PYROLYSIS GAS BLOWING RATE, (FOR HOMOGENEOUS GAS
READ IN TRANSPIRATION FLUX AS RHOVW.)
THE ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF THE TRANSPLANT IS
READ IN AS ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION Of PYROLYSIS GAS
FOR ONE OF THE MATERIAL COMPOSITIONS IN GROUP 11.
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GROUP 7 STAGNATION DATA (CALLED FROM RECASE)
CARD i .FORMAT (7Eio.«)
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-ioj PTETCU
LOCAL STAGNATION PRESSURE (N/M**2)
FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20) PTET(2)
NORMALIZING FACTOR FOR THE EDGE PRESSURE READ IN UNDER NAMELIST FORM IF
THOSE PRESSURES ARE NOT NORMALIXED TO THE STAGNATION PRESSURE.
EX. PITAB ENTERED IN PSIA. ENTER PTET(2) A3 THE STAGNATION PRESSURE IN
PSIA.
CARD 2 .FORMAT
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-ioi GEHJ
STAGNATION ENTHALPY OF THE EDGE GAS (J/KG)
CARD 3 .FORMAT
FIELD 1 (COLUMNS 1-10) R A D F L t l )
INCIDENT RADIATION FLUX ABSORBED BY THE SURFACE AT STATION sm,
J/SEC-M«*2. (IF A SURFACE ABSORPTIVITY LESS THAN UNITY IS TO BE CON-
SIDERED. THIS ENTRY SHOULD BE CORRECTED FOR SURFACE ABSORPTIVITY). THIS
INFORMATION 13 USED ONLY FOR KR(9) OR KR9 OF 3 OR a.
INPUT BLANKS IN THIS FIELD FOR OTHER TYPES OF PROBLEMS. RADIATION FLUX
AT OTHER STATIONS WILL BE INPUT AS RATIOS IN G"OUP 15.
GROUP 8 TURBULENT FLOM PARAMETERS (CALLED PROM TREMBL) **** CONSIDER THIS
GROUP ONLY IF KR(7> * 2 OR 3 ****
CARD i,
FIELDS i»t>, (COLUMNS t-io, 11-20, 21-30, 3i-«o, ui-so, si.60> ELCON, YAP,
CLNUM, ScT. PRT, RETR
ELCON 13 THE PRANOTL MIXING LENGTH CONSTANT AND IS USED TO IDENTIFY THE
TURBULENT MODEL.
YAP IS A CONSTANT OF PROPORTIONALITY IN THE MIXING LENGTH EXPRESSION
CLNUM IS THE CLAUSER CONSTANT OF PROPORTIONALITY IN OUTER HAKE REGION
FOR THE KENDALL AND CEBECI MODELS, IT IS A CONSTANT IN THE BUSHNELL
MODEL.
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TYPICAL INPUT FOR THE THREE TURBULENT MODELS IS GIVEN BELOW.
ELCON YAP CLNUM
KENDALL .11 11.823 .018
BUSHNELL ." 0 ,0fl
CEfltCI .a -11.8 ,0|68
3CT IS THE TURBULENT SCHMIDT NUMBER, (0,9 IS A TYPICAL VALUE)
PRT IS THE TUR8U| ENT PRANDTL NUMBER. (0,9 IS A TYPICAL VALUE)
A NEGATIVE ENTRY ACTIVATES THE CEBECl MODEL FHR TURBULENT PPAMnTI. CAL-
CULATION Of PRT, THIS ENTRY IS THEN A CONSTANT IN THE CCBECI EXPRESS-
ION FOR TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER (TYPICAL VALUE -O.OU)
RETR is THE TRANSITION REYNOLDS NU*BER BASED ON MOMENTUM THICKNESS. IF
RETR is EXCEEDED. TURBULENCE TERMS WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE GOVERNING
EQUATIONS. IF RFTB is NEGATIVE FULL TURBULENCE WILL UCCUR AT STATION
IS = IFTX (-
GRQUP 9 FIRST GUESS OP RESTART INFORMATION (CALLED FROM FIRSTG) **** SKIP
THIS fiROJIP FOR KR(a^. COWSIDER OMLY CARD 6 FOR KB(aj=0 ***«
CARD 1 .FORMAT (JE10.'a,5X, IStElO.4) **** USED ONLY IF KR(2)sl OR 3 ****
FIELD i (COLUMN 1-10) ALPH
FIRST GUESS UR RESTART VALUE FOR BOUNDARY LAYER NORMALIZING PARAMETER(USE A 1.0 IF A BETTER GUESS IS NOT KNOWN),
FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20) FU,I)
FIRST GIJESS OR RESTART VALUE FOR STREAM FUNCTION AT THE WALL,
FIELD 3 CCOLUMNS 21-30) F(3,n
FIRST r.npss OR RESTART VALUE FOR NORMALIZED VELOCITY GRADIENT AT THE
WALL. .
FIELD a CCOLUMN 3h-«o, RIGHT JUSTIFIED) IST
STATION NUMBER FOR RESTART, MEANINGFUL f.NLY FOR KH(2)s3,
CA«D SET 2, FORMAT(7K10.«) **** USED ONLY FQR KR(2)sl OR 3 ****
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-toj, FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20). ETC., 7 TO A CARD.
F(iM), Irl.lIETA.
FIRST GUESSES OR RESTART VALUES FOR VELOCITY RATIO U/U1 ACROSS THE
BOUNDARY L A Y E R ,
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CARD SET 3, FORMAT(7E10.4) **»* USED ONLY FOR KR(2)=1 PR J »***
FIELD 1 (COLUMNS 1-10), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS ll-2n). ETC., 7 TO A CARD,
G(2,l), Gft.IJ, I = 1,NETA
FIRST GUFSSES OP RESTART VALUES FOR ENTHALPY GRADIENT AT THE WALL r,t2,i)
AND ENTHALPY G ( 1, I) ACROSS THE BOUNDARY LAYER, J/KG,
CARD SET «, FORMAT(7E10.«) **** USED ONLY FOR KR(2)=1 OR 3 AND NSP GREATER
THAN t **«*
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-to), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20), ETC., 7 TO A CARD.
(SP(2,l,M, SP(l,t,K), I=1,KETA) K31, NSF-1
FIRST GUESSES OR RESTART VALUES FOR ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION GRADIENT
.AT THE *ALL SPC2.1.K) AND ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTION VALUES SP(1,I,K)
ACRHSS THE BOUNDARY LAYER. READ IN >IALL GRADIENT AND VALUES AT NOOFS
FOR EACH ELEMENT BEFORE GOING ON TO NEXT ELEMENT. START EACH ELEMENT
ON A NEW C A R D .
C A R D SET 5, F O R M A T ( V > T 2 ) * *»* USEO ONLY fOR K R ( 2 ) s i OR J AND tS G P t A T f - c
THAN .1 ****
PIELD i (.COLUMNS 1-2, RIGHT JUSTIFIED), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS j-«. RIGHT
JiISTTFIEDi. ETC,, (LEF(K), K=1.IS) CSfc'F. LA tip 1 OF f^Ql'r 11.)
ENTRTES IN -THESE FIELDS Mt'ST INDIVTDDALLY CORRESPOND TO THE ELEMENTS AS
THEY ARE ENTERED IN GROUP u, CARD SET 2 ACCORDING TO WHETHER, FOR THE
FIRST (OR RESTART) STATION, ThE ELEMENT iSj
0 NTT PRESENT
1 PRESENT DUE Tn L(.iC4L INJECTION
2 PRESENT DUE TO UPSTREAM INJECTIQM (NOT POSSIBLE AT FIRST STATION)
3 PRESENT FROM THE EDGE GAS
CARD 6, FORMAT(Eio.o). «**** USED ONLY FI\K «R(2)so *****
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-io, G'«
FIRST GUESS FOR ENTHALPY OF THE GAS AT THE WALL, J/"G, IF NC) INFORMATIPfj
IS A V A I L A B L E USE THE VALUE OF THE STAGNATION E^TWALPY (GROUP 7. CAPD 2)
GHQUP 10 PROPERTY DATA FQR NONREACTlNG 8QUNUARY LAYfR (KR(7)=1 OR 3) (CALLED
FROM STATfcNi) **** SKIP THIS GROUP FHR KR(7)s 0 OR 2 OR KH(12)- i ,**.
CARD . i, FURMAT(SF. 10."") ***** USED ONLY IF KR(7) = i OR i *****
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FIELD 1 (COLUMNS j-10), PRDUM
PRANOTL NUMBER. IF CONSIDERED CONSTANT, OTHERWISE, IT IS A CONSTANT IN
THE RELATION
PR s PRDUM+pRA*T**PRB+PRC*T**pRD
UNITS FOR T SET RY KU, CARD 3, FIELD ", PRA, PRB, PRC, AND PRO ARE
INPUT IN FIELDS 2, 3, <t AND 5 OF THIS CARD.
FIELDS 2, 3, « AND 5. (COLUMNS 11-20, 21-30, 31-10, AND «1-50), PRA
PRR.PRC, AND PRO, RESPECTIVELY
COEFFICIENTS IN pRANDTL NUMBER RELATION DEFINED UNDER FIELD 1 OF THIS
CARD
CARD 2, FORMAT(UElO,ui ***** USED ONLY IF KR(7) = 1 OR 3 *****
HELD i TCOLUMNS i-ioj, VMUA
COEFFICIENT IN VtScOSITY RELATION(N-S/M2 IF KU= 0| LBM/S-FT IF KU = 1>
MU = (VMUA*T**VMUB)/(VMUC*T»VnUO)
UNITS FOR T SET BY KU, CARD J, FIELD a. VMUB, VMUC, VMUD ARE INPUT IN
FIELDS 2, 3. AND a OF THIS CARD,
FIELDS 2, 3, AND a,' (COLUMNS 11-20, 21-30, AND 3i-ao), VMUB,VMUC, AND
VMUD, RESPECTIVELY
COEFFICIENTS IN VISCOSITY RELATION DEFINED UNDER FIELD 1 OF THIS CARD
CARD 3, FORMAT(I3,2X.3Il,2X,3F10.3i *****USED ONLY IF KR(7) = 1 OR 3*****
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-3, RIGHT.JUSTIFIED), NC
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS OF THE GAS MIXTURE
FIELD 2 (COLUMN 6) IFRAC
1 COMPOSITION ENTERED IN CARD SET « AS RELATIVE MEMBER OF MOLFS.
2 COMPOSITION ENTERED IN CARD SET a AS RELATIVE MASS.
FIELD 3 (COLUMN 7) ITEMP
0 TWO TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THERMODYNAMIC CURVE FIT CONSTANTS ENTERED
IN CARD SET s.
1 THREE TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THERMODYNAMIc CURVf FIT CONSTANTS
ENTERED IN CARD SET 5. **REQUIRES 6 CARD DATA SET IN CARD SET s.*«
FIELD o (COLUMN a) KU
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0 PRAMDTL NUMBER AND VISCOSITY EXPRESSIONS ENTERED IN DEC K,
1 PRANOTL NUMBER AND VISCOSITY EXPRESSIONS ENTERED IN DEC R.
FIELDS 5-7 (COLUMNS 11-20, 21-JO, 31-aO) TJ(I), I« 1,3.
THE Tjdi SERVE AS LIMITS FOR THE TEMPERATURE RANGES OF THE THERMO.
DYNAMIC CURVE FIT CONSTANTS, (MUST BE DECREES KELVIN)
OPTIONAL LOW RANGE - BETWEEN 50 DEC. K AND TJU),
MID RANGE - BETWEEN TJU) AND TJ(2).
UPPER RANGE - BETWEEN TJ(2) AND Tj(J).
CARD SET «, FORMAT«.E10.3)
i, 3, s, (COLUMNS 1-10, 21-30, ai-so) TMI.I), i« I,NC,
AMOUNT OF COMPONENT I IN THE MIXTURE (SEE IFRAC ON CARD 3)
FIELDS 2, u, 6, (COLUMNS 11-20, 3i-ao, si-60) VMWEU), i= I,NC.
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF COMPONENT i,
**» NOTE *** TK(I,1), VMWE(I) ARE ENTERED A3 PAIRS, 3 PAIRS TO A
CARD, THEY **MUST»* BE IN THE SAME ORDER AS THE
COMPONENT THERMODYNAMIC DATA CARDS IN.CA*D SET 5.
CARD SET 5
CURVE FIT CONSTANTS FOR ENTHALPY, SPECIFIC HEAT, AND ENTROPY. SEE
FORMAT IN GROUP 13, CARD SETS 2,3... FOR IT£MP a 1 THE L0« TEMP-
ERATURE CONSTANTS ARE USED,
*** NOTE *»* NO BLANK CARD AT END OF GROUP 10.
GROUP 11 ELEMENTAL DATA (CALLED FROM INPUT)
*•«* SKIP THIS GROUP FOR KR(12)= 1 OR FOR KR(7)a i OR 3 ***«
CARD 1, FORHAT(I3,F7.0,5F10,U) **** USED ONLY FOR KR(12)aO OR 2 ****
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-3, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED), is
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE SYSTEM INCLUDING ELECTRONS IF CONSIDERED (THIS
ENTRY WILL BE THE SAME AS CARD 1 OF GROUP 2 (EXCEPT FQR THE DIFFERENT
FORMAT) FOR SYSTEMS NOT CONTAINING ELECTRONS BUT WILL BE ONE GREATER FOR
SYSTEMS CONTAINING ELECTRONS)
FIELDS 2 AND 3 (COLUMNS i-io.n-ao) FFAR, FITMOL
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CONSTANTS IN THE CURVEFIT OF FF(J) IN TERMS OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT,.
FF(J)»(WTM(J)/FITMOL)**FFAR
FFAR AND FITMQL ARE PRESUMED TO BE O.a89 AND ah. 7 IF NO ENTRY IS MADE.
FIELDS <*• $, AND fe (COLUMNS 21-30, 3i-«o, m-so)
THESE ARE PRESUMED TQ BE 32.0 , 3.«67 , AMD In6.7 «ISPF CT 1 VT i. Y IF MO
ENTRY IS MADE.
*** NOTF. FO" FIELDS 2-6 ***
THESE VARIABLES DEFINE THE REFERENCE SPECIES pwnptPTiES FOR F F C J I .(AEBQTHF.RM FINAL RFPORT NQ, 69-53, JULY |<»69). KASMfU IS THE HOLF.CI'I AH
WEIGHT OF THE REFERENCE SPECIES. SIGMA AMD EPHVHK ARE THE SPECIES
3IGMA AND EPSILON/K AS DEFINED BY SV£HLA CESTlMATtO VISCOSITIES AND
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF GASES AT HIGH TEHPEHAT'JHES ' , NASA TR-R-132,
i960). STANDARD VALUES DESCRIBED IN AFROTHERM REPORT 69-53 ARE. USED
IF NO ENTRIES ARF MADE.
FIELD ? (COLUMNS si-60) TF(N-H) *•** USED ONLY FUR KR(qj = 2 WITH
KR(1 1) a o *•**
ABLATION TEMPERATURE (DEC K), ABOVE WHICH EOULIF<HIUM CHAR REMOVAL RATE
WIU'BE DETERMINED. BELOW THIS TEMPERATURE, SURFACE EQILI6RIU'! is
SUPPRESSED. AUTOMATICALLY SET TO 50,000 K IF
 Mo ENTRY. AN ABLATION TFMP-
ERATURE MUST BE ENTERED IF SURFACE CHEMISTRY iS TO BE CONSIDERED.'
CARD SET 2
CAROS 1,2, 3..., IS (ONE FOR EACH ELEMENT, SEE CARD 1, FIELD 1 OF THIS GROUP),
FORMAT (1X,A2,3A«,8F7.3) **** USED ONLY FOR KH ( 1 2 ) sO , 2, 5, OR 7 ***
FIELD i (COLUMNS ?-s ***LEFT JUSTIFIED***) K A T < K )
ATOMIC SYMBOL OF ELEMENT (E FOR ELECTRON), WITH ELECTRON LAST (HHEN
CONSIDERED).
FIELD 2, (COLUMNS u-is) ATA(K), ATH(KJ, ATC(K)
NAME OF ELEMENT (USED FQP OUTPUT ONLY). FOR BEST LOOKING OUTPUT, El E«"
ENTS WITH 3 UR « LETTERS (EG., IRON) SHOULD START IN COLUMN 6, ELEMENTS
WITH 5i 6, OR 7 LETTERS (EG., CARBON) SHOULD START IN COLUMN 5, AND
ELEMENTS WITH a OR MORE LETTERS (EG,, NITROGEN) SHOULD START IN COL. a.
FIELD 3 (COLUMNS 16-22), *AT(K)
ATOMIC WEIGHT OF ELEMENT
FIELD a (COLUMNS 33-29) TK(K,D
AMOUNT OF ELEMENT IN BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE GAS. SEE BELOW FOR UNITS.
FIELDS 5 TO 10 (COLUMNS 30-36, 37-U3, «<J-50, 51-57, S8-6U, 65-71) TK(K.J)
J»2'.7
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AMOUNT OF ELEMENT IN PYROLYSI3 GAS AND CHAR FOR EACH OF THE THREE ALLOW.
ABLE MATERIALS. FIELDS 5 AND 6 ARE FOR MATERIAL 1, FIELDS 7 AND 8 FOB
MATERIAL 2, ETC; NEGATIVE VALUES ARE USED TO DESIGNATE RELATIVE MASSES
OF ELEMENTS* WHEREAS POSITIVE VALUES ARE USED TO DESIGNATE RELATIVE
NUMBERS OF ATOMS." AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE LATTER, THE ENTRIES FOR A SILICA
CHAR COULD BE 1. FOR THE ELEMENT SILICON AND 2, FOR OXYGEN.
GROUP 12 DIFFUSION FACTOR DATA (CALLED FROM INPUT)
**** SKIP THIS GROUP FOR KR(7)» 1 OR 3 OR KR(l2)s 1 OR IF IT TS
DESIRED TO USE THE MOLECULAR WEIGHT APPROXIMATION FOR DIFFUSION
FACTORS (SEE FIELDS 2 AND 3 OF CARD 1 OF GROUP 11).
CARD i, FORMAT(IS) ***** USED ONLY FOR KR(i2)oo OR 2,- AND THEN ONLY IF
IT IS DESIRED TO BEAD IN DIFFUSION FACTOR DATA FOR
ONE OR MO«E SPECIES *****
FIELD j (COLUMNS 1-5, RIGHT-JUSTIFIED) NFF
NUMBER OF MOLECULES FOR WHICH DIFFUSION FACTOR DATA ARE TO BE READ(SEE FIELDS 2 AND 3 of CARD i OF GROUP 11),
CARD SET 2
CA«DS 1,2,5,.... AS REQUIRED (DIFFUSION FACTOR DAT* REQUESTED BY CARD 1 OF
THIS GROUP ARE ENTERED HERE 3 TO A CARD) FORMAT (3(2AO,E12.1 ) )
***** USED ONLY FOR KR(12)sO OR 2, AND THEN ONLY IF THE CON.
DITIONS OF CARD 1 OF THIS GROUP ARE MET *****
FIELDS i, 3, AND s (COLUMNS i-a, 21*28, AND at.ae RESPECTIVELY)
) AND NPIB«I) IN EACH FIELD
NAME OF MOLECULE AS IT APPEARS IN COLUMNS l-fl ON FIRST CARD OF <4«CARO
THERMODYNAMlC DATA SET FOR THE MOLECULE (SEE GROUP 13, CARD SETS 2,3.
«,...", CARD 1)
FIELDS 2, «, AND 6 (COLUMNS 9-20, 29-uo, AND U9-60 RESPECTIVELY)
FFIN«|) IN EACH FIELD
A SET OF FF(J).AND G(J) ARE INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAH, IF ANY OF THESE
ARE TO BE CHANGED, THE NE« VALUES FOR EACH OF THE SPECIES NAMED IN
FIELDS 1,3, 5, ETC.* ARE ENTERED HERE UNDER THE VARIABLE NAME FFIN(J).
NEGATIVE ENTRIES OF FFIN REFER TO c(J). THEY ARE THEN SORTED BY SPECIES
NAMe AND ENTERED INTO THE PROPER SLOTS IN THE FF(J) OR G(J) ARRAYS.
THESE DIFFUSION FACTORS ARE REFERENCED TO OXYGEN (02) OR OTHER REFERENCE





GROUP 13 THERMflCHEMICAL DATA (CALLED FROM INPUT)
***** SKIP THT3 GROUP FQR KR(7)s 1 OR 5 OR KHU2)s 1 *****
THERE ARE FOUR CARDS FOR EACH MOLECULAR* ATOMIC, CONDENSED. OR IONIC
SPECIES. A TpTAL OF 70 SPECIES OF ALL TYPgS ARE ALLOWED, THE NUMBER
OF ALLOWABLE CONDENSED-PHASE MATERIALS WHICH CAN BE SIMULTANEOUSLV
PRESENT JN ANY SOLUTION IS U. AMY NUMBER OF CONDENSED PHASE SPFCIES
CAN RE INCLUDED IN THE THERMOCHEMICAL DATA DECK. (NOTE,.. CONDENSED
SPECIF.S ARE REQUIRED IN SURFACE EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS FOR CONSIO-
ERATTtlN AS CANDIDATE SURFACE MATERIALS BUT ARE NOT PRESENTLY CONSID-
ERED AS CANDIDATE SPECIES WITHIN THE BOUNDARY LAYER). A BLANK CARD
AFTER THE LAST SET CONCLUDES THE THERMOOYNaMIC DATA. THE ARRANCFMFNT
OF THESE CARD SETS IS OF CONSEQUENCE IN SO FAR AS IT DETERMINES THE
BASE SPECIES UPON WHICH MASS BALANCES ARE PERFORMED. THE FIRST INDE-
PENDENT SET OF BASE SPECIES BEING SELECTED. SINGULAR MATRICES CAN RF-
SULT FROM CERTAIN SETS OF THEORETICALLY ACCEPTABLE BASE SPECIES DUE
TO ROUND-OFF F.RRORS. FURTHERMORE* MASS BALANCES, ETC. FOR THE (NSP)TH
BASE SPECIES (SEE CARD I OF GROUP Z~> IS OBTAINED BY DIFFERENCE.
THEREFORE, THE ELEMENT REPRESENTED BY THIS BASE SPECIES SHOULD BE
PRESENT IN APPRECIABLE QUANTITIES THROUGHOUT THF. BOUNDARY LAYER.'
FOR EXAMPLE. FOR ABLATION IN AIR, MOLECULAR NITROGEN IS A GOOD CHOICE
FOR THE (NSP)TH BASE SPECIES.
A MULTIPLE PHASE SPECIE SHOULD BE ENTERED TOGETHER IN ORDER OF AS-
CENDING TEMPERATURE RANGES. THE GAS PHASE AND TWO PHASES OF AMY
COMBINATION OF SOLID ANQ LIQUID ARE ALLOWED.
EXCEPT FOR THESE CONSIDERATIONS, ATOMIC, MOLECULAR, AND CUNDENSFO
SPECIES CAN BF ARRANGED IN ANY ORDER, WHEN IONIZED FLOWS ARE CO"-
SIOERED, THE ATOMIC, MOLECULAR AND CONDENSED SPECIES DATA MUST
APPEAR FIRST AND BE FOLLOWED BY, FIRST, ELECTRON SPECIES DATA, AND
THEN THE IONIC SPECIES DATA (WHICH CAN BE IN ANY ORDER), THE DATA
FORMAT ACCEPTED BY THE PROGRAM (DESCRIBED BELOW) IS AS GENERATED BY
•FORTRAN iv PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF THERMQDYNAMIC DATA' DESCRIBED
IN NASA TN D-UQ97, AUGUST 1967,
***** NOTE ***** THESE CARDS ARE NOT SEQUENTIALLY IDENTIFIED IN
COLUMNS 73-80 WITH THE SYSTEM USED ELSEWHERE.
CARD 1 .FORMAT (I5,3F10.3,IS)
FIELD j (COLUMN i«o NOT USED
FIELD 2,3,« (COLUMNS 6-15,16-25,26-35) Tj(i),in,3
TEMPF.RATURE RANGES FOR THE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS. (MUST BE OEr, K)
OPTIONAL LOW RANGE - BETWEEN so DEC AND Tjm.
MIO RANGE - BETWEEN TJ(1) AND TJ(2),
UPPER RANGE • BETWEEN Tj(2) AND Tj(3),
FIELD s (COLUMNS 3h-uo) ITEMP
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0 TWO RANGES nP THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY DATA.
1 THREE RANGES OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY DATA.
CARD SETS 2,3,4,... ONE FOR EACH MOLECULE
CARD 1 .FORMAT (3A4.'bX,2A3,4 ( A2,F3,0) • Al ,2FlO .3, 14X, 1 1 )
FIELD 1 (COLUMNS 1-13), ISN(I), 1=1,3
SPECIES NAME EX. - H20, USED FOR INPUT/OUTPUT AND AS IDENTIFIER FOR
GROUP 6 AND GROUP 12 INPuT,
FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 19-24), ISN(I), IBU,5
DATE OF THE DATA USED FOR THE CURVE FIT,
FIELDS 3,4.5,6,.,. (COLUMNS 25-26, 27-2<>» 30-31 , 32-34 , 55-36, 37-S9,40-Ul ,
42-44) JAT(I),ALPT(I), Iai,4
JAT(I) • ATOMIC SYMBOL OF THE ELEMENTS IN THE MOLECULE (LEFT JUSTIFIED)
ALPT(I) • NUMBER OF ATOMS OF JAT(I) IN THE MQ|_ECULE
FIELD n (COLUMN 45). JP
PHASE OF. THE MOLECULE (SrL.o
WHEN A SPECIES HAS SEVERAL PHASES THERE IS ONE 4. CARD SET FOR EACH
PHASE. THE SETS ARE ORDERED WITH THE LOW TEMPERATURE PHASES FIRST.(SEE DISCUSSION AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS GROUP.)
FIELDS 12,13 (COLUMNS 46.55, 56-65) SPL.SPU
SPL • LOWER TEMPERATURE LIMIT FOR THIS MOLECULE IN THIS PHASE (DFG K)
SPU • UPPER TEMPERATURE LIMIT FOR THIS MOLECU(.E T'N THIS PHASE (DEC K)
«** NOTE *** FOR SOL^O PHASE, SPU IS THE FAIL TEMP. FOR THIS SPECIESAS A SURFACE.
THIS INFORMATION APPLIES ONLY TO THE RANGE OF VALIDITY OF THE CURVE FIT
DATA GIVEN ON CARDS 2-4 AND DOES NOT APPLY TO CARDS s AND 6 WHEN USED.
FIELD 14 (COLUMN eoi ici
ENTER A i
CARD 2 .FORMAT (5E15.6,I5)
FIELDS 1-5 (COLUMNS' i-is, 16-30,31-45, 46-60, 61-75)
COEFFICIENTS A(I), 1st, 5 FOR CP,H,S (SEE BELOW)




FIELDS i»s (COLUMNS t-i5,i6»30.3i-«5.«6-60,6t-75>
COEFFICIFNTS AdV,I«6.7 BU),in,3 FOR CP,H,S (SEE. BELOW)
FIELD 6 (COLUMN soj
ENTER A •*
CARD u FORMAT (5Ei5.«,l5)
FIELDS 1-1 (COLUMNS t-i5,i6-3o,3i-«5,46-60)
COEFFICIENTS B(h,1 = 1.7 FOR CP,H,S (SEE BELOW)
FIELD s NOT USED
FIELD * (COLUMN anS
ENTER A «
*** CARDS 5 AND 6 USED ONLY FOR ITEMPs 1 AND ONLY FOR GAS PHASE SPECIES,
NOT USED FOR SOLlU OR LIQUID PHASE EVEN WHEN iT£MP= 1. ***
CARD S. FORMAT(5El5,fl.I5)
FIELDS i-s (COLUMNS i-is, i«>-3o, 3i-«5, «6-bo)
COEFFICIENTS Cdi. 1= 1-5 FOR CP. H, S (SEE BELOW)
FIELD 6 (COLUMN 801
ENTER A 5
C A R D 6. FORMAMSEIS.H. IS)
FIELDS 1-2 (COLUMNS i-is, 16-30}
c(6), cm
FIELDS 3-5 NOT USED
FIELD 6 (COLUMN soi
ENTER A /,
THE A(I) APPLY Tn THE UPPER TEMPERATURE RANGE, THE 8(1) APPLY TO THE
MIDDLE TEMPERATURE RA*GE» AND THE c(i) APPLY TO THE OPTIONAL LOW TEMP.
ERATURE RANGE IN THE EQUATIONS-
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H/(R*T)sA(l)*A(2)*T/2+A(3)*T**2/3*A(«)*T**3/«+A(5)*T**fl/5*A(6)/T
WHERE T IS IN DEGREES K.
AS MENTIONED BEFORE THE LAST CARD IN GROUP 13 IS A BLANK CARD (IDENTI
FIED AS 13LA3T IN COLUMNS 73-78).
GROUP la ***** NOT USED FOR THIS VERSION •****
THIS GROUP RESERVED FOR INPUT OP SURFACE OR GAS PHASE KINETIC DATA,
GROUP 15 STREAMWISE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EDGE CONDITIONS (CALLED FROM REFCON)
CA"D SET 1 NAMELIST/STALIS/ ***USED ONLY FOR KR(U.GE,2***
WHEN SSTAI.IS IS USED GROUPS IS AND 16 ARE NOT USED.
CARD SET 2, FORMAT(rElO.O) **** USED ONLY FOR KR(5)s 5 **•*
FIELD i (COLUMNS uio), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS n-zo, ETC., 7 TO A CARD
DSIP(L), L«l. NS
DECREASE IN EDGE ENTROPY PROM PREVIOUS STATION TO CURRENT STATION. FOR
FIRST STATION THjS IS A DECREASE FROM STAGNATION ENTROPY. J/KG-K
CARD SET 3, FORMAT(7E10.'«) ***** USED ONLY FOR KR(6)=tt,8 *****
FIELD 1 (COLUMNS t-10), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-2Q). ETC., 7 TO A CARD.
PRE(L),.Lol.NS (SEE CARD 3 OF GROUP 3)
RATIO OF LOCAL STATIC TO STAGNATION PRESSURE, IN ADDITION TO DEFINING
THE LOCAL PRESSURE. THIS DATA IS USED TO FORM THE LOCAL VELOCITY GRAD-
IENT AT OTHER BODY STATIONS.
CARD SET «, FQRMAT(7E10.«)
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-ioi, FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20). ETC., 7 TO A CARD.
RADR(L), L al»NS (SEE CARD 3 OF GROUP 3)
RATIO OF LOCAL Tn STAGNATION POINT INCIDENT RADIATION, THIS INFORMATION
IS USED ONLY FOR KR(9) OR KR9 OF 3 OR « INPUT BLANKS INTO THIS FIELD
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FOR CITHER TYPES OF PROBLEMS. (NOTE • NUMBER nF CARDS IN CARD SET 5 = NC
"HERE NC IS THE SMALLEST iHTEGGtR SATISFYING 7*WC ,GC. NS (CAPO 1,
CROUP 1))
GROUP 16 STREAHWISE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR INPUT WALL CONDITIONS
(CALLED FROM pEFCQNJ
CARD SET 1, FORMAT(7E10.<O ** USED ONLY FOR KR(11)=1 AND KR(9)sO,l,2 OR 1 *•
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-10), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20), ETC., 7 TO^'A CARD.
HW(L,1)» l.ai, NS (SEE CARD 3 OF GROUP 3)
ENTHALP* OF THE GAS AT THE HALL* J/KG,
CARD SET 2, FORMAT(7FtO,4) •* USED ONLY FOR KR(ll)=0 AND KR(9)rO,l,2 OR 5 **
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-to), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-201, ETC., 7 TO A CARD,
TW(L,1), L3l»NS (SEE CARD 3 OF GROUP 3)
WALL TEMPERATURE, DEC K
CARD SET 3, NOT USED IN THIS VERSION.
CARD SET a, FORMAT^FIO.I) *** USED ONLY FOR KR(9j= i AMD KH(in= o OR i ***
FIELD i (COLUMNS 1-10), FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20), ETC. 7 TO A CARD.
RHOVW(L,1) Ls 1»NS.
MASS FLUX *T THE WALL (KG/S-M2),
. FOR MASS INJECTION.
CARD SET 5, FORMAT(7El0.a) *** USED ONLY FOR KR(7)= 0 OR 2, KRCMs 0 OR 1,
AND KR(H)s OOR 1.
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-ioi, FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20), ETC. 7 TO A CARD.
3PW(K,L,i).' L= 1,NS. DO LOOP FOR Ksl, MSP-1. NOT USED FOR NSPsl.
WALL ELEMENTAL MASS FRACTIONS IN THE SAME ORDER THAT THfcY ARE SELECTED
FROM THE THERMODVNAMIC DATA (GROUP 13)
CARD SET 6, FORMAT(7ElO.«) **** USED ONLY FOR KR(7)=0 OR 2 WITH KR(9)a2 AND
KR(11)=0,1, OR 2» OR WITH ANY OF THE KR9=2
FIELD i (COLUMNS i-io>, FIELD 2 (COLUMNS 11-20)1 ETC., 7 TO A CARD,
DO N=l,3 FLUXJ(N,L, 1), L B1»NS (SEE CARD 3 OF GROUP 3)
WALL MASS FLUXES OF BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE GAS, PYROLYSIS GAS, AND CHAR,
RESPECTIVELY (SEP. GROUP 11, CARD SET 2, FIELD <J ) , KG/SEC-M«*2, POS-
ITIVE FOR MASS INJECTION.
READ IN ALL EDGE GAS VALUES, THEN START PYROLYSIS GAS VALUES ON A K'EW
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CARD ANf> READ ALL PYROLYSIS GAS VALUES, ETC.
*** NOTE *** IF NO MASS FLUXES, THE PROPER NUMBER OF BLANK CARDS MUST BE
ENTERED HERE. (NUMBER OF CARDSSS TIMES NUMBER OF CARDS IN
CARD SET 1 OR CARD SET 2, WHICH EVER IS USED.)
*** TRANSPIRATION COOLING RATE CAN BE SPECIFIED HERE AS A PYROLYSIS GAS
«**
GROUP 17 (CALLED FRQH BLIMP)
CARD 1 FORMAT(Al)
FIELD t (COLUMN 1), JAST
THE PURPOSE OF THIS ENTRY IS TO PERMIT A TEST ON WHETHER OR NOT A N£W
CASE is TO FOLLOW. IN THE EVENT A CASE DOES NOT CONVERGE IN THE ALLOTTED
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS, ANY REMAINING CARDS FOR THAT CASE ARE READ AND
THEN IGNORED UNTIL A COMMA (,} OR A PERIOD (.) is ENCOUNTERED IN
COLUMN 1.' A CQMHA SIGNIFIES ANOTHER CASE, WHILE A PERIOD




The purpose of this section is to expand on the information presented in the
input description. Several types of problems are discussed with respect to the pro-
gram options used to model the problem. In addition, several special program options
and the interface of BLIMP-J with other JANNAF programs are described. Finally, a
description of common convergence difficulties is presented.
6.1 UNITS
Input and output for the BLIMP-J program can be either SI or English engineer-
ing units (see discussion in Section 5). The output headings are changed as appropri-
ate. Table 6-1 gives the conversion factors for the two systems.




































6.2 WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Wall boundary conditions for the BLIMP program have been generalized to in-
clude surface thermochemistry considerations. These wall boundary conditions are
flagged by various combinations of the KR(9), KR9(L), and KR(ll) flags. The input
of wall information is controlled by KR(9) and KR(ll). The type of wall boundary
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condition is controlled by KR(11) and KR9(L). The KR9(L) (Group 3, Card 1, Fields
2-51) can be assigned a different value at each solution station. If no input is
made the default value is KR(9).
lor those options Involving transpiration cooling or surface ablation, the
following general rules apply:
• For user specified amount of transpirant or pyrolysis gas use the input
fields allocated to "Pyrolysis Gas". (Groups 6, 11, or 16)
• If the program is to compute the amount of transpirant on ablation gas
used input fields allocated to. "Char". (Groups 6, 11, or 16)
It is possible to specify up to three different materials as possible surface mate-
rials at each solution station. The choice of surface materials is governed by
KS(L) (Group 2, Card 2, Fields 2-51).
For typical engineering problems, there are several sets of boundary condi-
tions which are used most often. These are typically combinations of the following
conditions:
t Chemical equilibrium between the gaseous boundary layer and the surface
material
• Assigned surface temperature
• Assigned surface mass flux
• Energy balance between the surface material and the gaseous boundary
layer assuming steady state ablation.
Of course, these four conditions cannot be used in all possible combinations and do
not constitute a complete list. Several combinations which can be used in the BLIMP
program and the control card punches necessary to flag them are described below.
6.2.1 Assigned Surface Temperature, Nonreacting Gas
Use KR(9) = 1, KR(ll) = 0, and KR(7) = 1 or 3. This is a simple problem and
bypasses all the chemical equilibrium consideraitons. The homogeneous (nonreacting)
gas option is discussed in Section 6.3.
6.2.2 Assigned Surface Temperature, Nonreacting Wall
Use KR(9) = 2 and KR(ll) = 0. This option is the same as that of Section
6.2.1 except that gas phase equilibrium chemistry is required. All mass fluxes in
Group 16 are entered as zero.
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6.2.3 Assigned Surface Temperature and Mass Flux
Use KR(9) = 2 and KR(ll) = 0. This option can be used to model a design
problem wherein the desired wall temperature and the amount of transpiration cooling
are known and the heat flux to the wall is desired. The transpirants are entered as
pyrolysis gases. No surface material-surface gas interaction is considered (see
Group 11, Card 1, Field 7).
6.2.4 Assigned Temperature and Surface Equilibrium
Use KR(9) = 2 and KR(ll) =0. The surface equilibrium option is activated
when the assigned wall temperature exceeds the assigned ablation temperature (Group
11, Card 1, Field 7). The assigned char flux should be zero. (A pyrolysis gas flux
may be assigned.) The program will choose the correct surface species from the
available solid species. The thermochemistry deck must contain at least one solid
species whose fail temperature (entered as SPU, Group 13) is greater than the as-
signed wall temperature.
6.2.5 Steady State Energy Balance and Surface Equilibrium
Use KR(9) = 4, KR(ll) = 0. KR9(L) is equal to 4 at those stations where
a special surface chemistry package based on vapor pressures is called. The special
chemistry package does not allow fail temperatures and the surface material must be
specified in advance (char, Group 6). Within these limitations, the program will
calculate the correct mass loss rate of specified surface material necessary to
satisfy the steady state energy balance equation. There must be at least one solid
phase species in the species deck (Group 13) and its name must correspond to the
material name entered in Group 6 as "char". No entry for wall temperature is made
in Group 16.
6.2.6 Assigned Surface Temperature and wall Heat Flux
Use KR(9) = 3, KR(ll) = 0. This option could be used to determine how much
transpiration cooling would be required to maintain a specified wall temperature and
a specified heat removal rate (by internal cooling). The specified wall heat flux is
entered as a negative "radiation absorbed by the surface" using RADFL(l) (Group 7)
and RADR(L) (Group 15). The composition of the transpirant is entered as "char" in
Groups 6 and 11. No solid phase surface species is required and surface-gas equili-
brium is not imposed.
-6.2.7 Adiabatic Wall with Transpiration Cooling
Use KR(9) = 2, KR(ll) = 0, and KR9(L) = 7, as appropriate. The flux of trans-
pirant is entered as pyrolysis gas flux in Group 16, and blank cards must be used for
the wall temperature entered in Group 16. The composition and initial enthalpy of
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the transpirant are entered in Group 11 and Group 6, respectively. The wall boundary
condition is set by KR9(L) = 7 and requires zero net energy flux to the wall. For a
completely adlabatk wall the transpirant fluxes are omitted and KR(9) E 7 1s used.
6.3 HOMOGENEOUS GAS OPTION
The homogeneous, or nonreacting, gas option is activated by KR(7) = 1 or 3.
In this option the user specifies the species composition of the gas and the gas
viscosity and Prandtl number as functions of temperature. (The input for this op-
tion is described in Group 10.) This option is useful for one-species gases or for
preliminary studies where complete accuracy is sacrificed for reduced computer time.
An example of the first case is low temperature air flow. For this case the thertno-
dynamic properties, viscosity, and Prandtl number are well known and can easily be
curve fit for input to the code. For the second case the main problem is how to
get the transport properties of a multicomponent mixture. A program such as the
Aerotherm Chemical Equilibrium program (Reference 7) can be. used to generate values
of the transport properties for frozen species composition. These can then be curve
fit as required by the Group 10 input. The gas composition may be frozen at any
state, for example, the throa.t composition. Using this method for a complex gas mix-
ture can result in considerable savings in computer time.
6.4 BINARY DIFFUSION OPTION •
The binary diffusion option offers another method of reducing computation time
for those gas systems containing more than two elements. Sample case 3, Section 8.3,
which has four elements required about 60 percent as much time using the binary dif-
fusion option as it did with the regular options. The remainder of this section is
devoted to describing the input manipulations required to activate the binary diffu-
sion option.
The most important aspect of the input for the binary model is the construc-
tion of two artificial species which will be considered as diffusing into each other.
General guidelines for these two species are given below:
• The entire elemental composition of the.system must be represented by
the two artificial species
• For problems with gas injection the injectant and the edge gas make up
the two artificial species
• The aritifical species should be considered as solids with large negative
entropies. This can be accomplished by inputing A(7) and B(7) in Group
13 as ~ -1000. The other entries for the thermodynamic data can be zero.
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SPU can be entered as 100. In this way these species will never appear
as part of the chemical system and will only serve to keep track of ele-
mental diffusion.
• The artificial species should be the first two in the Group 13 input and
if there is an injectant the species representing the inj.ectant should be
first and the species representing the edge gas second.
The only additional input required is that NSP in Group 2 should be input as 2 re-
gardless of the number of elements in the problem and KR(14) = 2 is used.
As an example of how to construct the artificial species consider a propellant
gas of composition* (weight percent):
H - 4.0 percent
C - 21.6 percent
N - 38.7 percent
0 - 35.7 percent
Alternately the composition could be approximately represented as 40 atoms of H, 18
atoms of C, 28 atoms of N, and 22 atoms of 0. This is more convenient for forming
fictitious species and for input in Group 11. Two fictitious molecules which could
be used to represent this gas are
H2
C18N28°22
As it turns out H~ is a real species and the appropriate thermodynamic data should
be used. The C, N, and 0 have been arbitrarily lumped together.
If this same gas were used in conjunction with an injectant (or ablative wall)
with composition** given by 25 atoms of H, 71 atoms of C and 7 atoms of 0, appropri-
ate artificial species might be
Wall injectant - H25C7107
Edge gas - H20C18N28°22
Sample case 3, Section 8.3, is setup to illustrate this situation.
*
This is roughly the composition of XLDB with the solid A1203 removed.
This composition is approximately that of carbon phenolic tape (MX4926).
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6.5 THIRD TEMPERATURE RANGE
An optional third range for thermodynamic property curve fit constants can be
used for those problems where the two standard ranges are not sufficient. These ex-
tra curve fit constants apply to low temperatures and are useful for extending the
standard JANNAF curve fits to temperature less than 300°K. When the curve fit con-
stants are determined care should be taken to insure that the specific heat, enthalpy,
and entropy are continuous at the temperature that separates .the lower range from the
mid-range.
6.6 SELECTION OF AXIAL SOLUTION STATIONS
The choice of the location of the first solution station (S(l), Group 3) and
how far to step in the axial direction between solution stations is cause for some
concern. Although there is no rigorous procedure for choosing the solution stations,
there are some general guidelines that should be helpful.
As a rule of thumb the value of S(l) should be selected to represent the
physical distance along the wall upstream of the first solution station. (This
number should not be zero.) Difficulty in getting convergence for the first sta-
tion may be a result of .5(1) being too large. S(l) can be reduced or the procedure
described in Section 5.2 may be used. The axial step to the next solution station
should no more than double the value of S. This step size is subject to the number
of solution stations desired and the considerations discussed in the following para-
graphs.
In general there are three features of the flow which influence the choice
of solution stations.
• Discontinuities in geometry
• Discontinuities in wall conditions (ex. start of blowing or step change
temperature)
• Pressure distribution.
All of these features contribute to the streamwise .derivative terms (9/9 In £) in
the conservation equations discussed in Sections 2 and 3. These terms can become
large and dominate the equations by two mechanisms. The first is the result of
large changes in the physical quantity and is a natural part of the physics of the
problem. The second is a result of the numerics and the computer being used in
that 3 In ? is computed from In £. - In E._, (see Equation (3-36)). If E,. and E,. ,
are too close together the differences in the logs may get excessively small or ex-
ceed the machine limits thereby resulting in large terms 3/9 In £, which inhibit
convergence. Both must be considered. In regions of rapid physical change small
steps should be taken so that the solution does not change drastically from station
to station; however, if the steps are too small numerical problems may arise.
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Discontinuities in geometry and wall conditions can be treated in the same
manner. Solution stations should be placed on either side of the discontinuity and
fairly close together. The change in conditions is considered to be spread over the
distance between the two stations. If three-point differencing is heinr) used (KR(3) =
2) both of these stations should be identified as discontinuities. (See Section 5,
Group 3, Card set 2.) This helps to confine the effects of the discontinuity.
The selection of the solution stations with respect to the pressure distribu-
tion influences the solution through the calculation of the streamwise derivatives
of the pressure and the free stream velocity. (Both of these terms appear in the
momentum equation.) The difficulty arises from the method of calculating these
gradients. There are three methods of calculating these derivatives in addition to
directly inputting them.
The first method is preferred when a large number of pressure and velocity
points are available as, for example, is the case with TDK output. For IP ^  0 (see
Section 5, Namelist $INPUT) the gradients are calculated from linear averaging of
the straight line slopes to adjacent points. The solution stations should then be
selected from the set of TDK points such that the linear approximation is valid.
This can be easily done by examination of a graph of the pressure versus axial
position.
The other two methods are used when IP = 0. In this case the gradients are
calculated from the set of pressure values at only those points used as BLIMP solu-
tion stations. The gradients can be calculated by either linear or quadratic methods.
Use of the linear option [KR(3) = 3, 4,-or 5] is less likely to lead to trouble,
but is also considerably less accurate in highly nonlinear regions. Derivatives at a
station are computed as the average of the linear slopes to one station forward and to
one station backward (Figure 6-1).
.,
X/RKT
Figure 6-1. Linear derivative.
The quadratic option [KR(3) =0, 1, or 2] is more accurate but can give
erroneous results, particularly in regions of large curvature. The derivative at a
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station is the weighted average of the derivative calculated from a three-point
backward quadratic, a three-point centered quadratic, and a three-point forward
quadratic (Figure 6-2). The derivative of each quadratic is
x/D
Figure 6-2. Quadratic derivative.
evaluated at the station in question (0 in Figure 6-2) and the derivative at the
station calculated from
D.+ 2D + D
V " 4°
In regions of large curvature the forward or backward quadratic can be in
error as shown by the example below.
*/„
Figure 6-3. Quadratic derivative with error.
In this case the large positive derivative from D. would outweigh the contributions
from Df and D and lead to errors.
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As a guide to the user, the following suggestions are offered.
1. Select the distribution of solution stations by referring to a graph of
P/PQ vs. X/R-j. (or S/R-j.). (This is in addition to discontinuity considera-
tions.)
2. Decrease the interval between points in regions of large |dP/dx| and large
|d2P/dxz|.
3. Check the output values of 6 (the streamwise derivative of edge velocity).
For rocket nozzles it is expected that du/dx > 0, therefore, it is nega-
tive values of £y where positive values are expected that indicate a poor
selection of solution stations. Also, 6 (and 8 ) should be smoothly
varying.
4. Use the linear option [KR(3) = 3, 4, or 5] and select the solution sta-
tions so that the average linear slope is a good approximation to the
slope of the dP/dx curve.
It should be stressed that accurate evaluation of the pressure gradient is of ut-
most importance to reliable solutions, and every effort should be made for a proper
choice of the solution stations.
6.7 NODAL DISTRIBUTION AND REFIT
A suggested distribution of nodes for both laminar and turbulent flow is given
in Section 5, Group 4. These distributions should be adequate for most problems,
particularly when the REFIT option is used. The key parameters for.the nodal dis-
tribution are CBAR, KAPPA, and the ratio ETA(KAPPA)/ETA(NETA). The selection of
KAPPA establishes the node that will be used to stretch the boundary layer profile
to accommodate growth of the boundary layer. The velocity ratio at the KAPPA node
is fixed by CBAR. The ratio ETA(KAPPA)/ETA(NETA) determines how thick the boundary
layer can be relative to the location of the KAPPA node. All other node locations
can be adjusted by the REFIT option.
6.7.1 REFIT .
An option has been developed for the BLIMP-J code which will change the values
of the independent variable, n, (ETA(I), the nodal distribution across the boundary
layer) during code execution. The purpose of this option is to provide a means for
maintaining an optimum nodal distribution for problems which include nonsimilar ef-
fects such as transition to turbulence, blowing, pressure gradients, long stream-
running lengths, etc. This readjustment is accomplished while preserving the
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fundamental characteristics of each profile, namely, basic profile shape, wall and
edge derivatives, and integral properties. Potentially a number of bases may be
identified for selecting nodal distributions and for making decisions relative to
changing the existing distribution, e.g., mapping of any one of the velocity, tem-
perature, and specie profiles. However, since adequate mapping of the velocity pro-
file is the most commonly encountered problem, a selection criterion based on this
parameter has been implemented, and the identification, evaluation and implementa-
tion of any other possible criteria has not been pursued at this time. Initially
the selection criterion has been based upon maintaining a desired (specified) ve- .
locity ratio distribution across the boundary layer. For nonsimilar turbulent
flows, for example, the nodal distribution will change as a function of distance
to account for the changes in velocity profile shape as the turbulent layer develops.
The decision to refit is made following a converged solution and is based on whether
or not the newly calculated velocities vary by more than a selected ratio from the
desired values.
The REFIT procedure is currently valid for all forms of curve fitting across
the boundary layer (KR(10)), i.e., all quadratics, quadratics with a final cubic and
all cubics. Finally, as a result of the basic features of the REFIT option, it is
possible to change the number of nodes used to describe the boundary layer. This
latter capability has been programmed only for the case of transition from laminar
to turbulent flow, as a means for eliminating the unnecessary and expensive nodes
from laminar calculations. As such, this option is limited to this application;
however, potentially it may be programmed for more general application. The REFIT
option is limited to a maximum of 15 nodes; however, as might be anticipated, the
ability to maintain a more optimum distribution of nodes makes it possible to solve
most problems using fewer nodes than normally required without REFIT. For example,
for some long streamwise length, turbulent flows, it is either very difficult or
impossible to estimate in advance the best distribution for the entire length using
all 15 nodes. With REFIT, it is possible to achieve good results with normal selec-
tion of desired velocity ratios using 12 nodes. Since solution times vary roughly
as the number of nodes squared, this represents a saving of 40 percent in computer
time, some of which is used in the refitting operation.
6.7.2 Basic REFIT Procedure
A description of the basic procedure is as follows. An input switch (KONRFT)
is available to activate the REF.IT option. If KONRFT is greater than 0, the
REFIT option will be used. In this event, a set of desired values of the velcoity
ratio, u/u (F2FIX(I)) must be read in. These represent the desired, fixed values
of u/u as a function of node number. This set of values is selected based on such
considerations as keeping nodes within the laminar sublayer for turbulent flows
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(u/u < -0.05); maintaining good spacing in the middle velocity region where inte-
gral quantities are strongly affected; and, finally, defining and maintaining good
spacing at the outer edge to prevent overshoot of the profile. (Note that this lat-
ter goal is one of the advantages of the REFIT method since the nodes between the
fixed node (KAPPA) and outer nodes are tied to desired velocity ratios which are less
than 1.0).
The capability to change the number of nodes (NETA) across the boundary is
also available. Currently this is associated directly with the onset of transition
from laminar to turbulent flow. The switch KTURB determines if this sub-option is to
be employed. For KTURB = 1 the number of nodes will be changed following the first
turbulent solution for transition based on Refl, momentum thickness Reynolds number.
The BLIMP code assumes a finite transitional length which is equal to the streamwise
length prior to onset of transition. Consequently, the first turbulent solution is
still effectively a laminar solution because the transitional factor applied to the
eddy viscosity is equal to zero. Thus the laminar nodal distribution is adequate
for the "turbulent" part of the solution at the first turbulent station.
Following a converged solution (at the end of OUTPUT), the REFIT is called
if KONRFT > 0 and either IS = 1, the ratio criterion is exceeded, or the number of
nodes is being changed. At this point, the n values and all the primary boundary
layer variables and their derivatives are passed to the main subroutine (REFIT) of
the REFIT option. This package first takes the existing distribution u/u (I), con-
sisting of ETA(I), F(2,I) and derivatives, generates.the quadratic and cubic curve
fit coefficients consistent with the curve fit option used in BLIMP (KR(10)) and then
solves for the new locations of the ETA nodes based on the F2FIX values. Additional
points are generated in each new polynomial segment (NPOINT per segment). These
data points, subject to the following constraints, are created in the subroutine
POINTS.
1. Connecting curves must have equal function values at the new node.
2. Connecting curves must have equal first derivatives (spline fit) at the
new node.
3. Connecting curves must have equal second derivatives at the new nodes if
the curve option is all cubics, KR(10) = 0. The function value and the n
value must be maintained at the first and last nodes.
4. The first derivative value must be maintained at the first and last node
(except for all quadratics, KR(10) = 2, for which the outer derivative
must float).
5. The function value and the n value must be maintained at the KAPPA node.
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These data points and constraints which define the old curve together with the
new n values are then operated on by a series of subroutines (FISLEQ, FILQ3, FINEQ,
and FILQ5) which perform a least squares curve fit. The results of this operation
are returned to BLIMP as the new values of F(2,I), F(3,I) and F(4,I) at the new
values of ETA(I). This process has been selected specifically to preserve the im-
portant characteristics of the profile, namely the derivatives at the wall and all
integral quantities.
In identical manner, the other dependent variables, i.e., G(1,I) and SP(1,I,K),
are adjusted to the new values of ETA(I). Note that the redistribution of n is
based on the input u/u selection criterion; once this has been completed, all other
variables are adjusted to this new distribution. This is the only selection criter-
ion considered at this stage of development.
6.8 RESTART/FIRST GUESS OPTION
An option [KR(2) = 3] is available for restarting BLIMP at any .solution sta-
tion. This option is useful for continuing a solution which has been stopped during
execution. (For example, exceeding the time limit or faulty data downstream of the
selected station.) RESTART should be used with care since there is some loss of ac-
curacy at the restart station. It is important that the restart station be a valid
solution station since the input is accepted as the solution. The card punch options
(KR(8) = 1,2) should not be used with RESTART if the restart station is downstream
of the throat since the normalizing factor, throat radius, would not be corrected
for displacement thickness.
A potential problem associated with the RESTART option involves turbulent
transition. This version of BLIMP-J has a transition length for the development of
a fully turbulent boundary layer. This length is equal to the length upstream of
the station at which the turbulent transition criterion (Re.) is exceeded. A RESTARTt)
should not be made at a station in this region. For restarting in the fully turbu-
lent region the transition Reynolds number should be input as zero.
The option for inputting a first guess at the first station (KR(2) = 1) is
useful for starting those problems which have well developed turbulent profiles.
The built-in guess can lead to an excessive number of iterations for such cases.
This option is also useful for starting, those problems which have a large degree of
nonsimilarity in streamwise solutions. However, it is very difficult to provide
accurate profile information without careful calculations or output of a previous
solution. A reasonable first guess frequently can be obtained from the output of a
-previous, similar problem (see Sample case 6.1).
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The additional input for RESTART or FIRST GUESS is described in Group 9 of
the input instructions. For RESTART this information can be obtained from the out-
put at the restart station. If the restart station is also a refit station, the
values of ETA and the nodal distribution of (F(2,I), 6(1,1) and SP(l.I.K) are those
of the REFIT output.* The input ETA values must agree with those used for the solu-
tion station.
6.9 . TURBULENT TRANSITION
Transition to turbulent flow can occur in two ways (see Input Instructions, .
GroupS). • '
• The momentum thickness Reynolds number exceeds an input critical value
0 The station number equals a prescribed value for transition
In the first case a transition length for full turbulence is used (see Section 2),
whereas, in the second case full turbulence occurs immediately.
It is not possible to give an appropriate, universal transition value of mo-
mentum thickness Reynolds number for compressible, highly accelerating flows. A
flat plate zero pressure gradient value of ReQ = 360 serves as a nomial guess.
It is known that for accelerating flows the transition value increases. The value
selected will depend on the particular problem under consideration.
6.10 BLIMP-J INTERFACE WITH OTHER JANNAF PROGRAMS
Special input and output features have been added to the BLIMP-J program to
make interface with other JANNAF programs used in the rocket engine performance and
evaluation procedure more convenient for the user. Part of the required input to
BLIMP is the edge pressure distribution and the coordinate pair (x,r) description of
the nozzle contour. These quantities can be directly obtained as part of the punched
card output of TDK in the form of a namelist of values PITAB (pressure), XITAB (x co-
ordinate), and YITAB (nozzle radius). This output typically starts near the nozzle
throat and consists of several hundred values for each variable. Similar information
for the region upstream of the throat can be obtained from DDK. The quantities can
then be used directly as input to BLIMP in namelist $INPUT, which is described in Sec-
tion 5.2. BLIMP also uses the same form of the JANNAF thermochemical data as TDK,
thus the same species decks can be used for both programs (see Section 5.2, Group
13).
The BLIMP-J program will also punch a corrected body contour (XITAB, YITAB).
in the namelist form suitable for direct input to TDK. (The corrected body contour
The quantities used for RESTART input are marked by J; on the Sample case 1 output.
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option is described in Section 4.2 in subroutine ROCOUT.) This corrected contour is
useful if it is desired to rerun TDK using the inviscid flow field contour (body con-
tour minus the body displacement thickness as calculated by BLIMP-J) or if it is
desired to have a new body contour (inviscid flow contour plus the body displacement
thickness) for other purposes.
6.11 POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS
The integral matrix procedure which is used to solve the boundary layer equa-
tions uses general Newton-Raphson iteration, as does the chemistry solution proce-
dure. In this iteration process the derivatives of all equations with respect to
the primary dependent variables are employed to drive the errors toward zero. The
boundary layer equations converge very rapidly (3 or 4 iterations) when chemistry
is not taken into account but the chemistry equations themselves are very nonlinear
and, furthermore, can cause the boundary layer equations to become very nonlinear.
Therefore, it has been necessary to develop extensive convergence damping procedures
for both the chemistry and boundary layer iteration procedures. These have proven
generally to be quite satisfactory, but difficulties are sometimes encountered for
very severe problems. The types of problems which can occur, the symptoms of these
problems, and procedures for coping with the problems are discussed in this section.
The subject of possible program errors and debug output useful for tracing any such
errors is discussed later in this section.
The most common causes of difficulty are errors in input, improper selection
of input, and chemistry nonconvergences. Errors in input are the most frequent and
include improper format, omitted data, extra data and mispunched cards. As a general
rule, input quantities should be verified with the program output whenever possible.
Most of the problems with selection of the input are associated with the location of
the solution station and the nodal distribution which have been discussed in Sections
6.6 and 6.7, respectively. The location of the solution stations is important pri-
marily in regions where the degree of nonsimilarity is high; for example, large B or
rapid changes in wall conditions. Often a slight change in solution station location
will alleviate the problem. Errors of this type frequently manifest themselves as
'nonconvergent solutions (50 iterations). Characteristically the DAMP term is much
less than one or fluctuates rapidly, iterations are skipped, or the iteration count
may recycle from 50 to 30 and then precede to 50 before stopping. If the solution
goes 50 iterations and has not converged a relaxed convergence test is applied. If
this test is passed the solution procedure continues, often without further problems.
An unsuccessful solution which manifests itself as a nonconvergent chemistry
is often not the result of an inadequacy or programming error in the chemistry rou-
tines (EQUIL and its subroutines) but is traceable to one of the following: (1) an
excursion has occurred during the boundary layer iteration such that the chemistry
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routines have been called upon-to solve an impossible problem, or (2) a bad chemis-
try data deck has been employed. The latter could be bad thermochemical property
data (e.g., curve fits which produce negative C ) or a poor choice of species (e.g.,
omission of a species important to the solution). These types of considerations
should be investigated first if a nonconvergent chemistry occurs (see Section 7.6 for
chemistry debug output).
On occasion when the equations are particularly nonlinear, the chemistry ite-
ration can get temporarily trapped away from the solution. A very elaborate rescue
procedure ensues which usually overcomes the difficulty but, sometimes, not within
the allowed number of chemistry iterations. If a chemistry solution is nearly con-
verged, recovery may be possible. For this reason, the boundary layer iteration is
allowed to proceed with a notation in the output that a nonconvergent chemistry has
occurred. If no nonconvergent chemistries occur in the iteration just preceding a
converged boundary layer solution, any prior chemistry nonconvergences can be dis- .
regarded. On the other hand, if a chemistry solution is far from convergent, it may
produce a fatal error in a subsequent chemistry or boundary layer iteration. In any
event a STOP is encountered after 20 nonconvergent chemistry solutions accumulate in
the current case.
If the user is considering unequal diffusion coefficients, he should then
revert to assumed equal diffusion coefficients since the derivatives used in the
convergence process (these do not affect the final answer as the solution converges)
are less exact in unequal diffusion problems. Also, one could set up a sequence of
subcases leading up to the problem of actual Interest.
It should be emphasized that the convergence procedures employed in the chemis-
try and boundary layer iterations are nearly 100 percent reliable for most problems
. and get into difficulties only occasionally and then only for problems with massive
blowing (say where the boundary layer gas in the vicinity of the wall consists of
about 99 percent or more of gas injected from the wall), for large nonsimilarity ef-
fects, and for unequal diffusion problems where the unequal diffusion effects are
very strong.
It is, of course, possible that a bug in the program has actually caused a
problem. It is thus pertinent to review the operational status of the program. The
BLIMP program of which BLIMP-J is an extension has been used extensively over the
last 7 years. During this time the number of boundary layer solutions which have
been obtained probably exceeds 3000, while the number of chemistry solutions (re-
quired at each boundary layer nodal point and for each boundary layer iteration) is
probably well in excess of 300,000. In view of the size of the program and its enor-
mous number of options, however, it is possible that some errors may still exist for
some combinations of these options. For this reason an elaborate system of debug
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write statements has been retained in the program. Debug output is obtained by set-
ting KR(15) through KR(20) to nonzero values. The output obtained with the various
KR options is summarized in Section 4. The extremely ambitious and sophisticated
user should be able to track down any such error with the use of this debug output




This section contains a discussion of the normal mode output for the BLIMP-J
program and brief comments on the debug output. Much of the output is self-
explanatory; therefore, only those terms needing further explanation or definition
will be considered. The units for output are the same as those used for input.
Standard abbreviations are used in most cases with some exceptions where space was
limited. The most notable exceptions are:
B - BTU - British thermal unit
LB - LBM - pounds mass
F - FT - feet
7.1 OUTPUT SUMMARY
In general the output consists of the following sections:
t Program heading, control options, input stagnation conditions, and
turbulent parameters
t Edge gas composition and the input thermodynamic curve fit data
• A list of the elements, the associated base species, and transport
property calculation procedures
• The edge expansion thermodynamic state for the stagnation conditions and
each solution station
t Summary table of wall and edge conditions
0 Boundary layer solution, station by station, nodal information in detail,
and REFIT output
• Corrected contour summary for use in connection with TDK program
• Plot output.
It should be noted that the entire input data is not printed as part of the output.
-It is recommended that the input be listed for use in identifying errors and preser-
ving the input details for later reference. The first three of the above need no
further explanation. They are clearly illustrated by the sample problem output in
Section 8.
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7.2 EDGE AND WALL CONDITIONS
7.2.1 Edge Expansion Thermodynamic State
Most of the information presented in this output is self-explanatory, however,
the following definitions are given for the purposes of clarity.
• CP-FR02EN - Specific heat calculated from the mass fraction and specific
heat of each species at the specified temperature
CP-FROZEN = K.Cp
• CP-EQU1L - Specific heat calculated from 3h/3T) and allowing for changes
in composition
3K.
t GAMMA = 3 In p/s
• MACH NUMBER = Ue//(3P/3p)s
7.2.2 Summary Table of Wall and Edge Conditions
The following quantities appear in the summary table and may need some expla-
nation:
• XI -The normalized streamwise coordinate defined by Equation (3-6)
s
- f "iv
• BETAV - Defined by Equation (3-12)
3 In u,
P.. = ' T—fr?
• BETAP - Defined by Equation (3-13)
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• COMP FLUX - Input wall flux of boundary layer edge gas, pyrolysis gas,
and char gas for KR(9) = 0, 1 or 2.
7.3 BOUNDARY LAYER OUTPUT AT EACH STATION .
For each solution station four groups of information are output:
• Iteration summary •





The iteration information shows the progression toward a solution. Most of
this information is useful in locating convergence errors. For normal solutions
the value of ALPH (the coordinate stretching parameter, au) and FPPW (the normalizedn
'velocity gradient at the wall) should stabilize before convergence. The DAMP term
reflects the allowable correction for each iteration and should rapidly approach a
value of 1.0. Very small or zero values of DAMP indicate that the error in the so-
lution is very large and that convergence may not occur.
As part of the iteration information the maximum linear error, the maximum
nonlinear error and the equation in which it occurs for each set of conservation
equations (momentum, energy, and species), and the number of nonconvergent chemistry
solutions are printed. In Section 3 the solution technique was discussed and it was
stated that the errors were to be driven to zero. The actual convergence test re-
quires that the errors be reduced to less than some relatively small amount. The
convergence test is given below.
ELMAX + ENLMAX 1 aH ^  4 x




ENLMAX = MAX (MAX (1, |6 |) a.. • MAX (1000, |HT - HT |) • ESP 1 0 (7"2)
P M e w
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where £„, EE, and E™ are the absolute values of the maximum nonlinear errors in
the set of momentum, energy, and species equations, respectively. The equation





<ty constraint, Equation (3-84)
momentum equation between the i and i-1
nodes, Equation (3-42)
Energy and Species Equations
Number Equation
1 surface equation
i conservation equation between the i and
i-1 nodes, Equation (3-43) or (3-44)
The last integer to the right of the iteration printout is the number of non-
convergent solutions. This number is reset to zero after each converged boundary .
layer solution. A maximum of 20 nonconvergences is allowed before the program is
terminated.
7.3.2 Miscellaneous Output
The following definitions will be helpful in understanding this section of
the output:
• ALPHA - Coordinate stretching parameter. ALPHA(o,), ETA(n), and y (the





• HEAT FLUX-DIFFUSIONAL - heat flux to the wall due to diffusion, mass dif-
fusion included (-qaui in Equations (2-24) and (2-86)). For options KR(9)w
3, 4, or 7 this term satisfies the energy balance equation
q + RERAD + (pv) - mh° - m h° - RADFL(1)-RADR(IS) = 0fl c
W
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where m- and m are output as char and pyrolysis gas rates and h° and h°
are Input In Group 6.
t HEAT FLUX-TOT ENTH - net enthalpy flux to wall; diffusional heat flux
less the energy convected away from the wall by blowing (= -qa - (pv) h )
• RERAD — reradiated heat flux, zero except for energy balance problems
where e > 0 (eoT").w
• QCOND = k
wall
• MECHANICAL REMOVAL - computed as the difference between the total gas
flux and the sum of the pyrolysis and char fluxes
• Blowing parameters defined by
m
B1 =9 P
where m is the mass flux of pyrolysis gas, char gas, or total gas at
the wall
• Transfer coefficients
C =T^uf/2 T^ nr
_. _ total diffusional heat flux
^ "~ X~~71J7* r \P-iU-iVb - b )
I I C * *
mass diffusive flux j
" <wv V
where K. is the mass fraction of element j given by
where C.. is the mass fraction of element j in base species i
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• Momentum thickness (6), enthalpy thickness (X), and mass thickness
/
e
 (P - P)
~^u~ 7F^—P~T ^y
w
 pe e lle " w;
where P is either, u, G, or K..
e
• Displacement thickness = / (l - ~^r
yw e6
• Effective body displacement — same as displacement thickness for no blow-
ing cases. In the case of blowing, this parameter gives the inviscid
flow field displacement. Given by
He e o
• TOTAL HEAT TO WALL -This represents the net heat that is absorbed by
the walls and must be removed by some sort of cooling or retained by the
walls.




where L = <
11 2-D flow
. (HEAT FLUX - TOT ENTH for. KR(9) = 0,1,2




• THRUST LOSS (AF)
AF = L pu*6 cos
where L defined as before. This represents the thrust loss due to boun-
dary layer effects. All of the terms in the equation above are taken from
the BLIMP solution at the station of interest.
• TOTAL WALL AREA — The wall area calculation is an approximation to the
actual wall area and is based on trapezoidal integration between BLIMP
solution stations of
s
A = I Lds
so
where L has been previously defined.
• ACCELERATION PARAMETER-K - This parameter gives an indication of possible




• INVISCID MASS IN BL -This represents the portion of the mass flux in the
boundary" layer that was originally part of the inviscid flow. Thus it
represents the mass flux between the zero streamline and the boundary
layer edge
mINV = L t/21" f e
• TOTAL MASS IN BL -This is the total mass flux contained between the wall
and the boundary layer edge. In the case of no mass injection it is the
same as the inviscid mass flux given above
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7.3.3 Nodal Information
The values of the primary variables, their derivatives, and several derived
quantities are given at each node. First derivatives are denoted by P and second
derivatives by PP. (For example FPP is the second derivative of F with respect to .
o.n.) All derivatives are with respect to an.. F is the stream function and G is the
total enthalpy. The thermodynamic Prandtl number is based on frozen specific heat.
The modified Schmidt number is a Schmidt number based on the self-diffusion coefficient
for a fictitious species representative of the system as a whole. The term RHOSQ*EPS/
RHO*MU is the ratio of the local turbulent viscosity to the molecular viscosity at the
boundary layer edge.
7.3.4 REFIT Information
If the REFIT option is called the new values of ETA and the primary variables
are printed. This information is particularly useful for RESTART input.
7.4 CORRECTED CONTOUR OUTPUT
The option KR(8) f 0 causes printout and punch of contours corrected for the
effects of effective body displacement. This option is explained in detail in Sec-
tion 4.2 in the discussion of subroutine B11B. The output associated with this op-
tion is self-explanatory. If the contour input to BLIMP is a body contour, the
corresponding inviscid flow contour (which can be used in TDK) is printed (and
punched if requested). Similarly, if the contour input to BLIMP is the desired in-
viscid contour then the new body contour is printed.
7.5 PLOT OUTPUT
An option is available to enable a plot file to be written to a specified
unit. (This unit is identified as KPLT and has been set as KPLT = 18 in B02A.) The
file is written as a series of records by unformatted write statements. The source
and content of each record are listed below. This output can be selectively used
as input for a plotting routine. All units are those specified by the KR(13) option.
Record 1 (B07A)
Write list*: stagnation pressure, stagnation enthalpy, number of stations,
s(40), 5(40), x(40), R(40), P(40), Ue(40), Bp(40), Bv(40)
Record 2,3,... NS-1 (B11A) -one for each solution station
Write list*: station number, number of nodes, net enthalpy flux, TW,(pv)w. Cf/2« st> BTOTAL> 8> 6B> total neat to the
*
The write list is exactly as it appears in the program except that variable names
and symbols have been used in lieu of Fortran variables. The numbers in parentheses
are the variable dimensions.
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thrust loss, total wall area, acceleration parameter, invis-
cid flow in the boundary layer, total mass flow in the boun-
dary layer, y(15) u/ue (15), static enthalpy (15), T(15),
M(15), p(15), u(15), Cp(15), p2e/peMe (15).
7.6 DEBUG OUTPUT
There is extensive debug output which can be optained by proper choice of the
KR(15) through KR(20) options (see Section 5). However, most of this output is use-
ful only to the very sophisticated user. There are two parts which may be useful to
the average user. The first is really not debug output but is the regular program
output for a converged solution, output after each iteration (KR(4) = 1). This can
be very useful to help locate where the source of trouble is. The second output is
for nonconvergent chemistry (KR(18) > 0). This, is helpful in locating bad values of
C or irregular species concentrations. This output contains the complete thermody-
namic output normally given with the edge expansion and some additional output for
each species, the most important of which is C . An example of this output (Figure
7-1) and an explanation of the terms, which will help to clarify the debug output,
are given below.
PIVOT/ROW/etc. -This output appears when the matrix for the chemistry problem
is singular. (The numbers that follow the test give the location of the
singularity.) .
ISS - station number
ITEM = 1
II - node number
MITS - boundary layer iteration number
ITS — chemistry iteration number (numbers larger than 50 appear when a fatal
error in problem set-up has resulted in an impossible problem which has
been caused to exist from the chemistry solution by artificially setting
ITS.GT.50)
IQQ —1 for nonconvergent, -2 for debug output before nonconvergence
KR(6) —1 for gas phase problem, 0 or +1 for surface balance problem
HIP,SIP,TT(II) -enthalpy, entropy, and temperature for this iteration in
cal, gm, °K
ALP(I) -mass fraction of element I
LEF(I) -described in Fortran Variables List
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((C(I,J),etc. -This output comes from RERAY (B15B) and pertains to the matrix
that 1s to be inverted.
FLAG —This is the variable IFC described in the Fortran Variables List.




8.1 SAMPLE CASE 1 - SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
This sample problem represents a typical problem for a liquid propellant
rocket nozzle. The nozzle geometry, pressure distribution, fuel composition, and
wall temperature are typical of the space shuttle main engine. The nozzle contour
and pressure distribution input were provided from the output of a single zone TDK
run. The pressure distribution and wall temperature are shown in Figure 8-1. The
stagnation conditions are given below:
PQ = 2.0477 x 107 N/m2
TQ = 3653°K (HQ = 6.9501 x 10s J/kg)
MR = 6
The stations selected as solution stations are indicated on Figure 8-1. The
stations marked with a D are to allow for the discontinuities in wall temperature.
A first guess (KR(2) = 1 and Group 9) at the first solution station was made using
the results of a previous problem at different conditions. This was done to reduce
the number of iterations at the first station, where a well developed turbulent
profile was expected. Maximum use of the namelist input was made, and the default
values of many of the parameters of Groups 4 and 8 were used. (The Kendall model is
the default turbulent model.) The unequal diffusion option (KR(14) = 1) was used
and diffusion coefficients (F. and G.) were input (Group 12). (Reference 10 contains
a discussion of how to compute diffusion coefficients.) Also, a corrected body con-
tour (KR(8) = 3) was printed out.
A complete listing of the input and samples of the output are provided. (Run
time on a Univac 1108, Exec 8 system was 260 system seconds.) It is worth noting
that for this problem the use of unequal diffusion coefficients resulted in an ap-
proximately 20 percent increase in execution time and only a 1 to 3 percent change
in the parameters of interest (heat flux, thrust loss, etc.). The laminar transport
properties, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and Schmidt number, changed by 10 to 20
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8.2 SAMPLE CASE 2 - AIR FLOW IN A NOZZLE
This sample problem illustrates the homogeneous gas option (KR(7) = 3) and
the Cebeci turbulent model with variable turbulent PrandtT number. The input data
was taken from JPL data for air flow in a conical nozzle (Reference 32). Figure 8-2
shows the nozzle contour and the pressure distribution. (BLIMP predictions for this
data are presented in References 18 and 33.) The input is in English engineering
units (KR(13) = 1) and no namelists are used.
The thermodynamic data cards for air were entered as two sets of cards for N-
and Oo to illustrate the input for a mixture of gases. Alternately, a species AIR
can be created and only one species entered. In this case the curve fit constants
for C , h, and s can be easily obtained by curve fitting any set of tabulated values.
The expressions for viscosity and Prandtl number were obtained in this manner.
A list of the input data and samples of the output are presented in the fol-
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8.3 SAMPLE CASE 3-BINARY DIFFUSION EXAMPLE
This sample problem illustrates the deck setup for the binary diffusion option.
The propellant and wall materials are discussed in Section 6.4. The appropriate ele-
mental composition of the edge gas, the char material and the dummy species are shown
in the Groups 11 and 13 input. A fairly complete species deck for the H-C-N-0 gas
system is retained. The effect of this large number of species on the computation
time can be seen by comparing the time per iteration for this problem with that of
Sample case 8.1. The time per iteration is about 3 seconds,* of which about 1 second
is for the boundary layer iteration and about 2 seconds are for the chemistry itera-
tion. This same problem required approximately 2 seconds more per iteration when
the binary diffusion option was not used. (The total run time for 27 stations is
about 600 seconds.)
This problem is similar to the type encountered in solid propellent nozzles.
It has been assumed that the boundary condition for the wall material (MX4926, car-
bon phenolic tape) can be modeled as a steady-state energy balance (KR(9) = 4).
Basically, this.means that all of the heat to the wall is used to ablate the wall
material and that none (or very little) is removed from the outer surface of the
nozzle.
The pressure distribution and nozzle contour are shown in Figure 8-3. The
stagnation conditions are:
PQ = 6.89286 x 106 N/m2 (1000 psia)
TQ = 3880°K (HQ = 34518 x 106 J/kg)
For solid propellants which contain solid Al^O- after combustion it is necessary to
remove the solids from the elemental composition of the edge gas. Usually this is
done by removing all the Al and the necessary mass of 0 used to form Al^O,.
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